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P R E f A C E

An introduction to the subject of weight and value in pre-coinage societies appeared in
2005, as volume 42 of the series of ΜΕΛΕΤΗΜΑΤΑ, produced by the Research Centre for

Greek and Roman Antiquity of the National Hellenic Research Foundation. is is the sec-
ond volume to appear on the same subject. It represents an attempt to offer sidelights on meas-
urement from both the Aegean and the Orient. It consists of five parts, each one of them
exploring an independent subject, but all five focusing on those who owned and used meas-
uring tools in their everyday lives.

In regard to the geographical setting, the book starts with the Aegean, whence comes the
particular material and textual evidence that inspired the author, and extends to the Orient, for
reasons explained in the first part of the work. e definition of the ‘Orient’, of course, depends
on the standpoint of the observer. For instance, 19th century travelers regarded the Aegean as
part of the Orient. e term ‘Orient’ is used here as an open-ended term, in the same fashion
as it is employed in the title e Aegean and the Orient in the Second Millennium of the con-
ference volume AEGAEUM 18. We follow, in particular, the paper by Sherratt & Sherratt (1998)
assuming, as they do, that during the period of undergoing economic integration of the Aegean
and the eastern Mediterranean worlds, the Aegean would have been regarded as the ‘Near West’
from the point of view of peoples living in the ‘Near East’.

Part I presents the framework of the discussion. It deals with the material and symbolic sig-
nificance of the balance and the circulation of goods that needed to be measured, while prepar-
ing the reader for the way ancient texts may speak to us on matters related to weighing and
recording.

Part II deals only with the Aegean. It focuses on material evidence from a single settlement,
Akrotiri on the island of era, where the greatest number of weight measuring tools from the
Aegean have been found, oen in domestic assemblages. e first chapter deals with the balances
and balance weights in their context. e second chapter looks at metals as the primary com-
modity that needed weighing and presents examples of standardization of metal items.

Part III, although also employing evidence from the southern Aegean, pays attention to
the graves of the owners of measuring tools. In three case studies presented, the discussion con-
cerns primarily the symbolic or semeiotic role of gold balances, the technology of the balance
and the placing in graves of balances as indicators of the identity and status of their owners.

Part IV deals only with the Orient and specifically with cultures that have yielded com-
prehensible textual documentation on weight measuring and value estimation. e aim of this
approach is to display the variety of information such texts offer on matters of private econ-
omy and to help the reader to proceed from consideration of weighing mechanisms to ex-
amining the complex matter of private transactions. e first chapter omits the case of metals
that have already been discussed in Part II and concentrates on another value-adding manu-
facturing process, namely, textile production. e second chapter recalls the debates on prob-
lems of money, markets and prices.
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Part V returns to the subject of the Aegean, centring on the ancient users of the measur-
ing tools in the settlement of Akrotiri. It attempts to develop an approach to the personal eco-
nomics of the inhabitants, building on information presented in the four preceding parts. e
first section offers an exploration of the possible spatial environment of exchange process, de-
liberately omitting the debatable abstract economic concept of the ‘market’. ere follows a dis-
cussion on the material evidence from the settlement concerning measurable commodities,
which are here selected in the same way and order as those dealt with in Part IV. e focus is
on the wealth of individuals and the cost of acquiring it, whether this wealth consists of real es-
tate and house equipment, agricultural and animal capital, industrial products, private prop-
erty in the form of metal or accumulated merchandise. Related textual information from the
Orient is used at every step of our research, which finally leads to the mechanism of measuring
out the ‘payment’ for goods and services and the use of scales for purposes of measuring value.
It would seem that the household economy relied on standardization and possibly also on stan-
dard media of exchange, as was the case with long-distance trade. Although a prominent factor
in definition of the cross-cultural framework of our project, long-distance trade itself is delib-
erately ignored in our discussion, since it is commonly regarded as being closely related to the
field of macroeconomics. Gi expenditures were certainly a means of commodity exchange
among rulers while gi giving was a traditional way of acquiring goods among ordinary peo-
ple, as is textually documented. However, the exchange of gis among private individuals is
more connected to moral evaluations of exchange and more tied up with the identity and sta-
tus both of the donor and the recipient. It establishes the relationship between individuals, while,
as Gregory (1982) has remarked, commodity exchange establishes the relationship between ob-
jects. us gi giving is not explicitly discussed here, although it sometimes underlies texts cited
in this work, such as dowry lists or inheritance divisions.

Our period of research is the Bronze Age, in particular the second millennium, when large-
scale interaction among the various cultural areas of the eastern Mediterranean augmented the
consuming populations. e case studies examined from the Aegean region belong to the Late
Bronze Age dates. In our discussion, we do not look for any synchronisms among the cultures
mentioned. Equally, no attempt is made to compare material finds or texts, since many suc-
cessful attempts in this direction have been made in the past. Here, we merely suggest that in any
urban environment of the Aegean era the mobilization of commodities in private transactions
would have been subject to the same necessities pertaining to measurement and the estimation
of value as those operating among neighbours of a similar level of socio-economic develop-
ment, particularly so, in the case of a monetary, albeit pre-coinage, stage of economy.

Finally, it is essential to emphasize that any insights on the microeconomics operating in the
ancient society of Akrotiri represent the personal view of the author and rest upon the evidence
at present. Interpretation of the material evidence cannot be objective without solid textual
documentation, and even then objectivity is on principle debatable. We offer only arguments,
rather than facts, with the aim of provoking further discussion in the field of personal eco-
nomics in Late Bronze Age Aegean societies.

WEIGHT AND VALUE IN PRE-COINAGE SOCIETIES - VOLUME II12
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of this book is due to the talent and experience of my colleague Kiki Birtacha, whom I heartily thank.

NOTE

e following list comprises weight units, or other measures, mentioned in this book. ey derive from vari-
ous metric systems in ancient Egyptian, Near Eastern and Aegean texts and are given here with their approxi-
mate modern equivalents, the variations depending on the particular local metric system to which they
belong.

Near Eastern texts
Gun or biltum = 1 talent = 30-28 kg.
Mana or manum = 1 mina = 1/60 talent = 500gr. (Mesopotamian mina)

or 470 gr. (West Syrian mina)
Gin or šiqlum = 1 shekel =1/60 Mesopotamian mina (Mesopotamian shekel) = 8.4 gr.

or 1/60 Syrian mina (Carchemish shekel) = 7.8 gr.
or 1/50 Syrian mina (West Syrian shekel) = 9.4 gr.
or 1/40 Syrian mina (Hittite shekel) = 11.7 gr.

Še = barleycorn = 1/180 Mesopotamian shekel = 0.046 gr.
Nariu (wool weight unit) = 3 kg.
Gur (capacity measure) = 300/240 litres
Kurru (capacity measure) = 300/252/150 litres
Kuš or Ammatu (length measure: cubit) = 0.50 m

Ancient Egyptian texts
Deben = 91 gr.
Qedet/kite = 1/10 deben = 9.1 gr.
Snỉw (of silver) = 1/12 deben =7.6 gr.
Deben (of gold) = 13 gr.
Khar (capacity measure) = 76. 88 litres
Oipě = ¼ khar = 19.22 litres
Hin (capacity measure) = 0.48 litres
Length measure: cubit = 0.525 m

Aegean Linear B texts
L (talent) = 30 – 29 kg.
M (double mina) = 1/30 L = 1 kg.
N (half mina) = ¼ M = 250 gr.
P = 1/12 N = 20 gr.
q = 1/6 P (?) = 3.36 (?) gr.
LANA (wool unit) = 1/10 talent = 3 kg.
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1. Thera I-VII, 1968-1974. Since then the excavation and study of Akrotiri, directed by Professor Christos Doumas, has con-
tinued under the aegis of the Archaeological Society at Athens (cf. annual reports in Prakt and Ergon).

2. This style developed during the New Palace Period of Minoan Crete.
3. EVANS 1906; CASKEy 1969A; PETRUSO 1978A; PETRUSO 1992.
4. PETRUSO 1992, 65.
5. For the Aegean evidence, see, for example, MICHAILIDOU 1990; 1999; MICHAILIDOU in press; ALBERTI 1995; ALBERTI et

al. 2006; BROGAN 2006.
6. KISCH 1965, 79.
7. Cf. BENNETT 1950; 1980; KARNAVA 2001.
8. Cf. CHADWICK 1976, 102-106.
9. ROBINS & SHUTE 1987, 14; VyMAzALOVá 2002, 27-42; MICHAILIDOU 2000A, 134, Figs 13-14; For more on the subject of

Egyptian and Linear A fractions, see BENNETT 1999; For ancient fractions in general, see BENOIT et al. 1992 and Intro-
duction, 155.

I . R E S E A R C H C O N T E x T :
f R O M T H E A E G E A N T O T H E O R I E N T ?

1. fROM MATERIAL EVIDENCE TO SyMB OLISM

The inspiration for this book was provided by specific archaeological material found in
Akrotiri on Thera (fig. I.1), in the prehistoric settlement first excavated by Spyridon Mari-

natos1. In particular, a considerable number of lead discoid balance weights and some bronze bal-
ance pans were among the equipment found in the buildings (fig. I.2), sealed by the layers of
debris from the eruption that destroyed the last city, during the period of the mature Late Minoan
IA ceramic style2. Balance weights are mostly studied from a metrological point of view3. They
are also defined as “tools of tallying, industry and trade”4. Further investigations into the func-
tion of weights have attempted to analyze the particular system of calculation employed, by plac-
ing it in the framework of the historically determined social relations of production5.

Balance weights facilitated exchange mechanisms because they were “the materialization of
the idea of a standard unit of mass”6. Τhey were, in fact, the material witnesses to the quantity
given, perhaps to be returned or reiterated, and, furthermore, such a quantity could be multiplied
or subdivided by means of the addition or removal from the balance pan of weights of the same
mass. The metrological link between balance weights and mathematical fractions is obvious. In
Linear A script, and in Cretan Hieroglyphic, there are special signs denoting fractions of the
digit7 (figs I.3a-b). On the other hand, in Linear B script, these klasmatograms are replaced by
special metrical signs8 which express fractional units and are therefore followed in texts by whole
numbers. quantities are often recorded by means of fractional numbers in Sumerian and Akka-
dian texts, as they are in Egyptian Hieroglyphic and Hieratic scripts (fig. I.4)9. Metrological
analysis of the balance weights enables the archaeologist to explore, through consideration of
the mathematical scale that the weights express, the mathematical thinking current in the period
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Fig. I.1. e plan of the settlement of Akrotiri on the island of era.

16 WEIGHT AND VALUE IN PRE-COINAGE SOCIETIES - VOLUME II
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Fig. I.2. Buildings of the settlement at Akrotiri. East entrance to Complex Delta and north wall of Xesté 2.

��PART I. RESEARCH CONTEXT: FROM THE AEGEAN TO THE ORIENT?
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Fig. I.3.
a. Clay tablet from Hagia Triada, Crete, displaying
Linear A syllabograms, ideograms and numerals
(which include fractions). e sign for ‘balance’ is on
the third line from the bottom (courtesy of Ekdotike
Athenon).
b. Some Linear A fractions with their transcriptions
(aer Bennett 1980, 13).

Fig. I.4. e eye of the Egyptian god Horus was de-
stroyed in his fight with the god Seth but was aer-
wards reconstructed by the god oth, the inventor
of mathematics and script. e complete eye indi-
cates an Egyptian grain unit (of 4.8 litres) while its
parts correspond to the fractions ranging from 1/2
to 1/64 (aer Robins & Shute 1987, 14).

a

b

�� WEIGHT ANd VAluE IN PRE-COINAGE SOCIETIES - VOluME II
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�0. RENFREW ���3, �3-�4.
��. See CONNOR ����, v.

when they were in use. In terms of their social use,
weights – which are occasionally works of art, as is
the case with the porphyry anchor with the octo-
pus (Fig. I.5) – are artifacts embodying condensed
knowledge. The discovery of weights at a site indi-
cates that the people in this particular society had
a concept of measuring, that they had understood
the equivalence of mass to weight and that they had
devised the idea of a modular unit repeated in a
constant ratio.

For the broader meaning of the function of
balances and weights, we quote two passages. The
first is by Colin Renfrew, in regard to the early met-
ric system attested in the Indus valley civilization
and relates to the sites of Mohenjo daro and
Harappa�0:

“I would like to illustrate the possibility of a real
cognitive archaeology with a simple example. It
shows how we can hope to trace archaeologically
the human ability to map the world, and cogni-
tive mapping is indeed the activity which inter-
ests us… �) These people had a concept of weight
or mass, 2) they had invented the idea of the mod-
ular unit, 3) they had developed a system of nu-
meration, involving repeated use of a fixed ratio, in
this case �6. Further on 4) scales have been found, confirming that the weight system, in fact func-
tioned as a measuring device for what we may regard as mapping of the world in one of its aspects (my
emphasis), 5) their use implies a notion of an equivalence, on the basis of weight, among different
materials, and perhaps a ratio of value between them (my emphasis), 6) such a relationship would
imply a rate of exchange between commodities”.
The second passage is from the book by J.A. O’Keefe on English law regarding measures and

weights��, its interest for us lying in the persistence of their importance even in a subsequent,
monetarised period:

“Assessment by weighing or measuring is a prime necessity of life in a human society. It is essential
to the making and exchange of goods, to the erection of buildings and to the devices of transport.
There is no commerce or industry of human beings but depend on it, no dealing in property but is
defined by it. Without it there can be no civilization and no society but the primordial. It is the first
essential tool of material creation and private and public economy are its dependants” (my emphasis).
However, weighing is no ordinary means of measurement in the sense of simple accumula-

��PART I. RESEARCH CONTEXT: FROM THE AEGEAN TO THE ORIENT?

Fig. I.5. Anchor-shaped stone from the palace of
Knossos, thought by Arthur Evans to represent
the official standard of the Minoan unit of the
talent (ca 30 kg.) (photograph by Yannis Pa-
padakis).
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�2. KISCH ��65, XV.
�3. KISCH ��65, 26.
�4. Cf. MICHAIlIdOu in press, on the doctrine of Protagoras (‘Man is the measure of all things’) and the doctrine of Theaete-

tus (‘Perception is knowledge’).
�5. BROVARSKI et al. ���2, 5�; MüllER & THIEM ����, �2, Fig. �46. The head of Maat, goddess of Truth, was a popular cap-

ping piece for balances in the New Kingdom.
�6. Introduction, �6, Fig. 3; BROVARSKI et al. ���2, 5�: “Practically, the mechanics of design were probably suggested by the

common practice of carrying things suspended from the ends of a long pole resting on the shoulders of the bearer”;
KISCH ��65, 26.

��. For more on the subject, cf. MICHAIlIdOu in press; MICHAIlIdOu 200�A, 54-55.
��. POWEll ����, 20�.

tion and addition. It stems from
the idea of comparing the mass of
two objects�2. In Kisch’s view,
weighing preceded the balance,
since it was obvious to anyone han-
dling two objects which is the
heavier�3. An excellent illustration
of this is the scene of the Old King-
dom mastaba (tomb) of Ka-irer,
where the balance, in fact, repro-
duces an action performed by the
human body�4. The vertical pivot
of the balance consists of a pillar in
the shape of a female (Fig. I.6). Her
open arms function as the hori-
zontal beam as she holds a rope
that passes over her shoulders, at
the ends of which the scale pans
hang�5.

It is probable that the balance
was originally devised to hold ob-
jects in balance while carrying
them�6. Thus initially comparison
of mass by means of a balance

must have aimed to achieve equality of weight between the two objects measured, while the in-
vention of balance weights aimed to the measurement of the circulating mass in absolute values��.
Powell (with reference to Mesopotamia) attributes the invention of balance weights to high-level
planning, since the ‘metrological organizers’, as he calls them, had to confront three factors si-
multaneously, these being the current numerical system, the usual maximum load and the aver-
age weight of the ‘barley corn’, that is of the smallest Mesopotamian unit��. He suggests that “just
as the length measure will have arisen out of tool manufacture, building and agriculture, capac-
ity will have been associated with measuring grain, and weight measure will have been associated

Fig. I.6. Weighing scene from the Old Kingdom tomb of Ka-irer at
Saqqara (aer Lauer 1976, Pl. 68).

20 WEIGHT ANd VAluE IN PRE-COINAGE SOCIETIES - VOluME II
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��. POWEll ����, 20�. In Powell’s view, the third system is the latest of the three, the first two antedating the invention of
writing.

20. Its ancient name was Nubt, which meant gold (town): SHAW &-NICHOlSON ���5, ��5. For balance weights from Naqada,
see SKINNER ��54, Pl. 3�b.

2�. PETRuSO ���2, 65.
22. For this reason not preserved, but see the beam of the balance from uronarti, in Egypt (given here Fig. III.25).
23. For beams of bone see, for example, in RAHMSTORF 2006, Fig. 3.
24. E.g. the beam from Pylos (see below in Part III: The balances from Pylos).
25. EVANS ��35, 65�, Fig. 646.
26. duCROS ��0�, 32-53; SKINNER (��54, ���) thinks that the earliest depiction dates from the 5th dynasty (ca 2500 BC).
2�. E.g. OIP 4�, no 42, TEISSIER ���4, 233: 532, 533.

with the use of metals”��. Indeed,
the earliest known Egyptian weights
have been linked with gold. Flinders
Petrie considered to be weights a
group of carefully carved stone ob-
jects of different shapes from the
Predynastic site of Naqada20, be-
cause they present a weight-based
scale with a modular unit of �3 gr.,
which was the value of the Egyptian
weight unit for gold. Petruso has
similarly argued for a link between
weight measuring and jewellery
making at Troy and Poliochni in the
Northeast Aegean2�.

Information on weighing is drawn from the study of measuring tools, iconography and texts.
The balance consists of a beam. This was usually wooden22 and only rarely made of stone or

bone23, whilst in some cases it may have been made of bronze24. From the ends of the beam hang
scale pans of sheet bronze. In an archaeological context weights indicate the existence of a bal-
ance. Nevertheless, far fewer balance pans than weights from archaeological sites in both the
Aegean and the Near East are exhibited in museums. The vulnerability of the copper accounts
for this scarcity. Sometimes a balance pan is wrongly described as a copper bowl, if the holes, hid-
den by the oxidation, escape notice. Another parameter is the value of their material in the eyes
of ancient users, together with their great utility, as is made clear by the mention of scales among
inherited property in Near Eastern texts.

As opposed to the absence in Aegean of depictions of balances, with only one exception found
in Cyprus (Fig. I.7) 25, there are many depictions of Egyptian balances that are of interest for their
diversity and details26. These consist of two basic types (Figs I.8-9), one hand-held balance and
the other consisting of a balance oscillating on a vertical pivot. Representation of weighing in Near-
Eastern iconography is mainly limited to seal engravings2�.

Fig. I.7. Weighing scene depicted on a Cypro-Mycenaean crater found
at Enkomi, Cyprus (aer Evans 1935, Fig. 646).
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Fig. I.8. Hand held balance depicted in a weighing scene from the Old Kingdom Egyptian tomb of Mereruka at
Saqqara (courtesy of the Heidelberg Ägyptologisches Institut).

Fig. I.9. e standing balance as depicted in a weighing scene from the New Kingdom Egyptian tomb of Menkhep-
errasonb at ebes (courtesy of the Heidelberg Ägyptologisches Institut).
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2�. GRANdET ���4, �3� note 55� and ��2
2�. MICHAIlIdOu 200�A, 63-64.
30. See the following second and third chapters of the present work: Correlating Material Evidence with Textual Information

and The Circulation of Commodities to be measured.

In regard to the texts, impressing is the detailed description of a large Egyptian balance in the
Papyrus Harris I, of ca 2 m height and made of precious wood 2�. Given the type of the texts sur-
viving from the Aegean, we have no descriptions of the Aegean balance, apart from its synoptic
depiction as an ideogram/syllabogram on linear A tablets2� and as an ideogram (=metrogram)
for the talent on linear B tablets (Fig. I.10a-b). Only the result of weighing is recorded, since the
quantities of certain products are written on the linear B tablets by means of the metrograms de-
noting units of weight. In general, throughout the Eastern Mediterranean basin the balance was

used to measure the weight value of specific products such as metals, wool, ivory, certain spices
etc.30 As already stated, gold was the primary item measured by weight and it seems that in Egypt,
at least, gold provided the primary unit of weight. However, it would appear that there were also spe-
cial units for goods such as copper, saffron and wool and it is commonly accepted that the Romans
were responsible for imposing uniformity on the weight units for a wide range of commodities.

The measurement of non-material values undoubtedly belongs to the sphere of ideology.
Characteristic of this is the standardized Egyptian phrase of the Middle Kingdom, in which the

Fig. I.10a-b. e balance as sign in Linear A script (a) and in Linear B script (b), in the latter case used as a met-
rogram for the weight of a talent in the record of 60 ingots on tablet KN Oa 730 (aer CoMIK I).

a

b
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equilibrium of the balance is used as a symbol for moral value: “I am as accurate as the scales,
straight and as true as Thoth”, this phrase declaring one of the virtues that should compose the
portrait of the ideal courtier3�. The Egyptians considered fraud in matters involving weighing to
be a sin on a par with all others. In the Book of the Dead, in the spell �25 (the ‘Negative Confes-
sion’) the soul confesses that it has not committed blasphemy, has not profaned the temple, did
not murder etc. and also confesses: “I have not laid anything upon the weights of the hand-balance,
I have not taken anything from the plummet of the standing scales”32. Thus we go from the actual
weighing of commodities to the metaphorical weighing of the heart of the dead, as illustrated in
the well-known scenes (Fig. I.11) from the Book of the Dead33.

No analogous text has been found in the Aegean world, although there is an on-going dis-
cussion on the meaning of the well-known depiction (Fig. I.7) on the vase from Enkomi34. The
psychostasia35 is also one of the various interpretations proposed for the balances found in some

3�. lICHTHEIM ���3, �22: Stela of Intef son of Sent, Abydos, dated to the reign of Sesostris I (��th dynasty).
32. FAulKNER ���5, 3�.
33. FAulKNER ���5, 34.
34. Cf. PARE ����, 4�4-4�6 for a summary of views.
35. VERMEulE ����, 65, �5-�6, �60.

Fig. I.11. e weighing of the heart as depicted in the Book of the Dead (in this case from the Papyrus of Hunefer.
Aer Faulkner 1985, 34).
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36. See also below: Part III.
3�. Il XII, 433-435.
3�. Meaning the weighing of the keres depicted as winged idols of the men on the scale pans of the phsychopompos Hermes:

MICHAIlIdOu 2000A, �46 with references.
3�. lOWRy ����, ��.
40. MOSER VON FIlSECK ���0.
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tombs36. Homer uses the familiar simile in which the wavering fate of the Achaeans and Trojans
on the gold scale of Zeus is likened to the spinster’s balance3�, but there is a difference in the tim-
ing of this particular scene of weighing. It takes place before the battle ends. The Greek phycho-
stasia, or more correctly kerostasia3�, determined before his death the inevitable end of one of
the two persons whose fate was being judged, whilst in the Egyptian ideology weighing is part
of the procedure after death: “Egyptians had come to conceive of the post mortem judgement as
a transaction that is inevitable and automatic in its operation, and from which there could be no
appeal or escape”3� and this inevitable element in post mortem judgement expresses also the bal-
ance in Christian religion (Fig. I.12). By contrast, the weighing of opportunity as symbolized by
means of weighing in a balance held on a razor’s edge by Kairos (‘Time’, ‘Opportunity’)40, as de-
picted in a lysippean statue known from later adaptation of the theme (Fig. I.13), formulates an

Fig. I.12. Depiction of the balance from the Trapeza in Xenophontos Monastery at Athos (photograph by Aris
Gerontas).
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idea closer to the Homeric uncertainty of des-
tiny. The verb in the Homeric phrase “it stands
on the razor’s edge”4� may indeed refer to
weighing, since a common meaning of ἵστημι is
‘to place to stand, to place in the balance’42. The
most trustworthy source for the lysippean
Kairos is the poet Poseidippos, who devotes an
epigram to the statue43. The allegory on Hel-
lenistic gems still uses the imagery of the bal-
ance, but in connection with the image of an
elderly bearded man, which perhaps represents
a possible typological confusion of Kairos with
Chronos (‘Time’). This protean character reap-
pears in Byzantine letters and art, sometimes
under the new name of Bios (‘lifetime’) and re-
tains the attributes of the balance and other al-
legorical details44. Bios is described in the �2th

cent. A.d. poem by Theodoros Prodromos as a naked man, with wheels beneath his feet and
wings about his shins bearing a balance in his hand, and easily escaping from his pursuer, though
holding out hopes of return45. We quote here some of the lines of the Byzantine poem:

Περὶ τὰς κνήμας μου πτερά, τρέχω, προσίπταμαί σοι.
Ζυγὰ κατέχω, τάχα σοι τὴν πλάστιγγα χαλάσω.
Μὴ τοίνυν ἀποπροσποιοῦ τὰς ἀγαθὰς ἐλπίδας.46

The balance is an attribute “of divinities of fate such as Nike and Nemesis”4�. However, it is
in the Homeric hymn to Hermes that for the first time we find reference to the balance of Jus-
tice, δίκης τάλαντα4�. The polytropos (‘much-turned’, ‘much-travelled’) Hermes, the messenger
of gods, with his commission from Zeus to establish among men the practice of bartering, was
also the psychopompos, the leader of the souls to afterworld, who was occasionally depicted as
holding, as Zeus does in Homer, the balance for the kerostasia4�.

The balance was also held by the Sumerian god Shamash, who was the patron of honestly
conducted exchange activities, as is attested in Mesopotamian texts and depicted on Syrian

4�. ’Επὶ ξυροῦ ἵσταται ἀκμῆς: Il X. ��4. “But very great need has come upon the Achaeans, since now for all it stands on a
razor’s edge, either woeful destruction for the Achaeans, or to live” (Il X. ��3-��5).

42. Cf. COOK ��65, �62, note 5.
43. COOK ��65, �5�-�6�, Anth. Pal. �6.2�5. � ff.
44. From COOK ��65, �60-�64.
45. COOK ��65, �65.
46. MIGNE, Patr. Gr. �4��A-�420A; for more on the Byzantine period, see BOuRAS ��66, 26-34.
4�. COOK ��65, �60-�6�.
4�. Hom. Hymn to Hermes l. 324; also in Bacchyl. ��,25: «δίκης κατέκειτο τάλαντα».
4�. See, for example, in MICHAIlIdOu 2000B, Fig. ��6. Cf. also dOğAN & MICHAIlIdOu 200�, 33, note �0 for the messenger/

trader in Mycenaean times .

Fig. I.13. Fragment of sarcophagus depicting Kairos bal-
ancing opportunity (Turin Archaeological Museum).
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50. See above, note I.2�.
5�. lAMBERT ��60, �33, lines �0�-���.
52. E.g. in the scene from the tomb of Kenamun, ��th dynasty: KEMP ����, 253-254, Fig. �6; Introduction 32, Fig. �0.
53. lines �3��-�3��.

seals50. In the Hymn to Shamash, we read:
The merchant who [practices] trickery as he holds the balances
Who uses two sets of weights, thus lowering the […]
He is disappointed in the matter of profit and loses [his capital]
The honest merchant who holds the balances [and gives] good weight
Everything is presented to him in good measure[…]5�

The semeiotic role of the balance as tool for the conduct of exchange activities is also evident
in Egyptian iconography52. Even as late as the ��th century A.d., the same type of balance, con-
sisting of two pans, is to be seen held by a golden cupid over the entrance to the bourse at the
Grand Place of Brussels, marking the location of the stock exchange, perhaps hinting, too, at the
opportunity (Kairos) awaiting those who enter.

In this book, we are more interested in the balance as an instrument for measuring, ac-
counting and, in particular, for exchanging raw materials and their products. After measurement
of the cost of the materials’ weight, one generally proceeds to measuring its economic value and
this is our central issue. However, we cannot resist the temptation to end this chapter by refer-
ring once more to the measurement of moral value through the addition of the cognitive or the
aesthetic values, as shown in an extreme example taken from Greek poetry of the Classical pe-
riod. It comes from the Aristophanes’s comedy The Frogs, where we are presented with the weigh-
ing of lines («ταλάντῳ μουσικὴ σταθμήσεται») by Sophocles and Euripides, the two tragic poets
who compete with each other in the play53:

Each of you stand beside his scale.
We are here.
And grasp it firmly whilst you speak your lines into the scale.
……………………………………………………………….
He threw a river in, like some wool-seller
Wetting his wool, to make it weigh the more.
……………………………………………………………….
Let go, let go. Down goes his scale again.
He threw in Death, the heaviest ill of all.
And I Persuasion, the most lovely word.
A vain and empty soul, devoid of sense.
Think of some heavier-weighed line of yours,
To drag your scale down: something strong and big.
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54. Introduction, �5.
55. BENVENISTE ��6�, �30; see also dOğAN & MICHAIlIdOu 200�, 36.
56. For more on the relation between value and price (and the so-called ‘Transformation Problem’), further material is to

be found in books and dictionaries of economics, e.g. EATWEll et al. ���6, ���-���, the entry on VALUE AND PRICE.
5�. Cf .POWEll ���6, 22�; POSTGATE ���2, 202-205; MICHAIlIdOu 2003, 3��-3�4; KROll 200�; SCHAPS 200�; SCHAPS 2004, 34-

56.
5�. CASTlE 2000, IV.
5�. E.g. RENGER ���4, �02.
60. For more on the cost of labour, see, for example, Introduction, 33-45, in particular 4�, where an ur-III contract for a slave

sale includes a merchant who is to ‘weigh out’ the silver given as payment.
6�. With all the problems that this field presents. See, more recently, AlBERTI et al. 2006.
62. SACCONI ����; MICHAIlIdOu ����; MICHAIlIdOu in press.
63. CHAdWICK ���6, �04; PETRuSO ���2, 63-64; MICHAIlIdOu ���0; dE FIdIO ����-����; ����.

2. CORRELATING MATERIAL EVIDENCE WITH THE WRITTEN SOURCES

As we have already stated, our study of weight and value centers upon the relation between two con-
cepts in pre-coinage societies of the Bronze Age of the Eastern Mediterranean. We focus on weight,
which can determine the degree of standardization for the quantity of a circulating commodity, and
on value, which represents the degree of the importance attaching to the commodity in the ex-
change network54. Close to the concept of producing a value is the meaning of the Homeric Greek
verb alphanō, as analyzed in Benveniste’s book on the vocabulary of the Indo-European institu-
tions55. We prefer the term ‘value’ over ‘price’, since we are dealing with pre-coinage economy,
where we can speak of ‘use value’ or ‘exchange value’ (in the case of exchange value referring to the
barter exchange mechanisms), while in principle ‘price’ is a monetary expression56.

yet even from Bronze Age societies there survives textual information to the effect that some
circulating goods, in particular metals, were used as indices of value and that long before coinage
was invented these societies had in fact reached a monetary stage5�. In the words of Castle, “The
limitation of barter for long-distance trade gave rise to the use of metals as a means of exchange.
Since this required a means of measuring weight, units of weight were adopted”5�. In some Near
Eastern texts, for instance, it seems that the verb ‘to weigh’ is used in the sense of ‘to pay’5�. So,
balances and weights were the tools employed to measure both a commodity itself or the metal
given in exchange and even helped to define the cost of the productive labour60.

Although the archaeologist starts by seeking the context of the weights and balances6�, how-
ever, in order to understand what commodities were measured by weight one should obviously
turn to the written sources. In regard to the Aegean world, linear A texts, although as yet un-
deciphered, offer some hints about the administrative and economic system at the period when
many of the weights found were in use. The deciphered linear B texts preserve information re-
garding wool, occasionally flax, metals, wax, ivory and various aromatic substances, such as saf-
fron, all these being recorded in quantities measured by weight62. The next step is to correlate
the metrograms, thereby revealing the units of weight, with the actual balance weights found in
excavations at many sites in the Aegean63. One of the questions that arises here is whether there
was any difference between the two metric systems used in the times of linear A and linear B
scripts. In our view, there was very probably no radical change in the metric system itself, such
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64. MICHAIlIdOu ����; 2004; But see PARISE ���4; AlBERTI 2006.
65. CHAdWICK ���6, �05.
66. RENGER ���4, �5�-�5�; Introduction, 23-24.
6�. JANSSEN ���5, 545.
6�. JANSSEN ���5, 545.
6�. POSTGATE ���2, 203.
�0. E.g. POWEll ����; ���6.
��. Cf. Introduction, 26.
�2. GOdART ���0, 2��-232.
�3. uCHITEl ���0-��, ��5-202.

change as there was relating only to the means of recording the quantities weighed64, with only
integers appearing in linear B, instead of the fractions that appear in linear A65. Since possible
reference to ‘values’ in the linear B tablets are still a matter of debate, the only reliable informa-
tion available comes from texts from Egypt and the Near East. As noted by Renger, Mesopotamia,
in particular, offers “a testing ground for an economic history of the longue durée”66.

In Janssen’s view6�, the transactions recorded during the Ramesside period (�2�5-�0�0 B.C.)
at deir el-Medina, in Egypt, on ostraka and papyri that come from this habitation settlement of the
tomb-builders of the Pharaohs, represent either barter or money barter. Janssen specifies money
barter as “the system in which an object or an abstract unit serves as unit of account”6�. In sum, the
identification of certain commodities – silver, for instance – as money-goods in Bronze Age cul-
tures of the Eastern Mediterranean world leads us again to the term price that is also related to a
form of currency. Postgate6� mentions three functions of currency in a pre-coinage society, which
are sometimes distinguished by scholars, namely (a) as a standard of accounting, (b) as a medium
of exchange and (c) as a means of payment. He also discusses how far silver fulfills the criteria that
define a commodity as money. Further qualities, such as convertibility and durability, led to the pref-
erence for metals over grain, but both metal and grain sometimes co-exist in prices in Near East-
ern texts�0. Of course, prices and means of payment more usually do not coincide��.

One has reason to hope that evidence from the Aegean will be filled out by the results of re-
search on textual information derived from the neighbouring regions and that the study of the
context of balances and weights in the Aegean will profit thereby, despite geographic or chrono-
logical variations. For instance, Godart comments that the structure of the ur III society in
Mesopotamia (2��3-2004 B.C.) is closer to Aegean society as depicted in linear B texts (�450-
�200 B.C.), in spite the great distances in time and place. In a chapter entitled ‘Parallelisms’�2 he
explains the similarities on the grounds that each of these societies is defined “par un étatisme
poussé”. Such centralism, Godart maintains, is responsible for the appearance of a bureaucracy
employing accounting texts, which are of great help to the archaeologist seeking past metric and
economic systems. Textual information from the same period, that of the third dynasty of ur, has
also been used by uchitel, in his comparison between the a-ta-ra-si-jo smiths of Pylos (that is,
smiths who were not supplied with weighed metal by the palace) and the silver smiths of ur who
occasionally performed harvesting duties�3.

Of course, it is even better to consult texts that are closer in date. Thus it is extremly useful to
compare linear B tablets from Knossos with tablets from Nuzi, as regards the similar way of the ac-
counting of wool involving a uniform main unit for measuring wool. Potentially particularly in-
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�4. PETRuSO ���6; MElENA ����; PARISE ���6A.
�5. RENGER ���4, �66.
�6. Baines, personal communication. However, as Eyre noted in his lecture in the Xth Egyptological Conference, Rhodes

May 200�, no matter how exceptional it might be regarded as being, the deir el-Medina society still was part of the
Egyptian society of the period.

��. RENGER ���4, �64, note �2.
��. dIAKONOFF ���2; RENGER ���4 and ���4; VARGyAS ����; ClANCIER et al. 2005.

teresting is the point that the material evidence of the linear B wool unit (Fig. I.14) consists of a
lead balance weight from Akrotiri on Thera, securely dated to the preceding period of linear A
script�4.

In Renger’s view�5, “there is nothing wrong with cross-cultural comparisons and diachronic
studies, but they bear risks and contain pitfalls” and he goes on to state that “the differences in
the stages of historical and economic development and the variance in the political systems and
of the cultural and intellectual background (which influences the way the sources ‘speak’ to us)
in all these regions do not permit the simple approach…”. Our own attempts to select bibliogra-
phy in specialized libraries, to consult reviews, to understand the sources within their social con-
text by discussing matters with specialists on the subjects, perhaps have helped us here to avoid,
at least to some extent, such a ‘simple approach’.

For instance, the Tomb-Builder’s settlement at deir El-Medina, whence come the economic
texts (Fig. I.15), does not represent an ordinary case from Egyptian society�6 and much of the in-
formation used in the present work derives from the correspondence of Old Assyrian traders
(Fig. I.16) “who clearly represent an exceptional case”��. However, since the existence of these two
social phenomena cannot be denied, that evidence from such phenomena contributes to the
study of weight and value evaluation cannot be denied either. The contradictory views on
whether, or not, a market-orientated economy existed at the pre-coinage stage, we mention here
only when they cannot be ignored��. We agree with the view that “It is a completely unaccept-

Fig. I.14. Linear B tablet KN Lc (1) 557 in which the Wool unit LANA is used to estimate the quantity of wool
needed for the preceding textiles, TELA (aer CoMIK I).
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��. RENGER ���4, ��5.
�0. In spite the fact that Egypt, and occasionally the Aegean as well, is regarded as part of the Near East, e.g. the journal JNES

incorporates articles on Egyptian culture.
��. Cf. KuHRT ����, �6-30 for the term Near East.
�2. lEEMANS ��60, 2.
�3. lEEMANS ��60, 3.
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able method of historical research to assume that a sim-
ple reference to something sold or bought, to a hiring
contract or to a loan, is sufficient evidence for credit,
labour, land or commodities markets. More is required,
such as paying attention to the historical, social and po-
litical context, or to investigate, for instance, the quanti-
tative role of these phenomena within the overall
economic system of a given period”��. However, for the
archaeologist dealing with the Bronze Age Aegean, these
economic terms above represent an unexpected wealth
of knowledge since nowhere else are references to some-
thing sold or bought, or to hiring contracts or to loans to
be found.

In our study, we mention Egypt separately �0 be-
cause it most certainly had a different political and social
structure in comparison with the many different peo-
ples and socio-political groups in the rest of the Near
East��. Regarding the geographic or chronological terms
to be used, we follow leemans definitions. Thus the Old
Babylonian period lasts from the fall of the third dynasty
of ur, around 2000, to the end of the first dynasty of
Babylon ca �5�5 B.C., that is the period of city states with
the dynasties of Isin, larsa, Mari and Babylon. Mesopo-
tamia is geographically, linguistically and culturally a
single unit, and, although not united politically, its po-
litical divisions were subject to continual changes during
the whole period�2. Northern Mesopotamia is defined
as the area north of the point where the Tigris and Eu-
phrates approach each other. We prefer the term ‘Akka-
dian’ for the Babylonian and Assyrian languages and the
area they covered. For the reign of Hammurabi the pe-
riod generally accepted, though not proved, as his reign,
is ���2-��50�3.

Fig. I.15. Flint ostracon from Deir el-Med-
ina with an economic text (aer Goedicke
& Wente 1962, Pl. 48).

Fig. I.16. Old Assyrian tablet from Kültepe
in Cappadocia (courtesy of the Istanbul
Archaeological Museum).
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3. THE CIRCULATION OF COMMODITIES TO BE MEASURED

Measurement is a necessary part of the process of the circulation of goods. Allocation or distri-
bution of goods may be part of some smaller-scale activity within the limits of a certain com-
munity or may extend to a large-scale circulation involved in long-distance trade�4.

limet, in his discussion on the Sumerian trade employs certain (French) terms to delineate
three categories of circulating goods: �) ‘Biens necessaires’, to denote mainly grain and wool,
2) ‘Biens utiles’, to denote stones, metals, timber, bitumen and 3) ‘Biens superflus’, to denote pre-
cious stones, ivory, aromatic substances and precious woods. In his view, the two last categories
concern long-distance trade merchandise�5.

leemans, in his work on foreign trade in lower Mesopotamia�6, has searched for mention
of foreign articles of trade in the texts: the expected imports�� were mainly metals, stones, ores
and good timber, none of them being produced in lower Mesopotamia, whence barley, dates
and sesame, or products of cattle-raising could be offered in return��. However, as leemans em-
phasizes, few neighbouring lands would need such goods, which were available almost every-
where (with the exception of the countries on the coasts of the Persian Gulf)��. Thus, exports
other than those directly yielded by the soil of the country were needed to counterbalance the im-
ports. These were industrial articles of relatively high value, such as garments or articles of fine
craftsmanship�0. They were countable items but, as we will see in the relevant chapter��, since the
weight of their raw material was frequently recorded, they were evidently measured as well. Given
that measurement is even more necessary in long-distance exchange transactions, the Aegean ar-
chaeologist may start with the trade goods referred to by Eric Cline, who defines a number of
items as ‘primary trade goods’, namely, wine, grain, spices, timber, precious stones, textiles, dyes,
ivory and metals�2. What is preserved of them in the archaeological record may in fact consti-
tute the raw materials themselves, but are more likely to be artifacts derived from these raw ma-
terials, or the containers within they were transported. Among these containers, indicators of
the circulation of perishable goods�3, first place is given by Cline to Syro-Canaanite jars, for some
of which a great variety of contents has been attested by means of visual or laboratory investiga-
tion; the contents include wine, oil, orpiment, terebinth, beads of glass and grain�4. In Cline’s

�4. For theories pertaining to the general topic of the movement of commodities, see, for example, the articles in KNAPP &
STECH (���5) or in GAlE (����).

�5. lIMET ����, 5�.
�6. lEEMANS ��60, who deals specifically with the Old Babylonian period, but who gives a most instructive introduction to

the subject.
��. The same search for exotic items mentioned in linear B tablets is by PAlAIMA ����.
��. Cf. the famous story of EÓmerkar and the king of Arrata: HAllO ���2, 353; ZACCAGNINI ���3, 34-42; dOğAN & MICHAIlI-

dOu 200�, 32.
��. lEEMANS ��60, ��4.
�0. lEEMANS ��60, ��5.
��. Part IV.�.4, below.
�2. ClINE ���4, �5.
�3. Cf. KNAPP ����.
�4. ClINE ���4, �5; RABAN ���0; HAldANE ���3; PulAK 200�; lIN 2003.
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95. CLINE 1994, Table 60.
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about 22 litres during the Iron Age (PULAK 1998, 201). See more recently the unpublished thesis by LIN 200�; On the other
hand, this value of 26.7 litres is closer to the proposed higher value of the liquid measure (28.8 lt) given in Linear B
tablets by CHAdWICK 1976, 108; PALAIMA 2005, 269; see also Younger 200�.

98. Although their total weight depended on the density of the liquids stored.
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105. NEGBI & NEGBI 199�; HALdANE 199�.

catalogue of Syro-Canaanite jars95, five Aegean sites of Late Minoan (LM) I/II period are men-
tioned as having yielded such containers, Akrotiri on the island of Thera, Kommos, Kato Zakros
and Pseira on the island of Crete, and Tsoungiza on mainland Greece. The number of sites and
samples in Cline’s catalogue increases in the following LM IIIA period, at Kommos, for example,
the total number in the catalogue rising to 58!96 The containers presumably also functioned as units
of measure, since they are of more or less standardize volumes. According to Pulak, the 149 jars from
the Uluburun wreck display three size categories. The capacity of the smallest size (75% out of the
total number) is calculated as being 6.7 litres, those of medium size (11% of the total) having ap-
proximately double this capacity and the largest possessing a capacity of four times the smallest
size, that is 26.7 litres97. Thus the cargo was probably roughly estimated by merely counting the
jars98. Cypriot jars and Aegean stirrup jars (Fig. I.17) had a similar function99. Standardization of
stirrup-jars is also to be expected in the case of the large quantity of 1,800 jars recorded in one Lin-
ear B tablet from the palace archive of Knosssos (Fig. I.18). Indicative of the route they followed
in their journeys is the presence at Thebes, Mycenae and Tiryns of stirrup jars that derive from
western Crete100. As for the stirrup jars from the Uluburun cargo, the nature of their fabric points
to various production centers, mostly on Crete, and they were being reused in this cargo, accord-
ing to Rutter101.

When the clay of an accompanying sealed stopper is different from that of the stirrup jar,
analysis of the clay of the stoppers potentially shows whether the jars were reused. Two such in-
stances of reused stirrup jars have been found among the vessels from the ‘House of the Oil Mer-
chant’ at Mycenae102. In regard to their function within a settlement, at Akrotiri on Thera, a
settlement that offers such ample pottery evidence, there are far fewer examples of the stirrup jar
in comparison to numbers of amphoras with elliptical mouths and, in contrast to the latter shape,
the stirrup jar is not present in every house10�, thus proving that this particular vessel was not one
of the ordinary domestic vessels used for storage or for intra-settlement circulation and meas-
urement104. There has long been discussion regarding the role of stirrup jars in contrast of that
of Canaanite jars105. To appreciate the importance over time of pottery ‘containers’ in transit trade,
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Fig. I.17. Aegean stirrup jar found in ebes, mainland Greece, with
Linear B inscription possibly denoting a man’ s name and a local-
ity in Western Crete (aer Demakopoulou 1988, no. 184).
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Fig. I.18. Linear B tablet KN K 700 from
Knossos, recording 1,800 stirrup jars (aer
CoMIK I).
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111. E.g. dALLEY 1984, 59; MICHAILIdOU 2001B.
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11�. BASS 1967, 1�5-142; PULAK 1998, 209-210; 2000A, 247-266.
114. CLINE 1994, 95.
115. TZACHILI 2001A, 172.
116. VEENHOF 1988, 245.

one need only recall the great number of Phoenician amphoras of the 8th and 7th cent. B.C.
found in Tartessos in Spain, indicating that large quantities of oil were imported from Byblos
and Sarepta, their transport requiring specialized traders who, in Aubé’s view, were also trans-
porting during the 7th cent. a special quality of oil from Attica bottled in small amphoras, the so-
called ‘SOS amphoras’106.

In addition to the tables displaying the shapes of containers107, Cline also gives two tables of
various trade artifacts, one depicting the type of object and another the material of construc-
tion108. The trade items transported, such as, for instance, stone mortars or bronze tools, weapons
or vessels, were countable. However, we do know that in general, their weight was also of im-
portance. The weight of metal items was frequently recorded, as, for instance, the weight of a
chisel, recorded on ostraka from deir el-Medina in Egypt109, or on Ur III tablets in Mesopo-
tamia110. Similar cases are to be found in regard to jewellery or metal vessels111.

To start with Cline’s book: here we are of course dealing with commodities that belong to the
upper levels of trade, accompanied by various views on the definition (e.g. gift exchange or/and
private enterprises). Of equal interest are intra-community mechanisms of exchange, whose pres-
ence is perhaps indicated by the balances and weights found as domestic equipment in Aegean
settlements 112, in contrast to, or in parallel with, the appearance of sets of balance weights (and
balance pans) in wrecks11�. For instance, in dealing with long distance trade, it is to be noticed
that among Cline’s primary trade goods114 are textiles, but not wool or linen. does this mean
that in this case long distance exchanges occurred only at the level of the technological product?
Tzachili’s view, that there was a concentration of weaving activities in the ports of the Aegean115,
may support such an idea. An extreme example of a transit role at the level of a technological
product is to be seen in the case of Aššur in Mesopotamia, a city with textually attested house-
hold weaving production and parallel imports of qualified textiles from elsewhere (Babylon),
this latter being undertaken in order to enrich the merchandise sent by Aššur to its emporia in
Asia Minor. In this case, according to Veenhof “production only played a limited role in the trade,
which hence consisted essentially in linking separate but somehow complementary markets. The
strategically located city of Aššur functioned as ‘central place’ and the Assyrians exploited the
existing difference in supply and demand, and thus in exchange value of a limited number of
basic goods by means of their investments, their transport system, their network of settlements,
and their information”116. This is indeed an interesting picture of a long distance, inter-regional
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Persian Gulf.

124. See the title “From Luxuries to Commodities” by SHERRATT & SHERRATT 1991.
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128. E.g. VERCOUTTER 1956, �06-�10; WACHSMANN 1987, 72-7�; MATTHäUS 1995.

trade. Such an interpretation may perhaps also be applicable to some extent to urban centres on
Crete117 or Thera118.

Of relevance to a consideration of the circulation of commodities in the Near East during the
first couple of centuries of the second millenium B.C., as evidenced by the – unequal – textual
evidence, are the comments by Larsen: “The commodities which reappear in many parts of the
system are metals, textiles and certain agricultural luxury products such as fine oil, spices and aro-
matics. Basic agricultural products such as wool and even more clearly grain play a limited role
in the documented pattern”119. However, he adds: “The commercial pattern in the Middle Bronze
Age exhibits a combination of utilitarian goods and luxury products”120. In Larsen’s view, in the
period following the functioning of the centralised bureaucratic system of Ur III, within the core
area there was regionally specialized production121 and commerce. Aššur is the clearest available
example. The very existence of the city was tied up with trade, since its hinterland lacked suffi-
cient agricultural resources to support a major settlement. Furthermore, the site itself is strate-
gically located in relation to several routes. Thus, although there was certainly some textile
production in Aššur, its raison d’être was clearly to function as a transit center122. For the general
picture in the Near East at this period, we may quote Larsen again: “It may perhaps not be too
adventurous to suggest a pattern with three important production centers: the alluvial plain of
southern Mesopotamia, Syria and Anatolia; and with a number of commercially specialized in-
terstitial societies – with Aššur as the best known example”12�.

Regardless of their provenance, some idea of the commodities that were preferred for cir-
culation and storage and that therefore required counting and measuring may be obtained from
the depiction of such goods in Egyptian tomb paintings, mainly at Thebes. These offer a good
parallel to textual information, whether taken from the Amarna correspondence or from the
Near Eastern archives or, to a lesser degree, from the Linear B texts. A good example are the ‘lux-
uries’124 depicted on the wall paintings of the tomb of Rekhmire in Egypt125. These consist of
wine, oil, honey in sealed jars126, bundles of papyrus and reeds, ostrich feathers, skin shields,
ebony logs, elephant tusks, leopards skin, linen cloth in rolls and bales, baskets containing blue-
green turquoise, red carnelian, blue lapis lazuli 127, jars full of incense and heaps of balsam, blocks
of silver, ingots and rings of gold and bags of gold dust stored in baskets. There are also the fa-
mous gold artifacts, some of them pointing to Aegean craftsmen128, mainly elaborate vessels and
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rhyta. Vases of precious metal form a major part of the imports depicted in the Egyptian tomb
paintings (Fig. I.19) and in the dedication relief in the temple at Karnak, the latter presenting “an
archaeological snap-shot of a vanished sphere of circulation” thus providing “an ethnotaxonomy
of relative scales of value” 129. We should add here Pulak’s comment to the effect that the cargo
of the Uluburun wreck matches the goods depicted in Egyptian tomb-paintings as brought from
Syria (Retjenu) and also matches the goods recorded in the Amarna letters as gifts sent by Syro-
Palestinian rulers1�0 (and the king of Alashiya).

We may proceed by grouping the circulating commodities into three categories, 1) mere
subsistence consumables, mostly staple goods, 2) articles of trade and �) means of payment. The
last group represents the commodities most desired in exchanges, which therefore occasionally
or officially functioned as ‘money’ and even as currency, thus providing the means to define
prices under certain circumstances, as for instance in royal law codes. In theory, each of the cir-
culating commodities might belong to the first, the second or to all three of these categories, de-
pending on its availability and the particular demand for it by its socio-economic environment.
Wool, for instance, is of course a consumable, but it also functions as an article of trade. Wool in
Middle Bronze Age Mesopotamia was exported from Ur to dilmun and Magan. In Larsen’s view,

Fig. I.19. e storage of precious commodities as depicted in the wall painting of the New Kingdom tomb of Rekhmire
(Τ 100) at ebes (aer Karetsou & Vlasaki 2000, 92, Fig. 66).
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bulk shipments were only feasible when water-borne transportation was used and, in Waetzoldt’s
opinion, only poorer qualities of wool were exported1�1. Textiles, the technological product de-
rived from wool, although a consumable good in themselves, are one of the main trade goods
with a high exchange value. Thus it is textile, rather than wool, that circulates as a ‘transit good’1�2.
For this reason cloth is to be regarded as trade good par excellence and can therefore be also as-
signed to the third category, functioning occasionally as a means of payment1��.

Grain is one of the range of subsistence consumables, despite being also textually attested as
an article of trade. Leemans notes that agricultural produce consists of “inexpensive articles
which could only be profitably exported in large quantities, and large quantities could only be ex-
ported where suitable and cheap transport was available”1�4. Shipments of grain are indeed men-
tioned as being sent in significant quantities from Mesopotamia to the Persian Gulf. Furthermore,
ships carrying grain and wine travelled down the Euphrates from Syria to Mari and beyond1�5.
Grain was not suitable for over-land transport, however, because most of such a load would have
been consumed by the animal and human carriers by the time the long-distance journey was
over1�6. In domestic markets, on the other hand, grain functioned as a means of payment, too,
and in some cases as a unit of value1�7, thereby occasionally becoming a member of our third cat-
egory of circulating commodities.

For long-distance trade, it was ‘transit goods’ that were needed, mainly durable metals, which
formed convertible material in themselves and for this reason the best candidate for the role of
‘money’ goods. Copper and tin certainly belong to all three categories above, while gold and sil-
ver mainly belong to the second and third group respectively. Artifacts of metal are transit goods
par excellence, some of them occasionally also functioning as ‘currency items’1�8. As we have al-
ready noted, vases of precious metal form a major part of the imports depicted on the Egyptian
tomb paintings at Thebes1�9. This is the general schema, however, useful also for defining the ex-
ceptions when they appear. For instance, it is interesting that at Nuzi tin is also used as means of
payment140.

From long distance trade we now turn to the intra-regional exchanges. Even if we take it that
wool, as we have said, circulated less than cloth as trade item and therefore over smaller distances,
it still had to be measured in stages, such as 1) production, delivery and storage141 and 2) the esti-
mation of the quantity needed in order to produce a textile of a certain type and size, sometimes
also intended for a long distance destination. Furthermore, fibres of dyed wool were indeed trans-
ported – also measured by weight – over longer distances than simple wool142.
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Even for products such as fish, there is evidence from Near Eastern texts of the way they
were measured and of the quantities acquired, gathered or distributed. Thus even fish, a mere
consumable good, is of interest here, since there is textual information to the effect that occa-
sionally it was measured by weight14�. Fish also served as the source of a glue, used in industries,
and thus also required measurement. In fact measurement – in particular weighing – was a wide-
spread everyday activity. Textual and ethnographic evidence indicates what materials were meas-
ured by weight. If we take wax, for instance, we read in a text: “7 minas of wax for coating the
doors”, wax here being needed for the matrix for the manufacture of a bronze door144. Candles
of wax for the Easter Orthodox ceremony are still sold by weight in some Greek villages. The
colour needed for the coating of a door is also recorded in Near Eastern texts by weight: “dass nor-
malerweise 1/2 - 11/2 kg. zum Anstreichen einer Tür ausreichte. Für das Türjoch brauchte man 1
- 11/2 kg.”145.

Since our interest mainly lies in commodities that were measured by weight, we may end this
chapter by drawing examples from two texts from Uruk, dated to first millennium B.C., both men-
tioned in the basic article on overland trade by Oppenheim. In these two texts, separated only by
a year (551 and 550 B.C.) the following articles of trade are recorded146 (those recorded by weight
being here put in italics, whilst the bracketed numbers refer to the quantities in one or both texts):

Copper from Yamana measured in minas (600 and 295), Tin measured in minas (�7), Iron
from Yamana measured in minas (1�0) and from Lebanon (257 minas).

Dyes, two types, one in minas (81 minas 20 shekels, and �2 minas 20 shekels) or in jars (2),
the other type also being measured in minas (120) or in jars (�).

dyed fabric in pieces (2)
Alum from Egypt in minas (2��) with their containers
White wine in jars (20)
Honey in quarts (1�2)
Spices (?) in minas (40), other in kurru (1)
Fibres in minas (Blue-purple wool: 16 minas 15 shekels, and 11 minas 20 shekels while the

other type of fibre – ţumânu – in 15� minas).
Lapis lazuli (or perhaps blue glass or Egyptian Blue147) in minas (55)
Boxes of copper (or with copper reinforcements), in pieces (8)
Juniper resin in kurru (1)
In Oppenheim’s view, a comparison between the two texts “strongly suggests that the mer-

chant Nādin-ahi was dealing with merchandise coming ultimately from the West – this is indi-
cated by the geographical names Yamana, Egypt and Lebanon – on a recurrent, in fact on an
annual basis”. He adds that “Both texts should therefore be typical for the Mesopotamian trade
that was concerned with the distribution of large-scale imports furnished by overland trade”148.

14�. Cf. MICHAILIdOU 2001A, 61 with references.
144. SALONEN 1961, 115.
145. SALONEN 1961, 116.
146. ΟPPENHEIM 1967, 2�7-2�8. In the first text goods are also followed by equivalency in silver.
147. OPPENHEIM 1967, 2�8 and 24�.
148. OPPENHEIM 1967, 2�9 who also comments that, although both texts originate from Uruk, this does not mean that this

city alone engaged in trade with the West.
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Sailing the Aegean Sea.
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I I . WE IGHT MEASUREMENT IN THE AEGEAN :
THE CASE OF AKROT IR I ON THE I SLAND OF THERA

Any history of research on weight measurement in the Aegean era should definitely start with
the work of Christos Tsountas, who emphasized the importance of weighing tools for a pre-

coinage society, such as that of Mycenae. The story continues with Arthur Evans’s fundamental
work on Minoan weights and mediums of currency, which showed that the ‘Minoan’ unit of 65.5
gr. is the 5th multiple of the Egyptian unit for gold. Then come Nicola Parise’s studies on the
‘Aegean’ unit of 65.5 gr., which agrees with John Caskey’s unit for the balance weights from Kea1.
Carl Petruso was the first to devote his Ph.D, and further studies, to Aegean balance weights, deal-
ing with material from Troy, Crete, the Cyclades, Mycenae and Cyprus, while Vassilis Aravanti-
nos published related material from Thebes2. Anna Michailidou has examined the subject of the
social context of weights3. Lorenz Rahmstorf sought out the earliest (Early Bronze Age) balance
weights and Maria-Emanuela Alberti, in one of her many articles on Aegean metrology, has pre-
sented a review of our knowledge to date4. As for the possible continuation of shapes and values
of mass in the Early Iron Age, the most recent study is by John Kroll on weights from Lefkandi5.

For balances of the Aegean era, we may consult the various catalogues by Vandenabeele and
Olivier, Petruso and Pare.6 No truly intact balance has been found. Some constructional details,
however, are perhaps to be observed in reconstructions, such as those of the gold, non-functional
balances from Mycenae Shaft Grave III or of the bronze, functional balances from the Pylos and
Vapheio tholos tombs, all of them to be discussed in Chapter III below. Normally the beams would
have been made of wood, while chiefly Pare and Rahmstorf have discussed the evidence regard-
ing bronze or bone bars7. Perhaps the most recent find of a scale beam made of bone is that pre-
sented among the finds from the excavations at Küllüoba, in inland western Anatolia8. In general,
the number of balances found in tombs is higher in comparison to those from settlements, pos-
sibly a consequence of less reuse. More recent finds, however (e.g. at least five pairs from the set-
tlement at Mochlos on Crete), have now increased the number of samples from settlements9.
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In particular, in regard to the Cycladic island of Thera, Marinatos considered the lead disks
found in the settlement of Akrotiri to be balance weights, comparing them to lead discs from the
tholos tomb at Vapheio, published by Tsountas10. Petruso was the first to study the material from
Akrotiri, in a chapter of his Ph.D devoted to the subject11 and in a paper presented to a confer-
ence on Thera and the Aegean world12. Since then, balance weights from Akrotiri have been dis-
cussed by Parise, Michailidou and Alberti13. They have been also viewed in combination with the
literary evidence by some of the authors mentioned here and by Pia de Fidio14.

In regard to the dating of lead discoid weights, the majority are dated to the New Palace pe-
riod, but specimens from the earlier period, of the old Minoan palaces, are also recorded (e.g.
from Mallia in Crete and from Samothrace in the northern Aegean15). The major groups of bal-
ance weights from Akrotiri and Mochlos are securely dated to Late Minoan Ia and Late Minoan
Ib respectively. At Akrotiri, there are also earlier samples made of stone, of various shapes. They
cannot all be assigned to a particular date, however, and whether they were actually balance
weights is often questioned16.
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ter Antiquities, Athens.

18. EVELY 2000, 387.
19. SLATER 1980, Table 1 and Fig. 3.

1. WEIGHING EQUIPMENT: CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS

1.1. Balances found at Akrotiri and their context

In contrast to balance weights, balances are less frequently found in Akrotiri, as is also the case
for most of the settlements. They are of the normal form of the balance of the period, that is,

the simple equal-arm balance with two pans.
Seven pairs of scale pans have been found to date (Fig. II.1a-b)17, their diameters varying

from 5.8 cm to 12.5 cm. Most of the pans were apparently hung from a beam by means of plant
fibres (Figs II.1a-b and 2). Perhaps fragments of chains also found in the same area with a pair
of scale pans in Building Complex Alpha (Figs II.3 and 4) also fulfilled this function, although
they do not seem to be suitable for such a small balance (no. 1490 in Fig. II.1). No remains of their
wooden (?) beam have as yet been identified. A copper/bronze pin-like object (Fig. II.18) found
together with two pans (no. 8589 in Fig. II.1) was at first taken to be the beam of the balance, but
it resembles a needle more than a balance beam (Fig. II.19). Regarding the manufacture of the
scale pans (cf. Fig. II.6) Evely remarks: “These are in effect a very shallow bowl, easily fashioned
from a cast disc or cut-out blank by sinking…Four holes were punched at the rim, from which
it might be suspended… The only analysis taken to date gives a 16% tin-bronze, rather high since
no real stress was brought to bear on them in their normal work: is it another attempt to impart
a silvery tinge to the object?”18 In our view, their normal work probably would have involved
stress, given that it is likely that they were required to weigh lead discs and it is this, rather than
a desire to impress, that gives them their appearance. Slater’s investigation of one scale pan (no.
5491) gave 12.9% tin19.

There are few cases of pans and weights that have been found in the same house at Akrotiri.
There is one case of scale pans and a working set of balance weights found in the same room (in
room Delta 1a) and one case (so far) in which two weights were found together with the pans (in
New Pillar Well 64). Are these finds merely a matter of chance or are we dealing here with own-
ership of the balance (for not everybody can have had one)? Generally speaking, the present
mass of balance weights is only of limited value to our study, due to lead corrosion. However, their
diameter is not particularly influenced by the mechanical cleaning in contrast to thickness and,
when compared with the diameter of the scale pan, may give us an idea of the function of the two
instruments. Thus it would seem that the whole group of weights found in Room Delta 1a may
have been used in the particular balance found in the same room.
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BE 1974-10
diam. 12.5 cm
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diam. 9.8 cm
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exterior interior
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THE CASE OF AKROTIRI ON THE ISLAND OF THERA

Fig. II.1. a-b. e seven pairs of scale pans found in various locations in the settlement at Akrotiri arranged ac-
cording to diameter (drawings by A. Kontonis).

7352
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Fig. II.2. Remnants of string made
of plant fibre and traces of wood
on the interior face of scale pan
no. 6874.

Fig. II.3. Metal parts of a
chain found in the same area
as the scale pans no. 1490
(cf. Figs II.4 and 21).

Fig. II.4. e scale pans
no. 1490 and an oxidized
sha (?) with the same
inventory number as the
chain parts (courtesy of
the National Archaeo-
logical Museum at
Athens).
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Fig. II.5. The largest balance from the settlement, no. BE 1974-10, from room Delta 16, as exhibited in the
Archaeological Museum at Fira, era.

Fig. II.6. Side view of one of the pans of the balance BE 1974-10, indicating the mode of manufacture.
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Fig. II.7. e two pans of no. BE 1974.10, inside faces, aer era V, Pl. 56a.
Fig. II.8. Recent photograph of the two pans no. BE 1974-10. Visible on the interior, concave side of the right pan
are relics of the cord absorbed in the metal, whilst on the exterior, convex side of the other pan there are traces of
matting or wood near the lower edge.
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20. Cf. MICHAIlIDOu 2001C, Fig 209. See also the houses Delta-South and Delta-West at PAlyvOu 2005, 71-80.
21. Thera v, 33 and Pls 78b and 79.
22. Cf. the identification of similar material on pair of scale pans no. 7352 by SPAnTIDAkI & MOulHérAT 2004.
23. For the jar with the askoi, see Thera v, 21, 33, Pl. 31b. Also here Fig. v.27.

On the other hand, two balances were found in the same room (room Delta 16) and these
are the biggest (BE 1974-10) and the smallest (6874) to date from Akrotiri (Fig. II.1a-b). We will
therefore start with Building Complex Delta, where so far balances have been found in two out
of the four houses of the complex, the House with the south entrance (House Delta South) and
the House with the west entrance (House Delta West)20. It must be added that in regard to bal-
ance weights, all four houses of this complex (Fig. V.57) have yielded from one to several.

House Delta South: Room Delta 16

From this room come two pairs of scale pans, in both cases reported as being found inside jars,
the pans being placed one inside the other. In regard to the larger pans (Figs II.5-8) we read:
“…the second pair was found inside a jar lying broken but still erect just in the north-east cor-
ner of the room. The talents are the biggest found hitherto (0.125 m of diam.) and were found the
one upon the other” and later on, “a metallic bullet and organic materials (stems of some plant?)
on one of the talents” are mentioned (Fig. II.7)21. The term ‘talents’ for the scale pans derives from
the Homeric word for the balance (talanta), which refers to scale pans. This balance (no. BE
1974.10) is today on display in the Fira Museum on Thera (Fig. II.5). The form of the scale pans
follows the rule common for all scales at Akrotiri (and in the Aegean) at this period. The pans are
slightly convex (Fig. II.6), with four holes placed at regular intervals, in this case at distances of 7
cm (Fig. II.1a). The pans, of a diameter of 12.5 cm and a present thickness of 1-1.5 mm, today
weigh 52 and 52.5 gr. each, the difference being insignificant in the case of corroded material. In
the old picture of Fig. II.7 the details to which Marinatos refers are still discernible. The cord of
the balance is visible today in the inner side of one of the pans absorbed in the metal of copper
(cf. Figs II.1a and 8) and indices of wood or mat are visible on the outer side of the other pan and
in places on the perimeter of both pans22. This picture confirms the excavator’s assertion that the
pans were found one inside the other and it further points to their previously having been placed
inside a box or small basket.

The second pair of scale pans (no. 6874) was also found inside a jar, which contained im-
ported clay flasks (askoi)23. The pans display the smallest diameter hitherto found in Akrotiri
(Fig. II.1b), 5.8 cm, and the present thickness of the metal plate is 1.5 mm, while the best pre-
served of the two pans weighs today 12 gr. (-). There are visible traces of wood (Fig. II.9) on
both pans. It is possible that some of the traces of wood might be the remains of a bar, for the con-
servator E. Papadima and the archaeobotanist A. Sarpaki both noticed that in places the veins
show some sort of breakage in the wood (Fig. II.2). A part of the cord itself, made of plant fibre,
which starts from one of the holes, has survived in the concave face of one of the pans (Fig. II.2)
the thickness of the cord being ca 1 mm and the diameter of the holes being 1.5 mm.
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24. MICHAIlIDOu 2006, 237-238, Fig. 1. Also here Fig. v.28.
25. MICHAIlIDOu 2006, 248, Fig. 11. Also, here, Fig. v.73a-b.
26. DOuMAS 1983, 48.
27. Thera III, 64; nIkOlAkOPOulOu 2003.

In the search for balance weights in the same room (Delta 16), only one lead disc has been
reported (no. 1901, 5.8 cm in diameter and currently 209.2 gr (-) in weight) that might function
easily, at least in the large balance. As discussed in the following section on balance weights, its
original weight value would have been recorded in linear B script as n 1 (half a mina). For the
large balance, there is another candidate, this time made of stone. The barrel-shaped Syrian Mina,
478 gr. in weight, from Akrotiri24 was found in this room (as I was told by the late Emily Mari-
natos) and its longer dimension is 12.5 cm, that is, the diameter of the large scale pans. There is
the possibility that a set of smaller stone weights, perhaps barrel-shaped again, was removed by
their owner before the eruption, especially if they were made of hematite, a stone too precious
to be left behind and easily portable. There is also a chance that small stones of a less obvious
shape may have passed unnoticed by the excavators. For instance, one light white pebble of 3.2
gr. weight25 may have easily functioned on the pan of the smaller balance for more precision
weighing. room Delta 16 is thought to have been a storeroom, even perhaps some sort of ‘shop’26.
One wonders whether some of the stored commodities were meant to be weighed with these
balances and why two pairs of scales were needed. Of course, it may be that the balances, kept,
as they were, inside their boxes or baskets, are to be regarded as merchandise in themselves. last,
but not least, it is always possible that the inhabitants of the room rearranged the equipment in
the room on their return, before their final departure27.

Fig. II.9. e smallest balance found so far, no. 6874, found in the same room, Delta 16, as the largest in Fig. II.7.
ere are traces of cord and wood on the concave side of the right pan and traces of wood on the outer, convex
side of the other pan.
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28. Thera Iv, 18-20.
29. Excavation Diary notebook 50, page 113; PAPADIMITrIOu-grAMMEnOu 2008, 143, 146, Fig. 14.
30. SPAnTIDAkI & MOulHérAT 2004.
31. PulAk 2000A, 248, Fig. 17.2.
32. From the Apha East house, as it is termed by PAlyvOu 2005, 86.
33. For a picture of this area of the room 3, see Thera II, Pls 21-22.

Delta House West: Room Delta 1a

This room, where six lead weights were found, is a
basement storeroom located under the room with the
pier-and-door partition Delta 1 and was excavated by
Marinatos28. Many years later, during cleaning of the
room, another lead weight was found, this time inside
a one-handled clay cup. Still more important was the
discovery inside a jar of two scale pans in a fragmen-
tary condition (no. 7352)29. The jar also contained an
organic material, possibly flour, a pot, a lid of a pyxis
and other objects. After treatment at the experienced
hands of E. Papadima, the pans were restored to their
original shape (Figs II.11-12) and size, with a diameter
of 8 cm (Fig. II.1b). The present thickness of the plate is
1.5 mm and at the periphery the edge rises abruptly. An
interesting detail is what resembles a repair to the outer,
convex, side of one of the pans, carried out by means of
a circular plate riveted to the surface. In fact, this is prob-
ably a deliberate weight addition, in order to balance the two pans. Furthermore, traces of mat on
the outer side of the other pan and on the periphery of both pans30 indicate once more the existence
of a container for the two pans originally kept one inside the other (Fig. II.13). Pans in such an
arrangement were also found in the uluburun wreck (Fig. II.10), where the pair of pans was found
“still incased in its partly preserved wooden sleeve-type case”31. As discussed above, both balances
from Delta 16, also found inside jars, were possibly similarly arranged.

In regard to the balance weights found in the same room (to be discussed in the chapter on
weights below), to judge from their diameter, even the largest lead disc (of 6.4 cm diam) may
have been used on the scale pans. Its present weight is 292.4 gr.

House Alpha East: Magazine room 3.3

From the inner room 3 of the Magazines of Pithoi in Sector Alpha32 comes the balance no. 1490
(Figs II.1b, II.4 and II.14), now on display in the national Archaeological Museum at Athens. It
was found in the western part of this room, in Marinatos’ area 3.3, where a large amount of pot-
tery had fallen from the upper storey33. In the excavation inventory, on the same day on which

Fig. II.10. Two pans of a balance from the
Uluburun wreck found placed in a wooden,
sleeve-like case (aer Pulak 2000A, Fig.
17.2).
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Fig. II.11. e balance no. 7352 from room Delta 1a.
Exterior faces of both pans with a circular plate of
metal riveted to the surface of one of the pans.

Fig. II.12. Interior faces of the two pans of balance
no. 7352.

Fig. II.13. e two pans of the balance no. 7352 in
their possible original disposition.

11

12

13
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the pans were found, 12 August 1969, parts of copper/bronze chains are also reported (Figs II.3-
4). They were at first thought not to fit this particular balance, since the scale pans are small, 6.5
cm in diameter, although the thickness of the plate, reported in the excavation inventory as being
2-4 mm,34 should be borne in mind. The present weight of the complete pan is 12.6 gr., while the
holes for the strings are 2 mm in diameter. In the area of the Pithoi Magazines, lead weights were
also found, which came from the ground floor and the upper floor, mainly from rooms 2 and 3,
few of them visible as found in the excavation report. They finally proved to be 19 in number and,
if we compare their diameters to that of the pans, 14 such discs at most may have been used, up
to the weight of 171 gr. (see below in the chapter on balance weights from this context).

Building Xesté 2

It is very probable that it is from the upper floors of this impressive and still unexcavated build-
ing that the pair of scale pans no. 5491 derives (Figs II.1a and II.15). In the Inventory they are
reported as coming from the trench Arvanitis 235, at the time when the façade of the House with
the East entrance of Complex Delta was being unearthed (cf. Fig. I.2). In the report for the year
it is stated: “At right angles to this building there is another, which is the most monumental struc-
ture hitherto discovered. Investigation showed that the visible part of it belongs again to the
upper floor (two discs of a scale were found in the upper layers)”36. Marinatos named this build-

34. Since the pans have not yet been cleaned, we cannot speculate on the role of the chains: see HAWES 1908, 34:63B.
35. Excavation Inventory: 25-8-1969.
36. Thera II, 19.
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Fig. II.14. Recent photograph of the pans of balance no. 1490 from Sector Alpha.
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Fig. II.15. Interior, concave faces of both pans of balance no. 5491 from Building Xesté 2.

Fig. II.16. e interior and exterior faces of scale pan no. 3764 from Pillar Well 62 decorated with a rosette of
twelve petals.
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37. SlATEr 1980, 204-206.
38. See below, Chapter III, Fig. III.1a-b.
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ing Xesté 2. The pans are 9.8 cm in diameter and the plate is 1.5-2 mm thick, one of the pans still
preserving the core of metal that, according to Slater, displays a 12.9 % tin content37. This in-
complete bronze pan is 43 gr. (-) in weight, the diameter of the holes being 2-3 mm.

Pillar Well 62

In this well a scale pan, no. 3764 (Figs II.1a and II.16), was found at a depth of 5.3 m. It is the only
decorated pan found so far at Akrotiri, and displays a rosette of twelve petals. It is 9 cm in di-
ameter, the thickness of the plate being 1.5 mm. The holes are 2 mm in diameter and the weight
of the now fragmentary pan is 24.9 gr. The rosette decoration is apparently fairly popular, since
we find it executed in the same repoussé technique employed on other pans of various periods
found in tombs, as, for example, at Mycenae38. The find from Akroriri shows that such pans were
not necessarily destined for burials, though this does not exclude the possibility of some semei-
otic role, of whatever character, for what is otherwise a utilitarian object. It was presumably a
piece of property of greater value than its weight in metal. That balances were personal posses-
sions, as is testified in wills preserved in texts from the Orient, may be one of the reasons why their
distribution in the settlements is limited. This one, however, was left behind. The context of the
find may be of significance, as the pillar well was dug in the area east of the imposing building
of Xesté 4, perhaps a wealthy region of the town.

New Pillar Well 64

This new well was dug for a pil-
lar to support the new shelter for
the site in an area southeast of
the unexcavated building Xesté 2.
The area was unroofed during
the last period of the life of the
town. This is the only instance so
far of scale pans being found to-
gether with balance weights (Figs
II.17 and 20). The area around
the pans displayed traces of a
wooden box of a presumed size
of 20x10 cm. The pans (Figs 1b,
II.20-21), when cleaned and re-
paired, were found to be 8.2 cm

Fig. II.17. e context of the balance no. 8589 from the New Pillar
Well 64, consisting of two scale pans, a long pin-like object and two
discoid weights found set within remains of wood.
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Fig. II.18. Scale pans no. 8589 aer initial treatment and two hinges, a small ring attached to a thin nail and
fragments of the pin-like object originally thought to be the beam of the balance.

Fig. II.19. e scale pans no. 8589 and the pin-like object aer cleaning treatment.
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Fig. II.20. Scale pans no. 8589 together with the discoid weights, one of stone and one of lead

Fig. II.21. Comparison of possible traces of thin chain in the inside face of the scale pan no. 8589 with parts of
chain (x) shown in Figs II.3 and II.4.

x

x

x
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39. I thank y. Bassiakos and g. varoufakis for this information. More on the subject will appear separately. See also
MICHAIlIDOu 2006, Fig. 18.

in diameter, the present thickness of plate being 1
mm and the weight 29 gr. in the case of the best
preserved. Traces of wood are visible on the outer
convex face of one of the pans. On the inside con-
cave face of this pan the conservator noticed possi-
ble traces of very thin chains (?) incorporated in
the metal (Fig. II.21) that matched similar traces
on the outer face of the other pan. If there were
chains here, the pans would originally been inside
each other when placed in the box. The traces do
not seem to be related to the holes, but are observ-

able in two areas inside the pan (Fig. II.1b). From the same spot where the scale pans were found
(cf. Fig. II.18), two hinges, a small ring with a nail, a long fragmented thin pin-like object with
a hole towards its broader end and therefore perhaps a needle, a fragmented small thin rectan-
gular plate, a black stone in the a shape of a whet-stone and a fragment of a sealing were also
found. It is probable that the hinges and the ring with the nail belong to the box where, along with
the scale pans, a discoid stone weight and a similar of lead were also kept. They were certainly
used for this balance. Might the black stone (Fig. II.22) have served as a touchstone? Preliminary
investigation of the stone by Bassiakos and varoufakis39 does not exclude this possibility, al-
though the hypothesis cannot be easily confirmed.

Fig. II.22. e black whet-stone/touchstone (?)
found in the same location as balance no. 8589.
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1.2. Balance weights: material evidence and context

karl Petruso begins his chapter on Akroriri balance weights with information on some stone
‘balance weights’ mentioned by the French excavators, who were the first to dig in the mid-nine-
teenth century at this particular site40. Having searched for these weights in the collection of the
French School at Athens, Petruso concluded that none of the possible stone weights kept in the
School collection can be shown to be balance weights. Furthermore, they did not agree in terms
of mass with the ‘cailloux roulés’ published by Mamet in 1874. Therefore, although Petruso listed
some of the stones from the School collection as coming from Akrotiri in his Ph.D of 1978, he
omitted them from the publication of 199241. The first lead discs at Akrotiri were found by Mar-
inatos, from 1968, the second year of his excavation, onwards. The lead discs from the Cycladic
island of kea had already been discovered, which were published by Caskey in 1969.

Amount and material of balance weights found in Akrotiri

Ayia Irini, on kea, and Mochlos, on Crete, are among the few Bronze Age settlements to have pro-
duced a sufficient number of lead weights. In Mochlos, 29 examples, including the old finds by
Seager, had been found in toto by 2006. In Brogan’s view42, the assemblage from Mochlos now
represents the third largest group of lead discoid weights found in the Aegean, providing us with
a rare case in which balances and weights have been recovered from domestic assemblages. For
the distribution of measuring tools in the settlement at Ayia Irini on kea, one can consult Al-
berti43, but surely the most promising settlement in this direction is Akrotiri where the total
number by far exceeds the hundred weights of lead. There is also a undefined, yet informative
number of stone small items in a variety of shapes, whose function as balance weights is admit-
tedly uncertain44.

Lead Discoid Weights
These lead discoid items were recognized as balance weights by Marinatos45 who followed pre-
vious identifications of such items from knossos and vapheio46. They display what is the distinct
shape for Aegean weights. given the great number of such items found in the Cyclades, it may
be that this shape was a Cycladic innovation or it may have some connection with the proxim-
ity of lead mines at Siphnos and lavrion. It may be that the form of the items derives from the
shape of ingots. It was not without some justice that three lead discs from the 1904 excavations
in Melos were taken as ingots of lead by renfrew47. This, then, may have been the initial form
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40. For the first excavations on Thera and Akrotiri, see recent publications TzACHIlI 2005B and TzACHIlI 2006.
41. PETruSO 1992, 42-43.
42. BrOgAn 2006, 265.
43. AlBErTI 1995.
44. MICHAIlIDOu 2006.
45. Thera II, 48-50.
46. EvAnS 1906; TSOunTAS 1889.
47. rEnFrEW 1967, 4, Pl. 2a; ATkInSOn et al. 1904, 192, 180; PETruSO 1992, 52-53.
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for the circulation of this metal. The only non-Aegean parallels for lead discoid weights known
to me are found in publications of kültepe and Boğazköy48 and Buchholz considered the system
of lead disc weights an Eastern invention49. For example, there is a lead disc published by Bittel50,
almost identical in shape and manufacture to the Theran samples, 4.5-4.6 cm in diameter and 0.9-
1 cm in thickness, weighing 117.7 gr. (that is, equivalent to two ‘Minoan’ units). On the other
hand, texts from Mari mention the use of lead balance weights of unspecified shape in weighing
heavier masses, although there is still no such material find from Mesopotamia and north Syria51.

According to Brogan’s account, none of the lead weights or the copper/bronze balance pans
of Mochlos are made of local material. For the weights the source of lead is located at lavrion52.
For Akrotiri, gale’s investigations show that the raw material for the weights again came from
lavrion. The suggestion by Bassiakos and killikoglou that there were local sources of lead on the
island of Thera is also feasible53. However, in his most recent article gale insists that the sources
of lead and copper for the items from the excavation at Akrotiri are not local, the lead deriving

from lavrion and the copper from lavrion and
Cyprus54.

As for the mode of manufacture, Caskey, Petruso,
Michailidou, Alberti and Brogan offer information55.
It is possible that the method of manufacture here was
similar to that in which a series of moulds from kül-
tepe, which are thought to have been for the manu-
facture of silver ingots56, may have been used (Fig.
II.23). Our lead ingots may have been produced in
moulds of this type57 of similar circular form, although
the moulds may not always have been of stone. Such a
process may have given rise to the initial idea of using
lead as a material for the manufacture of discoid bal-
ance weights. lead is the heaviest metal and therefore

48. Özgüç 1986, 77-78.
49. BuCHHOlz (1980, 231-233) also quotes the following text from Boğazköy: “…the priest takes the balance and approaches

the king. He gives lead (weights) to the king…and the king puts the lead on the balance. The priest lifts the balance up
to the sun god…” (from OTTEn 1958, 132).

50. BITTEl 1957, 32, Pl. 28:3; MICHAIlIDOu 2004, 311.
51. Cf. JOAnnèS 1989, 121; rATnAgAr 2003, 84. unless perhaps the weight BM 130089 in Arnaud’ s catalogue (ArnAuD

1967, 155) of 13.69 gr. (= 1 deben of gold or 2 ‘Aegean’ shekels of 6.5 gr.) is to be taken as the first identified lead weight
(which I have not seen myself).

52. BrOgAn 2006, 268 ff. and Appendix 290-291.
53. BASSIAkOS et al. 1990. For possible ancient exploitation of Theran mines, cf. the suggestion by Michailidou regarding

the reused mining tools found at the site of Akrotiri: MICHAIlIDOu 1993-1994; MICHAIlIDOu 2007, 236-237. See also
FrIEDrICH & DOuMAS 1990.

54. gAlE et al. 2008, 103.
55. CASkEy 1969A, 101; PETruSO 1992, 21, Pl. 4; MICHAIlIDOu 1990, 409-411 (with experiments on clay moulds); AlBErTI

2006, 302; BrOgAn 2006, 269.
56. On the basis of MüllEr-kArPE 2005, Fig. 8; compare the mark to similar marks on Aegean lead weights, e.g. in PETruSO 1992.
57. It is reported that at kültepe more than one have been found with matrices of various sizes: MüllEr-kArPE 2005, 490

and Fig. 8.
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Fig. II.23. Stone mould for a discoid ingot
from Kültepe (drawing by A. Kontonis based
on Müller-Karpe 2005, Fig. 8).
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58. BrOgAn 2006, 269.
59. MICHAIlIDOu 1990; MICHAIlIDOu 2007.
60. Cf. MICHAIlIDOu 1990, 410, Fig. 10; also here Fig. II.59, second disc of the first line.
61. PETruSO 1992, 1.
62. Cf. BrOgAn 2006, 269-270.
63. MICHAIlIDOu 2006.
64. Cf. AlBErTI 2000.
65. PETruSO 1992, 1; ArnAuD 1967, 158 : “rarement plus de 10 sicles”.
66. Such as a sphendonoid weight from kültepe made of rock crystal (kayseri Museum). Two unshaped balance weights (?)

of hematite and rock crystal respectively are reported from a grave at Pankalochori (Crete): BAxEvAnI & MArkOulAkI
1996.

67. ArnAuD 1967, 158.

such balance weights would have been capable of weighing considerable volumes of commodities.
lead weights carried about by merchants would presumably have been of a smaller volume and
they will also have had a value in their own right, as a quantity of metal for use, should emer-
gencies arise. As for the manner in which the final mass of a lead balance weight may have been
adjusted, Brogan gives two examples58, whilst from Akrotiri there are numerous informative
samples59. One of our experiments in casting a lead weight in a clay circular mould produced a
balance weight very similar to an ancient miss-product60.

Stone Weights
The ancient material par excellence for making stone balance weights was hematite, for the rea-
sons given by Petruso61. Thus, when dealing with hematite items, it is always tempting to regard
them as potential weights. For example, two hematite artifacts from late Minoan I houses on
Mochlos are regarded as balance weights by Carter62, despite the fact that their shape is not typ-
ical, characteristic weights being mostly barrel shaped or sphendonoid. Ongoing research on
the very numerous small artifacts of stone found at Akrotiri has defined the problems involved
in identifying some of them as balance weights and both secure and probable samples have been
preliminary discussed63. Artifacts considered to be part of a piece of weighing equipment, in
particular when found along with lead weights in the same context (cf. Fig. II.20), will be dealt
with in our discussion below on the contextual analysis of lead weights.

Stone weights have been neglected by the excavators, because of the variety of potential func-
tions, such as pestles, grinding stones or game tokens, that have been assigned by archaeologists
to these objects. Furthermore, stone weights were apparently replaced, gradually or otherwise,
by lead weights. This occurs mainly from the Middle Bronze Age period onwards64 and was per-
haps due to increasing mass weighing of commodities. In any case, weights made of stone never
ceased to exist, because such weights were accurate, particularly when used in weighing precious
materials and for this reason most are normally of less than 100 gr. in weight65. When made of
hard stone, such as hematite, which is an ore of iron oxide, or even rock crystal66, their manu-
facture required specialist stone workers, even craftsmen specialized in the manufacture of seals.
In Arnaud’s view, “sans aucun doute, la fabrication et l’ajustement à la norme éxigeaient un tra-
vail analogue, en précision et minutie, à celui de sculpteur sur cylindre…”67. In regard to
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1740 1754

3964 4650 4324

3901 370

Fig. II.24. Selection of shapes of stone balance weights from Akrotiri discussed in MIChAIlIDoU 2006 (drawing by
o. Aperghi). See also Figs II.29, 46, 55.
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68. POWEll 1979, 85, note 48; For the more widespread habit of inscribing near-Eastern and Egyptian balance weights in
contrast to the Aegean samples, see references in MICHAIlIDOu 2001A.

69. Cf experiments in MICHAIlIDOu 1990.
70. PETruSO 1992, 1: “The easiest way for a merchant or craftsman to build his set of weights was to search for pebbles…If

a pebble were slightly overweight, it could be ground away on one side to decrease its mass as needed”.
71. MICHAIlIDOu 2006.
72. Ms A. Devetzi, aided by Ms. Sophia vakirtzi, has the responsibility for executing this enormous task. I am most grate-

ful to them for being so tolerant of my enquiries.

Mesopotamian weights, Powel comments that “two weights, apparently from the ur-III period,
are inscribed with the names of the stonecutter”68. Thus, in addition to their usefulness in weigh-
ing precious materials, such carefully-made stone weights were precious possessions in them-
selves. This, together with the fact that they are small, means many of them may have been carried
away by their owners, in contrast to the mass-produced heavy lead discoid ones that were ap-
parently left behind. The owner of the latter might also easily have been the maker69, whilst in
the case of the carefully-made stone weights, the manufacturer is other than the user, in partic-
ular when specialized shapes, such as sphendonoids, and such hard materials, like hematite, are
involved. When nothing else was available, as Petruso has already noted70, even a small pebble
could serve as a weight value in a working set (cf. below the finds from House Alpha East). Other
makeshift weights might be very roughly manufactured from stone available in situ. In addition
to the stone weights already discussed elswhere71, some of whose shapes appear in a drawing by
Olga Aperghi (Fig II.24), we mention here two new specimens, to serve as examples in connec-
tion with the questions that have arisen during our current research on the large number of re-
cently catalogued small artifacts72. The majority of these finds derive from the ‘new Pillar Wells’,
excavated over the past few years during work on the supports for the new shelter of the site.

The first specimen (Fig II.25a) is made of andesite, a local stone. According to Devetzi, the
object is a natural pebble worked at both ends (length of 6.5 cm and max. width of 4.1 cm.). It is
131.6 gr. in weight. It may have been chosen for its shape, which is almost sphendonoid, and
then slightly adapted, so as to function as a balance weight of a value equivalent to two ‘Minoan’
units of 65.75 gr.

Another specimen (Fig. II.25b) is of limestone, 313 gr. in weight, equivalent to five ‘Minoan’
units of 62.2 gr., the standard unit found in xesté 3 (Fig. II.29 and II.24:3964).

Are these two specimens to be added to the catalogue of stone weights? There can be no se-
cure identification, if such items are not found in a set. Admittedly, as we will see in the textual
analysis of lead weights below, lead weights are also occasionally found independently, but they
are still classified as weights. Stone discs of appropriate weight values are more easy to identify
(Fig. II.25c). A good example is the gypsum disc, 20 gr. in weight, that was found together with
a small cylinder of gypsum 3.3 gr. in weight and, more importantly, also together with a lead
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73. MICHAIlIDOu 2006, 261. See also here Fig. v.72e.

disc 21.9 gr. in weight, all three being found inside a basket. As already noted73, this basket pro-
vides a clue as to how balances and weights made up part of the personal belongings of individ-
uals, since in the same basket eleven beads of faïence and a bronze ring were also found. This
basket also contained a smaller basket found closed, which, when examinded with x-rays, was
found to contain five bronze hooks.

NPW 3
Μ3/11

131.6 gr.
313 gr.

46.8 gr.
6.5 gr.

18 gr.

3561

3831
3777 3768

a
b

c

Fig. II.25.
a-b. Stone items possibly functioning as balance weights adapted to the value (a) of two Minoan units of 65.5 gr.
and (b) of five Minoan units of 62.6 gr.
c. Stone discs of weight values that may represent five Egyptian qedets/Syrian shekels, one ‘Aegean shekel’ and two
Egyptian qedets/Syrian shekels, respectively.
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74. MiCHAiLiDOu 1990; Each building of Akrotiri together with all its equipment, which includes balance weights, is being
prepared for publication separately. Cf. publication volume of the West House: DOuMAs (ed.) 2007.

75. MiCHAiLiDOu 2001C, Fig. 209; PALyvOu 2005, Fig. 34.
76. We present photos with the weight grams stated underneath as being more comprehensive and useful than tables.

Balance weights in Context

At least one balance weight has been found in every house at Akrotiri74. Moreover, large groups
of weights in four houses suggests the existence of proper sets of weights. The houses in question
are the West House, the house with the three storerooms of Complex Alpha (House Alpha East)
and two out of the four houses of the Complex Delta, that is, the one with the west entrance
(Delta House West) and the one with the north entrance (House Delta North)75. Lead discs,
whose shape makes them easily recognizable, have also been found scattered in various rooms
in other houses. We have, for example, the four samples from the House of the Ladies (Figs II.26-
27)76. Of the two weights deriving from the building of Xesté 3, the lead discoid is one of the

Fig. II.26. Plan of the House of the Ladies (aer
Palyvou 2005, Fig. 112).

Fig. II.27. Lead discoid balance weights from various loca-
tions in the House of the Ladies.

143.8 gr.

29.5 gr. 42.2 gr. 24.6 gr.
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77. MiCHAiLiDOu 2006, 240.
78. MiCHAiLiDOu 2007.
79. MiCHAiLiDOu 2007, 307.
80. TzACHiLi 1990; TzACHiLi 1997, 190-193. Cf. MiCHAiLiDOu 1987; 1990; 1999; MiCHAiLiDOu 2001C, 142-147.

best preserved in the settlement, whilst the other is a stone discoid standard of the Minoan unit (Figs
II.28-29). The presence of both of these suggests that this building had a special function77.

The West House
The balance weights from this house (Fig. II.30) have been recently published78:

“The balance weights from the West house, which comprise the fullest series, will have been par-
ticularly useful for weighing large quantities since 16 out of the total of 26, they weigh from 120 gr.
to 6 kg. There are balance weights weighing approximately 1, 1 ½, 3, 4 and 6 kg., ponderal values cor-
responding to those mentioned in the Mycenaean tablets in connection with bronze”79.
Figs II.33-41 give an overview of this important set of lead weights, which come from room

6 of the upper floor of the house (Fig. II.31), some at least having fallen from the shelves of the
northeast wall of this storeroom (Fig. II.32). This set of weights has been frequently discussed
in connection with the great quantity of loom weights found in the nearby room 3 with the cen-
tral column (Fig. II.31), this upper storey room being thought to have been a weaving work-
shop80. in the illustrations (Figs II.33-38), the discs are arranged according their diameters, the
thickness more or less diminishing in order. We also cite a table (Table II.1) of the balance

Fig. II.28. Plan of building Xesté 3 (aer Palyvou 2005,
Fig. 62).

Fig. II.29. Balance weights from Xesté 3, one of lead
and the other of marble, the latter equivalent to the
Minoan unit.

52.1 gr.
62.1 gr.
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Fig. II.30. Restored view of façade and entrance of the
West House (aer Palyvou 2005, Fig. 48).

Fig. II.31. e plan of the upper storey of the West House
(aer Palyvou 2005, Fig. 46). Room 6 is the storeroom,
where 26 lead weights were found and room 3 is thought
to have been the weaving working area.

Fig. II.32. Conical cups
fallen from the shelves of
the northeast wall of upper
storeroom 6. Some of the
lead weights, visible at bot-
tom le, have also fallen
with them.
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Fig. II.33. is group of lead balance
weights from the West House is the largest
found in one house.

Fig. II.34. e three heaviest lead weights
from the West House, the third of which
is of a value of about one Linear B LANA.

Fig. II.35. e next two lead weights from
the West House, with values of about half
a Linear B LANA and one M-unit (or one
third of a LANA) (cf. Figs II.41 and 40).

4176 4175 4174

4172
4173

33

34

35
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Figs II.36-38. e remaining weights from the West
House, arranged according to diameter. e first one
(4171) is of a value of about a quarter of the Linear
B LANA unit (cf. Fig. II.39).

4171 3364 4169 4170

3365 3366 4168 3367

4167 3368 4166 3369

4165
4164 4161 3371

4162 3370 4643

4163 3372

36

37

38
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weights, this time according to the now underweight values of their conserved present condi-
tion81, only in order that the reader may compare them to lead discs of the same diameter and
thickness from other contexts (Tables II.2-4). Any attempt to compare them to values in Petruso’s
lists, which refer mostly to their previous oxidized condition, is sufficient to show that absolute

81. in their publication an attempt to normalize the weight of even incomplete specimens yielded their theoretical weights:
MiCHAiLiDOu 2007, 218-224.
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4171 4173

4172

702.3 gr. 983.2 gr.

1.477 gr.

Figs II.39-41. e weights nos 4171, 4173 and 4172 of values of a quarter, a third and half a LANA, from the West
House (drawing by A. Kontonis)

39
40

41
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values should be regarded with great skepticism, particularly so after cleaning and conservation.
Likewise, Brogan remarks of Mochlos: “Before considering the masses in detail, some caution is
necessary, as the cleaning and sampling of the weights in the Herakleion Museum has reduced
the masses of seager’s weights by more than 40 gr. since Petruso measured them for his disser-
tation (it has also revealed several new marks, so there is good news with the bad)”82. As far as
i am aware, cleaning has revealed a Linear A inscription on one of the two faces of a lead disc
from Mochlos, which, as published by Petruso, displayed only the mark of a cross on its other
face83. in our view, every balance weight is an artifact that deserves to be studied for its own sake

82. BrOgAN 2006, 272.
83. Compare PETrsusO 1992, Pl. 7: 84, with BrOgAN 2006, Fig. 1: HM 83. For the inscription see OLiviEr 1989.
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TABLE II.1. WEST HOUSE
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and not merely as a representative of a mass, which is anyway never identical to its original mass.
Therefore cleaning, which, hopefully, will reveal various details, and conservation with the aim
of long-term preservation, should be regarded as more important than the maintenance of weight
value.

Whatever the case, there is still no reason to doubt Petruso’s commonly accepted ‘Minoan’ unit
for Akrotiri, especially since this standard has been identified on the ‘stone lid’, as it is recorded in
the inventory, from Xesté 3 (Fig. II.29) bearing the mark of a circle and weighing 62.1 gr.84. The ‘Mi-
noan’ unit is not present in the set from the West House, where there are values that are consonant
with the later Linear B units of weight85, that is, weights made up from multiples of the so-called
Linear B metrogram M, of about 1 kg. These are lead disc no. 4173 (= M), which we may call a dim-
naion86, since it displays twice the weight of a mina (the mina itself is not present in this set)87, lead
disc no. 4174, which has the weight of the metrogram LANA (that is, the 3 kg. unit of wool that com-
prises three M). These observations have already been discussed elsewhere in detail88 and so here
we merely refer to the most recent approach to this exceptional set of lead balance weights89, com-
prising the heaviest samples ever found in a set (Fig. II.34)90:

Tzachili emphasizes that traces of measuring are a strong indication that the producer is not
the same person as the consumer, on the grounds that people rarely count goods if they produce
them for their own consumption91. in Tzachili’s view, cloth-making at Akrotiri was the work of
specialized weavers, which accounts for the fact that loom-weights are not found in every house92.
To date, at least three weaving workshops have been identified on the upper storey of three houses
and in two of them collections of lead weights have also been found93. Thus cloth producers were
able to weigh the raw material for themselves, which they did perhaps in some regard to the type
of cloth in demand.

We should emphasize that no balance pans were found in the West House, some possible ex-
planations for this absence having already been suggested elsewhere with references94. scale pans
larger than those found in Akrotiri have been found in other sites on Crete (e.g. in gournia and
in Hagia Triada)95, which suggests that larger balances may have been removed after the earth-
quake, although, the large volume of the wool to be weighed is likely to have required wooden
scale pans, which even today are to be seen in some villages (Fig. II.42).

84. MiCHAiLiDOu 2006, 240.
85. MiCHAiLiDOu 1990, 416; 1999, Table 2; cf also PETrusO 1992, 63.
86. The later greek name of the double mina. The double mina was fairly popular in the Near East. For instance, a duck-

shaped weight of Old-Babylonian period bears the inscription: Two minas certified, belonging to Shamash (AL-rAWi
1994, 38).

87. Although a mina value of 480 gr. is present in Petruso’s list of Aegean weights: PETrusO 1992, 63 and 81.
88. PETrusO 1986; MELENA 1987; MiCHAiLiDOu 1990; 1999; MiCHAiLiDOu 2007.
89. From MiCHAiLiDOu in press.
90. The only specimen in lead found in the Aegean area that is heavier, weighing 15 kg., was uncovered alone in room Delta

17 of the Building Complex Delta, here Fig. ii.70.
91. TzACHiLi 2001B, 178.
92. TzACHiLi 1990, 385.
93. MiCHAiLiDOu 1990, 417-418.
94. MiCHAiLiDOu 2007, 228.
95. PETrusO 1992, 75.
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Fig. II.42a-c. Ethnographic evidence for the use of large balances with non-metallic pans: a) a wooden balance with
balls of wool decorating a shop of woollen carpets in Avanos, in Cappadocia, Turkey, b) wooden scale-pans on dis-
play in the Lignos Ethnographic Museum of era, c) a balance of two pans made of basketry hanging on the wall
of a house in the traditional village of I Sassi, near Matera in southern Italy.

a

b c
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House Alpha East: Magazine rooms 2 and 3

We will now turn to another house (Fig. II.43) that also includes a weaving workshop and that
has yielded a number of balance weights. This is located in the Building Complex Alpha. As al-
ready noted, in this house a pair of balance pans (no. 1490) is reported from the western part of
the Magazine room 3, along with a number of lead discs from the area of the Magazine rooms
2 and 3. We quote from Marinatos’s report of 1968, the second year of the excavation at Akrotiri:

“Weights were found in great numbers, more perhaps than in all previous excavations together.
They come exclusively from the store room and principally from rooms 2 and 3. The circumstances
of finding show that they come from both the upper and the lower floors. if we exclude a single sure
exception, all are of lead. The exception is a stone weight, pl. 41,2 right. it was found in a small hand-
less cup (pl. 14, 2 above), perhaps fallen from the upper floor, and is a small disc of grey stone on
one of whose surfaces is incised the sign Δ. it weighs 20.2 grams. in the neighborhood were found
two small shiny black natural pebbles (weight 39 and 35 grams) and one polychrome pebble with
beautiful red and white veins (pl. 41,2 left). it weighs 66.5 grams, but it remains uncertain whether
these stones are weights or not”96.
However, one of the black pebbles and a roughly-worked spherical piece of marble 1028 gr.

in weight (Fig. II.45) were found upon a slab in the ground floor room 2, inside an enclosure of

96. Thera ii, 48-49.
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Fig. II.43. Plan of ground floor and upper storey of House Alpha East (aer Palyvou 2005, Fig. 116).
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unbaked bricks, along with two lead discs placed one on top of the other “in a way that cannot
be due to chance”. The other two pebbles, one black and the other polychrome (Fig. II.44a-b),
come from the same area, though not from the slab itself97. The stone disc with the triangular
mark mentioned above (Figs II.46 and II.24:370) is clearly a primary balance weight of serpen-
tine. Petruso correctly notes that its weight is a third of the Minoan unit. it also weighs two and
a half Mesopotamian shekels and is nearly equivalent to the later
Linear B P-unit98. The weight of the polychrome pebble is one gram
more than the 65.5 gr. of the Minoan unit and eight times a value
of 8.3 gr. for the Mesopotamian shekel, the norm being 8.4 gr., and
seven times a value of 9.5 gr. for the syrian shekel, the norm being
9.3 gr., all of which indicates the range of its possible applications99.
Petruso is certainly right in asserting that numbers are seductive.
We often are inclined to see patterns where none exist100, although,
in regard to the ‘Minoan’ unit, it seems very likely that the interre-
lations of its value to seven syrian shekels (and seven Egyptian
qedet, too), eight Mesopotamian shekels101 or five Egyptian deben

97. Thera ii, 22 and 49 and Pls 19,1 and 41,2-3. These samples are discussed in MiCHAiLiDOu 2006, 242, Figs 4-6.
98. PETrusO 1992, 43-45; MiCHAiLiDOu 2006, 242; see JOANNès 1989, 135 for textual evidence on weights of 2 ½ shekels.
99. However, due regard must be given to the fact that such calculations may prove to be very misleading, if they are not

securely based on a unit contextually identified. For instance, the hypothesis that the black pebble of 39 gr. may have
been used temporarily as the double of the stone disc of 20.2 gr., with only 1.4 gr. difference is more likely, since it rests
on a consideration of context. This raises the question of how acceptable the difference of four grams between the two
black pebbles might be.

100. Petruso, systems of weights in the Bronze Age Aegean, Part 1: www.uta.edu/anthropology/petruso/metrology.1 html
(last visit 14/4/2009).

101. see also PuLAk 2000A, 259, Table 17.2
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Fig. II.45. A roughly worked spherical piece of mar-
ble from House Alpha East, which may have func-
tioned as a balance weight of the Linear B value M.

Fig. II.44.a-b. Pebbles from House Alpha
East, which may have functioned as bal-
ance weights.

Fig. II.46. A serpentine discoid
balance weight, of 20.2 gr., bear-
ing a triangular mark (cf. Fig.
II.24), from House Alpha East.
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of gold, were in fact intentional, and even crucial factors, in the decision by the Minoans to adopt
this particular weight value as the unit of their metric weight system102.

To return to the lead primary balance weights from sector Alpha: it is not safe to seek their
weight values in Marinatos’s or in Petruso’s lists103, since in neither are excavation inventory
numbers given. Marinatos reports the weight values of 13 samples104 in their oxidized and over-
weight condition. Few of them can be identified within the set of the now cleaned and properly
conserved samples105. For instance, the largest disc, reported as 737 gr. in weight, is definitely disc
no. 369,1 (currently of 722 gr.) in Fig. II.47. in this photo, the numbers of the discs in the draw-
ings of Figs II.48-49, are located above the discs, which are displayed in the photo according

102. MiCHAiLiDOu 2004, 317 with references so far.
103. PETrusO 1992, 43-45, Table 14.
104. in Thera ii, 49, note 1, the grams given are 15, 29, 43, 49.5, 63, 88, 126, 178 and 180 (regarded as twins of the same size),

310, 347, 480, 737.
105. For the mode of conservation cf. PAPADiMA 2007A.
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722.1 gt. 278.2 gr.

171.7 gr. 113.7 gr. 75 gr (-)

55 gr. 38.3 gr. 23.7 gr. 12.9 gr. 6.5 gr.

Fig. II.47. e group of 19 lead balance weights from House Alpha East (no. 369: 1-19) arranged according to diame-
ter.

1 2 3 4 5

6
7 8 9 10 11

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
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their diameters. in the following table (Table II.2), the lead discs are put in order according to their
present, post-cleaning weight, which is recorded in the third column, starting from the lightest
disc, number 19, of 6.5 gr. (-), and ending with the heaviest, number 1, of 722 gr. it is obvious that
the diameters in the second column of the table do not follow the same order, the state of preser-
vation (cf. Fig. II.47) being the main reason for this. However, even in cases of complete samples,
there may be a difference in weight due to occasional minor varieties in thickness. For instance,
if we compare numbers 18 and 17 from the end of the line (Fig. II.47), their diameters are very
similar (2.1 to 2.2 cm). However, number 18 is 4 mm in thickness and 12.9. gr. in weight, whilst
number 17 is 7 mm thick and 23.7 gr. in weight. This difference (cf. Fig. II.49) is intentional and
clearly observable, when handling these, and others, in the same list. Disc number 2 in the first
line (Figs II.47-48) should perhaps be moved into the first place in terms of size, since its origi-
nal weight when whole was greater than that of number 1. Number 6 is well preserved and, after
cleaning, now weighs 171.7 gr. However, number 7, 158.2 gr. (-) in weight, is greater in terms of
thickness, being 9 mm, as opposed to only 7 mm, the thickness of number 6 (Fig. II.49). Were
numbers 6 and 7 intended to be of the same weight? Theoretical calculations based on volume
as applied to the West House material106 helps to normalize all items of the same set, although it
certainly augments the individual weight. Thus, no matter what mathematical formula we adopt,
definition of the parameters involved requires considerable thought, before any final selection of
statistical samples. At such a preliminary stage, empirical work might be more helpful. For in-
stance, half disc no. 369,2 matches no. 4173 from the West House, if they are placed on top of each
other. There seems to be a difference of 2-3 mm in thickness, however, which means that the
value of the dimnaion (M) may not in the end be applicable to no. 369,2, when complete. This
suggests that this half-piece of lead disc may have been deliberately broken and thereby adapted
to a mina value (473.4 gr.) for this set, if such a value was needed107. The value of a dimnaion may
be represented here by the marble sphere 1028 gr. in weight (Fig. II.45), whilst the ‘Minoan’ unit
may be represented by the polychrome pebble (Fig. II.44b), both of which were found nearby.
We will not discuss metrology here further, however, since our main interest in this book is the
contextual function of balance weights. in theory, a general rule may be suggested, that is, that
the difference in weight between two complete specimens of exactly the same size (in both di-
mensions), measured before and after cleaning, may give the level of tolerance accepted by an-
cient users, which is therefore also useful for our modern statistical attempts.

The balance weights from Complex Alpha were not all found in one room, as was the case
with the finds in the West House. However, the fact that they came from the same building and
their appearance in scale (Figs II.47-49) give the impression that they were a working set. some
of them were found lying on the slab embedded on the ground floor, whether left there during
use or when the inhabitants had returned after the first earthquakes and before the eruption.

106. MiCHAiLiDOu 1990; 2007.
107. There are also other instances of fragments of lead discs, perhaps used as such, in other contexts of the settlement.
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369,1 369,2

369,3 369,4 369,5

369,6 369,7 369,8 369,9

369,10 369,11 369,12 369,13

369,14 369,15 369,16 369,17 369,18 369,19

Figs II.48-49. e group of 19 lead balance weights from House Alpha East (drawing by O. Aperghi).
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Others may have been in storage or in use in the upper floor rooms A2- A3, next to the room with
the central column (Fig. II.43)108 whence numerous loom weights were found dropped in the
ground floor storeroom below (room A1)109. Thus loom weights and balance weights, when dis-
covered in context, are once again found in relation to each other. Perhaps wool was the commodity
to be weighed here. However, in contrast to the situation in the West House, the LANA value and
weights heavier than 1 kilo, are missing in this set. Only the probable unit for the fleece of one
sheep, the ¼ LANA, is present in the shape of disc no. 369,1. The presence of the serpentine marked
disc of 20.2 gr., perhaps kept in the upper rooms A2-A3, which were more private, should not be
overlooked. its weight value is textually attested as unit P in Linear B script, where, apart from its
fractional value in the metric system, it is also the basic unit for inventorying saffron110 and the main

108. PALyvOu 2005, Fig. 116, right.
109. Thera i, Fig. 22; Thera ii, Pl. 39; MiCHAiLiDOu 2001C, 272-273, 281.
110. MiCHAiLiDOu 2001A, 71.
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TABLE II.2. HOUSE ALPHA EAST

in good condition

in good condition
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unit for measuring silver111. its size makes it
very suitable for the scale pans of 6.5 cm di-
ameter found in the same building. Another
stone item, made of gypsum and found in
the upper levels of room A3, tentatively re-
stored to a theoretical value of 272 gr. (Fig.
II.50), is probably a balance weight, perhaps
an import equivalent to three Egyptian New
kingdom deben112. its restored probable
value is close to that of lead weight number
5 of the set.

On the basis of their diameters (Fig. II.47), only discs from number 6 to number 19, weigh-
ing from almost 171 gr. to the minimum of 6.5 gr., may have been used with the balance no. 1490
from this house. Of course, the total weight of a number of discs placed together in the same
pan would be more than 171 gr., although the size of the total would depend on the strength of
the pan plate and the strength of the strings of the beam, too. Of the remaining five discs, shown
in the first line of Fig. II.47, which may have been used on larger bronze scale pans that have not
been found or on wooden balances that have since perished, disc number 1 is close in terms of
weight to the disc no. 4171 from the West House. The possibility that such a value represents the
weight of the fleece of a sheep113 links it to another sample from the group of balance weights
from House Delta North114.

House Delta West: Room Delta 1a

This room is a promising case, since, in addition to the pair of scale pans (no. 7352) six lead bal-
ance weights were in all probability found in the same room, a ‘storeroom’, revealed under the
south part of the hall with the pier-and-door partition of the first floor (Fig. II.51)115. in Fig.
II.52, the six lead discs (numbers 1-6) are all labeled with the same inventory number, 4326,
whilst a seventh weight (no. 6721) was found later inside a cup lying on floor, when the storeroom
was cleaned. This thereby confirmed the inventory listing “Xesté 1, 1a=s. part of polythyron
ground floor, 1974” in regard to the group of six lead discs. This set of weights makes for easier
handling, since it consists of fewer samples, three of them being incised with marks. The same
order, from the lightest to the heaviest, is also followed in Fig. II.53, where their diameters as
written are not in exact accordance to those given in the second column of our Table II.3, where
the items are listed in order of their weight value. it is thus evident that the degree of objectivity

111. MiCHAiLiDOu 2004, 318.
112. MiCHAiLiDOu 2006, 244, Fig. 7.
113. As in MiCHAiLiDOu 1999, Table 2; MiCHAiLiDOu 2007, Table 6.
114. see below in the relevant chapter.
115. MiCHAiLiDOu 2001C, 321-326; PALyvOu 2005, 77.
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Fig. II.50. A gypsum balance weight from House Alpha
East restored to a possible original value of 272.11 gr.
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the case of akrotIrI on the Island of thera ��

21.7 gr. (-) 56.1 gr. (-) 86.8 gr. 88.3 gr.

111 gr. 174.3 gr. 292.4 gr.

<< = <

< <<

Fig. II.51. Plan of House Delta West, ground floor and
upper storey (aer C. Palyvou 2005, Fig. 99).

Fig. II.52. Group of the lead weights (no. 4326: 1-6
and no. 6721) from House Delta West, room Delta
1a, and their interrelations in terms of size.

1 2 3 6721

4
5 6
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Fig. II.53. e lead weights nos 4326 (1-6) and 6721 from House Delta West (drawing by O. Aperghi).

4326,1
d. 2.65 cm

4326,2
d. 3.8 cm

4326,3
d. 3.8 cm

6721
d. 4.1 cm

4326,4
d. 4.9 cm

4326,5
d. 5.15 cm

4326,6
d. 6.3 cm
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on the part of those taking the
measurements is also a param-
eter to be taken into account
when bare numbers, mathe-
matic formulas or statistical ta-
bles are used by metrologists.
the mark on no. 4��6,�, which
is ��.7 gr. (-) in weight at pres-
ent, was thought to denote the
half Minoan unit (ca �0 gr.) on
weights from ayia Irini (kea)
and Pachyammos (crete) of
Petruso’s list��6. the mark on
no. 4��6,� might denote one
third of some other unit (e.g.
one third of the 4 x Minoan
unit, that is one third of linear B n-unit) or it is a script sign, the linear aB �� sign. In linear
a this has a prominent place as an ideogram on ht �7b, while in linear B it has the phonetic
value of sa, also used as an abbreviation of sa-sa-ma or as the ideogram sa for linen��7. this par-
ticular lead disc of the set is almost equal in size with the previous one, which is obviously very
under-weight. the third mark is on disc no. 67��, which is next is size. the shape of this sign is
not clear (Fig. II.54). however, it does appear to be based on a script sign, perhaps aB ��, which
in linear a is both an ideogram and a syllabogram (and abbreviation), while in linear B it has
the phonetic value of ku and is also used as an abbreviation of ku-mi-no���. this particular disc,
which was found alone inside a cup, is very well made and solid, being ��.� gr. in weight after
cleaning. It may be part of the same set as the weights no. 4��6, �-6 (Fig. II.52), since the differ-
ence in diameter from the previous disc, which is third in line and weighs �6.� gr. (-), is obvious
(Table II.3), although the thickness remains the same (Fig. II.53). all this raises some questions.
how small might the intended difference in weight be between the two discs? Was the perfectly
made no. 67�� the standard for the previous disc or perhaps a multiple of another unit?

the second disc in the line (Fig. II.52), very underweight, has proved to be very useful in ver-
ifying the mode of production during our experiments, since it is itself a miss-product��9. It has
the same diameter as number �, the latter being complete, perhaps closer to the original value.
one wonders if they were both intended to be of the same weight of �6,� gr. (+). or it may be that
number � is to be increased a little (to ca 65 gr.) and considered as the miss-product of an in-
tended Minoan unit value. however, in such a case, number � would not have been designed to the
dimensions it now suggests. here again we have proof of the risks taken when placing mere weight

��6. Petruso �99�, 6� table �7.
��7. GORILA 5, �96; �, 50-5�; hooker �994, ��.
���. GORILA 5, �67; hooker �994, ��.
��9. MIchaIlIdou �990, figs �0-��.

II. WeIght MeasureMent In the aegean:
the case of akrotIrI on the Island of thera ��

Fig. II.54. a-b. e lead discoid balance weight no. 6721 inscribed with a
sign (drawing by A. Kontonis).
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values, occasionally normalized arbitrarily, in the same statistic table. for example, in the third col-
umn of our Table II.3, if one has not handled the objects in question, it is tempting to place in the
same cluster of values both discs nos 4��6,� and 67��, rather than nos 4��6,� and 4��6,� (Fig. II.52).

an extra column of the table shows the thickness of all weights, which here display a nor-
mal progression. the diameters of the weights (cf. also Fig. II.52) follow the order of number �
< < number � = number � < number 4 < number 5 < < number 6. that is, either two more val-
ues should be expected in intermediary cases between some of the discs or the above samples rep-
resent all the specific weight values needed in this set. the value missing in this set seems to be
that of the ‘Minoan’ unit, perhaps represented in this context by a stone sample (Fig. II.55) also
found in this room. It is rectangular in shape and semi-oval in section (Fig. II.24:4324), 59.� gr.
in weight and made of grained marble��0.

as already mentioned in the chapter on balances, all the weights of this set could have been
used on the balance pans found in the same room (Fig. II.56)���. some loom weights are still vis-
ible on the sill of one of the windows of the upper room with the peer-and-door partition wall.
Palyvou gives this description of the ground floor���:

��0. MIchaIlIdou �006, �5�, fig. �7. the material employed resembles that used in a lamp from the West house (deVetzI
�007, ��0: �4).

���. the best sample no. 67�� can easily be placed inside the bronze pan, as can the smallest (no. 4��6,�) and the heaviest
member (no. 4��6,6) of the same set.

���. see PalyVou �005, fig. 99.

WeIght and Value In Pre-coInage socIetIes - VoluMe II�4

TABLE II.3. HOUSE DELTAWEST

Room D1a

Room D9,1
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“the first room to enter is delta �a. It is a large, rectangular room
(�.�0- �.50 by 7.�0 m) with one or two piers in the center. this room
contains a large number of vessels and most notably a large bathtub
like those regularly found near the entrance. the room is lit by a rela-
tively small window looking west to triangle square, and four doors
are symmetrically positioned at the two ends of the long walls. the
southwest door is the one we just entered coming from the entrance.
the two doors of the northern wall lead to two rooms not visible today
because of the unexcavated mass of the upper floor of delta �…We
may now explore the fourth door, at the southeast corner. It leads to an
area that has not been cleaned of the debris at the ground floor level. one may anticipate, however,
an auxiliary staircase occupying the two narrow corridor-like spaces, delta 9a and b…”���.
thus the room from which the group of weights comes, room delta �a, was not only the

first of the house to be entered but also permitted further penetration of other rooms on both

���. By PalyVou �005, 77.

II. WeIght MeasureMent In the aegean:
the case of akrotIrI on the Island of thera �5

Fig. II.55. A rectangular
stone weight (?) from Delta
House West, room Delta 1a
(cf. Fig. II.24).

21.7 gr (-)

88.3 gr

292.4 gr

Fig. II.56. One of the scale pans no. 7352 from the same room as the weights shown here with the best preserved
weight, no. 6721, placed inside it and the smallest and the heaviest of the no. 4326 set beside it.
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floors. Perhaps it should be expected that it was also the place where the set of balance weights
was most frequently used.

House Delta West: Room Delta 9,1
two more lead discs (Fig. II.57) from the area of room delta 9,� should be added to the total of
weights found in the same house. no. �90� displays exactly the same dimensions in terms of di-
ameter and thickness as no. 67��, which was found in room delta �a and has a present weight
of �6.6 gr. thus we may define a tolerance of �.7 gr. (�.9� %) for this size of balance weight, with
the inscribed weight of ��.� gr. being perhaps closer to the intended standard (ca 90 gr. = � �/�

Minoan unit?). the other lead disc from delta 9, � is no. �909, which is quite thin and under-
weight. these two lead discs may also have been used on the balance pans from delta �a (Fig.
II.56), although this raises the question of why they were found in another room. this seems also
to be the case for the discs from house alpha east, but here in house delta West the informa-
tion is clearer (the weights were found in two particular rooms). We cannot account for the dis-
tribution of any movable find at the time when the town was deserted. the easy answer is that
these two balance weights were for some reason in use in room delta 9,� at the time of destruc-
tion, while the rest of the set was kept at its place (?) in room delta �a. such an interpretation,
however, raises the question of the case of the house of the ladies, where each one of the four
weights found comes from a different room (Fig. II.27). even at akrotiri, where conditions
favoured concealment and the ruins seem to suggest that the finds are a primary refuge deposi-
tion, there is still no way of knowing who left what behind, where and why.

House Delta North: Rooms Delta 8, Delta 3, Delta 4
this case contrasts with the preceding, coherent weight set, whose members were found in a
storeroom where there was also a balance. In the area of rooms delta �-�a, a great number of lead
discs were found (Figs II.59-60), along with a cross and a lump of lead (Figs II.61-62). We quote
Marinatos’s description in the excavation report:

WeIght and Value In Pre-coInage socIetIes - VoluMe II�6

Fig. II.57. Two lead weights from House
Delta West from room Delta 9,1.1908

86.6 gr.

1909
26.6 gr.(-)
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1907
223.1 gr.

1414
221.7 gr.

1418
165.1 gr.

1899
82.3 gr.

1407
54.4 gr.

1410
79.5 gr.

1409
74.1 gr.

1399 1402
41.1 gr.

1401
44.6 gr.

1408
25.9 gr.

1404
32.4 gr.

1400
34.6 gr.

1403
32.8 gr.

1900 1396
28.5 gr.

1393
14.3 gr.

1398
8.7 gr.

Fig. II.58. Plan of the
House Delta North (aer
Palyvou 2005, Fig. 107).

Fig. II.59. Lead weights from House Delta North, room
8, kept at Akrotiri.
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1394
16.2 gr.

1388
14.6 gr.

1406
31.6 gr.

1405
54.3 gr. 1298

87.6 gr.
1391
88 gr.

1411
114.3 gr.

1417
184.7 gr.

1299
215.4 gr.

Fig. II.60. Lead weights from House Delta North, room 8, kept in the National Archaeological Museum (NAM) at
Athens (drawing by A. Kontonis).

1415
481.6 gr. 1300

708 gr.

1301
1,024.4 gr.

1302
1,168.8 gr.

1412
1,626.5 gr.

1303
1,415 gr.
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“always belonging to the upper floors, we have found further east – partly fallen together with the
ruins – first small broken vessels (Quarters �a-� on the plan). then, a few days later a group of lead-
weights and a beautiful rectangular whet-stone (0.��5 x 0.045 m) were found. Beside the latter, there
lay a bronze dagger, about 0.�5 m long including its incorporated handle which bears 6 nails in all.
some vessels lay together, among which a beautiful, intact goblet with a single handle. another few
days later, there were found a little deeper down, yet already within the river-bed where they had tum-
bled, further �� lead-weights of the aforementioned group, a leaden object shaped as a cross and a
shapeless piece of lead. some days before, a bronze leaf-shaped knife or razor had been recovered”��4.

he includes this in his summary of the metal finds of the season in complex delta:
“lead-weights have been found, singly in several parts of the dig, and in groups in Quarters d�, most
probably having fallen from the upper storeys…some well preserved weights are shown on pl. ��a, but
unfortunately rust has irreparably impeded calculation of original weights” ��5.
a search in the diary notes for this year leads one to suspect that the “area of the balance

weights” might be located in the upper layers of room delta �a��6. however, since some balance
weights are also reported from room delta �, or east of rooms delta �-delta �, in layers of vol-
canic ash or within the river sand, it seems that part of the group was found in one place��7, the
rest, perhaps �� in all, being scattered eastwards and at deeper levels. In any case, these and an-
other fragmented lead disc from the area delta 4 (Fig. II.76) also seem to belong to be same
house (Fig. II.58) with one possible exception. this exception is one of the most significant discs,

��4. Thera IV, �5-�6.
��5. Thera IV, ��.
��6. In diary notebook 5, page 67, there is a mention of room � (on the east of the area of balance weights). on page 57

we learn that “the sector Bronos � is named quarter delta”. the weights are found in layers of volcanic ash and of river
sand.

��7. as in Thera IV, Pl. ��b.

II. WeIght MeasureMent In the aegean:
the case of akrotIrI on the Island of thera �9

Fig. II.61. A cross-shaped, lead object, of 119.4 gr. in weight, reported together with the group of weights from
room Delta 8 and now kept in the National Archaeological Museum at Athens.
Fig. II.62. A roughly shaped lump of lead, 828.4 gr. in weight, reported together with the group of weights from
room Delta 8 and now kept in the National Archaeological Museum at Athens.

61 62
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no. ��0� (Fig. II.63). It is reported in the inven-
tory as coming from delta �, while in the exca-
vation report it is presented as having been
found in room of the lilies���, that is room
delta �. Perhaps it came from near the dividing
wall. otherwise, since room delta � belongs to
another house, this lead disc, inscribed with two
triangles and possessing the weight value of the
dimnaion, should be assigned to the next house
southwards, that is, to the house with the en-
trance on the east (Fig. II.74). It is an attractive
hypothesis, but unfortunately one not capable of
proof, that this balance weight was a standard
kept on the upper floor of room delta �.

unfortunately, after excavation, the group
of lead discs was broken up. a great number of
the weights, along with the cross ��9.4 gr. in
weight and the roughly-shaped lump of lead
���.4 gr. in weight (Figs II.60-62), followed the objects sent from thera to the national ar-
chaeological Museum (naM) at athens, where they have been kept since. eighteen samples re-
mained stored at akrotiri, where they were afterwards cleaned. they are presented, with their
present weight, in Fig. II.59��9. It is obvious that a comparison of the weight values as presented
as a whole in the Table II.4, cannot be valid, either because the data is inadequate or the state of
conservation of the two, arbitrary, groups forbids this. however, the table is useful in indicating
how many samples cluster around certain values that gradually increase, from a minimum value
of around �.7 gr. to the value of �,6�6.5 gr. from the weights of the akrotiri group, arranged ac-
cording their size (Fig II.59), at least nos �907, �4��, ��99, �407 and �404 (printed in bold let-
tering in the list on Table II.4) seem to belong to a set whose size continually decreases.
furthermore, the set seems to comprise two samples for the value of no. �907 (namely, a half
mina no. �907 possibly equals the miss-product no. �4�4)��0 which may result in a total of one
mina or � Minoan units. also there seem to be three to four samples of the value of no. �404
(=�40�=�400=�40�?)���, that is four half - Minoan units resulting in a total of two Minoan
units���. on the other hand, two of the discs, the samples nos �409 and �4�0 (Fig. II.64), are very
distinctive by reason of their thickness of ca � cm (in contrast to 5-6 mm for other discs of a simi-
lar diameter) and for this reason they are both heavier, with values 74.� and 79.5 gr. respectively.

���. Thera IV, Pl. ��b.
��9. a few of them, namely the white ones, are deliberately left with the layer of corrosion, for purposes of comparison.
��0. for this particular miss-product, see MIchaIlIdou �990, figs �0-��.
���. Perhaps no. �40� was drilled in order to minimise its weight, although no. �406 at athens (see table II.4) is of the same

diameter and present weight.
���. When based on Petruso’s ratios as in Petruso �99�, 60.

WeIght and Value In Pre-coInage socIetIes - VoluMe II90

Fig. II.63. Lead weight no. 1301, bearing two trian-
gles, perhaps from the room Delta 2 of another house
(Fig. II.74). Its weight is close to the Linear B value M
(the double mina).
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TABLE II.4. HOUSE DELTA NORTH: AREA DELTA 8
(e discs from naM are in italics)
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these values are not attested in any
other sample of the group at athens. In
our view, these thicker discs were inten-
tionally given the same dimensions,
each one successfully resulting in a half-
mass of a value around �50 gr. they
might belong to another set, perhaps
representing a particular fraction in a
direct line leading to the heavy half-tal-
ent (ca �5,000 gr.). this, as we should
emphasise here, was also found in this
house, placed upon the slabs of the
upper room delta �7 (Fig. II.70)���. on
such an hypothesis, the scale may have
been � talent: � = �5,000: �00 = �,500:
�00 = �50:�= 75 gr. In any case, this great
thickness would allow the two lead discs
to be used on scale pans of a small di-
ameter, giving together a total mass of
�50 gr. It should be added here that the
only hematite sphendonoid weight found
as yet at akrotiri (Fig. II.65), in fact a de-
liberate fragment weighing a third of the
Minoan unit��4, also comes from “the
area of the balance weights”, itself point-
ing to precision weighing.

If, on the other hand, we search for
equipment for weighing bulkier mate-
rial, we should concentrate on the heav-
ier discs of the table, from no. �4�5
downwards. We may proceed to some
comparisons, since these discs (Fig.
II.60) are all kept in the national ar-
chaeological Museum at athens and have therefore all undergone the same treatment. no. �4�5
approaches the value of a mina. It is thought that the marks on no. ��0� (Fig. II.63), which per-
haps comes from another house, since it is reported as being from room of the lilies, indicate
that it is a double mina��5. no. ��0� may represent half of the wool unit lana and no. ��00

���. Thera VII, Pl. �5b, 56a.
��4. for more on this see MIchaIlIdou �006, ���-��9.
��5. Petruso �99�, 45: “a coherent and related pattern is further suggested by the antithetic triangles in ���, at �0�� gr. If

the marks are primary, they would seem to indicate a unit of 5�0.6 gr., which would fall within the range of evans’
mina (in this case � units of 6�.� gr.)”.

WeIght and Value In Pre-coInage socIetIes - VoluMe II9�

Fig. II.66. One of the lead weights of the group, no. 1300,
marked with four dots, which may represent the weight of
sheep’s fleece, that is one fourth of a Linear B LANA (cf. lead
weights from other houses, nos 4171 and 369,1: Figs II.36, 39
and 47).

Fig. II.64. Two lead weights from the group kept at Akrotiri, nos
1409 and 1410, both distinctive for their greater than normal
thickness.
Fig. II.65. A semi–sphendonoid hematite balance weight, from
the same area (Delta 8) as the group of lead weights, perhaps
adapted to one third of the Minoan unit.

64 65
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(Fig. II.66) may weigh one fourth of a lana, the weight
of a sheep’s fleece. no. ��00, which displays four dots, has
attracted considerable attention in respect to the measur-
ing of wool��6. similar values are present also in the sets
from West house��7 and alpha house east, also at places
outside thera���.

It should also be noted that no. �907, which is re-
ported to have been found east of delta � and is marked
with a circle (Figs II.59 and II.67), is similar in size to two
other lead discs (Fig II.69) marked with four circles��9.
these are no. ���9, which is ��9.9 gr. in weight and comes
from room delta � of the same house, and no. �90�,
which is �09 gr. (-) in weight and comes from room delta
�6 of another house, the house delta south (Fig. II.73).
no. �907 also matches no. ��90, which perhaps was also
marked�40 and which again comes from delta � of the
same house (Fig. II.68) and is ���.� gr. in weight. similar
weight values may inform discs from other areas, e.g. nos ��65, ��66 and 4�6� from the West
house. they seem to cluster around the half-mina value or the later linear B n-unit.

despite the presence of such a numerous group of weights, no balance was found, as was also
the case with the West house. It has been suggested that in the house delta north the balance
weights, coming from an upper floor, were presumably stored in a single area, together with per-
sonal belongings, such the dagger (Fig. II.71) or the razor mentioned in excavation reports.
these weights could have been used for weighing metal or wool, while some of them might also
have functioned in weighing procedure that required more precision. It should be added that this
is the second time that a whet-stone is reported found together with weighing equipment�4�.

as for the half-talent weight (Fig. II.70), which is the heaviest found in the aegean, it would
have been capable of measuring a weight of metal of �5 double minas or a load of wool of 5
lana units. It will have been used on balances of a certain size that were evidently of the stand-
ing type, which is depicted in egyptian wall paintings (Fig. I.9) and evidenced by egyptian hi-
eroglyphic and linear B ideograms (Fig. II.72). an idea of the amount of the raw copper to be
weighed on the other pan in equilibrium with the half-talent weight of akrotiri is given by the
half-ingot of �5 kg. found at Mochlos�4�.

��6. see, for instance, ParIse �9�6a; PIa de fIdIo �999.
��7. cf. the correspondence of the heaviest balance weights from West house to wool units: MIchaIlIdou �999 (table �)

and MIchaIlIdou �007, ��4-��0.
���. e.g. the Mochlos lead disc with �� strokes, 7�0 gr. in weight: Petruso �99�, Pl 7: ��; for more on these values in con-

nection with the weight measurement of wool, cf. recently Brogan �006.
��9. the four circles signifying, in Petruso’s view, the four Minoan units: Petruso �99�, table �7.
�40. only cleaning will show this.
�4�. the other instance is the find in new Pillar Well 64. see above in the chapter on balances: fig. II.��.
�4�. soles �00�, fig. �.

II. WeIght MeasureMent In the aegean:
the case of akrotIrI on the Island of thera 9�

Fig. II.67. Lead weight no. 1907 (cf. Fig.
II.59), inscribed with a circle. It weighs nearly
one Linear B N-unit or one fourth of a Linear
B M-unit (drawing by A. Kontonis).
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Fig. II.68. Two lead weights, no. 1389 and no. 1390, both from another room of the House Delta North, Delta 3
(cf. Fig. II.58). ey are apparently of the same intended value as that of no. 1907 (cf. Figs II.67, 59).

1901
209 (-) gr.

1389
239.9 gr.

1389
239.9 gr.

1390
238.3 gr.

Fig. II.69. Lead weight no. 1389 from room Delta 3 matches the lead weight no. 1901 from room Delta 16 of
House Delta South (drawing by O. Aperghi).
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Fig. II.70. e heaviest lead weight
found so far in the Aegean area, dis-
covered in House Delta North (room
Delta 17: Fig. II.58).

Fig. II.71. Dagger found in the same area as the balance weights from Delta 8, shown in an old photograph
taken during first attempts at conservation.

Fig. II.72a-b. Ideograms of the standing
balance in Egyptian Hieroglyphic (a)
and in Aegean Linear B script (b).a b
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Building Complex Delta: The other two houses
We have already mentioned that the house with the south entrance (house delta south: Fig.
II.73) provides the only instance of two pairs of balance pans found in the same house (in room
delta �6). only one lead disc is reported, no. �90�. this, mentioned in the previous chapter, dis-
plays four circles and was found in room delta �6 (cf. Fig. II.69). room delta �� may have
housed a weaving workshop, to judge from the many loom weights still left in this upper-storey
room. If excavation work here, or better still, in the adjacent rooms, is undertaken in future,
then it may reveal a surprising quantity of lead weights.
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Fig. II.73. Plan of ground
floor and upper storey of
House Delta South (aer
Palyvou 2005, Fig. 90).

Fig. II.74. Plan of ground
floor and upper storey of
House Delta East (aer
Palyvou 2005, Fig. 126).

Fig. II.75. Lead balance weight
no. 1392 from room Delta 2 of
House Delta East (cf. Fig. II.63).

Fig. II.76. Lead balance weight
no. 1397 from room Delta 4 of
House Delta North, the house
that has yielded the greatest
number of weights.

1392 1397
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as for the house with the east entrance (house delta east: Fig. II.74), we have already floated
the possibility that no. 1301 comes from the room of the lilies (perhaps from the upper floor),
from which another small lead disc 33 gr. (-) in weight is reported to have come (Fig. II.75).

Perhaps in these two houses of complex delta, which display the richest and most exotic
contents, precision weighing with stone balance weights, which were not left behind by their
owners, is likely to have taken place, as perhaps it did (cf. Fig. II.29) in the building Xesté 3.

Some Thoughts on Further Research
lead discs are constantly being found in the excavation of the settlement and are also turning up
in new pillar wells, the context being less specified in the latter case. among the best preserved
lead discs from various contexts are no. 4160 (Fig. II.77), no. 3�61 (Fig. II.29, left) and no. �205
(Fig. II.78), with weight values of 361.8, 52.1 and 15.4, respectively. no. �205 displayed a weight

II. WeIght MeasureMent In the aegean:
the case of akrotIrI on the Island of thera ��

Fig. II.77. Lead balance weight no. 4160, of unknown
context, is well manufactured and one of the best pre-
served from Akrotiri.

Fig. II.78. A small, very well preserved lead weight,
no. 9205 from New Pillar Well 25, is here placed for
purposes of comparison inside one of the pans of
balance no. 6874 from House Delta South.

361.8 gr.
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1�.4 gr. before cleaning and 15.4 gr. after, its mean weight being 16.4 gr., a value that may repre-
sent a fourth of a Minoan unit of 65.6 gr. or a double of a unit 8.2 gr. (the value of a Mesopotamian
shekel). If, regardless of provenance, we compare it (Fig. II.79, cf. also Fig. II.80) to nos �1�4,
8121 and �1�5, the weights would seem to follow the order no. �1�4 > no. 8121 > no. �1�5 < no.
�205, with a difference of �.� gr. between the first two discs and 8 gr. between the second and the
fourth disc. Is any conclusion to be drawn from this difference of ca 8 grams?

We tried to broaden the sample of complete well-preserved lead discs from various places,
by placing them in order of size (Fig. II.81 where the weight values are also indicated). the im-
pression produced is that items from any set seem to belong to the same series of ratio. for in-
stance, no. 1�0�, as already discussed, is replicated in lead discs from other sets, too (Figs 67-69).
Much work remains to be done on metrology. the main question is what the difference in ap-
pearance was that helped the user to distinguish each sample in a given set. for instance, when
balance weights are of the same diameter but of different thickness, this difference is definitely
evident to the user (cf. nos 8121, �1�4 in Fig. II.80). the whole discussion thus far proves that
an exactitude which our standards today would demand143 was clearly not required. thus, if in
transactions between two dealers, it was the owner of the set who used his own weights, it is un-
clear why the other partner should accept the measurement144.

143. for the sensitivity of the ancient balances, see Petruso 1��2, �6; skInner 1�54, �81.
144. on this subject, see below chapter V, in particular note 538.
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9194
31.3 gr.

8121
23.4 gr.

9195
11 gr.

9205
15.4 gr.

Fig. II.79. Four lead balance weights from various areas of the settlement compared in size and weight value.

9208
55.3 gr.

9196
21.9

9194
31.3 gr.

8121
23.4 gr.

9195
11 gr.

9205
15.4 gr.

Fig. II.80. Lead discoid weights displayed in terms of their thickness (cf. Fig. II.79 for the first four from the right).
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(?)
4160

Delta West
4326,6

Delta North
1907

Alpha East
369,7

Delta North
1418

NPW 64
8590

West House
4166

Delta West
6721

Sector Gamma
648

Delta North
1407

Delta North
1400

(?)
4620

Sector Beta
426

Alpha East
369,18

Delta North
1398

4160
361.8 gr.

4326,6
292.4 gr.

1907
223.1 gr.

369,7
171.7 gr.

1418
165.1 gr.

8590
101.7 gr.

4166
99.2 gr.

6721
88.3 gr.

648
62.6 gr.

1407
54.4 gr.

1400
34.6 gr.

4620
26.1 gr.

426
19.7 gr.

369,18
12.9 gr.

1398
8.7 gr.

Fig. II.81. A sample of complete and well-preserved lead weights from various areas placed in order of size in
terms of diameter and thickness.
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2. COMMODITIES MEASURED BY WEIGHT: THE CASE OF METALS

Metals, it hardly needs saying, are measured by weight. the very invention of metric systems of
weight arises from the need to measure solid materials that can not be estimated by capacity
measures. Measurement of metals was required both for the purposes of craft industries and for
exchange, and both raw materials and finished products were weighed. futhermore:

“for an elite concerned with the movement of high-value materials, the notion of equivalence by weight
is fundamental, and the wealth stored as plate, weapons and ornaments, including the added value of ex-
pert manufacture, represented a convertible reserve of value which could be mobilized for exchange”145.
thus, in addition to the enormous number of metal ingots, also plate, weapons, tools and or-

naments were part of the uluburun cargo. all this was evidently traveling as trade/and or gift
items both for use and of exchange value. that they also possessed exchange value is indicated
by standardization, as, for example, in the case of some of the metal vessels. We gain an idea of
this particular merchandise transported over a long journey:

“copper and/or bronze vessels of several types also appear to have been part of the cargo. although
these thin-walled vessels had mostly disintegrated through corrosion, their sturdier parts such as rims
and handles have survived to reveal their numbers, sizes, and shapes. among them are two sets of
bowls. although fragmentary, it is clear that each set comprises three bowls of graduated sizes nested
one inside another (fig. 11), suggesting that other scattered fragmentary bowls may originally have
been carried in this manner. furthermore, these bowls appear to have been stored in large cauldrons,
which are represented on the wreck mostly by their handles; although the handles have not yet been
studied and matched as pairs, it seems that at least half a dozen were aboard the ship”146.
how these trade items of metal were further distributed is not our concern here14�. however,

their treatment within an urban settlement is of interest (to leave aside tombs where the items
were deposited in what we might call an eclectic fashion). the settlement at akroriri on thera
is of course earlier in date than this cargo and belongs to the period that saw the spread of lin-
ear a script. at akrotiri, however, the volcanic eruption has reduced the degree of such eclectic
preservation to a certain minimum148. the site thus provides evidence for the circulation of
metal within a city, by means of the study of the objects that may comprise the household equip-
ment, potentially owned by the inhabitants14�. In the following chapter, we will present two case
studies focusing a) on copper as a raw material b) on two types of vessels and one kind of tool.
We choose these, since they provide prima facie evidence of use-value, presumably estimated by
weight measuring.

145. sherratt & sherratt 1��1, 360.
146. Pulak 1���, 243.
14�. since the particular cargo was very probably escorted by Mycenaean envoys (Pulak 2005), linear B tablets may have

been of some help (e.g. MIchaIlIdou 2001B; MIchaIlIdou 2008a; MIchaIlIdou in press).
148. the only parameter being the probability that some metal items were removed by the inhabitants as they abandoned

the town.
14�. cf MIchaIlIdou 2001B, 8� and MIchaIlIdou 2008B.
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2.1. Metal as raw materia l : A copper ingot from the sett lement

the standardized form of copper ingot was thought to be absent at akrotiri, until only few years
ago and was cautiously characterized as being “still under investigation” 150, on the basis of the
retrospective identification of ingot fragments at gournia (Fig. II.82). this proved also to be the
case with akrotiri, for two fragments of copper were discovered during the excavation of new
Pillar Well �0, which was sunk in the area of the unexcavated house, or houses, labelled Build-
ing heta on the plan (Fig. I.1). one of these copper fragments is almost certainly that of an ingot.

Both the large fragment (no. 85�8: Figs II.83-84, 87-90) and the small one (no. 85�8a: Figs
II.91-92) were found in the same place: “near the vessel a68, there were found masses of un-
worked metal, a small one and one of a greater weight, both placed in group c3”151. the vessel
a68 is one of the two clay rhyta in the form of a bull. Both rhyta and a triton shell were found at
a level slightly higher than that of the floor of the upper storey (Fig. II.85) of a not fully excavated
late cycladic house. In particular, the objects were located among the stones of a loosely-built
wall 0.�0 m in width (Fig. II.86), which started only at the level of the upper floor and adjoined
the west dividing wall of the room, which was 0.80 m in width. It would seem that we have a
hoard of items precious in material (pure copper) or in terms of ideology (rhyta) hidden inside
the wall, which was built also to reinforce the pre-existing dividing wall. there were no means
of digging below the floor here, as is the case with hoards at ground floor level, or basements. our

150. MIchaIlIdou 2001B, �0.
151. diary notebook 133, page 66.
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Fig. II.82. Ingot fragments from
Gournia, Crete (aer Muhly
2005, Fig. 6).

Fig. II.83. Ingot fragment from Akrotiri, no. 8598, of 2.956 kg.
Fig. II.84. Upper view and sections by A. Kontonis of ingot fragment no.
8598.
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Fig. II.85. Drawing from the diary note book of an upper
storey wall inside the New Pillar Well 70, with the place
finds of copper fragments (C3) and two animal rhyta
(A67 and A 68).

Fig. II.86. Detail of the context of the ingot fragments and
the animal rhyta hidden in the loosely built upper storey
wall.

Fig. II.90. e bottom
side of the ingot frag-
ment no. 8598 with
signs of fracture due to
the blow received on
the upper face (cf.
Pulak 2000B, 145).

Figs II.87-88. Side views of ingot fragment no. 8598 with the upper face possibly beaten by means of a heavy tool.
Sample taking has exposed the copper core.

Fig. II.89. One of the profiles of the ingot
fragment no 8598, ca 6 cm in thickness.

A 67
A68

C3
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items certainly do not constitute a classic example of hoarding, as
does, for instance, a well-prepared hoard at tell Brak in syria;
here various metal items were kept inside a jar placed in a cavity
dug under the floor, which was paved with a different colored
slab at this particular point152.

for the larger fragment, 2,�56 gr. in weight, 13 cm in length,
13 cm in width and 6.3 cm thick (Figs II.83-84, 87-90) Jim
Muhly, on the basis of photographic evidence alone, suggested to
the writer the possibility that it was part of an ox-hide ingot, which
would be important, since in such a case it would be the earliest
sample from the aegean (as of late Minoan Ia date)153. such an
identification however, presents problems, since the profile and
the great thickness of the piece seem to point more to a bun ingot
of blister copper154. still, an ingot fragment from Palaikastro, held
in the previous ‘scientific collection’ of herakleion Museum155

displays a similar thickness, while the rounded profile of an ox-
hide fragment from sardinia156 is not dissimilar to the profile of
the akrotriri ingot. the ingots from the sea at kyme (euboia)
also display a rounded profile15�.

Whatever the shape may have been, traces of the manner in
which the piece was broken, by means of a heavy tool, perhaps also after preheating, is evident on
both sides of the item (Figs II.87-88, 90) according to observations by Pulak on the uluburun ma-
terial158. such a process would not have presented problems in regard to blister copper of a non-
homogenous consistency15�. that ingots were often broken up into smaller pieces before the copper
was conveyed is textually attested, e.g. in old-assyrian tablets, where the deficit that arose from
breaking up is also recorded160. such a deficit was less in the case of unrefined copper161. the

152. MatheWs 2003, 203-208. for a modern case of hiding objects within walls, cf. sakellarakIs & sakellarakI 1���, 602.
153. cf, for instance, Muhly 1���; gale 1��1; for a most recent discussion on ox-hide ingots, where the related bibliogra-

phy is also given, see lo schIaVo 2008.
154. this first impression is also shared by cemal Pulak, with some reservations since he has not seen them personally.
155. I saw the ingot fragment, thanks to the kindness of alexandra karetsou.
156. as defined by lo schIaVo 2008, 236, fig. 5 right.
15�. deMakoPoulou 1�88, no. 26�.
158. Pulak 2000B, 145; see also yalçIn et al. 2005, 5�1, fig. 44 of 2.484 kg. weight.
15�. “the technique used to break up an ingot into smaller parts for remelting (either for casting or alloying) involved local

heating and beating. Breaking before melting was probably facilitated by the presence of copper/copper(I)oxide and
sulphide inclusions at the grain boundary, which softened the copper ingot considerably when it was heated” (Man-
gou & Ioannou 2000, 214); cf. also hauPtMann, MaddIn & Prange 2002, 1�.

160. dercksen 1��6, 40-41: “Hudurla is bringing you under my seal 4 talents of refined copper-there was a deficit of 2 ½ minas
from breaking up”.

161. dercksen 1��6, 41.
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Figs II.91-92. e small ingot
fragment no 8598a, 341 gr. in
weight, found in the same con-
text as the larger no 8598. Re-
cent cutting in the laboratory
has also exposed the copper
core.
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breaking of a copper ingot into fragments of various weights (e.g. of 20 minas, 6 minas, 15 minas,
� minas and 20 shekels, etc.), destined for the manufacture of various items, is also mentioned
in a hittite text162. In this particular text, copper is measured in talents (Gun), while gold, silver
and tin are measured in minas and shekels. tin is weighed in considerable amounts, such as e.g.
1� minas and 18 shekels (ca 8 ½ kg.). on the subject of the weight of tools, this text also confirms
an older observation that the weight of an axe in Boğazköy was two minas (�80 gr.), which may
therefore possibly also represent a unit of weight for the metal in its circulation163, as is the case
with the dimnaion (M-unit) of the linear B script164. Jeffrey soles mentions that in one of the
Mochlos hoards, along with ingot fragments, two tools were found resembling those used to
break them off from larger ingots165. Breaking the ingot facilitated measurement and transport,
while also offering the opportunity to check the quality of the ingot166.

the only instance of an ox-hide ingot as yet from the cyclades comes from kea. this con-
sists of three ingot fragments, among which two are from house a, and one is reported as being
a quarter of an ox-hide ingot16�. these were personally observed by n. gale who associates them

162. kuB 40 �5 II, lines 13 ff (keMPInskI & kosak 1���, 88-8�).
163. keMPInskI & kosak 1���, �2 with reference to otten 1�55, 126-128.
164. cf., in particular, the weight values of each of the three heavy lead weights at Vapheio tholos tomb, chapter III below.
165. soles 2008, 151.
166. dercksen 1��6, 41; dercksen (1��6, 25) gives the example of an ancient swindle referred to by hauPtMann (1�8�, 210

and 21�). here, one of the 16 complete plano-convex ingots found in al-aqir in the Wadi Bahla (oman) had a surface
of two layers of metallic copper, while the core consisted of slag forming half of its volume.

16�. as caskey 1�6�B, 400, Pl. 412b; WIllson, cuMMer & schofIeld 1�84, 2�, 54, 88, 140, Pl. 41: nos 133, ��0, ��2.
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Fig. II.93. Ingot fragment no. 8598, to-
gether with fragments of two sickles
and one crucible fragment, all found in
the same New Pillar Well 70, but at
various depths.
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with the lead Isotopic field of cyprus168. the larger fragment is also investigated, along with in-
gots from the aegean and the greek mainland, by Mangou and Ioannou16�. on theran frag-
ments there is still work to be done. In this chapter we will concentrate only on the social
implications of such a find, while initial investigations by y. Bassiakos showed that the two frag-
ments, although found together, do not belong to the same mass of copper1�0. their weights are
2,�56 gr. and 341 gr. respectively, that is ca six minas or three double minas (or one lana-unit) for
the first fragment and ca. 10 half-Minoan units for the second. the house where the new pillar well
�0 was sunk, in the area of the so-called building heta (Fig. I.1), is still unexcavated and no lead
weights have been found as yet. two broken sickles and fragments of a clay crucible (Fig. II.93)were
found in lower levels, most probably that of the ground floor.

Breaking an ingot into smaller pieces is comprehensible in the context of the distribution and
measurement of raw material1�1. Moreover, not everyone would be in possession of a balance ap-
propriate for weighing whole ox-hide ingots1�2. In Brogan’s view, in his discussion of evidence
from Mochlos, “the small ingot fragments and the bundles of copper strip correspond well to the
size of the balance pans and lead weights. Moreover, the fact that two sets of balance pans were
found with large hoards of ingots in house c3 further increase the likelihood that fragments
were weighed in pans”1�3. to the bundles of copper strip, considered to be a type of ingot in-
tended to be worked into pins or tweezers1�4, we will return in Part V, below. from the many
ingot fragments found at Mochlos, two are perhaps more close than others to the akrotiri frag-
ment no. 85�8, the Mochlos fragment ca 44.8 from house c3 and the larger Mochlos fragment
ca �0.2 from house c�, the latter being 2,5�8.5 gr. in weight1�5. Mochlos is still the most in-
formative site as regards the topic that interests us in this chapter, that is, the ownership of ingots.
In a recent paper, J. soles presented the many metal hoards found at site1�6. he defines three cat-
egories of hoarding, namely, the foundry hoard, the trader’s hoard and the ceremonial hoard. It
is of interest to our study here that in one of the houses, c3, which we have already mentioned,
two hoards containing ingot fragments along with metal items were found in the same house.
Both clusters also included a pair of scales, which means that two pairs of scales were found in
the same house1��. the foundry hoard, also termed a ‘household treasury’ by soles, was found
in the basement, the storage area of chiefly agricultural produce. this metal hoard lay on the

168. gale 1��1, 22�, fig. 1�.
16�. Mangou & Ioannou 2000, 213-215, table 2 (recorded as half ox-hide ingot).
1�0. the results of the ongoing research by y. Bassiakos and a. Michailidou will be presented in a forthcoming article.
1�1. cf the comments by c. Zaccagnini and by J. smith on the quantities distributed by the palace of Pylos as recorded on

the tablets of the Jn series (ZaccagnInI 1�86; sMIth 1��2).
1�2. such as the one as tall as a man depicted on the so-named rassam obelisk (�th cent. B.c.), in the weighing scene of

the booty gained in victories of assurbanibal II: renger 1��2, 20�.
1�3. Brogan 2006, 283.
1�4. soles 2008, 14�; see also Brogan 2008, 160.
1�5. I am grateful to tom Brogan for showing me the metal finds from Mochlos.
1�6. soles 2008, 146-153. the classic work on hoards in the aegean is by knaPP, Muhly & Muhly 1�88.
1��. Brogan 2006, 283; soles 2008, 14�, 151.
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floor in one corner, perhaps intentionally hidden behind tall jars and contained a large number
of ingot fragments, most produced by breaking ox-hide ingots, and numerous used or broken
tools and vessels and a number of copper strips1�8. the second hoard, of intact items (whence its
identification as a trader’s hoard) was found in a living room of the same house, this time on the
ground floor. It was buried in a pit beneath the floor which was located against the south wall of
the room and concealed by a stone quern. here again, as is the case in akrotiri with the hide of
the ceremonial rhyta and the ingot fragments, one of the most ceremonial objects, a bronze
sistrum, was hidden under a half ingot fragment, of exactly 15 kilos weight. this disposition
suggests to soles that perhaps both objects were part of the same cargo, whilst the mark incised
on the half ingot identifies (in his view) the ownership of merchant families shipping ingots to
crete1��. the same pit also produced numerous strips and ingot fragments, placed inside linen
bags, and it is with these ingot fragments that “the very tools that were used to break them off
from larger ingots” were found180. this hoard also contained a variety of craft items, bronze
bowls too and so represents, in soles’s words, “a collection of the sort that a dealer in metals
would assemble for trade”181. In regard to the hoarding of metal vessels, whether these hoards
were traders’ hoards or household treasuries, or even ceremonial hoards182, there is one possi-
ble instance at akrotiri183, which comes from the cellar under the room delta 3, which will be
dealt with in the next chapter. to return, however, to the hoarding of ingots in settlements build-
ings such as those at akrotiri and kea: the hoards from Mochlos, “refute the idea that copper in-
gots were collected only by the palaces and redistributed in whole or fragments to second order
sites. this may have been true in the Mycenaean age, but not in the neopalatial period”184. In
whatever case we accept, the ownership of ingot fragments as part of individual property is evi-
dent.

1�8. soles specifies this particular hoard “as a liquid asset that could be stored, counted and exchanged like any currency
for other goods and services” (soles 2008, 14�).

1��. soles 2008, 148-14�; soles 2005, 434.
180. soles 2008, 151.
181. soles 2008, 151.
182. e.g. the ceremonial hoard 8 at Mochlos , consisting of six large bronze basins buried just beneath the floor and nested

one inside the other in three pairs: soles 2008, 154.
183. Thera IV, 1�-18.
184. soles 2008, 156.
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2.2. Metal as a f inished product : vessels and tools

after discussing ingot fragments of copper, we now turn to craft items of metal. a table already
published gives an idea of the quantity needed for various products of metal technology, at least
for those preserved at akrotiri185. It is evident, for instance, that 12� to 2�2 gr. of metal were
needed for the manufacture of a chisel or for the production of a dagger186. the aim of some stan-
dardization may be apparent in certain types of vessels, for instance, in the shape of the hydria (Figs
II. 94-96), whose heights vary from 0.44 to 0.52 m and are also comparable to others from Myce-
nae shaft graves18� (Fig. II.97). this shape displays
standard dimensions in later periods too188. Most
strikingly of all, the length of the profile of the ves-
sel depicted in the wall painting from the building
Xesté 3 (Fig. II.98) is the same as that of the profile
of the heavily damaged ‘jug’ (no. 3582) from room
1� of house delta north. this showed the conser-
vator the point where the rivets for the missing hor-
izontal handle would originally have been (Fig.
II.95b), thereby proving that this copper vessel and
the one depicted in the wall-painting were in fact
hydriae, rather than jugs18�. the accuracy of the de-
piction in the wall painting extends to the depic-
tion of the yellow lines on the two handles, the
vertical and the horizontal. these yellow lines in-
dicate that this vessel was used with both handles
wrapped in ropes, as shown by the remains of rope
on the actual hydria (no. �214) later found in the
excavations (Figs II.94 and 95). the capacity, as
measured by e. katsa and e. Papadima, of this par-
ticularly well-preserved hydria1�0, 0.44 m in height,
is about 20 litres, while its weight, measured by

185. MIchaIlIdou 2001B, ��, table 1.
186. for more discussion on the quantities recorded in linear B tablets and in texts from the near east and egypt, cf.

MIchaIlIdou 2001B.
18�. In shaft grave IV, there were found four large hydriae, 0.4�5 m (no. 601), 0. 51 m (no. 602), 0.54 m (no. 603), 0.55 m

(no. 604) in height, whilst a smaller one, of the same shape, is 0.20 m in height (karo 1�30-33, Pl. clIV- clVI).
188. e.g. a hydria of the 14th cent. from asine is 0.52 m in height: deMakoPoulou 1�88, 231, no. 220; from the tomb 2 of

dendra, three hydriae of three sizes are reported, two of them being 0.50 and 0.30 m in height, whilst it was not pos-
sible to measure the third one (Persson 1�31).

18�. MIchaIldou 2001d; the term hydria is commonly applied to Bronze age jugs with one vertical and one horizontal han-
dle, in contrast to the term, when used to describe ancient greek vases bearing three handles (one vertical and two hor-
izontal).

1�0. It has undergone careful treatment at the hands of conservator e. PaPadIMa (200�B, ��-104).

II. WeIght MeasureMent In the aegean:
the case of akrotIrI on the Island of thera 10�

Fig. II.94. e hydria no. 9214, from New
Pillar Well 76, with ropes of plant fibre
around both handles, aer conservation.
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Fig. II.95a. Hydria no 3582, from House Delta North, room 17, badly damaged, 45 cm in height and 4.5 kg. in
weight, and Hydria no. 9214, 44 cm in height and 5.2 kg. in weight.

Fig. II.95b. ese two hydriae are of the same size. e arrows indicate the spot where remains of the rivets origi-
nally attaching the horizontal handle to the damaged hydria no. 3582 are visible aer the preservation work.

a

b

3582 9214

9214
3582
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a. devetzi, is ca 5,210 gr. a very similar hydria,
no. Be. 1��4.5 (Fig. II.96) from the group of ves-
sels from the cellar room delta 3 (Fig. II.107), 0.52
m in height and not yet completely cleaned, again
displays remains of rope and traces of wood. When
weighed at the national archaeological Museum
at athens, it was found to be ca � kg. in weight. If
the smaller hydria were filled with 20 litres of
water, it would weigh about 25.2 kg. and if the
same quantity were poured in the larger of the
two, then the load would be 2� kg. this is almost
the heaviest load that one man would be expected
to carry and provided the metric systems of many
cultures with their upper unit, the so-called ‘tal-
ent’. It is equivalent to the official knossos stan-
dard as codified in the stone ‘anchor’ from
knossos (Fig. I.5) and is also the mean weight
value of the ox-hide copper ingots. If, for the sake
of comparison, the smaller hydria were to be
filled with grain, then the quantity carried would
be of 630 gr.1�1 x 20. this would result in a weight
of 12.6 kg. and a total weight of around 1�.8 kg.

standardization of size would have been im-
portant in enabling one to estimate capacity, the resulting weight to be transported and the ex-
change value of the vessel itself and of its contents. one would expect that the exchange value of
the large hydria, when measured in copper, would be more or less equivalent to its weight, in this
case around � kg. of copper1�2. In egyptian textual evidence for prices1�3, such as the ostraca
recording business transactions among the inhabitants at deir el-Medina, where nearly all the
vessels mentioned in the price entries are made of metal1�4, it is in general difficult to determine
whether it is the weight of the copper item itself or its price in quantities of copper that is being
recorded. occasionally this can be determined, as for example in the case of an ostracon, where
a vessel of bronze of 20 deben, which is a weight-unit of ca �1 gr., and a basket of 4 deben, which
here must be a price, are recorded as giving together a total (price of) 24 deben (of copper). In
regard to the smaller hydria from akrotiri, if it was filled with oil or wine, it may have been ex-

1�1. one litre of water weighs 1 kg., but a litre of grain weighs only 630 gr. (chadWIck 1��6, 106) or ��2 gr. (PalMer 1�8�,
105).

1�2. and the value of the smaller around 5 kg. of copper.
1�3. taken from Janssen 1��5, 101, because of the paucity of the aegean texts on this matter (cf. more recently sacconI

2005).
1�4. Janssen 1��5, 40�.

II. WeIght MeasureMent In the aegean:
the case of akrotIrI on the Island of thera 10�

Fig. II.96. Hydria no. BE.1974.5 from House Delta
North, cellar of room 3, 52 cm in height and ca 9
kg. weight. ere are traces of ropes around the hor-
izontal handle and remains of matting and wood
on the body. Conservation is not yet complete.
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Fig. II.97. Hydria no. 604 from Mycenae Sha
Grave IV, 55 cm in height (National Archaeo-
logical Museum at Athens).

Fig. II.98. Detail of wall painting in
Xesté 3 (aer Doumas 1992, Pl. 114).
e size and functional details of the
hydria in the wall painting are the
same as those of the real vessel (cf. Fig.
II.95). Both handles are held by a man
performing some action.
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changed for its content of 20 litres of one of these two commodities. ethnographic data indicate
that in some cases of “marketable goods, such as pottery, the volume of grain that could fill the
pot was given in exchange for this pot”1�5. Janssen also reports that there are many instances in
egyptian ostraca where the corn capacity of a basket is also its value, thus indicating that the
price here was determined more on the grounds of size than the quality of the fabric1�6. such an
exchange value may not be valid for the material and the possibly ‘costly’ technology involved in
the manufacture of a copper hydria. oil and wine, however, may have been closer to the ex-
change value of such a container. furthermore, it seems that particular precautions may have
been taken regarding the weight of the contents of the metal vessels, since in the case of one frag-
ment, presumably of a jug, whose bottom is preserved, we have noted that an additional cylin-
drical bottom was inserted (Fig. II.99). this seems to be a pre-designed constructional element,
rather than a later repair (Figs II.100-101).

1�5. doğan & MIchaIldIdou 2008, 2�.
1�6. Janssen 1��5, 10�.

II. WeIght MeasureMent In the aegean:
the case of akrotIrI on the Island of thera 111

Fig. II.99. Constructional detail inside a frag-
ment of a jug not otherwise visible, from room
16 of House Delta South. e double bottom is
intentional.

Fig. II.100. Ancient repairs performed by
means of rivets and lumps of lead on the body
of the damaged hydria no. 3582.

Fig. II.101. Ancient repair by means of a care-
fully cut plate riveted to the interior surface of
the laver no. 5606.
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to turn to another shape, that of the laver1��: two lavers (Figs II.102-103), found in differ-
ent houses, the first one in the basement cellar room 3 of house delta north and the second in
basement storeroom 5 of the West house, are here chosen (Fig. II.104) because their sizes are ap-
proximately the same1�8, as are their present weights, of 1,448 and 1,4�5 gr. respectively1��. It is
possible that, if they were transported to their find spots from the same point of production or

1��. this term is used by catlIng (1�64, 1�2), while Marinatos calls them ‘trays’ or ‘baking pans’ (Thera IV, 3�).
1�8. they are � cm in height and 33 cm in diameter, MIchaIlIdou 200�, 1�2, fig. 3 and Thera IV, Pl. �2a.
1��. after cleaning and partial repair by the conservator e. Papadima. In previous weighing together with some of its frag-

ments, the approximate weight of the West house sample was 1,606 gr. whilst the weight of the other laver was 1,5�6
gr. a fragmentary tripod cauldron from the West house was found to weigh ca 1,�36 gr.

WeIght and Value In Pre-coInage socIetIes - VoluMe II112

Fig. II.102. Bronze laver no. BE. 1974.6 from the cellar of room 3 of House Delta North, ca 1.448 kg. weight.

Fig. II.103. Bronze laver no. 5606 from West House, ca 1.495 kg. in weight.

Fig. II.104. Both bronze lavers from House Delta North and from West House, are of the same size and approxi-
mately of the same weight value.

BE 1974.6

BE 1974.6

5606

5606

102 103

104
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same mercantile source, they may have been nested in one another200. their original weight was
capable of being checked in an ancient balance by means of only one lead discoid weight. such
a weight would have been similar to the inscribed weight from Mochlos, of ca � ½ kg. weight (Fig.
II.105) or to the lead weight no. 4�72 from the West house20�. the original weight could also,
of course, have been checked by means of more than one lead weight, such as, for example, the
three from the West house collection, one of ca one kilo in weight and two of ca 250 gr. in
weight202. this also means that the copper ingot fragment no. 8598, of three kilos in weight, al-
ready discussed above (Figs II.83-84, 87-90), would have been sufficient to produce both lavers
of this particular size. there may even have been some copper left over from the production, be-
cause there would have been a tin component, which, in the case of the West house sample, was
�% (in the body) and 9% (in the handle)20�. the laver from the West house (Fig. II.103) was
found in the storeroom where it was possibly still in use. the other laver, from house delta
north, was apparently part of a hoard consisting of five metal vases (Fig. II.107), which may
possibly “have been wrapped in a thick cloth (or perhaps a thin straw mat)”204. among these
vessels was another, and far larger, laver approximately 6,800 gr. in weight (Fig. II.106a-b)205:

“the last vessels of this group are two trays (baking pans). the smaller, which was plain, was inside
the larger one, which lay reversed on the ground. the handles of the latter are engraved with a her-
ring-bone pattern. the vessels belong to the same family and age as those bronze utensils we have ob-
tained from the royal shafts of Mycenae and especially the ones from the houses at knossos”206.

200. compare the manner of transportation of the bronze bowls in uluburun wreck, Pulak �997, 24�.
20�. see above Part II.�, table II.�, fig. II.4�.
202. cf. estimated values of nos 4�7� and 4�68, ��66 in MIchaIldou 2007, 2�9, table �.
20�. MIchaIlIdou 2007, 2�9: Mangou 2007.
204. Thera IV, �7-�8; they were two jugs, the hydria already mentioned and two lavers: Thera IV, Pls 92-95.
205. Thera IV, Pl. 92b; its height 8.7 cm, the diameter of the mouth 5� cm.
206. Thera IV, �9.

II. WeIght MeasureMent In the aegean:
the case of akrotIrI on the Island of thera ���

Fig. II.105. A lead balance weight from Mochlos, with a Linear A inscription, of a weight in accord with the
weight of the lavers of Fig. II.104 (courtesy of the Herakleion Archaeological Museum).
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Fig. II.106a-b. Large laver no. BE1974.1 (before and aer cleaning), found in the cellar room 3 of Delta House
North, of ca 6.800 kg. in weight and decorated with parallel lines incised on its two handles.

a

b
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one wonders if the presence of parallel lines incised on the two handles of the large laver (Fig.
II.106b) indicate that ropes reinforced the handles of this heavy laver, too, just as they apparently
did in the case of the hydria depicted with these features. the capacity of the laver was found to
be ca 20 litres.

the clientele who ordered the West house laver, if the vessel was not imported, would have
brought the smith either a fragment of raw copper, for example, half of the ingot fragment no.
8598 mentioned above, or some old copper or bronze implements for recycling, in the latter case
with tin already incorporated in the alloy. this means that in this case, different bronze for re-
cycling would be chosen for the body and the handle of the vessel. once constructed, the use
value of such a vessel is evident from the repairs inside the laver (Fig. II.101), a habit also to be
noticed in other vessels, too, such as hydriae (Fig. II.100) or tripod pots207. as for the exchange
value of the vessels, this may be indicated by references to the use of bronze vessels as a means

207. MIchaIlIdou 2007, �98, Pl. 4. extended careful repairs are also found in vessels from the Mycenae shaft graves, e.g.
on the lower part of the body of hydria no. 60� (karo �9�0-��, Pl. clV).

II. WeIght MeasureMent In the aegean:
the case of akrotIrI on the Island of thera ��5

Fig. II.107. e ‘hoard’ of metal vessels as they were found in the cellar room 3 of House Delta North (national
geographic).
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of payment in egyptian texts, such as a text of the ramesside period (��th cent.), in which one
cauldron of bronze of 20 deben weight value (20 x ca 90 gr. = �,800 gr., a weight not very far from
our examples) is estimated to be 2 qedet/kite (2x ca 9= �8 gr.) of silver and is offered for sale along
with other vessels and some textiles in return for a slave208. In the same text, �0 deben of beaten cop-
per is estimated to be worth one qedet/kite (ca 9 gr.) of silver. thus, in the ramesside period, the
ratio of copper/bronze to silver tends to be �00:�209. standardization in size and weight of vessels
traveling as merchandise is to be noticed in two sets of bronze bowls, which were perhaps initially
stored in large cauldrons, found in the uluburun wreck, as already mentioned above2�0.

We do not know if there was a difference in value in copper in regard to bronze at akrotiri.
even in the less remote chronologically and geographically linear B tablets, both copper and bronze
are defined by the same greek word ka-ko and no references to value are securely identified in
these texts2��. the price of bronze to copper is identical in ugarit, according to Vargyas. the price
of tin is higher than that of copper but this occurs only in commercial deals involving substantial
quantities of tin. When the amount of tin in bronze is small, the difference between the price of
bronze and that of copper was insignificant2�2. It seems that in terms of the price, the egyptians did
not distinguish between copper and bronze. this is evident, for example, in the fact that the weight
price per deben for the bronze cauldron and for beaten copper in the ramesside period papyrus
mentioned above is the same. this also indicates that in this case, at least, weight and value were
the same2��, for no distinction is made in favour of the probably second-hand cauldron.

old copper vessels not capable of being repaired would have been recycled for the manu-
facture of new, purely copper vessels, for vessels were more easily produced from copper plates
than bronze. Moreover, the smith responsible would be more certain of the composition of the
mixture of copper and tin in the case of new bronze products. the old assyrian texts, of the
20th-�8th century and thus much earlier in date, do not specify whether the scrap mentioned
there was of copper or bronze. In dercksen’s view, the qualification ‘fine’ and the exchange ratio
of 75:�, a fairly high price for scrap, points to copper. however, he emphasizes that scrap came
mostly from old agricultural implements. these are listed among items brought from aššur to
anatolia, most probably to be used as a means of exchange, and dercksen also quotes Balkan’s
view that ‘scrap’ in one text is used as a synonym for ‘old sickles’ in another text2�4.

In regard to agricultural tools at akrotiri, Marinatos found what he labelled ‘sickles’. three
of these were found in the area of the so-called “Porter’s lodge”, that is at the south of the store-

208. MIchaIlIdou 200�B, 99 with the references to the Pap.cairo 657�9.
209. MIchaIlIdou 200�B, 99, note ���.
2�0. Pulak �997, 24�, fig. ��. the six one-handled basins in Mochlos hoard 8 look more like a merchant’s hoard than a cer-

emonial hoard (as here supra note �82).
2��. cf. more recently MIchaIlIdou 2008a.
2�2. Vargýas �986, �08.
2��. Janssen �975, �09-��0; 4��.
2�4. dercksen �996, 46 (citing Balkan �965, �59, note �).
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room � of sector alpha (Fig. I.1)2�5, together with a very small chisel, one of the sickles at a fairly
high level, the other two near the floor:

“the first of these is almost worn out through use. the last had been broken in two before the erup-
tion and the two parts used for a long time separately as is shown by the wear at the point of break-
age. the sickles are of a size suitable for the barley they reaped which even today barely reaches a
height of �5-20 centimeters”2�6.
however, we should note, for the further study of these tools, the three sizes particularly no-

ticeable in regard to the width of their blades (Figs II.108-109). this feature is also to be noticed
in three more sickles (Figs II.110-111), reported from “Quarters delta 2 and the surrounding
area”, along with a small knife2�7. one of these was found in the room delta 2, of house delta east
(no. �974.�7: Figs II.110, 111), possibly fallen from the shelf of the decorated room2�8. four
more tools of this type, with the curved and toothed blade, have been found more recently, in two
groups. two of them, of a similar size (Figs II.112-113), were found in the new Pillar Well 25,
sunk in house theta (Fig. I.1), and the two others, different in size to each other (Figs II.114-
115), were found in the new Pillar Well 70 (on the ground floor of the house already men-
tioned2�9). copper/bronze sickles are a rare find in the aegean220. In crete, they date mainly to
the new Palace era22�. It is significant that here we have so far found ten of them in an abandoned,
but not looted, settlement. their particular constructional features, such as the manner in which
they are attached to the wood, and the functional details of these tools will be studied further in
the appropriate publication222. We know that harvesting was also done with the help of flints in-
serted into wooden handles. such flints have been found at akrotiri, some of them being con-
sidered to present interesting parallels, despite skepticism, with similar bronze implements22�. In
uruk, during the fourth millennium, sickles made of clay were used and their shape is fairly close
to that of the metal ones from kültepe, of the early second millennium. In ancient egypt, sick-
les made of chip-stone, either hand-held or set in the groove of a wooden handle, continued to
be used throughout Pharaonic times for harvesting emmer and barley, along with sickles with
copper and later bronze blades and sickle blades may also have been used for harvesting reeds
and sedges or roots and tubers224. the wooden sickle with chip-stones is depicted in the flax
harvesting scene in a tomb at deir el-Medina but it is not known whether and how it functioned

2�5. Thera II, 27-28.
2�6. Thera II, 50-5�, fig. �9.
2�7. Thera IV, �8, Pl. 89b; douMas �98�, Pl. 74.
2�8. Thera IV, Pl. �8b; MIchaIlIdou 200�c, ��9, fig. 229.
2�9. see fig. II.9� above; some fragments of clay crucibles were also found in this house. all these items came from vari-

ous levels and are still being studied.
220. It is not always clear what shape of tool is meant by the term ‘sickle’. a somewhat different bronze sickle from troy VI

is presented in deMakoPoulou �990, 240, no. �69.
22�. eVely 2000, �68; deshays �960, II, �47, where the sickle closer to akrotiri samples appears to be that from Phaistos.
222. By the author, along with the rest of the metal items from akrotiri.
22�. Moundrea-agrafIotI 2004, 472-477, fig. 4.
224. Murray 2000, 520-52�.
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II. WeIght MeasureMent In the aegean:
the case of akrotIrI on the Island of thera ��9

Figs ΙΙ.108-109. Group of three sickles found in the “Porter’s lodge” (drawing by A. Kontonis).
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BE. 1974.20

BE. 1974.18

BE. 1974.17
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II. WeIght MeasureMent In the aegean:
the case of akrotIrI on the Island of thera �2�

Figs 110-111. Group of three sickles reported from “Delta 2 and the surrounding areas” (drawing by A. Kontonis).

BE. 1974.20

BE. 1974.18

BE. 1974.17
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Figs II.112-113. Group of two sickles from New Pillar Well 25 (drawing by A. Kontonis).
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Figs II. 114-115. Group of two sickles from New Pillar Well 70 (cf. Fig. II.93, drawing by A. Kontonis).
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b
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differently from the copper sickle. In any case, the use value of a copper sickle is emphasized in the
sumerian text entitled The Debate between Copper and Silver, in which copper says to silver:

When harvest time has arrived for me, you do not supply the copper sickles that reap grain, so
no one concerns themselves with you.

silver’s answer debunks the value of copper:
The copper sickles need to have the hard weeds burned225.
like most metal items, the sickle would also have an exchange value presumably equivalent

to its weight, which at akrotiri does not ever seem to be more than �2 gr. in their present, un-
derweight condition (Table II.5). In certain cultures there seems to be a particular demand for
the sickle, as is shown, for instance, by old-assyrian texts, in which the sickle is mentioned as a
codified form of currency:

I gave them two minas of tin, [x] minas in sickles, their expenses226.
as mentioned above, dercksen notes that scrap metal, mainly from agricultural tools, particu-
larly ‘old sickles’, travelled all the way from aššur to anatolia functioning as means of payment.
It is not yet certain why sickles were also being transported by the uluburun ship227. another case
consists of the many standardized sickles found in the hoard of Şarköy, probably of the early first
millennium, but consisting of objects that must have been manufactured within the late �4th
and the ��th cent.228. there is a considerable difference between the more solid, heavier and
toothless sickles from kültepe229, from the uluburun wreck2�0, from a hoard at tell sifr2��, and
the even later, yet very standardized, sickles from the Şarköy hoard on the one hand, and the
sickles from akrotiri on the other. the particular use to which the sickles from akrotiri were put
is debatable. In the archaeobotanist’s view2�2, their use as sickles is far from certain. Barley, which
Marinatos suggested that this tool was employed on, at akrotiri was uprooted, as shown by the
by-product of this crop found in this site. Moreover, the soils there seemed to have been sandy
soils, which made it easier to uproot the crop. however, since this particular shape of tool is not
often found in the aegean, we mention it here with the intention of discussing its possible ex-
change value, given that ten were left behind in four, or possibly five, houses and most of them
had already been used, some of them being in a poor condition.

225. see the electronic text corpus of sumerian literature, segment d, lines 24-�7 and 52-59 (www-etcsl.orient.ox.ac.uk);
PIggott �996, �67.

226. CAD, s.v. niggallum.
227. clIne �994, 2�0-2��, citing personal communication with c. Pulak; yalçIn et al. 2005, 6�2, fig. �96.
228. PaschalIdIs 2007, 442 citing harMankaya �995, 2��-2�4.
229. see for references dercksen �996, 245.
2�0. e.g, the one published in yalçIn et al. 2005, 6�2, fig. �96, of similar (?) size with no. 9448 from akrotiri, is more curved

and thicker (�-5 mm) with a weight of 75 gr.
2��. Moorey �97�, Pls 22-2�; Moorey et al. �988, �9-40.
2�2. anaya sarpaki, personal comunication.
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Table II.5: Sickles
Object Cat.Akr. Cat. NAM Findspot Dimensions in cm Weight in gr.
sickle �25 Porter’s lodge l. �8 - W. �.� �0

sickle �26 Porter’s lodge l. �4 (-) - W. �.5 �2 (-)

sickle �27 Porter’s lodge l. 25 - W. 2.� �0/�2

sickle Be �974. 20 Quarters d 2 and l. 2�.5 - W. 2.� �6
the surrounding area

sickle Be �974. �8 Quarters d 2 and l. 2�.5 - W. �.4 �6
the surrounding area

sickle Be �974. �7 Quarters d 2 and l. 25 - W. 2.5 �0
the surrounding area

sickle 9448 new Pillar Well 25 l. 22 – W. �.8 �8.�

sickle 9447 new Pillar Well 25 l. 20 - W. 2 2�.6

sickle 8588a,b new Pillar Well 70 l. �5.5 (a), 7 (b) - W. 2

sickle 8587 new Pillar Well 70 l. �5 – W. �

In Table II.5, the second and third columns on the left give the identity numbers of the sickles
in the akrotiri excavation catalogue or that of the national archaeological Museum (naM) at
athens regadless of the place they are held. there then follow the columns displaying the con-
text as reported and the object dimensions. the final column records their weight. the first con-
clusion to be drawn is that the sickles were found in groups that consist of two or three samples,
rather than being found in every house. secondly, in the first two groups, that is, the three from
“Porter’s lodge” and the three from “Quarters delta 2 and the surrounding area”, there is a dis-
tinct gradual variation mostly visible in their width. In the latter case, however, the largest tool,
no. �974.�7 (Figs II.110-111) is apparently the only one of the three that has a secure context
(room delta 2) and it is of a different shape in comparison to all the other such objects from
akrotiri. that is, its blade does not display a continuous curve, as becomes evident, if we com-
pare it (Fig II.116a) to the largest blade from the first group, no. �27, with which it shares the
same length (25/26 cm, measured between the two ends of the curve of the blade) and weight
value (�0/�2 gr.2��), unless we view sickle no. �27 from the other side (Fig. II.116b)2�4. thus per-
haps the group with the vaguely specified context of “Quarters delta 2 and the surrounding area”
in fact consisted of only two sickles (nos �974.20 and �974.�8 in Figs II.110-111), of the same
length (2�.5 cm) and of the same blade curve, their present weight being also the same (�6 gr.),
in spite of the difference in width, though perhaps this is due to the condition of preservation.
on the other hand, the longer, wider and heavier tool with the very different curve to its blade
(no. �974.�7 in Figs II.110-111) was possibly stored on the shelf of the decorated room delta 2
(see above) and did not belong to this group. It is perhaps to be related to other, albeit, similar,

2��. the weight was measured in a modern balance with sensitivity of a plus or minus 2 gr.
2�4. or do not accept Marinatos’ view that the two half fragments of no. �27 belong to the same sickle.

II. WeIght MeasureMent In the aegean:
the case of akrotIrI on the Island of thera �25
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activities, since it shares a weight of �0 gr. and a ratio of three teeth per centimetre with other
sickles. the two sickles of the third group (Figs II.112-113) coming from the new Pillar Well 25
were almost identical in size, in the curve of the blade and in weight value (�8/22 gr.). the two
sickles of the last group from new Pillar Well 70, found broken and with missing parts (and for
this reason lacking a record of their present weight), do seem to belong to sickles of different
sizes. a comparison between the samples of the groups above shows that at least one of each
group, such as no. �26 from the area south of complex a, no. �974.20 from complex delta and
no. 8588(a,b) from the area of Building heta, closely resemble the two almost identical sickles no.
9447 and 9448 from Building theta (Fig. II.117a-d). thus there is a cluster in terms of a spe-
cific curve of the blade and in a length of ca. 2� cm. there also is apparently a cluster with weight
values of �2(-) gr., �6 gr., �8-22 gr., although this depends on the width of the blade, the present
condition of the metal and the conservator’s work. the following sickles would therefore seem
to be the best representatives of the three sizes of sickles at akrotiri (table II.5):

�. no. �27 (fig. II.�08) length 25 cm Max. Width 2.� cm Weight �0/�2 gr.
2. no. 9448 (fig. II.��4) 22 cm �.8 cm �8.� gr.
�. no. �25 (fig. II.�08a) �8 cm �.� cm �0 gr.

WeIght and Value In Pre-coInage socIetIes - VoluMe II�26

Fig. II.116a-b. Comparison between sickle no. 1974.17 and sickle no. 127 (drawings by A. Kontonis).

a

b
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Fig. II.117a-d. Comparison of profiles of various sickles from Akrotiri (drawings by A. Kontonis).

a

b

c

d
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We proceed to a comparison of the curve (and the weight values) of the following three sick-
les (Fig. II.118):
�. no. �27 length 25 cm Max. width 2.� cm Weight �0/�2 gr.
2. no. �974.20 2�.5 cm 2.� cm �6 gr.
�. no. �25 �8 cm �.� cm �0 gr.

We tentatively suggest that 2� and 25 cm (as measured between the two ends of the curve) were
of standard lengths. �5 and 20 mm were of standard widths and �0 gr. (one sample), �6 gr. (two
samples from the same context), 20/22 gr. (two samples from the same context) and �0/�2 gr. (two
samples from different areas: Fig. II.116b) were standard weights. of course, when compared
with the aegean units of the period, the mass of �0/�2 gr. is the most intriguing of all, as it is
equivalent to half a ‘Minoan’ unit and the quantity of 20/22 gr. is equivalent to one third of the
same unit. Whether this was intentional or not, we cannot say, since care should be exercised
when considering the weight values of these fragile items that have been frequently subject to re-
pair in modern times. In any case, we can be certain that metal items were weighed when they
changed hands and that differences in weight, such as those above, did matter in ancient economies.
there is the case of the two fragments of no. �27, each of which weighs about �5 gr. Interestingly,
these two halves of a sickle were evidently kept by the owner/user, since the breakage is old and, un-
like the case of other sickles, the two fragments do not fit, there being wear at the edges, as noted
by Marinatos, who assigns both pieces to the same sickle. of course, the fragments could have been
stored for recycling, which was the only possible fate for these tools that, unlike others, could not
be repaired. If so, however, one must then ask whether the breaking into two equal parts, each of
them weighing a quarter of the ‘Minoan’ unit, was in this case accidental or intentional. the low-
est amounts of copper in circulation among the inhabitants at deir el-Medina in egypt, which are
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Fig. II.118. e three predominant sizes of sickles from Akrotiri (drawing by A. Kontonis).
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recorded on ostraca, are half a deben (ca 45.5 gr.) and, very rarely, a quarter (ca 2� gr.), but pos-
sibly lower quantities too were in circulation, although unrecorded. Perhaps the advantage of
these tools for the business of weighing out small amounts of bronze in return for low-price items
lay in their light weight. When they lost their use value, they were kept by their owners and eas-
ily cut into smaller fragments, depending on the means of payment required. to give an exam-
ple, the �5 gr. half fragment of the sickle no. �27 would have been sufficient, after recycling, to
produce such objects as hooks, pins and needles2�5, and was therefore a piece of metal also ac-
ceptable as means of payment for other goods.

2�5. cf. MIchaIlIdou 200�B, 97, table �.
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Aerial view of the citadel at Mycenae, showing Grave Circle A, where the sha graves were found.
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1. MIchAIlIdou in press.
2. For references on the subject of literacy see, for example, MIchAIlIdou 2000-2001.
3. Mathematics and writing have a close and symbiotic relationship: BenoIT et al. 1992, 3.
4. TzAchIlI 2001B, 178.
5. “Their use in fact would have been more frequent than today, since there were no coins yet” (ΤσούνΤασ 1893, 121).
6. Shaty is an egyptian unit of value, see also cASTle 1992, 269.
7. RoBInS & ShuTe 1987, 50.
8. PeTRuSo 1992, 65.

I I I . OWNERSH IP OF THE BALANCE :
EV IDENCE FROM FUNERARY CONTEXTS IN THE AEGEAN

“The people behind the measuring tools” was the title of a paper presented fairly recently1.
As they emerge from oriental texts, activities involving weighing are manufacture, trans-

portation, storage and any kind of distribution or exchange, which implies that scribes and lit-
eracy are also part of the same problem2. There is no point to measuring objects, if the result is
not also to be recorded3. As Tzachili once remarked4, there is no reason to measure one’s own sup-
plies, unless one is dealing with a surplus that is to be part of a future transaction. The question
as to who are the owners/users of the weighing equipment is, of course, vital in any considera-
tion of estimating the exchange value of materials and craft items in pre-coinage societies. Tsoun-
tas long ago remarked in regard to the use of balances: «Καὶ ἀληθῶς ἀφοῦ νομίσματα δὲν
ὑπῆρχον τότε, ἡ χρήσις των ἐν τισι θὰ ἦτο κοινοτέρα ἢ σήμερον»5. If one recalls that the only
problem involving weighing in the Rhind Mathematical Papyrus concerns estimation of value,
this activity may be the most important of the functions of a balance. Thus problem no. 62 con-
cerns a bag containing equal weights of three metals measured in deben, namely gold, silver and
lead. All three together are worth 84 shaty6. After stating the ‘price’ per deben for each metal,
namely twelve, six and three shaty respectively, the problem requires the total worth of each metal
inside this bag. According to Robins and Shute, the calculation is as follows7:
Total price= 84 shaty
Total price for 1 deben of gold, 1 deben of silver and 1 deben of lead = 12+6+3=21 shaty
Weight of each metal= 84:21=4 deben
Price of gold = 12x4=48 shaty
Price of silver = 6x4=24 shaty
Price of lead = 3x4 = 12 shaty
Total = 84 shaty

If we return to the current view of the balance weights as “tools of tallying, industry and
trade”8, the users, who are occasionally also owners, are to be sought on one hand among the
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9. cf. the expression in texts for a “merchant’s leather bag for weights” (neMeT-nejAT 1998, 282). The lack of sets of
weights of the Aegean type was the main reason why the two Mycenaeans on board the uluburun ship are not re-
garded as proper merchants (PulAK 2005).

10. MIchel 1990.
11. MIchAIlIdou in press.
12. VAndenABeele & oIVIeR 1979; PeTRuSo 1992, 75; BeRgonzI 1996; PARe 1999, 475 ff; AlBeRTI 2003B; AlBeRTI 2006.
13. KRoll 2008.
14. XenAKI-SAKellARIou 1985, 248, Pl. 119: no. 3214(6).
15. This tomb is refered in AlBeRTI 2003B, 278, cf. notes 3 and 4 .
16. XenAKI-SAKellARIou 1985, 221, Pl. 104: no. 3092.
17. See chapter II.1 above.

craftsmen (or their supervisors), such as, for instance, metal workers and weavers documented
both by archaeological material and textual references, and on the other hand among traders, who
more frequently than any other group carried their own sets of weights9.

The owners/users of weighing equipment found in settlements, palaces, on ships and in buri-
als, have been briefly discussed in the paper mentioned above. The paper suggests in conclusion
that the merchant’s trade in particular, which bears no name in the Mycenaean tablets, may arise
from any profession the practice of which offers the chance to travel, exchange objects and ac-
quire experience. Messengers or envoys of kings probably acted as connoisseurs (such as the
ebbû in the Mari tablets10) appointed for a special mission involved in the procedures of gift ex-
change. They very probably did not need to carry any balance weights used in their homeland
with them11.

In this chapter we will concentrate on weighing equipment found in burials, because these
represent a more secure type of evidence regarding ownership. Such finds from the Aegean era
and from cyprus are listed mainly by Vandenabeele and olivier, Petruso, Bergonzi, Pare, and
Alberti12. More recently, Kroll has discussed the case of the so-named ‘warrior-trader’ from an
Iron Age grave at lefkandi13.

Almost all bibliographic references to the custom of depositing measuring tools in graves, a
custom also preserved in Bronze and Iron Age sites in europe, are to be found in these cata-
logues. They are, however, obviously incomplete in terms of material evidence, as more samples
are waiting to be identified in museum storerooms or even in publications. A good example is
offered by the balance weights and pans from chamber tombs at Mycenae, such as those exca-
vated by Tsountas and published by Xenaki-Sakellariou. Two lead weights, 2.4 and 4 cm in di-
ameter and 0.5 and 0.7 cm in thickness respectively14, come from tomb 8815, while from tomb
79 comes a convex circular bronze plate (Fig. III.1a-b). This is 9.8 cm in diameter and 0.05–0.1
cm in thickness and decorated with a double rosette of sixteen leaves16 and was certainly a scale
pan, comparable in terms of the manner in which it is decorated to the scale pan from Akrotiri
(Fig. III.2), 9 cm in diameter17. Their contextual difference suggests that this Mycenaean scale
pan, which is of a later date, may very well have been functional, before being deposited in the
grave. embossed rosettes appear as decoration on other bronze scale pans from a tholos tomb at
Pylos, also presented in the following chapter 2.
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Fig. III.1. a-b. Scale pan from Mycenae Chamber Tomb no. 79 (aer Xenaki-Sakellariou 1985, Pl. 104: 3092 and
Pl. IV:3092 ; National Archaeological Museum at Athens).

Fig. III.2. Decorated scale pan
from Akrotiri (drawing by A.
Kontonis; cf. Fig. II.16).
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18. PeRSSon 1942, 73 f.
19. PARe 1999, 475, 476.

Archaeologists currently believe that weighing tools found in graves were the personal pos-
sessions of the deceased and that they were functional in purposes, with one exception dealt with
in the following chapter 1. In Persson’s view18, “they represent the household of the dead in its
economic aspect” . Pare19 remarks that, as most of the scale pans from tombs are less than 9 cm
in diameter (with the exception of two samples from Vapheio and the Thoricos tholos tombs, 13.5
and 17.7 cm in diameter respectively), they were designed for precision weighing, that is, for the
measuring of a substance in small quantities. he also prefers the view that the tools were chat-
tels owned by the deceased, rather than that they were placed in the grave for symbolic reasons.
he concludes that “scales and sets of weights were possessions fairly common among high sta-
tus individuals in the Aegean between the 17th and 12th cent. B.c.”.

We will now deal with the apparent exception to the rule, the balances from a shaft grave at
Mycenae, which is more or less contemporary with the settlement of Akrotiri. When we have
placed a question mark over the supposedly completely reconstructed balance from the Pylos
Vagenas tholos tomb, we will end with the most likely evidence of ownership, which derives from
the Vapheio tholos tomb.
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20. e.g. VeRMeule 1979, 65, 75-76, 160; PARe 1999, 475-6.
21. According to eleni Konstantinidi, Minoan and Mycenaean craftsmen used pure gold of 22 and 24 carats (KonSTAnTI-

nIdI 2001, 5).
22. PoWell 1979, 73 note 9.
23. objects u. 457-500, see Woolley 1962, 107 : The two discs (u.477) are specifically reported as “corroded together and

to u. 478-9. Found with u. 456 (pl. 23 )”. u. 456 is a gold pin, u. 478 is a silver bracelet 0.05 m in diameter and u. 479
is another silver bracelet 0.065 m in diameter. Five copper bracelets were found interlocked with, and corroded to, the
silver bracelets. The copper bracelets (u. 483) were of the same type as the gold bracelets u 457. u. 457 consists of a
pair of heavy gold bracelets, 0.063 m in diameter. There were also gold finger rings, lapis-lazuli and carnelian beads,
silver finger rings, silver vases, ear-rings and other bronze vessels and bracelets.

24. SchlIeMAnn 1879, nos 301-302.
25. e.g. in SVoRonoS 1906, Pls VIII and IX.
26. KARo 1930-33, 53-56, Pl. 34.

1. MYCENAE SHAFT GRAVE BALANCES

The Mycenae shaft grave balances are three in number and made of gold. All three were found
in the same tomb, Shaft grave III, the so-called “women’s grave”. Skeletons of three women, one
of whom probably died of old age, were reported by Schliemann, whilst those of two children had
been covered with gold plate. The balances certainly display a non-functional appearance, thus
again recalling the weighing of the heart of the deceased in the egyptian Book of the dead (Fig.
I.11). They also recall the royal ‘Totenrituale’ conducted by the hittites, or of the zeus’s golden
scale pans of destiny in homer20. In regard to their material21, there is at least one instance of scale
pans of precious metal found elsewhere, this time in Mesopotamian ur. This particular sample,
cited by Powell22, consists of a pair of silver balance pans in the form of shallow concave discs 8.5
cm in diameter. These were reported by Woolley as belonging to a hoard of jewels and vessels23

found under the Persian and above the nebuchadnezzar pavement in room 5 of the temple
e-nun-Mah.

The balances from Shaft grave III at Mycenae, as displayed in the national Archaeological
Museum at Athens (Figs III.3-4), today give the appearance of being a complete balance, although
they were not actually found as such. Two pairs of scale pans (those in Fig. III.4) were identified
by Schliemann. Illustrations were offered by Schliemann on the grounds that he was able to pho-
tograph only one of the tubes of the beams, because the other was too compressed and distorted
(Fig. III.5). however, Schliemann states that both are made of gold plate that would originally have
encased a wooden stick, since debris from charred wood was found in some pieces of the golden
tubes. The beams were attached to the scale pans by means of long, thin straps of gold. Schlie-
mann mentions the scales in egyptian wall paintings from tombs and the homeric passage with the
golden scale of zeus when “down sank the scale, weighed with hector’s death”24 .

In illustrations published since then25, the means of attachment is depicted in various ways
(cf. Figs III.4 and 6). Furthermore, a third balance from the same tomb was later reconstructed
and all three were published by Karo26.
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Fig. III.3. Balance no. 70.91 from the Mycenae Sha Grave III, as reconstructed by Stais (photographs 3-4, 7-9,
11-16 by D. Sakatzis, courtesy of National Archaeological Museum at Athens).

Fig. III.4. Balances nos 81 and 82 from the Mycenae Sha Grave III, as displayed in the National Archaeo-
logical Museum at Athens.
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27. the reconstruction of the third balance will have been made in the years before Karo’s publication and possibly after
�9�5, since in StaïS �9�5, 22, only the two balances are described.

28. translation in english of the text in Karo �9�0-��, 5�-54, Fig. ��.
29. With the kind permission given by lena Papazoglou whom i warmly thank here, as well as eleni Konstantinidi and

Kostas Paschalidis for their help.

�. Κaro’s publication describes balance no. 70.9� (Fig. III.3) in Stais’ reconstruction27, which
consists of a beam �� cm in length and pans 5.5 cm in diameter. the description runs as follows:

“the beam consists of a smooth tube of gold plate that originally enclosed a wooden rod. the handle
of the balance and the cords holding the pans consisted of thin gold plate, twisted in antiquity, as is the
case today, into cords. the pans are each made of two similar flat round plates, whose margins are
turned up. the piece is a grave good, useless for practical use”28.
after personal examination of the object at the national museum at athens (cf. Figs III.7-

10)29, several further features became plain. each of the two undecorated scale pans is indeed
made of two thin circular sheets, of the diameter reported by Karo. one is placed on the other
and the edges of both are folded together. the length of the four golden cords is today ca 9 cm.
the length of the beam is as reported by Karo. its maximum width in the centre is �.5 cm, which
may be due to later distortion, but the diameter at the two ends is now ca 0.9 cm and this is per-
haps closer to the original diameter of the beam. the loop handle at the center of the beam is
made of twisted thin gold plate, like the cords of the pans. it passes through holes that clearly in-
dicate that here, too, the core was smaller in diameter (Fig. III.8a). at the ends of the beam, the
cylindrical tube is closed, leaving only a small hollow in the centre, through which the cords
holding the pans enter (Fig. III.8b). on the lower side of the beam, there is a knot at both ends,
showing the way out of the cords. the reconstruction of the surviving parts is impressive, the
modern cords underneath the plaiting of the twisted golden straps being almost invisible.

2. the second balance in Karo’s publication, the largest of the three, is no. 8� (Fig. III.4),
with a beam 2� cm in length and two discs �.2 cm in diameter serving as scale pans. the de-
scription continues as follows: “extremely thin gold plate. Serving as scale pans are two pans
made from round plates decorated with stars”. Karo then offers as a parallel the independent disc
nο. 20 from the same tomb (Fig. III.11).

“three extremely thin gold straps that start from holes in the lips of the pans link them with the
beam. the beam consists of two closed gold tubes that originally enclosed a wooden rod. the three
gold ‘threads’ are linked to the beam by means of a hole at the end of the tube and by means of a sec-
ond hole in the wall of the tube. the extremities of the two tubes are covered by a third tube, through
which a handle, consisting of a gold strap, passes and is tied to the lower part”.

the object is again considered as only a grave good, extremely fragile for any practical use (cf.
Figs III.12-14).

investigation of the balance in its place in the display in the national museum at athens ver-
ifies the dimensions given by Karo regarding length of beam and diameter of pans. in regard to
the way in which the cords were attached to the beam, all three enter the hole at the end of the
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Fig. III.5. Balances nos 81 and 82, as shown in Schliemann 1879: nos 301-302.

Fig. III.6. Balance no. 82 (aer MIchAIlIDou 2000A, Fig. 25).
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�0. SChliemann �879, Figs �0�-�02.

beam and emerge from its lower face at the point where the knots are located (Figs III.13-14).
the diameter of the ends of the beam is �.5 cm, whilst the length of the cords, as reconstructed,
is around 20-22 cm. We should emphasize that in the picture in Schlieman’s publication (Fig.
III.5)�0, all three straps enter through each end of the beam and some of them are still attached
to the pans. the golden disc, which Karo mentions (Fig. III.11), displays both the same decora-
tion and the same diameter as that of the pans, that is, �.2 cm.

�. For the smaller balance, no. 82 (Fig. III.4) Karo gives a length of 2� cm for the beam and a
diameter of 5.2-5.� cm for the discs, which are decorated with butterflies. “the technique is the
same as that in no. 8�. the beam consists here of two plates, now squashed completely flat”.

Fig. III. 7. Reverse side of balance no. 70.91. e scale pans are made of two pieces of gold foil laid on each other.
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Fig. III.8a-b. Details of beam of balance no. 70.91. e central part (a) and the le end (b) e golden straps are
twisted around the modern cords employed in the reconstruction of the balance.

Fig. III.9.a-c. Details of le scale pan of balance no. 70.91 (cf. Fig. III.7). A greenish colour is apparent only in one
hole of the upper foil (9c).

a b
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b

c
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Fig. III.10.a-c. Details of right scale pan of balance no. 70.91 (cf. Fig. III.7). A greenish colour is apparent
on one edge (a), while οn another, more damaged, edge (b-c), small fragments of copper are visible be-
tween the two gold foils forming the pan (photographs by the author).

a

b

c
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Fig. III.11. Gold disc from the Sha Grave III, displaying the same decoration as the
scale pans no. 81 (cf. Figs III.4 and III.16).

Fig. III.12. Detail of the beam, consisting of three foils of gold wrapped around a wooden core, of balance no. 81.
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Figs III. 13-14. Details of the manner in which gold straps were attached to the ends of the beam of balance no. 81.
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Fig. III.15. Balance no. 82 (cf. above Fig. III.6).

Fig. III.16. Decorated pans of balances nos 82 and 81.
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our own investigation at the Museum31 (cf. Figs III.15-16) yielded a shorter beam, of ca 18
cm, perhaps due to some difference in the position of the cylinders of golden plate (cf. Fig III.15
to Fig. III.6)32. The length of the gold cords is now ca 10 cm, but in Schliemann’s publication (Fig.
III.5) one of the pans is shown with the cords as yet unattached to any beam.

In our investigation, we noted an apparent ratio of ca 10 cm long cords to a beam of 16 to 18
(?) cm in length, with scale pans of 5.3-5.5 cm in diameter. For a beam 23 cm in length and scale
pans 6.2 in diameter, the cords are twice the length, 20 cm. However, since we are dealing with re-
constructions, this must remain merely speculation, for we cannot be sure how close to the orig-
inal the present lengths of the cords are. The straps of no. 81, for instance, appear to be twisted in
Schliemann’s illustration.

Karo favours the idea that all three balances were specially made to be placed in the grave33

and Persson agrees with the opinion expressed by Evans, that these fragile scales are “an allusion
to the weighing of souls”34. Here, however, we ignore this much discussed link to psychostasia,
which rests mainly on the depiction of the butterfly on the scale pans of one of the three, or the
semeiotic link to destiny35, and return to an economic aspect of the scales, as presented by
Svoronos in 1906.

From the same tomb where the balances were found, 701 golden discs 5-7 cm in diameter are
reported by Schliemann: they were all decorated in the same repoussé technique and display var-
ious motifs, of which the butterfly is one, present on discs of two sizes, 1.5 and 3 gr. in weight36.
Svoronos linked these golden discs to the Homeric talanta of gold (χρυσοῖο τάλαντα) mentioned
in lists of precious commodities. For example, among the gifts that each of the Phaeacians offer
odysseus, there were one φάρος (‘cloak’) one χιτών (‘tunic’) and one χρυσοῖο τάλαντον (‘gold tal-
ent’). Svoronos regarded the discovery in the same tomb of the two pairs of balances nos 81 and 82
as firm proof of his suggested connection of the Homeric expression with the Mycenaean golden
discs, for the pans of these balances consisted of such discs. In Svoronos’ view, the link was further
confirmed by the fact that the balance in Homer is always named in plural, talanta37. He comments
that “he who constructed these scales did nothing other than make three holes in each one of two
pairs of these discs and then, by means of thin strips of gold, hang them from the beam”38. In a re-

31. Carried out with the help of colleague Eleni Constantinidi and the photographer Dimitris Sakatzis.
32. The display of the two balances, 81 and 82, in the National Museum (Fig. III.4) has the same disposition as that shown

in the illustration given at Pl. XXXIV in Karo 1930-33, but the smaller no. 82 follows SVoroNoS 1909, Pl. VIII.
33. Karo 1930-33, 247.
34. PErSSoN 1942, 73 citing EVaNS 1935, 151.
35. In particular, the kerostasia, already mentioned above and in Chapter 1 of Part I. Cf. also EVaNS 1925, 60-61, PETruSo

1992, 77 and more recent references in NIColET-PIErrE 2006, 8-9 and 12-14. In addition to Homer’s references, one may
cite also aeschylos, Perses, 346, where it is the balance that decides and gives the victory to the weak army («τάλαντα
βρίσας οὐκ ἰσορρόπῳ τύχῃ»)

36. SVoroNoS 1906, 186; NIColET-PIErrE 2006, 16, Fig. 6.
37. after the two pans of the balance. «Xρύσεια τάλαντα» is the name of the balance of the god Zeus. Balances are referred

to in the singular, talanton, from the 6th cent. B.C., e.g. in Theognis, 157 (NIColET-PIErrE 2006, 9).
38. SVoroNoS 1906, 188.
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39. NIColET-PIErrE 2006, 16, Fig. 6 where a selection of motifs and disc diameters (from 5.6 to 6.8 cm) is given.
40. NIColET-PIErrE 2006, 17-18.
41. PowEll 1996, 28; Cf. MICHaIlIDou 2003, 302
42. E.g. the Hekanakhte papers published by JaMES 1962; Introduction, 21; see more recently allEN 2004.
43. My view is that the Mycenaean gold discs may be even closer to the concept of representational or sacred money than

the gold miniature axes (the latter discussed in MICHaIlIDou 2003, 313). SVoroNoS (1906) draws parallels with the
gold ring-ingots, which he terms discs, in the ancient Egyptian weighing scenes and also notes that the Semitic word
kikar means ‘circle’. The Egyptian term deben for the unit of weight is also denoted by the sign of a circle.

44. Cf. linear B tablet KN oa 730: here Fig. I.10b.
45. SIG(4). 4; Dimitrakou Dictionary, s.v. τάλαντον; see also there (under 5) the later meaning of the word as a natural or

obtained, cognitive, artistic, etc. talent of a gifted person!
46. See above, Fig. I.10a left.

cent discussion39 regarding these discs and the gold balances, Nicolet-Pierre emphasizes that in
Homeric texts the talanta of gold are sometimes weighed before being given, while she suggests
that the description of gold as ‘precious’ (τιμήεις) and ‘well-worked’ (εὐεργής) might indicate
that Homer conceived of gold in a physical form close to that of the Mycenaean discs, thereby
agreeing with Svoronos, up to a point40. The suggested link between the Homeric name for the
scale pan, the talanton, which is also the later name of the highest metrical unit of weight, and
the name of a discoid ingot of gold that perhaps functioned as currency may go further. Powell,
for instance, has commented that the Sumerian names of units of weight, such as minas and
shekels, were themselves monetary terms in Mesopotamia41. another example of the use of the
name of a unit of weight to define a means of currency comes from an Egyptian Middle King-
dom text42. Here, instead of deben (the weight unit) of copper, copper debens (copper items of
this standard weight) are given as means of payment43. In Homer we have χρυσοῖο τάλαντα, that
is, ingots of gold, and χρύσεια τάλαντα, gold balance pans. In the Mycenaean linear B script
there is a difference between the ideogram for ingots of the ox-hide shape and the ideogram for
the equivalent – in weight terms – highest unit, which is denoted by the pictogram of the bal-
ance44. we may refer at this point to a much later inscription from Kyzicus45 where the word ta-
lanton (the name of the highest metric unit at the time) signifies here the tax to be paid for
permission to use the state balance. This recalls the term a-ta-ra-si-jo (ἀταλάσιος = ‘without ob-
ligation’ since ‘without allocation of weighed metal’) used in linear B Pylos Jn tablets in regard
to coppersmiths who do not receive weighed raw material from the Pylos palace. The Kyzicus
inscription also highlights a privilege regarding use of the state apparatus, as opposed to private
weighing equipment. Perhaps the linear B ideogram for the unit of the talent represents the
state apparatus for the weighing of ingots, while the linear a ideogram may indicate the use of
hand-held scales, which are more appropriate to private ownership46. as noted at the beginning
of this chapter, the current opinion regarding weighing equipment found in graves is that it rep-
resents part of the private property of the deceased, with the exception of the Shaft grave bal-
ances. one wonders, however, whether they really were an exception.

The gold balances from the Mycenae Shaft grave III were three in number, the same as the
number of the women buried there. In Schliemann’s words: “of course these scales can never
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47. From the English translation of SCHlIEMaNN 1879 (1980, 198).
48. according to NIColET-PIErrE 2006, 13: “on ne peut exclurer aussi radicalement que le faisait Schliemann, que ces pe-

tites balances aient pus servir dans le concret, par exemple à peser des produits rares, fards, parfums, épices, ou même
de la poudre d’or?”

49. I am indebted to my colleague Eleni Konstantinidi and the conservator of the Museum gerasimos Makris, for their in-
terest and help. although only X-ray investigation (too risky in this case) may offer secure evidence of the existence
of a copper plate as a core in both gilded pans, we all shared the opinion that this indeed may be an original construc-
tional detail of the balance.

50. ΤσούνΤασ 1893, 121. He notes (pp. 116-117) that some of the grave goods were manufactured with the purpose of being
deposited in tombs, but always as copies of the real possessions of the deceased («Πάντοτε ὅμως κατ’ ἀπομίμησιν τῶν
ἀληθῶς ἐν τῷ βίῳ φορουμένων»), while others were themselves previously used in life time.

51. E.g. Karo 1930-33, 54-56, Pls CII-CIV.
52. SCHlIEMaNN 1879, 176, nos 259, 260.
53. PaNagIoTaKoPulu et al. 1997; see also TraNTalIDou 2001a, 291, for the wild form of silk in use long before the Jus-

tinian’s reign.
54. «...ὡς τε τάλαντα γυνὴ χερνήτις ἀληθής, ἥ τε σταθμὸν ἔχουσα καὶ εἴριον ἀμφὶς ἀνέλκει ἰσάζουσ’ ἵνα παισὶν ἀεικέα μισθὸν

ἄρηται» (Il. XII. 433-435).

have been used; they were evidently made expressly to accompany the bodies of the three princess
to the grave, and they have, therefore, undoubtedly a symbolic signification”47. It is time to draw
attention (Figs III.3-4) to an obvious difference between balance no. 70.91 and the remaining two
(nos 81-82). The difference is that if no. 70.91 has been correctly reconstructed, it may have been
a functional balance48. The pans are slightly concave, each being made of two sheets of gold. a
close look at the pans in the Museum’s laboratory revealed relics of copper between the gold
sheets of one of the pans (Fig. III.10c)49. The gold straps were originally twisted around cords of
plant fibres and, furthermore, there are four, rather than three straps, for each pan, which accords
with the usual feature of four regularly spaced suspension holes found in all surviving bronze
pans of the period. This particular small balance is an exact replica in gold. It may even have
been made during the life time of the deceased, although the other two were more probably man-
ufactured for the burial by employing some of the decorated discs (as Svoronos noted in 1906).
as early as 1893, however, Tsountas also regarded the balances with the decorated discs, which
were the only known ones at his time, as simulacra of the real possessions of the women. He
concluded that “otherwise they would not have been deposited in the tomb”50. This raises the
question of what material may have been weighed in such balances as this small balance (Figs
III.3 and III.7). Small gold vessels with lids attached by means of gold wires, in particular the
three miniature ones also found in this grave51, may be intended to represent containers of cos-
metics or rare condiments or perhaps even the spice boxes whose contents were weighed in ac-
cord with magic or medicinal recipes. There is also a suggestion that the precious silk thread,
produced by the caterpillars of the moths that are depicted on the pans of one of the balances,
may be the material they weighed. This idea also rests on the discovery in the same tomb of the
‘grasshoppers’52, as they were termed by Schliemann, that seem to reproduce in gold the cocoons
of wild silk moths, for which there is archaeological evidence in this period53. The question also
arises of why a woman would be the owner of a gold balance during her life time. The balance
used by the ordinary spindle worker who weighs the wool (εἴριον) in Homer’s simile54 was of
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55. Il. IV 123-131
56. See Karo 1930-33, 57, Pl. XVII, 106, 95, 93 and cf. TZaCHIlI 1997, 133-142, specifically p. 138.
57. NIColET-PIErrE 2006, 17.
58. and their bones of silver: SCHEEl 1989, 17.
59. SCHEEl 1989, 14 and Fig. 7.
60. VouTSaKI 1999, 116, 115.

course larger and not made of gold. However, a golden ἠλακάτη (‘spindle’) is wielded by the god-
dess artemis and it is also used by queen Helen55, who has near her a wool basket (τάλαρος)
made of silver. of relevance, are the pieces of golden foil enfolding a wooden core, also reported
from the Shaft grave III, which may have belonged to golden spindles56. In any case, this par-
ticular golden balance, if not itself employed for weighing very light, precious or symbolic objects,
is a piece of prestige apparatus of a woman of high status. If the other balances, more crudely
made but incorporating the χρυσοῖο τάλαντα as their pans, were deposited for the other two
women, then they may played the same semeiotic role.

Two comments made in regard to the wealth in gold from the shaft graves in general, de-
mand our attention here. one was made by Nicolet-Pierre, in the discussion of the gold discs re-
garded as Homeric talents of gold, who remarks that “nulle part dans l’Iliade il n’est dit ni suggéré
qu’échanger un talent permettrait de se procurer aisément boeufs ou cheval. l’or, propriété aris-
tocratique, n’apparaît pas comme un produit négociable”57. gold was desirable and valuable on
its own. Nor was it used as a standard medium of exchange, unless this occurred within a par-
ticular ideology of gift exchange. The ancient Eygptians believed that the flesh of the gods was
of gold58. The status accorded to gold by the Egyptians is evident in other ways, too. The sun
god re was addressed as “gold of Stars”, Horus was called “Child of gold”, the king was named
“Mountain of gold”, the two goddesses, Isis and her sister Nephthys, are shown on New Kingdom
royal sarcophagi, kneeling or standing on the hieroglyphic sign for gold (which resembles a neck-
lace), while the goddess Hathor was occasionally described as “the golden one”59. The two chil-
dren reported from the same grave as the three women were covered with gold plates. In
Schliemann’s description, the women were “literally laden with jewels” and the 701 golden discs
were found below, above and around their bodies, some of them perhaps attached to a cloth
wrapped around the corpse. Such a concept of gold as an object of sacred status does not clash with
the possible function of the discs as ‘sacred money’. one need only recall, for example, how women
in greek villages used, until the recent past, to attach necklaces made of golden coins (flouria) to
parts of their garments, particularly those worn at special ceremonies. Clearly, those who de-
posited all this wealth in graves did not share our view that it was lost for ever.

This leads us to consider the comment by Voutsaki, who is of the opinion that the depositing
of wealth in the shaft graves, rather than being simply a strategy of social display, is also an attempt
at cultural demarcation. She also suggests that group identity is emphasized, when external in-
fluences (e.g. Minoan influence) threaten the integrity of the group. In her words, “funerary of-
ferings are more than simply the possessions of the deceased or the direct reflection of actual roles
held in life. I suggest that funerary offerings play a role in the process of self- definition.”60
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There is no reason why the same thinking should not function in regard to self-definition
strategies by particular social ranks within the same group of people. on the whole, the balances
from the Shaft grave III would seem to reflect the real personal belongings of the three women
buried61. These objects were deposited in the grave because they were intended to denote the so-
cial identity of their owner in the same way as the other gold items that were selected to follow
the deceased to her grave. The golden diadems, for instance, or the three golden seals that were
also found suggest that the women (and the two children?) were of elevated rank. Thus, the bal-
ances may be intended to imply a queenly expertise in such handicrafts as spinning62 or some re-
stricted knowledge of healing. They may reflect activities of a ritual character, in the light of
other finds from the same tomb, such as the gold foil ornaments in the form of naked goddesses,
griffins, or tripartite shrines, which may perhaps haved decorated a priestly garment63. During
life, such balances as χρύσεια τάλαντα (golden scales) or ἱρά τάλαντα (sacred scales)64, may have
been linked with the weighing of material – e.g. of χρυσοῖο τάλαντα (ingots of gold), rare cos-
metics, spices – or with the evalutation of non-material matters, such as predicting of the future
results of human efforts65.

There is no certainty regarding what the material of the originals may have been, although
the idea is attractive that these, too, like most of the possessions on display, were also of gold.
However, we may conclude that any symbolic or semeiotic significance inherent in these scales
was clearly related to their owners’ status during their lifetime. although at least two of them
appear to have been specially made for the grave, they were all intended to be viewed as part of
the deceased’s private property or privilege in use. These objects had as much relationship to be-
liefs regarding the nether world as the rest of the wealth deposited in the tomb. They do not rep-
resent an exception to other cases of funerary weighing equipment. Thus, to promote Persson’s
argument, we suggest that even the gold balances from the Shaft grave III represent the eco-
nomic66 and social aspect of the household of the dead.

61. as was Tsountas’ view, expressed as early as 1893. See above note 50.
62. To recall here the goddess artemis and the Queen Helen (see above), but also the golden servants of Hephaistos from

the Homeric lines, mentioned by TZaCHIlI 1997, 137: «and there moved swiftly to support their lord handmaids made
of gold in the semblance of living girls. In them is understanding in their minds, and in them speech and strength, and they
know cunning handiwork by gift of the immortal gods» (Il. XVIII. 417-420).

63. as suggested by Nanno Marinatos in DEMaKoPoulou 1990, 280-281. Cf. also the priestess, who in the Hittite death rit-
ual, on the second day puts silver, gold and jewels in one pan of the scales and mud or mortar in the other. From ParE

1999, 476, note 174.
64. The Homeric expressions, e.g. in Il. XVI. 657-658.
65. The idea starts with the kerostasia conducted by Zeus in Homer, but goes back to the time of the “agonistic ethos” (as

VouTSaKI 1999, 115), which is evidenced in the Shaft graves also by the manner in which fighting and hunting is de-
picted. as Sophia Voutsaki points out, “the emphasis is not really on victory and triumph, but rather on contest”. rel-
evant to this view may be the balancing of fate (?) by the scales held in front of a chariot in the Enkomi vase depiction
(here Fig. I.7).

66. as PErSSoN 1942, 73.
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2. BALANCES FROM PYLOS

In the list of weighing equipment found in graves published by Pare, there are two entries for
Pylos67, both from the Tholos Vagenas. From pit 2, late Helladic III in date, comes a bronze scale
pan 5.5 cm in diameter embossed with a twelve-leaf rosette68. Perhaps deriving from pit 4, late
Helladic I in date, which contained at least 5 skeletons and a gold diadem, are five more scale
pans, of 5-8 cm in diameter, two of them being decorated with rosettes, and a bronze scale beam
with trumpet-shaped ends, of 36.8 cm length69. as described in Blegen’s publication70, the bal-
ance beam (CM 2076) has a length of 36.8 cm, whilst the diameter of the shaft is 0.6 cm and the
diameter of each of the heads is 1.1 cm. It is reported as complete, repaired and in good condi-
tion. Modern hooks and string have been added and two scale pans, found in the excavation,
have been attached, in order to demonstrate its use (Fig. III.17). The pans (CM 2076) used for
this demonstration, were 7.75 cm and 7 cm in diameter when found (Fig. III.18), concave, un-
decorated and pierced with four holes each71. of the remaining pans found, CM 2066 is 5 cm in
diameter, and 0.15 cm in thickness of sheet72; CM 2072 lacks most of its rim, is embossed with
a twelve-leaf rosette with a prominent circle surrounding the center of the rosette and is a com-
panion piece to the pan found with the skeleton in pit 273; CM 2067 is ca. 8 cm in diameter, with
parts missing and embossed with a rosette of eight petals. These pans (Fig. III.19), found dis-
tributed in north part of the grave circle, are thought originally to have been in neighbourhood
of the skeletons and were later dispersed by agricultural activity. In the same publication, bronze
pans of a lH I date from Prosymna are mentioned for the sake of comparison. one pan, 6.2 cm
in diameter, came from grave 44, whilst two pans 6.3 cm in diameter came from grave 26, the
latter being regarded by the excavator as contemporary to Shaft grave VI at Mycenae74.

In regard to the reconstruction of the balance (Fig. III.17) that involves the surviving bronze
beam and the better preserved pair of pans (Fig. III.18), we do not know, of course, if the deco-
rated pan of the next size up (Fig. III.19, left) would fit better, as we have no complete examples
of plates of this latter size. The position of the modern hooks at a distance from the two ends οf the
beam (Fig. III.20-21) appears odd, although the reason for this is presumably the existence of holes
at these two points. It may be that the holes were intended for the string knots, the strings being in-
serted inside the beam from the two trumpet-shaped ends. This feature has already been discussed
in regard to the finds from Shaft grave III at Mycenae (cf. Figs III.5-6, 13, 14). according to

67. ParE 1999, 473.
68. BlEgEN et al. 1973, Fig. 230:7.
69. ParE 1999, 473 with reference to BlEgEN et al. 1973, Fig. 228:5 (where the reconstruction of one balance with the bronze

beam and the pair of scale pans) and Figs 230:16, 19, 20 (where the remaining three scale pans).
70. BlEgEN et al. 1973, 168.
71. BlEgEN et al. 1973, Fig. 228:5.
72. BlEgEN et al. 1973, Fig. 230:20.
73. BlEgEN et al. 1973, Fig. 230:16, perhaps the companion to CM 2025, ibid, 158 and Fig. 230:7.
74. BlEgEN et al. 1973, 168; BlEgEN 1937, 351-352, Fig 215:6-7, Fig. 543:5; ParE 1999, 473.
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Fig. III.17. Balance no. CM 2076 from the Vagenas olos tomb at Pylos, displayed in the Chora Museum as
originally reconstructed (courtesy of the Department of Classics, University of Cincinnati).

Figs III.18-19. Two scale pans no. CM 2076 used to demonstrate the working of the balance above, and two scale
pans from the same tomb, decorated with a rosette of eight petals (CM 2067) and twelve petals (CM 2072).

CM 2076

CM 2067
CM 2072
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75. For this visit and the permission to publish my pictures I am grateful to the director of the Museum Ms P. arapogianni
and to the american Institute of archaeology, Ms S. Stocker and Ms C. Hershenson in particular. I heartly thank the
stuff of the Chora Museum, for their help.

76. only conservation treatment in the future will confirm or refute this.

Blegen, the diameter of the head is 1.1 cm, while in the smallest balance from Mycenae, it is 0.9
cm. This suggestion should be tested, of course, in order to see whether the beam, reported by
Blegen as repaired, has, or had, a thorough hollow at each of the two trumpet-like ends, a hol-
low that extends only as far as the proposed two positions for the knots, where the modern hooks
now are located. For this reason, during a visit to the Chora Museum of Pylos, we took some
pictures (Figs III.20-23)75, since the present condition of the balance is too fragile to allow it to
be moved or even be touched. In our view, these pictures support the suggestion made above76,
which rests both on depictions of balances on Egyptian wall paintings (e.g. Fig. III.24) and on
actual finds (Fig. III.25). The different reconstruction of the balance CM 2076 (Fig. III.26) sug-
gested here accords with a reconstruction of this manner of attaching of the pans to a modern
wooden beam (Fig. III.27) exhibited in the london Science Museum.

Fig. III. 20. Recent photograph of the balance no. CM 2076 (courtesy of Chora Museum, Pylos).
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Fig. III.21. Detail of the beam (CM 2076)
with the le pan hung in a modern fashion.

Fig. III.22a-b. e le end of the beam (CM 2076) showing the hole
that penetrates its length.

Fig. III.23a-b. e right part of the beam (CM
2076) displaying the hole through the end of the
beam.

a b

a

b
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Fig. III.24. Egyptian balance depicted hanging from a columnar support crowned by the head of the goddess Maat,
from the New Kingdom tomb of Rekhmire. e fashion in which the cords enter the beam via the ends of the beam
and emerge at some distance is clearly visible.

Fig. III.25. Remains of a balance from Uronarti, Nubia, dating to the Middle Kingdom. e remaining part of the
wooden beam clearly shows the hole where the knot of the strings would once have been lodged, whilst the end of
the beam is similar to those of the Pylos beam (aer Schoske & Kolb 1996, 11).
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Fig. III.26. Suggested new reconstruction of the balance no. CM 2076 (drawing by A. Kontonis).

Fig. III.27. Reconstruction of a balance from a house in Tell el-Amarna, Egypt, of New Kingdom date (courtesy of
Science Museum London, Michailidou 2000A, Fig. 8).
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77. as in PETruSo 1992, 75 and VaNDENaBEElE & olIVIEr 1979, 157, Fig. 100; It was lena Papazoglou, of the National ar-
chaeological Museum at athens, who first drew attention to this replica of the balance.

78. TSouNTaS 1889, Pl. 8.
79. TSouNTaS 1889, 156.
80. Cf. above Part II, Figs II.3-4; also HawES 1908, 34:63B.
81. TSouNTaS 1889, 156-157.
82. The weights are nos 1894-1900.
83. Both with the same inventory number, no. 1862, therefore noted here as nos 1862a and 1862b (cf. PETruSo 1992, 56-

57: nos 197 and 195).

3. BALANCES AND WEIGHTS FROM VAPHEIO

a balance coming from the late Helladic II tholos tomb at Vapheio (Fig. III.29) misleadingly en-
tered the literature as an example of a completely preserved balance77. In fact, only the two pans
of the ensemble on display in the exhibition are original. The suspension chains are modern
replicas of fragments of chains found in the tomb, although, according to the excavator Christos
Tsountas, the chains were perhaps connected to the bronze nails also found there, as indicated in
one of the pictures of the excavation report (Fig. III.28)78. Indeed, fragments of chains (Fig.
III.30a), two handles, ten scale pans and four nails, which were reported as displaying a hole at
the head containing a fragment of a link of a chain (Fig. III.31a-b), were all found together.
These finds produced the initial impression that they may all have been part of a balance, but
Tsountas admitted that he could not imagine what its original form was79. one more nail (Fig.
III.32a), larger and weightier, was also deposited in the Museum storeroom, with a note that it
was found with the other four nails. as it has been heavily conserved in the past, no details are
visible and one wonders what it may have been used for. of the same thickness as this larger nail
are three more fragments (Fig. III.32b), one of them preserving traces of a hole, although this
hole may have been caused by the taking of samples. as for the chains, they consist of individual
elements, of ca 2 cm length (Fig. III.30b), currently joined by means of modern wires (not, how-
ever, in the fashion presented in Tsountas’s illustration of Fig III.28). There is also another larger
piece of a chain, of 4 cm in length and with a broken end (Fig. III.30a, right). In regard to the nails,
they display a curious similarity to a nail found at akrotiri (Fig. III.31c), whose head possesses
the same detail, but whose shaft tapers towards its end. This tapering is not found in the Vapheio
examples, which are shorter. all the nails have undergone considerable conservation in the past
and so there is no way of knowing whether their ends were originally broken, although this is per-
haps unlikely, since all four are of the same length. The nail from akrotiri does not have a broken
end. The chains from Vapheio resemble those from akrotiri80. It would seem that copper chains
were all made in the same way. Nine lead discs were also found inside this cist in the Vapheio tho-
los tomb, four of them near the feet of the deceased, the rest five being near the head. In the ex-
cavator’s view, these weights belong to the Mesopotamian metrical system of a mina of 504 gr.81.
The seven best preserved of these weights are on display, together with the reconstructed balance,
in the National archaeological Museum at athens (Figs III.29, 33)82, whilst the other two are
kept in the Museum storeroom83.
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Fig. III.28. Finds from Vapheio tholos tomb, in illustration published by Tsountas. No. 1 is the fenestrated axe as it
was found, no. 2, an axe decorated with an eight-shaped shield, no. 3, one of the two handles, no. 4, one of the five
pairs of scale pans, nos 10 and 10a, a brazier and no. 8 is a long bronze sha incorporating a wooden core (aer
Tsountas 1889, Pl. 8).
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1858-1859

1897

1896

1900

1899 1898

1894

1895

Fig. III. 29.e large balance from Vapheio tholos tomb and seven lead balance weights, as displayed in the National
Archaeological Museum at Athens (all photographs are by D. Sakatzis and A. Kontonis, courtesy of Museum).

Fig. III. 30.a-b. (a) e constituent parts, of two sizes, of the actual chains connected together by means of modern
wires. (b) Drawing of one of the chain parts (by A. Kontonis).

a b
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Fig. III.31a-b. One of the nails containing a hole for a chain (cf. Fig. 28:5 above) and drawing of all four nails
found in the tomb (by A. Kontonis).

Fig. III.31c. A pin from Akrotiri, era, with a hole and remains of a link of chain (?).

a
b

c

Fig. III.32a-b. A heavy nail and drawings of three more similar fragments (by A. Kontonis).

a
b
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In regard to the disposition of artifacts inside the cist in the Vapheio tholos tomb, Imma Kil-
ian offers a plan (Fig. III.34) and a detailed discussion84. as for the metrical system of the bal-
ance weights, Petruso, using Tsountas’s and Marinatos’s weight values, assigns them a mean unit
of 60.2 gr., which is certainly consistent with the Minoan unit of 62-65.5 gr. He is correct in clus-
tering the three largest discs around a weight value of two minas (of a mina value of 487.8 gr.),
and in assigning the next two to one mina and to one half mina85. alberti links each one of the
three heavy discs to the M-unit of the textually attested linear B weight metrical system and also
draws attention to a possible connection between their total value and the Mycenaean laNa
unit of wool, of M 3 value86. The weight values in alberti’s table are not completely identical with

84. KIlIaN-DIrlMEIEr 1987, 197-212.
85. PETruSo 1992, 56-57.
86. alBErTI 2006, 317-318, Table II.

1
2

10

8

Fig. III.33. Finds from the tholos tomb on display in the National Archaeological Museum at Athens (cf. Fig. III.28).
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Fig. III.34. Finds from the Vapheio tholos tomb displayed by Kilian-Dirlmeier (1987, Fig. 2) as they were found laid
out inside the cist. One gold and one silver cup were deposited on each one of the long sides of the cist, whilst all bal-
ance pans and five of the balance weights, along with the four nails and the brazier lay on the west short side of the
cist.
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those given in the table by petruso, or with those in our table here (table III.�), but her sugges-
tion is certainly reasonable that we may have in the vapheio tholos tomb the traces of an early
phase of adaptation of minoan or neopalatial measures to the needs of the mainland world87.

table III.�
lead weIghts – vapheIO

Cat. no. Diameter in m Weight in gr. Present weight in gr.
(as given by Tsountas) (as given by Tsountas)

�900 0.042 56 54.2
�8�2b 0.053 111 (-) 71.9 (-)
�899 0.054 135 133.4 (-)
�8�2a 0.0�4? 197 (-) 137.2 (-)
�898 0.057 240 234.6 (-)
�897 0.085 489 486.2 (-)
�894 0.�08 956 948 (-)
�895 0.�08 970 956.7 (-)
�89� 0.�08 994 991

tsountas observed that the current weight of the lead discs from vapheio cannot be the same
as the original, due to corrosion. the discs still need further cleaning, which would result in yet
further weight loss, but even without any treatment their weight tends to deteriorate over time.
In the picture (Fig. III.35a), their weight as given by tsountas is noted.

we readdress here the subject of the weighing tools found in this particular tomb for several
reasons. five complete sets of pans were found inside the cist, which implies that five balances
were deposited in one burial as we will see below.

In contrast to the majority of balances so far found in graves, in most cases without any ac-
companying weights88, lead balance weights were also deposited in this grave pit, of a number
and of a sequence of gradual sizes that give the impression of having been a full working set89. we

87. albertI 200�, 3�8, table II; note how the earlier heavier weights from the west house at akrotiri are in accord with
the later linear b values: mIchaIlIdOu �990; mIchaIlIdOu �999, �03, table II. for the manner of adoption of ‘minoan’
measures by linear b record keepers, see parIse �994, 302; also mIchaIlIdOu 2004, 3�7-3�8.

88. pare (�999, 474) notes that the most common find is the balance (22 graves). half a dozen graves contain weights
without balances and only three or four cases have both balances and weights (mavro spelio at Knossos and pankalo-
chori on crete, thoricos and vapheio in the mainland). according to albertI (2003b, 278), the deposition of a whole
set of weights together with scale pans is very much less common. this is a feature of a group of extremely luxurious
tombs dated to the lh I and II periods, but she rightly comments that bronze discs are easier to recognize. Indeed, the
excavators may not have noticed any stone weights.

89. the question of why they are split into two groups inside the tomb remains unanswered, however.
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1896
994 gr.

1895
970 gr. 1894

956 gr.

1897
489 gr.

1898
240 gr.

1899
135 gr.

1900
56 gr.

1896 1895 1894

1897 1898 1862a 1899 1862b 1900

Fig. III.35a. e seven best preserved lead balance weights with their weight values as given by Tsountas.

Fig. III.35b. e complete set of lead balance weights (drawing by A. Kontonis).

a

b
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are confronted with a situation, whereby functional weighing tools were found deposited in a tomb
together with very elaborate items, as is the case with the well known ‘vapheio cups’ of gold90.

although no skeleton was found, most scholars agree that only one person was buried and
that he was probably a man9�. thus, if the owner of five balances was buried along with his five
balances, this particular depositing of scale plans and balance weights does not seem related to
any beliefs regarding the after-life.

Imma Kilian has related the function of this weighing equipment to “wirtschaft, handel” and
has described the owner as possibly “ein mann, der über grundbesitz verfügte, hohen mil-
itärischen rang hatte, an der verwaltung beteiligt war, Kontrolle über produktion und güter-
austausch ausübte und an der Kultpraxis teilnahm”92.

In regard to the lead discs we give below the dimensions and masses as reported by tsoun-
tas93 for these are likely to be closer to their original, while their present weight values are here
recorded in brackets. the weight values apparently start from a mass of about one kilo, this being
the weight of each of the three heaviest samples, to about around �0 gr., which is the weight of
the lightest one. the order is as follows (Fig. III.35a-b andTable III.1, starting from the bottom):

�-3. three lead discs (nos �89�, �895, �894), of the same diameter, �0.8 cm, thickness, � cm,
but of varying weights, of 994 (99�), 970 (95�.7) and 95� (948) gr. respectively (Fig. III.36).
all three match each other well, when one is placed upon the other, this being the empiri-
cal way in which the users most probably judged their values. they were therefore intended
to have the same value when manufactured, which was probably the two minas given in
petruso’s table94.

90. for full description of the finds of this tomb, see KIlIan-dIrlmeIer �987.
9�. tsOuntas �889, �48-�49; KIlIan-dIrlmeIer �987, 200-202.
92. KIlIan-dIrlmeIer �987, 208, cf. fig. 9.
93. Instead of those by marinatos (Thera II, 50), petrusO �992, 5�-57 and albertI 200�, 3�8.
94. petrusO �992, 57, table 24.

Fig. III.36. e three heaviest balance weights from the group, approximately the weight of one dimnaion each.

1894 1895 1896

1 2 3
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4. there follows one lead disc (no. �897), 8.5 cm in diameter, 0.9 cm in thickness and 489
(48�.2) gr. in weight (Fig. III.37), which is close to one mina, the equivalent of eight mi-
noan units in petruso’s table95.
5. next comes one lead disc (no. �898), 5.7 cm in diameter, 0.9 cm in thickness and 240
(234.�) gr. in weight (Fig. III.37), that is, half a mina.
�. the next sample (Fig. III.35b), lead disc no. �8�2 (a), has undergone some laboratory
treatment. parts of it are missing and it is obviously very underweight, being today of a weight
of �37.2 gr.9�, although tsountas reported it to be �.4 cm in diameter and �97 gr. in weight.
due to its greater diameter, but lesser thickness, 0.7 cm, in regard to the previous weight, no.
�8�2 (a) may originally have had the same mass of the disc mentioned above (no. �898),
namely a half-mina.
7. directly next in size after the disc no. �898, comes the lead disc no. �899, with a diameter
of 5.4 cm, a thickness of 0.7 cm and a weight of �35 (�33.4) gr. this disc (Fig. III.38) is
linked, in alberti’s and petruso’s view, to two ‘minoan’ units (of ��-�5.5 gr.) and so is per-
haps twice the smallest sample of the collection, the one given under item 9 below.
8. the next sample (Fig. III.35b), lead disc no. �8�2 (b), 5.3 cm. in diameter, was reported
as weighing ��� gr., although its present weight, after cleaning, is 7�.9 gr.97, its thickness
being now 0.5 cm.
9. last in size (diam. 4.2 cm) comes disc no. �900 (Fig. III.38), of a thickness of 0.� cm and
a weight of 5� (54.2) gr. normally regarded by petruso as within the ‘minoan’ unit (of �2 gr.).

95. petrusO �992, �0, table 2�.
9�. petruso and alberti give tsountas’s report of �97 (-) gr.
97. petruso and alberti give tsountas’s report of ��� (-) gr.

Fig. III.37. e next two balance weights from the group, approximately the weight of one mina and one half mina.

1897

18984

5
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there is a possibility that the discs under items � and 8 above were later added to the set
(Fig. III.35b: nos 1862a, 1862b) , while it was still in use, that is, and in fact originally from an-
other cluster. In particular, the disc from item � would, when used together with the disc from
item 5 of the original set, give a total of one mina, both being appropriate in use for a scale pan
of smaller diameter than needed for the one-mina weight given in item 4 above. the discs from
item 7 to item 9 above may produce a total of 5 minoan units, if we take the value as published
by tsountas for the disc in item 8.

as alberti sums up, “every multiple from x to 4 m (�4x) can be composed”98. the total mass
that can be measured with all the weights put together in one scale pan (obviously neither of the
pans present in this tomb) would be around 4 kilos and 300 grams. this might be the likely size
of the burden of the carrier of a set of balance weights. such a total would be recorded in later
linear b script as 3 m (the �+2+3 samples) + � m (the 4+5+� samples)+ �5 p99 (the 7+8+9) =
m 4 n � p 3. In the linear b script, the highest single record of contribution in gold so far
known�00 is m �, which is the largest single weight from vapheio, while the smallest is p 3, which
is the smallest weight from vapheio. this disposition allows one to follow in the archaeological
record the range of weights of golden vessels from m � to p 3, the latter value being equivalent
to the minoan unit�0�.

98. by x she means the ‘minoan unit’ and the multiples are given in the table II of ablertI 200�, 3�8. Of course, it also de-
pends on what numbers we take as correct. for instance, if 95�.7 is indeed correct for one of the heavy weights, this is
the exact parallel to an egyptian porphyry weight of 954 gr. from lisht which is defined by its inscription as 70 gold
deben (although the porphyry weight dates to the much earlier time of senusert). for more on interrelations among
minoan and egyptian metrical systems whose specific weight values occasionally coincide, see mIchaIlIdOu 2004
where more references on the subject are given.

99. we should note that there are instances where the weight value is written in tablets as p�5 instead of n� p3 and we might
give here an example of a gold vessel weighing ca p �5, e.g. the well-known gold kalyx nam 959 from mycenae of
3�4.7 gr. weight (equivalent to 24 egyptian deben of gold of �3.� gr.: mIchaIlIdOu 200�b, ��8, fig. �7).

�00. In tablet py Jo 438 (more recently commented by chadwIcK �998-�999).
�0�. mIchaIlIdOu 200�b, ��9, fig. 20.

Fig. III.38. Two balance weights from the group, approximately the weight of two Minoan units and one Minoan
unit.

1899

19007 9
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this particular set of weights may have been used during the lifetime of its owner in vari-
ous combinations: e.g. to weigh metal in quantities from 4 kg. 300 gr. to ca �0 gr., to weigh � unit
of wool of ca 3 kg., which can be achieved by using together balance weights nos �894+
�895+�89�, or to weigh half a unit of wool, of ca � ½ kg. (nos �89�+�897) or to weigh one sheep’s
fleece, of ca 729 gr. (nos �897+�898) or to weigh commodities in any combinations above ca �0
gr. the two balance weights no. �897, of 8 minoan units, and no. �900, of � minoan unit, give a
calibrated weight of 8 x �2 gr. + �2 gr. = 558 gr. this is equal to the total weight of the two golden
vapheio cups (280.5 gr. + 27� gr. = 55�.5 gr.)�02. thus the owner of these weights was able to
measure the amount of gold needed for the manufacture of these two cups, and of others as well,
or to estimate their total value when he received them. In fact, the dimensions of each one of the
two golden cups�03 do not exclude the possibility that the specific cups may have been weighed
on one of the pans of the larger balance, �3.5 cm in diameter. the same possibility goes also for
the silver cups from the same burial�04. On the other hand, the existing set of weights would have
been no help in producing minor detailed work�05. the owner of the weighing equipment may
also have checked contributions of gold similar in quantities to those recorded in pylos tablet Jo
438, of a later date. there, whilst the total quantity does not exceeds � kg., the contributions are
recorded as follows: one contribution of � kg. (m �), at least eight of 250 gr. (n �), one of 500
gr. (n 2 or � mina), four contributions of �� gr. (p 3 or � minoan unit), two of 80 gr. (p 4), four
of about �00 gr. (p 5) and five of �22 gr. (p �). most of these quantities can have been measured
by means of the balance weights in the owner’s disposal.

Our weights are consistent with the minoan metrical system, a feature already mentioned by
other scholars. two things are particularly noticeable. One is the emphasis on the use in three
samples of the unit m, the prevailing unit in the later linear b tablets, at the expense of the mi-
noan unit�0�. the other is the presence in this set of the mina, a unit not recorded in the linear
b tablets but present in the archaeological record of the time of the linear a tablets�07.

the presence of a mina of ca 487 gr. gives rise to comment on the current result of our weigh-
ing at the national Αrchaeological museum of a very singular find from this tomb, the fenestrated
bronze axe (Fig. III.39)�08 which proved to have the exact weight of a western syrian mina.

�02. mIchaIlIdOu 200�b, �02, table 2, where each of them is compared to a value of 2� egyptian deben of gold (of �3.3 gr.);
davIs �977, 25� ff. helen davis was the first to think of combining the weight value of vessels made of precious met-
als with the balance weights themselves, cf. her comment in mIchaIlIdOu �990, 4�9, for which I am very grateful to
her, as it opened the way for my research thereafter.

�03. d=�0.2-�0.3 cm, h=8.4 cm and d=�0.�-�0.7 cm, h=7.8-7.9 (from davIs �977, 25�-257).
�04. d=��.8 cm, h=8.3 cm and d=�0.5 cm, h=7.4 cm, both partly restored (davIs �977, 258-259) and exhibited (see here

fig. III.33: the cups beside the brazier �0).
�05. cf. the process of recycling in an ur-III text of a golden foil of ½ shekel weight in order to make earrings with a resulting

recorded loss of � grains (lImet �9�0, 45; mIchaIlIdOu 200�b, �00). to this end, perhaps stone balance weights that
were not deposited or found in this tomb may have been what was normally used, perhaps with the smallest scale pans
of 4.5 cm diam.

�0�. mIchaIlIdOu 2004.
�07. as is obvious in the catalogues by petrusO �992.
�08. cf. drawings by tsOuntas �889, pl. 8 (here fig. III.28:� and III.33:�) and KIlIan-dIrlmeIer �987, fig 4.
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tsountas refers to a πιλίδιον (from the word
πίλος meaning small hat), that is not ex-
hibited but appears in the publication, lo-
cated at the upper end of this axe (Fig.
III.28); it has been recently identified in the
storerooms of the museum�09 and is here
presented also in a drawing (Fig. III.40a-
b)��0. It obviously covered the upper end of
the wooden shaft that was once inserted
through the three vertical holes of the axe
and that was carried on the shoulders, per-
haps by a priest, in the manner shown on
seal stones from Knossos, vatheia, and,
more importantly, on a seal stone from this
very tomb of vapheio (Fig. III.34 left
frame, sixth line), where, in boulotis’s
words “the representation of the seal stone
was intended, in a sense, as a portrait of the

�09. with the help of Kostas paschalidis.
��0. by the painter andreas Kontonis to whom I owe all the drawings of finds from vapheio here published.

Fig. III.39. Fenestrated axe (cf. Fig. III.28:1).

Fig. III.40.a-b. e bronze cap of the fenestrated axe (drawing by A. Kontonis), whose initial position is depicted
in the picture by Tsountas (Fig. III.28).
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deceased”���. Kilian further comments that, since no other real fenestrated axe has been found
in the aegean, we have no idea where this one was manufactured.

we now turn to consider what balances these specific balance weights were used on. five
pairs of scale pans were deposited in his tomb. they are the following, in order of the diameter
size of the pans (Figs III.41a-b, 42)��2:

���. bOulOtIs 2008a, 5�, figs 4 and �; KIlIan-dIrlmeIer �987, 203, 2�2 and figs 4, 7-8.
��2. apart from figs III.4� and 43-4�, no particular photos of the scale pans are given here, because of their heavily cor-

roded condition.

Fig. III.41.a-b. e two largest scale pans of the reconstructed balance (cf. Fig. III.29) with (a) their modern chains
and (b) the drawing by A. Kontonis

1858
1859
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1855

1856

1857 1860

Fig. III.42. e next four pairs of scale pans from the same cist (drawing by A. Kontonis).
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Fig. III.43. e five sizes of the pans of the five balances found in the tomb and parts of the original chains beside
the modern reproductions.

Fig. III.44. e diameter of the pan of the large balance compared with one double mina weight.

1860

1857

1859
1856 1855

1896
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two pans (nos �858-�859), �3.5-�3.8 cm in diameter. the thickness of the plate is �.5 mm and
the diameter of the holes for the strings is �.5 mm.
two pans (no. �855), 8.�-8.2 cm in diameter. the diameter of the holes is � mm and the weight
of each pan ca. 30 gr.
two pans (no. �85�), 7.5 cm in diameter. the thickness of the plate is � mm. the diameter of the
holes is 2 mm. they are fragmentary, the best preserved being 22 gr. in weight.
two pans (no. �857), �.7 cm in diameter. the thickness of the plate is �-2 mm (?). the plate ap-
pears fairly strong. the holes are � mm in diameter.
two pans (no. �8�0), 4.5 cm in diameter. half of one is missing. the diameter of the holes is �,
�.5 and 2 mm.

as to which weights belonged to which balances, alberti compared the diameters of the lead
weights and that of the balance pans, which varied from 4.5 to �3.5 cm (Fig. III.43). she con-
cludes that the set in the grave could have functioned with the accompanying scales and gave a
choice of weight/s for each pair of pans, associating the lightest weight, the minoan unit ca �0 gr.,
with the fifth and smallest pair of pans, if one understands the table correctly��3. however, even
if we take for granted that only the dimension, that is, the diameter, is the decisive factor (and
even if we ignore the ability of the bronze pan and of the strings to resist the weight of the lead),
this cannot be so. weight no. �900, of a diameter of 4.2 cm cannot have functioned in a pan of
4.5 cm, as we have also to bear in mind the holes for the strings. On the basis of the diameters
alone, it would seem that each of the four heaviest lead discs (nos �894-�89�, of one dimnaion
weight each, and �897 of one mina weight) could have functioned only on the first large balance
(Fig. III.44). the next five (nos �898, �8�2a, �899, �8�2b and �900) may have been used on the
balances that are second and third in terms of size (Fig. III.45). Of the lead discs above, the last
two, nos �8�2b and �900, may also have been used on the fourth balance (Fig. III.46), while
none could be credibly used on the fifth in terms of size balance. If so, the largest balance of all
would perhaps start weighing with a maximum weight of 3 kg. a larger scale pan, �7.7 cm in di-
ameter, from the tholos tomb at thoricos was perhaps meant for the lead disc of � kg. and 42�
gr. weight (and a diameter of �2.5 cm) also found there ��4. the second and third balances (Fig.
III.43: 1855 and 1856), which, for reasons unknown, are very close in diameter, might have started
with a weight of 240 gr. or perhaps its double. the fourth balance (Fig. III.43: 1857) may possibly
have started with a weight of about ��� gr., but more probably with the minoan unit weight. we
know from near eastern sources that above a certain mass, the act of weighing was repeated and
the total of the successive weighings was then recorded��5. One’s impression is that the lead discs
from the vapheio tomb formed one working set of balance weights. this set apparently had some
history behind it, if some minor differences in the grade of thickness are borne in mind, as we have
already commented, and it was used with the largest of the balances. an experiment involving a

��3. albertI 200�, 3�8 and 3�9, table III.
��4. pare �999, 474, no 29; papazOglOu-manIOudaKI 2000, 277 no. 23�.
��5. JOannès �989, �29.
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modern balance of the previous century proved that a pan of a diameter of ��.2 cm can hold (with
the help of its strings) a load of up to four of these ancient weights together (Fig. III.47a-b).

It also seems that the other balances were deposited all without their sets��� and that, in par-
ticular, the fourth and the fifth were balances for precision weighing, to which sets of stone
weights presumably originally belonged. In such an hypothesis, the choice of articles for depo-
sition emphasizes the deceased’s possession terms of balances. there were five of them, but only

���. as mentioned, in general balances prevail in burial customs and very often the weights are not found with them.

Fig. III.45.e scale pans second and third in order compared with the half-mina weight.

Fig. III.46. e scale pan fourth in order compared to a double (?) and one Minoan unit weights.
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1856
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Fig. III.47a-b. Experiment involving scale pans of about a hundred years old: a) with the one mina weight,
b) with a total weight of ca 15 Minoan units or a total record in Linear B script of N 3 P 9.

1897
489 gr.
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489 gr.
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240 gr.
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the largest was accompanied by its set of balance
lead weights, which, however, could be used in
part with the other two or three balances. preci-
sion weighing stones were apparently not de-
posited, unless, of course, the excavator has not
identified them. there remains the question of
why the lead weights were not all found together
with the balance pans which were deposited all
in the same place (Fig. III.34). some difference
in the colour of the oxidized lead surface may in-
dicate varying taphonomic conditions, with a
possibility that the three heaviest weights (and
nos �8�2a and �8�2b), of a greenish colour, were
in close contact with the bronze metal of the
scales, whilst the other four weights, the mina in-
cluded, that present a brownish appearance, were
those found separately.

It seems as if more than one balance of a sim-
ilar size (cf. the second and third pans in Fig.
III.43) were at the disposal of the deceased in his
life time, perhaps due to the fragility of the pans
involved in an often repeated weighing process.
another question concerns the two bronze han-
dles (Fig. III.48a). It is possible that they be-
longed to a wooden box, perhaps the receptacle
for the scales. such handles have been found at
akrotiri, one with remains of wood (Fig. III.49),
in proximity to a pair of fringes, possibly belong-
ing to a box. another pair of handles at akrotriri
was found in the vicinity of some stone vases��7

and apparently belonged to one of them, for two
pairs of small holes on the stone vase are located
in the appropriate place to take such an attach-
ment, with the help of a half ring of copper/
bronze, perhaps similar to the one also found in
vapheio (Fig. III.48b).

as already mentioned, the balance weights

��7. In the same context as the two sickles from new pillar well 25 (see part II.2.2 above). the stone vases are under
study by a. devetzi.

1840

1842

Fig. III.48a-b. Two handles (cf. Fig. 28:3) and a half
ring (drawing by A. Kontonis).

Fig. III.49. Copper handle from Akrotiri, era, as
found with remains of a wooden box (?) (aer
Michailidou 2008B, Fig. 15).
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Fig. III.50a-b. One of the two braziers from Akrotiri, era, before conservation, with part of the wooden core in-
side the copper handle.

a

b
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from the tholos tomb at vapheio are typologically and metrologically very close to the neopala-
tial examples. they are, in alberti’s words “strongly embedded in the minoan tradition”��8. It
should be noted, however, that they display a more refined appearance in comparison to the
neopalatial examples, in comparison, for example, to the samples from akrotiri. no ‘folding’ of
the metal is visible in the periphery of the disc��9 and they are smooth and less thick. perhaps
their careful construction, which probably resulted in an exactness in weight value, was con-
nected with the tasks carried out by the owner of the five balances. this weighing equipment
certainly plays a role in the self-definition of the deceased, along with the other items of wealthy
property buried with him. One of the buried objects deserves to be discussed here, since a find
from akrotiri verifies an hypothesis by Imma Kilian�20. this is the large censer (Figs III.28:10
and Figs III.33-34), to which Kilian rightly assigns the long shaft (Figs III.28:8 and III.33.8) on
the grounds that it is the handle of the object. It incorporates a wooden core, in just the same fash-
ion as that of the exact parallel to the smaller one found in akrotiri (Fig. III.50a-b)�2� and dis-
plays a similar method of attaching the long handle to the vessel. this type of metal vessel is no
ordinary find, for up to now there are only four others known from the aegean (zakros �,
akrotiri 2 and Knossos �)�22. the size of the sample from vapheio is far greater than that of the
others. It is indeed impressive and provokes curiosity as to its possible function, which was prob-
ably of a ritual character, religious or profane. the deceased defines himself by means of the
wealth of the grave and particularly by the presence of the seals, as one of the elites of the times. the
inhabitant of the grave was evidently a member of a social and administrative group already in-
stalled in power by the lh IIa period�23, preceding and preparing the bureaucratic structure tex-
tually confirmed in the following mature palatial society of the lh III period. perhaps the weighing
equipment that followed him to his grave indicates some particular status similar to that adhering
to one of the officials later recorded in the linear b tablets. One balance may simply have come from
his household, but five balances of various sizes suggests something more than private property.
this subject is being discussed by the author in a forthcoming article.

��8. albertI 200�, 3�8.
��9. a regular constructional detail in lead balance weights, see mIchaIlIdOu �990, 4��.
�20. KIlIan-dIrlmeIer �987, 203.
�2�. this is the second one from the same settlement. luckily, this time the handle was found broken thus revealing the

wooden core.
�22. platOn �9��, �48 f. fig 2; Thera v, pl. 7�; pOpham et al. �984, pl. 202; mIchaIlIdOu 2008b, 20, 25, fig. 7.
�23. cf. KIlIan-dIrlmeIer �987, 2�2, fig. 8 (the seals); palaIma �988, 33� ff.
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IV. WEIGHT MEASURING AND THE ESTIMATION OF VALUE:
E X O R I E N T E L U X

1. GOODS EVALUATED BY WEIGHT: FROM CONSUMABLES TO COMMODITIES

in part i, chapter 3, we discussed various possible classifications of goods. Some goods entered
our discussion as mere subsistence consumables, others as articles of trade or even transit goods.

Some were defined as units of account, while more than one might expect may have functioned
as a means of payment. it is obvious, however, that in fact almost every type of goods may, on
occasion, belong to any one of these categories. in part ii, chapter 1, while dealing with the con-
textual analysis of the weighing equipment at akrotiri, some of our comments dealt with the
possibility that weaving activities documented in situ were related to the measurement of weight.
here, in part iV, the discussion on measurement by weight will concentrate on selected goods
other than metals (cf. part ii, chapter 2), starting with wool and ending with its most notable
product, textiles. the selection here is confined to industrial products that we regard as most
likely to indicate the process of commoditization1 of goods that became part – to varying de-
grees – of the property of individuals.

1.1. The importance of wool. the importance of wool as the dominant fibre in Mesopotamia is
emphasized by oppenheim2:

“the wool of the typically white sheep was always foremost in importance for everyday as well as
luxury uses, while the black hair of the goat was destined for rough covers, supposed to withstand
hard use, and for ropes. the great number of references in cuneiform texts to the raising of sheep
and goats, their plucking and shearing, the manufacture of the fibers into yarn, the weaving of fab-
rics and the eventual role of these textiles in daily life, cult, economy and trade, show how promi-
nent a position wool occupied in Mesopotamian civilization”.
wool was certainly among the staple commodities used in everyday life. it is no surprise that

in an arrangement regarding adoption in old Babylonian Ur, the ‘son’ adopted by a couple was
promised that he would inherit all their possessions, while he, in return, was to support the cou-

1. Commodities are goods and services produced for, and exchanged in, the market (EatwEll et al. 1996, s.v. Commod-
ity). Commodity is a socially desirable thing with a use-value and an exchange value (GrEGory 1982, 10-11).

2. wool had in Mesopotamia the same place that linen had in Egypt: oppEnhEiM 1967, 245, where he also quotes the hy-
pothesis regarding cotton for 8th cent. assyria.
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ple with provisions of 360 litres of barley, six litres of sesame oil and 3 kilograms of wool a year3.
So here wool is one of the three most essential subsistence goods and the amount needed for each
year is defined in terms of a quantity which is equivalent to a wool unit that appears both in the
Mycenaean tablets (the lana unit of three double minas) and in texts from nuzi (the so-called
nariu)4.

it is also indicative of wool’s important position that it is one of the six commodities present
in the astronomical diaries of Babylon, along with the market quotations5. wool is also present
in literary texts, such as the Curse over Agade, where one shekel of silver purchased very small
quantities of the following – essential – goods (which, again, are barley, oil and wool, plus fish):

In those days oil for one (silver) shekel was half a quart, barley for one shekel was half a quart,
wool for one shekel was half a mina, fish for one shekel filled a ten-quart measure6.
in this text, wool is the only commodity not recorded by volume. wool has been measured

by weight from the prehistory onwards. Special units of weight were often used in records of wool
in near Eastern or Mycenaean texts7 and their use is also proved by the material evidence of the
balance weights themselves, such as the stone kidney-shaped wool mina of the priest Dudu from
lagash 680 gr. in weight8 or the lead disc from akrotiri on thera from the west house (and an-
other example from thebes, in Mainland Greece)9. however, wool was also recorded in talents,
minas and shekels. as an example of the measurement of wool in minas in regard to garments, we
mention here the old-Babylonian archive of iltani from tell al rimah (possibly karana) in north-
ern Mesopotamia, consisting of letters and economic records10. the economic text 217 records a
total of 61(?) minas of wool, for two people, whilst according to letter 57, one mina of wool is
enough to make one nawrum-type of garment. Garments, also of linen, are counted, as in the let-
ters where cloth and garments are required to be sent with the caravans:

Now send me five karšu-linen garments…send me a kitûm for my own wear.
the generic name for wool is in akkadian šārtu, meaning ‘hair’11, and refers mainly to goat’s

hair, an animal product also measured by weight, while for the wool from sheep, there was the spe-
cial name šīpātu12. the generic term for hair (š‘rt) is used in texts from Ugarit to refer to sheep’s

3. Van dE MiEroop 1992, 217: Bin 2, no. 73.
4. ZaCCaGnini 1981, 356-359; 1990; pEtrUSo 1986; MElEna 1987.
5. of the late Babylonian period, SlotSky 1997, 23-42. the commodities are barley, dates, kasû, cress, sesame and wool,

see also VarGyaS 2001 passim.
6. From SlotSky 1997, 9. in this old Babylonian composition these high prices are the result of the disturbances caused

by the Gutians (rEnGEr 1984, 97).
7. E.g. pEtrUSo 1986.
8. Exhibited in the ashmolean Museum at oxford. powEll 1971, 205, 255; pEtrUSo 1986, 32.
9. MiChailidoU 1990 and here part ii.1.2, above; araVantinoS 1995, 620.
10. of the forty letters between iltani and her husband, the ruler aqba-hammu, ten are concerned with cloth, garments

and workers in the local textile industry and the archive falls within the period of old assyrian trade, in particular kül-
tepe ib. wool occurs both in letters and economic texts (dallEy 1977).

11. Cad 17, ii, 125-130, s.v. šārtu (šērtu): 1. a (single) hair, 2. hair, 3. goat hair, from old assyrian, old Babylonian on. in
Egypt too, in new kingdom citations, the same word – šnw – is used both for human or animal hair and wool (kEMp

& VoGElSanG-EaStwood 2001, 220).
12. Van Soldt 1990, 333 note 92. Cf. Cad 17, iii, 57-64 sv. šipātu (šupātu, šāptu): wool, fleece, from oakk on.
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wool and there are also a series of specialized terms mostly defining its natural or artificial colour13.
at least two types of purple-dyed wool with local names (phm-wool and iqnu-wool, denoting red
and blue purple wool respectively) occur in texts from Ugarit, along with other foreign names of
– perhaps imported – dyed wool14. in the Ugaritic texts, substantial quantities of wool are recorded,
e.g. 10 talents, or 800 shekels15. wool is here measured in talents and shekels, as is the rule for
recording in local documents from Ugarit, while the mina occurs in the Ugaritic translation to the
treaty between Šuppiluliuma i and niqmaddu ii16.

an interesting example is the co-existence of weight measures of wool and other products in
the record of 3 talents of milk/fat, 13 talents of fish, 5 garments from ašdod and 2000 (shekels of)
iqnu-wool17. the following well-known text, which again refers to wool, is important in that it
shows inter-system correlations:

Seven talents of wool (measured) with the talent of Ašdod, and (measured) with the talent of Ugarit
five talents18.
wool, basically a local raw material, normally exploited by local textile industries, was of pri-

mary importance to the state and temple economies19. texts of the late third millennium from Ur
give some impression of the existence of enormous herds of sheep and goats in the hands of pro-
fessional herdsmen. one also gains an impression of the production of the great quantities of wool
and hair recorded by the ‘wool office’, which is located in the city, and of its subsequent delivery
to weaving institutions located in villages around Ur20. pastoralists under the control of the tem-
ple apparently had to increase the number of their animals according to a standard reproductive
cycle. they were obliged to produce set amounts of wool and of dairy products, which were to be
delivered to the storage house of the temple. they were to make up any shortfalls either with their
own animals or slaves or quantities of silver. they were allowed to benefit from any cases of over-
production21.

this system was replaced later by the assigning to a private citizen the duty of overseeing the
pastoralists for the benefit of the temple. in any case, measurement by weight was part of the whole
process. For instance, in two records of deliveries to the special storage house of the temple the
amounts are 1,498 and 1,860 kilograms respectively, given in the same month of plucking. as re-

13. Van Soldt 1990, 333. For the various terms defining coloured wool, see pages 335-345.
14. in the tribute imposed on Ugarit by the hittite kings, the only items of coloured wool are with the determinants of phm

and iqnu, that is the colours of ‘glowing charcoal’ (=red) and lapis lazuli (=blue), which therefore must have been lo-
cally produced (Van Soldt 1990, 346 and note 171).

15. “Ten talents of wool via Urtēnu for forty (shekels of silver)” are mentioned between coloured wool, garments, gold, oil,
etc.: Van Soldt 1990, 334; For 800 shekels of wool, see hEltZEr 1978, 23.

16. Van Soldt 1990, 325, note 36; for Ugaritic Metrology, see pariSE 1970/1, 21 (1 talent = 3000 shekels); in particular on
this matter of not recording with the mn (the ugaritic word for the akkadian manū) see pariSE 1970/1, 16.

17. prU 6 no. 156: Van Soldt 1990, 337 and hEltZEr 1978, 26 where this type of wool is specified as uqnu- wool. it any-
way specifies the wool of a lapis lazuli colour.

18. Van Sold 1990, 334.
19. For the textile industry of the neo-Sumerian period, see waEtZoldt 1972.
20. Van dE MiEroop 1997, 185-186, where he comments that the wool was not necessarily brought to the city and was per-

haps kept in storehouses in the countryside from which it was issued by the wool office to the workshops in villages;
See also here, below, in Section 1.4.

21. Van dE MiEroop 1992, 86.
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gards the ratio per sheep, in larsa the amount of 1 to 1.2 kilogram per sheep was expected by the
palace, considerably larger than the quantity of 830 grams per sheep mentioned in a text from Ur.
when the shepherd could not deliver the wool quota, he was to pay compensation in silver22. as
for the other animal products, the texts record deliveries of ghee and cheese (not milk), the ghee
transported in large vats of 14 ⅓ to 35 litres23.

in the opposite direction, that is, away from the central administration to the periphery, wool,
in general, was circulated as an allowance or compensation for labour, e.g. for palace employees
and craftsmen24 or workmen25, and as the raw material destined to particular textiles workshops.
iris tzachili, in dealing with the evidence from Minoan Crete, has pointed out that weaving work-
shops were in particular active at harbour sites26, that is, in places convenient for the shipment of
the technological product deriving from wool. the same is true for Ur, which was an important
harbour on the Euphrates river and was also nearer the sea than it is today. there is ample textual
information on the weight of wool required for specific textiles (sometimes also for garments)27.
there is also information on the time needed for spinning the wool, mentioning the weight of
the yarn, specified by the cloth’s quality. For instance, if the cloth in demand is of a ‘third quality’,
then, according to Zaccagnini:

“il suo ordito pesa 2/3 di mina (gr. 336): un’ operaia fila in un giorno ⅓ di siclo (gr. 2.8). la sua
trama pesa 1 2/3 di mina (gr. 841): un operaia fila in un giorno 1 siclo (gr. 8.41)”.

if the cloth is of a ‘fourth quality’, then:
“il suo ordito pesa 2/3 di mina (gr. 336): un operaia fila in un giorno 1 siclo (gr. 8.41). la sua trama
pesa 3 ⅓ mina (gr. 1,683): un operaia fila in un giorno 7 ½ sicli (gr. 59)”28.
there is also textual information on the time spent on weaving the textiles, which again de-

pends on the quality of the cloth, but in this case on the basis of its length29.
although textiles are the most prominent article of trade, the secure use-value of wool (and

the variety in quality) also makes wool a trade item. Some textual information on its transporta-
tion, from Ur to dilmun and Magan, has already been mentioned30. a very good example is given
in a text from presargonic lagash, published by Foster under the title: “a Sumerian Merchant’s ac-
count of the dilmun trade”31, where we read:

22. Van dE MiEroop 1992, 89. in the alalakh tablets, the yield of wool per sheep was just under 100 shekels of which 12%
was useless: wiSEMan 1953, 16 (tablet 361).

23. Van dE MiEroop 1992, 88.
24. Van Soldt 1990, 333-334.
25. See indicative texts in Cad i7, iii, 60 where sometimes the quantities of wool are far larger than the three minas in the

adoption text mentioned in the beginning of this chapter.
26. tZaChili 2001a.
27. See Section 1.4, below.
28. ZaCCaGnini 1976, 348-349 (citing from waEtZoldt 1972, 125, 127, 232,233). Zaccagnini notes that the spinning of

wool for an inferior quality cloth was performed faster. he also mentions another text where “per la filaltura di 1/3 di
mina (gr. 168) di lana per l’ordito di un tessuto di terza qualità si richiedeva il lavoro di un giorno di 60 operaie; ogni
operaia filava dunque in un gionrno ⅓ di siclo (gr. 2.8)”.

29. ZaCCaGnini 1976, 349. See more on this subject in Section 1.4, below.
30. part i.3, above.
31. the tablet yBC 12130: FoStEr 1997.
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10 minas of refined silver, 300 minas of wool by the standard weight, commercial goods, DI-Utu
the merchant took away to the land of Dilmun.
on his return, DI-Utu brought back 1,350 minas of copper and 27 ½ minas of tin (in/for?)

bronze32. dilmun is thought to be the modern Bahrain, where finds such as pottery, harappan
weights and hatched beads point to trade linking Mesopotamia with the persian Gulf, iran and the
indus valley as early as the late third millennium and during the early second millennium. the tex-
tual evidence indicates that copper from Magan (oman), and wood and ivory from Meluhha (the
indus valley?) was exchanged in dilmun (Bahrain) for silver, textiles and sesame oil from
Mesopotamia33. Foster comments that since wool grew steadily cheaper towards the end of the
third millennium, perhaps as a result of extensive stockbreeding by palaces and temples, this would
explain the local ruler’s preference for wool as an export commodity34.

a good example of the long-distance circulation of wool is provided by some of the old as-
syrian texts, the letters exchanged between assyrian traders in anatolia and their families back in
aššur. For instance, lamassī, writing from aššur to her husband in kaniš35, while mentioning
expenditure on textiles, specifically asks for wool to be sent by the caravan returning to aššur,
adding that “wool is expensive in the city”, while her husband, as is evident from another letter,
has written that he had already sent her 5 minas of wool36. Such instances are not very common
and perhaps wool was only temporarily expensive37, whilst, furthermore, the quantities men-
tioned are small, the largest being 30 minas38. on the other hand, the texts from kaniš preserve
information on an intra-anatolian wool trade carried out by the assyrian traders themselves, with
the intention – according to Veenhof – of acquiring more silver to be sent to aššur39. this seems
a clear case of wool functioning as an article of profit-oriented trade. its anatolian provenance is
indicated by geographical names mentioned in connection with the name for wool (šaptum/šapā-
tum). it is occasionally further defined only as white or red, and the recorded quantities can be con-
siderable, e.g. 111 talents of wool, or 71 talents of wool shipped on 15 donkeys, or 60 talents of
white and 20 talents of red wool, etc.40 Veenhof suggests that the ‘woollen fleece’ (as he translates
maškū šapātim) was probably a form in which wool was traded, calculating its weight to be of 1
to 1.3 minas (up to 650 gr.) and, although much lighter than the yield of the sheep in Mesopotamia,

32. FoStEr 1997, 53-62 , in particular page 55. it is specified that 150 minas of wool were given in order to receive 225 minas
of copper, at the rate of 1 mina of wool for 1 ½ minas of copper, whilst the remaining 150 minas of wool were given,
to receive 150 minas of copper at the rate of 1 mina wool to 1 mina copper. he also gave 5 minas of the silver, to take
975 minas of copper, at the rate of 1 shekel silver for 3 minas and 15 shekels of copper (1:195) and he gave the re-
maining 5 minas of silver, to receive 27 ½ minas of tin, at a rate of 1 shekel silver for 5 ½ shekels of tin (1:5.5).

33. pottS 1997, 266; on dilmun, Magan and Meluhha, see also pottS 1995.
34. FoStEr 1997, 58.
35. the principle emporium (karūm) of the old assyrian traders in anatolia.
36. GarElli 1963, 156; VEEhnoF 1972, 112-113.
37. acording to VEEnhoF (1972, 116) lamassī’s argument shows that normally local wool (or wool imported from Baby-

lonia) was used in aššur.
38. VEEnhoF 1972, 130.
39. VEEnhoF 1972, 116, 130.
40. VEEnhoF 1972, 130-132.
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interpreting it as the fleece of one sheep, on the grounds of its price of 2 shekels of silver which he
considers to be too high for a simple hide41.

wool is not generally thought to have been used in Egypt of pharaonic times42, a land noted
for the production of linen cloth. however, textiles made from sheep’s wool, goat hair and palm
fibre are also reported43. Moreover, it has recently been commented in regard to wool that writ-
ten evidence from the new kingdom “points to its use for garments and perhaps for blankets. it
is, of course, particularly well suited for cloaks, shawls and blankets for humans and also for cov-
erings for animals”44. in new kingdom citations, the word šnw, meaning hair, possibly stands for
wool, in one case defining the material of an illegible item, placed just after the textiles, in a list of
stolen property. this term also defines a medium-sized untailored length of cloth (d3íw)45, sacks
for horse fodder, 80 cloths (blankets?) of a value of ca 22 deben46. there is also the case of a Cypriot
who is mentioned with šnw47. in Egypt of the much later ptolemaic period, wool was traded in two
ways. wool was sold there either by weighing it on the balance or in a form called πόκος, of a
steady weight, normally around two minas, but sometimes of one mina only 48.

long distance circulation of wool is also evident from texts from Mari, from the correspon-
dence between Zimri-lim, the king of Mari, and Mukannishum, the overseer of the royal work-
shops. the latter is complaining about a shortage of wool that has prevented him of sending the
special cloth the king had ordered, and there is a reference, in letter a.1285, to a sack with wool from
the king of Babylon49 which Mukannishum asks for permission to open. Moreover, apart from
wool deriving mainly from local sources – either from cattle belonging to the palace or from indi-
viduals who brought the sheep for their hair to be shorn in the court of the palace – there are
records of wool bought from individuals, perhaps merchants50. wool at Mari was distributed from
the palace to artisans and workshops and was used for making payments to personnel (though less
so than textiles)51.

41. VEEnhoF 1972, 132-134.
42. Cf. herodotus’s comment on religious prohibition on the usage of wool in Egypt (Hist. ii: 82).
43. For textiles made of these non-linen fibres, see VoGElSanG-EaStwood 2000, 268-269.
44. kEMp & VoGElSanG-EaStwood 2001, 219.
45. this is the view accepted by kEMp & VoGElSanG-EaStwood 2001, 220 in contrast to the common translation of d3íw

as ‘loincloth’.
46. “not a cheap alternative to linen”, since this price is double that of most of linen examples: kEMp & VoGElSanG-EaSt-

wood 2001, 220.
47. all the information in this paragraph is from kEMp & VoGElSanG-EaStwood 2001, 220.
48. «ἔρια πωλεῖν ποκιστὶ καὶ σταθμιστί»: kallEriS 1952, 137-138. the world πόκος is found also in homer and po-ka in lin-

ear B tablets (killEn 1962; 1963).
49. roUaUlt 1977, 151; BiEr 1995, 1581.
50. “la laine pouvait même provenir de l’extérieur du royaume de Mari: le texte inédit S. 143 no. 80 mentionne l’achat de

50 talents de laine (environ une tonne et demie) à un habitant d’imar. il n’est pas fait allusion aux opérations de tonte,
et l’ importante quantité don’t il est question laisse à penser que cet individu était un marchand ou un intermédiaire”:
roUaUlt 1977, 148-149, note 4. imar is the principal port depending to aleppo, in Euphrate. according to roUaUlt

1977, 148, note 5, “d’autres texts inédits enregistrent des achats de laine, au palais de Mari, à des prix variant entre 0.6
et 1.12 grammes d’argent environ pour un kilograme de laine”.

51. For instance, wool rations to courtiers are mentioned in ARM 26 text 284; roUaUlt 1977, 148.
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the importance of (dyed) wool as a merchandise is obvious in another text from Mari52, where
for the non-availability of turquoise wool the explanation given is that since Babylonian caravans
have stopped coming, turquoise wool has become scarce, although a weight of two minas of this
wool was needed to finish a special garment53. the importance of dyed wool as a merchandise is
also to be detected in later texts, such as two from the first millennium from Uruk, where blue-
purple wool is recorded in minas (16 minas and 15 shekels in the first text and 11 minas 20 shekels
in the second)54. naturally, dyed wool was an even more welcome means of payment than simple
wool. For example, in the first of the texts above, the tithe to the two merchants was 3 minas 10
shekels of this product to the one and 5 minas (plus 40 minas of iron) to the other55.

as for the varieties of wool, Zaccagnini summarizes them in regard to the quality of the fab-
ric and the colours, while there are also records of old and new wool56. Many dyes57 were meas-
ured by weight. For instance, puwatu (‘dyer’s madder’ rubia tinctorum) in Ugaritic texts58 is
recorded in shekels or talents and is listed alongside alum – which is also recorded in shekels or
talents. alum was the mordant required for dyeing cloth and linen in particular59.

Variety in the quality of wool is to be found in much later sources too; e.g. the Elder pliny
(Viii.190-3) lists several varieties of high-quality wool (among them wool of the sheep in Mile-
tos)60. he also mentions a variety of a reddish wool from asia Minor, which he calls ‘Erythraean’,
and for which there is a 4th cent. a.d. inscription (IGSK i 15) with market regulations61. in the
price Edict of the emperor diocletian, the prices of thirteen types of wool are recorded, some de-
fined by their provenance62. apart from the type of the sheep, other parameters contributed also

52. ARM 26, text 285.
53. hEiMpEl 2003, 285.
54. Cf. part i.3 above and see oppEnhEiM 1967, 238. in note 4, he comments: “the difference in quantities can perhaps be

explained by the assumption that the ‘share’ of the merchant was not included in the sum of 11 minas 20 shekels, while
in yoS 6 168 the amount of 3 minas and 10 shekels had to be deducted from the 16 minas 15 shekels listed”.

55. oppEnhEiM 1967, 237; its equivalency in silver can also be compared to the other merchandise, in the first text. in the
second text, the compensation to the merchant consists of two linen fabrics dyed purple blue.

56. the qualities mentioned in Ur-iii texts are: buona, seguente a quella buona, seguente, normale, (di qualità) regia,
seguente a quella regia, di terza qualità, di quarta qualità, normale. the colours are white, black, yellow, red (the latter
is dyed) : ZaCCaGnini 1976, 346, citing from waEtZoldt 1972, 47-52. there is also green colour, as attested in Mari,
where the colouring agent was copper: Van Soldt 1990, 349-350; there is also the purple-dyed wool from Ugaritic
texts already mentioned in this chapter; see also Section 1.5, below.

57. For more on the subject see Van Soldt 1990, 335 and notes 105, 106 with bibliography.
58. the akkadian equivalent was hūratu, Van Soldt 1990, 323-324, 347.
59. E.g.: “Order of the ‘guild’ (?): four thousand plus two hundred (shekels of) copper; four talents plus eight hundred (shekels

of) madder, eight hundred (shekels of) flax/linen, two talents plus five hundred (shekels of) alum” (Van Soldt 1990, 325:
text ktU 4.626). More on alum, the ‘Stein zum Farben’ (Van Soldt 1990, 321) see in the section 1.5 below.

60. MEijEr & Van nijF 1992, 103.
61. “...and each dealer is to weigh out the amount of wool that he is selling; he is to weigh honestly, and anyone who cheats is

liable to pay twenty drachmas for each [occasion]; the agoranomos is to exact payment. Sales may take place up to noon.
When it rains no one is to put wool on display. No one is to sell the wool of one-year old sheep. Anyone who does so is to
be fined two drachmas a day by the agoranomos...And all the wool sold otherwise than from the balance will be auc-
tioned publicly by the prytaneis.” (MEijEr &Van nijF 1992,104-105).

62. MEijEr & Van nijF 1992, 105.
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to the quality of the wool. For instance, the water from the mineral springs in hierapolis was par-
ticularly suited to the washing and dyeing of wool, which meant that there was a flourishing tex-
tile trade in the neighbouring cities of hierapolis and laodicea in phrygia63. dyeing wool was
important economic activity. one purple dealer from hierapolis was accepted as a member of the
local council, which implies wealth and social respectability64.

1.2. The function and necessity for ropes. another animal product, goat hair, was an ex-
tremely useful raw material for the manufacture of ropes. in general, strings, cords and ropes were
made either from animal or from plant materials. animal materials included goat hair, occasion-
ally sheep’s wool65 (and camel hair from the first millennium onwards) and leather. plant mate-
rial employed included fibre from dom palm, halfa, cannabis (hemp), linen and papyrus66.
waetzoldt mentions that ropes made from reeds, of a length of 8 to 51 m, were produced by bas-
ket weavers, but chooses to focus on goat hair ropes because “they have been given only cursory
treatment in previous scholarship”. he draws particular attention to a specific Sumerian term re-
ferring to “a specific occupational specialty concerning Mesopotamian workers of wool and goat
hair: the rope-makers, and men who produced plaited straps and webbings”67. this Sumerian
name for the workers is variously translated by scholars as ‘fullers’, ‘cord-makers’ or ‘felters’, their
product being yarns, strings and ropes, as well as a particular fabric for beds and perhaps woollen
(?) sails for river boats68.

the weight of ropes is recorded mainly when
they are made of goat hair, as attested in near East-
ern texts. however, the practice of weighing ropes is
attested also in Egypt. For instance, a stone fragment
(Fig. IV.1) from tell el-amarna in the ashmolean
Museum, oxford69 which is inscribed (and is there-
fore identified as an ostracon by the Egyptologists),
signifies a weight of rope70. one of the two signs
consists of the motif of a human figure carrying a
load on his head71, whilst the other depicts the coiled
rope72. this ostracon belongs to a special category

63. MEijEr &Van nijF 1992, 106.
64. MEijEr & Van nijF 1992, 107.
65. Multicoloured bands, cords or strings were made of different colours of wool: waEtZoldt 2007, 113.
66. See e.g. tEEtEr 1987, 71-72.
67. waEtZoldt 2007, 112.
68. waEtZoldt 2007, 112; for the latter use suggested, see pages 117-118, while for dimensions and respective weights of

goat hair ropes, webbed mats for beds and possible ‘sails’ also webbed, cf. tables on page 119.
69. i am very grateful to Vasso Fotou for this picture and also to Michael Vickers for granting permission for its publica-

tion here.
70. Cf. the caption of the Museum “…two hieroglyphs which seem to signify a weight of rope”; also ValBEllE 1977, 2, note 1.
71. GardinEr 1957 (3rd edition), 443, sign a 9; Cf. ValBEllE 1977, 4-5 and the painted version of the hieroglyphic sign

on the back cover of the present book.
72. GardinEr 1957, 521, sign V 5 (?).
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Fig. IV.1. A flint ostracon from Amarna
signifying a weight of rope (courtesy of the
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford).
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of Egyptian weights used as for witnessing the specific mass of items in circulation73.
we find ropes recorded by weight in texts of the third dynasty of Ur. in particular, in text UET

iii: 1265, there is a reference to a large stock of hides and ropes made of plant materials, although
goat hair is also mentioned74. the ropes are measured in talents and minas. another text, UET iii:
782, refers to quantities of cord and rope, measured in talents and minas75 (3 talents and 20 minas
of cord, 13 talents of rope; also 12 talents of palms, received from the orchard keeper76). depend-
ing on the purpose of the rope, its length will have been of interest to its future users, but the fact
that its weight is recorded points to the overriding importance of the weight, perhaps as an indi-
cation of the thickness and quality of the rope and therefore of its suitability for the use intended.

another example of measurement of weight is taken from a text from the archive of the isin
workshop, text BIN 10: 76, where two ropes are recorded. they are specified as ‘heavy ropes’, made
of goat hair, and weighing 11 and ⅓ minas, and eight and ⅓ minas respectively, their purpose
being use in a door77. perhaps these were two ropes of the same thickness fairly thick obviously,
since both are defined as ‘heavy’78, but of different lengths.

the great difference between the 13 talents of rope recorded in the UET iii: 782 and the 11
or 8 minas of the ropes recorded in the BIN 10: 76, suggests that in the case of the first text there
may have been several coils, possibly of a standard weight, assembled and recorded as a total with
a view to being transported. if they were of a standard weight, their form may have been similar
to the coils of ropes made of papyrus depicted in Egyptian wall-paintings79.

as for the purpose to which 13 talents of rope may have been put, another text of Ur-iii (the
UET iii: 1057) may be of help here. this refers to ten talents of rope for the ‘grain boat of
adamdun’, received by the head boatman80. an opposite example (UET iii: 1459) of a real small
quantity, of just two minas, for the tackle-makers of the boat of nannar received by the boatswain81

perhaps refers to a shorter or lighter, special- purpose rope.
the weight of rope, varying according to length, thickness and quality, was related to the pur-

pose for which it was intended. the two ropes of 11 ⅓ and 8 ⅓ minas were intended for a door,
while the quantity of ten talents of rope was destined for the needs of a ship. Since the second
rope is reckoned in talents, it is not unreasonable to assume that the standard coil form was pro-
duced on the basis of the weight of a talent (the 30 kilos of the standard man’s load), or the weight

73. ValBEllE 1977, 1 and 1; MiChailidoU 2001a, 62
74. Cf. the descriptive catalogue of lEGrain 1947, 249
75. lEGrain 1947, 229
76. the ropes in UET iii: 1265, mentioned above, are made of ú-nin, úbulúg fibres. in the comments on another tablet, UET

iii: 287, we read in lEGrain 1947, 210, that ú-nin is a strong fibre, such as hemp, measured by weight and one of the
by-products of the orchard. among other by-products of the orchard mentioned, is si-na, part of the palm tree, used
for cord but counted by number.

77. these ropes are weighed by the overseer of the felters who produce them. See Van dE MiEroop 1987, 16: “1 heavy goat
hair rope. Its weight is 11 ⅓ minas, on day 7. 1 heavy goat hair rope. Its weight is 8 ⅓ minas on day 8. For a door. Ur-Lu-
galbanda weighed. Month III, I.E.19”.

78. the word used in the text is the special word for thick rope (ébih) and not the simple word for rope (èš), see glossary
in Van dE MiEroop 1987, 137, 138. there are cases of lighter ropes of goat’s hair, see e.g. 8 ½ minas for 25 ropes in
ARMT 23, 85:1, cf. ARMT 23, 98:1 (from Cad s.v. šārtu).

79. CapaSSo & pErniGotti 1997, 62-63.
80. lEGrain 1947, 240; For grain boats and their journey to adamdun, see lEEManS 1960, 117, note 2.
81. lEGrain 1947, 257.
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of a half talent since in the text BIN 10: 161, the four ‘heavy ropes’ of 24 metres weigh (each?) 15
kilos82. Since rope was one of the products manufactured from goat hair by the ‘felters’ of the isin
workshops, standard production units might be expected. in this case, perhaps the standard weight
unit was the same in the case of the 13 talents of rope in the UET iii: 782 tablet, which is assumed
to be of plant material. if ease of transportation was the essential factor in determining the size of
every load of rope, one would expect a standard unit in the mass production of long heavy ropes,
e.g. of 15 kg. – suitable for each shoulder of the carrier – or more, depending both on the required
length and on the manner in which it was to be carried83. a standard weight of 15 kg. would yield
26 coils for the recorded 13 talents in UET iii: 782.

of course, coils were made in various forms, depending, too, on their material. recently, an
interesting find made at Mersa/wadi Gawasis, a Middle kingdom harbour on the red Sea Coast,
was presented, regarding a cave used to store shipping equipment and, in particular, ropes that
were not being used. in this cave, at least 16 complete bundles were found on the upper levels of
the pile, consisting of over 30 bundles of ropes. the estimated length of the rope of one of the
most complete bundles is at least 30 m. the efforts made to identify the material yielded the in-
terim conclusion that the usual materials for cordage, such as halfa grasses and palm were here to
be excluded84. More recent scientific results have identified the material as the arundo donax85.

Goat hair ropes. as already noted in the chapter on wool, the generic term šārtu, meaning ‘hair’,
is used from old assyrian and old Babylonian times on to denote goat hair. there are, for in-
stance, examples from Mari texts86, from nuzi texts87 and from neo-Babylonian texts88.

according to Van de Mieroop, the first duty of the ‘felters’ in the isin workshop, already men-
tioned at the beginning of this chapter, was to turn wool they received to ketse (felt). the second
product they produced was spun thread, made from different types of wool ranging from goat’s
hair and from sheep’s wool. these products were used for mattresses, covers and for bags for trans-
porting metals and for waterbags. thread was also used for packaging metal. Furthermore, some
documents refer to the despatch of thread to goldsmiths’ workshops89. the third product that the
felters in the isin workshop produced was rope, mainly of goat hair90, which is invariably weighed.
the weighing was carried out at the production stage, since the length could easily be modified af-

82. From Van dE MiEroop 1987, 36.
83. there are depictions in Egyptian tomb paintings in which one man carries one coil around his neck, or two coils around

each shoulder or two men carry the coils by a pole (cf. note 79, above).
84. a.j. VEldMEijEr & Ch. ZaZZaro, The ‘Rope Cave’ at Mersa/Wadi Gawasis, poster presented in the Xth International Con-

ference in Egyptology, rhodes 22-29 May 2008. the find is dated to the reign of amenemhat iV of the 12th dynasty.
85. as identified by a. Clapham. i am most grateful to Ch. Zazzaro for the information which is to be published by a. VEld-

MEijEr & Ch. ZaZZaro in a forthcoming volume of JARCE.
86. ARMT 23.
87. Cf. “PN took goat hair to (make) two zijanātu blankets” (hSS 14 544:2) or “two beds of goat hair” (hSS 15 132:18),

from CAD s.v. šārtu, 3c.
88. E.g. “six shekels of silver for one talent of goat hair, paid” (CAD s.v. šaptu, 3d).
89. Van dE MiEroop 1987, 36.
90. Van dE MiEroop 1987, 36. See also in lEGrain 1947, 240 where there is a reference to a rope made of wool, which was

used to tie bundles of reeds (UET iii: 1059).
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terwards when the rope was in use91. however, waetzoldt notes that “in the past, they did not make
long strings or ropes and then cut them into pieces as we do today. For example, the lash of a whip,
ropes for towing boats, or ropes for yoking oxen to ploughs were manufactured specifically for
these purposes. Specialists also made thinner ropes for things like dog leashes or reins. we have ac-
counts of how much thread was needed for these specialized products”. waetzoldt gives the exam-
ple of a quantity of 21 to 42 gr. of thread used for a leather waterkin. he also mentions that 90 m is
the greatest length of goat hair rope recorded and, as an example of the weight of ropes depending
on length and thickness, he notes that a heavy rope 30 m long needed up to 8 kg. of goat’s hair92.

Goat hair rope, made of a humbler material than wool, was used throughout the ages for var-
ious products93. For instance, polybius (V, 89, 9) notes that Seleukos, the father of antiochos, sent
the rhodians “ten thousand cubits of timber and a thousand talents of hair and resin”94. kalleris95

states that in ptolemaic Egypt, goat hair was more suitable than sheep’s wool for making objects
that needed strength, such as sacks or ropes, and this is testified by texts of the period which men-
tion the use of “σάκκων τριχίνων” (hair sacks) and “ἱδρώων τριχίνων” (cloth made of goat hair for
beneath the animal’s saddle), and “σχοινίων τριχίνων” (hair ropes). Furthermore, the Greek word
τριχιά (trichia), though deriving from the word for hair, acquired a more general meaning, so that
when sebeninoi trichiai are mentioned in the 1st cent. ad, they refer to palm and hemp fibres96.
a hemp product, the tow (στυπεῖον), used to caulk ships, was also sent to the rhodians by ptolemy
Euergetes, and it was recorded by weight: “three thousand talents of tow”97. kalleris is of the in-
teresting view that Egyptian craftsmen, who before the ptolemies produced sacks, ropes and nets
of coarse linen fibres, under the ptolemies became experts in producing these items from coarse
hemp fibres. the ‘στυπειουργοί’ (‘tow-workers’) were free labourers.

in regard to the use of another animal product, leather as raw material for the manufacture
of ropes, rope manufacturing is depicted in the tomb of rekhmire98, which presumably employs
leather. the scene is described in the publication of the tomb as follows:

“an experienced cutter has taken the greater part of a hide and by going round and round it with
the knife, is producing a continuous thong so fine that it can be used like rope to form a cable of
triple stands. For this purpose the same instrument is used as in rope making...these leather ropes
were used for the main cordage of ships”99.
according to Melena and ruipérez, there is linear B evidence from pylos, of the delivery of

leathers for the production of ropes100.

91. Van dE MiEroop 1987, 35-36.
92. waEtZoldt 2007, 113, where the time required for the worker to produce it is up to 9 days. in the table of ropes for

boats, he gives the amounts 8 and 2.5 kg. for two ropes of the same (?) length but for boats of different tons (waEt-
Zoldt 2007, 119).

93. See trantalidoU 2001a, 288-289, for references in question.
94. polybius, The Histories, translated by w. r. paton, The Loeb Classical Library Vol. iii, 219.
95. kallEriS 1952, 147 ff.
96. kallEriS 1952, 148.
97. kallEriS 1952, 221, from polybius V, 89, 2.
98. daViES 1943, 50
99. daViES 1943, 50. however, tEEtEr (1987,72 note 6) is of a different opinion: “the juxtaposition of scenes does not

necessarily prove that the rope is made of leather”. For the exploitation of leather in general, a subject that will not be
discussed here, see, for example, trantalidoU 2001a, 283, 285.

100. rUipérEZ & MElEna 1996, 262.
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101. ryan 1988, 134; see also Fig. on page 135 with two pieces of variant, large-diameter cordage from the British Museum,
coming from the tura limestone quarries.

102. tEEtEr 1987, 71-77 from which all the following information on rope-making is taken.
103. tEEtEr 1987, 71 and pl. Viii,1.
104. tEEtEr 1987, 72-73, pl. Viii, 2.
105. tEEtEr 1987, 74-75.
106. See CapaSSo & pErniGotti 1997, 64.
107. kEMp & VoGElSanG-EaStwood 2001, 61.
108. kEMp & VoGElSanG-EaStwood 2001, 61.
109. BrEwEr et al. 1995, 34.

Ropes made of papyrus and other plants. Egypt has yielded various samples of rope made of pa-
pyrus, the thickest of which is up to 7.6 cm and was found in the ancient quarries at tura, south-
east of Cairo101. the manufacture of rope is one of the industries illustrated in wall paintings.
according to teeter, it is depicted in nine Egyptian tombs, the majority being from the old king-
dom, and on a stone fragment in the Cairo Museum. Most of the scenes show rope-workers near
swamps, which suggests that papyrus was the raw material used, while the agricultural settings in
two further scenes may suggest a different type of fibre. as mentioned above, in the tomb of
rekhmire the manufacture takes place in the setting of a leather-workshop, presumably indicating
that it is here that the leather ropes are made. the uniformity of the scenes help to reconstruct each
of the steps involved in the manufacturing process102: Men collecting and carrying bundles of pa-
pyrus on their backs are shown in the tomb of kaemnofert, where, in addition, the sorting and
placing of the fibres in a bundle and then the twisting of the fibres into a yarn by two men are de-
picted103. the clearest representation is in the tomb of khaemwaset, of the period of the new king-
dom. it shows a neat stalk of fibres next to coils of finished rope, which are tidily wound and firmly
tied, while rope-making tools are depicted below them. Beneath this is a depiction of the actual
manufacture of the ropes. three men are engaged in two separate twisting processes, one man is
involved in the initial twisting of the fibres for producing yarn and the other two are twisting the
yarns against each other to produce the rope104.

as for the uses to which papyrus rope was put, the manufacture of ropes is commonly shown
alongside ship-building scenes or scenes of agricultural activity105. however, over and above the
many daily needs which rope catered for (e.g. from tying to transporting objects to its use in the
manufacture of sandals), herodotus tells that it was used in bridges, that is, that the ropes used in
xerxes’s bridge over the hellespont were of papyrus. Furthermore, pliny the Elder furnishes the
interesting piece of information that antigonos Monophthalmos (381-301 B.C.) used only pa-
pyrus ropes for his naval equipment106.

although the most widespread evidence for string, cord or rope in ancient Egypt concerns
pieces made of coarser plant fibres107, as regards amarna “the presence of lengths made from flax
at the workmen’s Village is a useful reminder of this alternative which is probably less stretchable
and thus more suited to lines and ropes used in buildings and in surveying”108. thus linen fibres
were also used for ropes, as they are stronger than wool fibres109. young, green linen was used to
make soft fabrics, while mature, yellow linen, which produces tough fibres, was used to make
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110. BrEwEr et al. 1995, 35.
111. Hist. Nat. xix, 3.4.
112. dE Moor 1996, 155 and note 2, where views are given on this plant. the manner of delivery recalls the way in which

flax is measured in linear B tablets (measured by weight or counted in bundles: ChadwiCk 1976, 153). in the same
tablet there is information on ox-meat and especially on dried fish, something very usual in Mesopotamia, dE Moor

1996, 155-157.
113. tEEtEr 1987, 71 note 3.
114. For depictions of massive cables on Egyptian ships, see waChSMann 1998, Figs 11.4-11.5.
115. lUCaS 1962, 134-135.
116. Zaki et al. 1960, pl. xxxViii.
117. janSSEn 1975, 438-439.
118. tEEtEr 1987, pl. ix.
119. tEEtEr 1987, 74.
120. Van dE MiEroop 1987, 8.
121. janSSEn 1975, 436-437.

ropes, mattresses, sacks, and poor-quality clothing110. pliny111 praises the virtues of linen, one of
which was that it was used to make ship’s sails and thus contributed to rapid maritime communi-
cations. the ship’s ropes from the cave Mersa/wadi Gawasis, already mentioned, are manufac-
tured from the arundo donax.

For rope made of plant fibres in Ugarit, we cite, as an example, the tablet KTU 4. 427, in which
lines 1-14 are almost completely lost, although the end of the text “deals with ropes (hblm) and
broom-shrubs used to make coarse cords (rtm): the word rtm designates a raw material which
could be delivered in ‘bales’ and by weight”112.

to return to the way ropes were recorded, in regard to the variety of thickness and length of
the Egyptian ropes, teeter113 refers to janssen regarding ropes of lengths of 1,000 cubits (523 m)
or 500 cubits (261.5 m) destined for ships114, to lucas115 for very thick ropes (e.g. with a diame-
ter of 2.5 inches) and to Zaki116 in regard to the five-strand rope from the khufu ship. Conse-
quently, ‘heavy’ ropes were made both of goat hair (as the above from the near Eastern texts) and
of plant fibres. the question of the ratio of weight to length of papyrus ropes remains to be an-
swered, but in Egypt, ropes both from palm leaf or papyrus plant are recorded by length. For in-
stance, in the Giornale dell’anno 13 the entries mention ropes for ships of different lengths: 1,400,
1,200, 1,000, 500, 300, 200 and 7 (?) cubits, the longest one said to be for the ‘royal barque’117.
teeter suggests, with some reservations, that a curious scene in the tomb of kaemnofret118, por-
trays the measuring of standard length of twine or rope, measured perhaps from the toe of a seated
man to his shoulder119.

to conclude our treatment of the methods by which ropes were measured: while papyrus
rope was recorded by length in Egypt, goat hair rope was weighed at Ur and isin. Goat hair yarn
at isin was of course also weighed. Spun goat hair yarn, for example, is recorded in a quantity of
1 5/6 minas and 5 sicles120. thus the fact that goat hair rope was weighed in Mesopotamia is prob-
ably connected with the way in which the raw material was measured. Goat hair was weighed,
just as sheep’s wool was. however, thread, or yarn, was in general also weighed in Egypt, as was
linen yarn, an example being provided by the statement in a papyrus of the time of rameses ii,
now in the ashmolean Museum, that 10 deben of yarn cost 5 deben of bronze121.
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122. Cf. «Του λιναριού τα πάθη», the title of a chapter in tzachili’s book, which starts with pliny’s reference (Hist. Nat. xix,1.6)
that it was Ποινές (the ancient Greek goddesses of punishment) who discovered the use of flax (tZaChili 1997, 99).

123. Van Soldt 1990, 326.
124. oppEnhEiM 1967, 245-246 and 251. the finest imported linen is called būsu, bussus, in Mesopotamia and Syria (first

references of the 9th century). in a phoenician inscription, the king boasts that “he who had not seen linen since his youth,
in my days he was covered with bs” and in a letter of Sennacherib, būsu is listed among the tribute from the west, along
with a great deal of silver and large amounts of preserved fish, destined for the queen and the officials of the palace:
oppEnhEiM 1967, 210.

125. as the king himself boasts in one of his inscriptions (OIP 2 116 viii 64).
126. oppEnhEiM 1967, 245, also citing that niāru, ‘papyrus paper’ was imported in rolls (kirku) from the west for the scribes

of assyria for producing aramaic texts.
127. oppEnhEiM 1967, 247 ff. and 238 (153 minas in each one of the texts) and here part i, Chapter 3. For the possible iden-

tification with silk, see especially pages 252-253 and cf. also comments by kEMp & VoGElSanG-EaStwood 2001, 23; See
also above in part iii: Mycenae shaft grave balances.

128. oppEnhEiM 1967, 246 note 53.
129. Van Soldt 1990, 332, where there is also a link to the old-assyrian kutānum, again meaning ‘cloth’, rather than ‘gar-

ment’, although in this case it is made of wool.
130. ktU 4.132:4 (Van Soldt 1990, 332).
131. prU 6, no. 172 (Van Soldt 1990, 327).

1.3. The luxury of linen. Flax produces the fibres used for spinning linen threads. the whole
process was difficult and time-consuming122. Furthermore, the dyeing of linen was extremely dif-
ficult and so not frequently practiced123. Egypt was renowned for linen products, while in
Mesopotamia linen seems to have been reserved for manufacturing underwear or destined for
special classes of priests or for the rich and important and so perhaps flax in Mesopotamia was cul-
tivated more for its oleoforous seeds. From the first millennium onwards, however, there was in-
creasing interest in foreign linen and linen garments in Mesopotamia, too, when the assyrians
acquired, by conquering or threatening to conquer lands, from Carchemish to the Mediterranean
coast, large quantities of “garments made of linen with multicolored decoration”124. two other fi-
bres of vegetal origin are cited by oppenheim for the first millennium, the ‘trees bearing wool’ in
Sennacherib’s ‘botanical garden’125, perhaps cotton, and the fibres produced from papyrus-like
sedges (cf. garments made of niāru)126. Fibres termed ţumânu and recorded by weight in the two
first millennium texts from Uruk are considered by oppenheim to be either cotton or, more prob-
ably, silk127. how was linen measured? Starting from the final product, linen garments were, of
course, counted, but there is an interesting mention of a linen garment employed as a unit, along
with the amount of purple wool needed for its decoration (normally of one hundred shekels’
weight)128.

in Van Soldt’s view, there are two words for ‘linen’ in Ugaritic. one (ptt) refers to the mate-
rial, whether linen thread or flax, and is recorded either independently, measured by weight, or
added to the type of a garment, defining its material, without any indications of colour. the other
word (ktn) refers to a cloth made of linen and is simply counted. thus possibly a standard size for
this linen cloth is to be presumed129. according to a text, the linen ktn may also contain coloured
wool130. an example of the two methods of measuring linen (that is, counting the cloth and weigh-
ing the material) is given in the following text:

[x] linen cloths cut (to size?), a thousand (shekels of) linen131.
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if we turn to Egypt, with its rich textual, material and pictorial evidence on the use of flax132,
we find a few hieroglyphic legends accompanying the scenes of flax harvest that indicate the date
of the harvest, for instance, “Fourth month of the inundation, day 23. Going forth to…flax by the
auditors of the house of eternity”133 or state the harvest yield of flax, measured in bundles, for in-
stance, 20,000 or 62,000 or 78,713 bundles134. as commented by kemp and Vogelsang-Eastwood,
these quantities cannot be converted into absolute measures of crop yields135. however, in one
Middle kingdom papyrus, spinning-women produce quantities of yarn from the same number of
flax bundles that are possibly those brought from the fields136. the Egyptians used the same word
to denote flax for the plant and for the bundles of stems that were processed into yarn137. it is not
evident from textual documentation whether the producers of ‘royal linen’ had spinners under
their control, in the same way as they had weavers, but for a producer to fulfill his quota, not only
were skilled weavers needed, but also a supply of high-quality yarn, partly depending upon high-
quality flax fibre. thus it is noteworthy that in amarna ‘royal linen’ was manufactured in domes-
tic settings and that spinning and weaving were widespread in residential areas, indicating that
spinners and weavers worked in proximity to one another (perhaps in the same teams, to judge
from a picture provided by tomb wall paintings)138. on the other hand, spinning will, to some ex-
tent, have been separately organized, since yarn was a commodity stored, delivered and traded at
a price of its own and the scene of weighing yarn in the tomb of neferrenpet, ‘Chief of the weavers’,
indicates that the weight of a bundle of yarn brought ready from elsewhere is here estimated139.
only the lower part of the support of the balance is preserved in this scene, which clearly shows
that weighing with a large standing balance was taking place.

1.4. The predominance of textiles. there is a great deal of textual information on textile man-
ufacture in Mesopotamia, in particular for the period of the third dynasty of Ur140. wool for
cloth came from enormous herds of sheep and goats that were reared on the steppe by profes-
sional herdsmen, who, once a year, brought the animals into villages for shearing141. the quanti-
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132. For recent information on the whole procedure from harvesting and spinning to weaving see, for example, VoGEl-
SanG-EaStwood 2000.

133. From an Eleventh dynasty tomb cited in kEMp & VoGElSanG-EaStwood 2001, 33, with the relevant bibliography and
interpretation of the date as March 26th.

134. as the numbers from three tombs of the old kingdom, cited in VandiEr 1978, 79: see kEMp & VoGElSanG-EaStwood

2001, 33.
135. also janSSEn 1975, 365 notes that the size of the bundle is unknown.
136. kEMp & VoGElSanG-EaStwood 2001, 33: from CartwriGht et al. 1998, 94.
137. janSSEn 1975, 364 and kEMp & VoGElSanG-EaStwood 2001, 449.
138. kEMp & VoGElSanG-EaStwood 2001, 440.
139. “it is significant that neferrenpet’s yarn-makers proceed towards a pair of scales, for we know from other sources that

yarn was measured by weight (the deben)”: kEMp & VoGElSanG-EaStwood 2001, 451-452, Fig. 11.6, with a reference
to daViES 1948, 49-50, pl. xxxV and a citation also of the Brooklyn papyri 35.1453a (and with reference to EyrE 1998,
181-182).

140. waEtZold 1972.
141. For the information in this paragraph, cf. Van dE MiEroop 1997, 185-186.
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142. Van dE MiEroop 1997, 186.
143. Van dE MiEroop 1997, 186. Such information on dependency is quite in accordance with the textile industry as

recorded in linear B tablets, see e.g. noSCh 2003.
144. the amount of third quality wool produced daily by a worker is 2.8 gr. warp and 8.41 gr. weft, whilst the amount of

fourth quality wool is 8.41 gr. and 59 gr. respectively: ZaCCaGnini 1976, 348-349.
145. ZaCCaGnini 1976, 349.
146. Van dE MiEroop 1997, 178.
147. Van dE MiEroop 1997, 187, with a conjectural translation of most of the technical words.

ties of wool were collected by, and recorded in, the ‘wool office’ of the city, although they might
be kept in stores in the countryside, whence they were sent to workshops located in villages around
Ur. the labour force, consisting of women with their children at full time dependent work, were
very probably inhabitants of villages where weaving mills were located142. of particular interest
are the enormous number of weavers (ca 13,200 are recorded in the third millenium), weaving
time rates (in one day three women weave about 25 cm of a third rate cloth), their dependence
on food and cloth and the special skills of some in weaving particular types of cloth143.

as already mentioned in the chapter on wool, spinning time is calculated on the basis of the
weight of the warp and weft produced per day by one worker144. For weaving time, which is again
related to the quality of the cloth to be produced, time is calculated on the basis of the length of
cloth that weavers produce per day: For instance, Zaccagnini145 gives the following table:

Stoffe di 3a qualità: 3 operaie: cm 25 di tessuto al giorno
Stoffe de 4a qualità: 2 operaie: cm 50 di tessuto al giorno

and calculates that for a length of third-quality cloth, three laborers would need 16 days to weave
a piece of 4 m length and 3.5 m width (defined in accordance to the dimensions of the loom).

For the time required for an apprentice to learn the craft of weaving, Van de Mieroop cites a
contract from late Mesopotamian history, dating to the second year of king Cyrus, 537/6 B.C. in
this contract, it is agreed that a slave of a woman is to be taught the weaver’s trade by a specialist
over five years146.

although time spent on weaving is calculated as dependent on the length of the textile pro-
duced, the time spent on the process of further treatment of the cloth or the garment on such ac-
tivities as cleaning, fulling, finishing, perhaps adding borders, apparently takes into account the
weight of the cloth, as is stated in a lengthy old-Babylonian text, some of the lines of which are
quoted here:

One second quality šêtum garment, (weighing) three and a half kilograms:
three months and six days: twisting
two days: cleaning
two days: trimming
one month: sewing up
two days: pressing
……………………………………
400 (workdays of) textile workers,
quota for one second quality šêtum garment, <weighing> three and a half kilograms147.
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148. laCkEnBaChEr 1982, 131-132 (text louvre ao 7026).
149. laCkEnBaChEr 1982, 137: “une grande partie du texte détaille le nombre de jours nécessaires à des ouvriers désignés

comme lÚ-aSlaG pour executer un certain nombre d’opérations sur différents textiles ou vêtements, souvent attestés
mais mal identifiés, d’un poids allant de 3 à 10 mines et don’t la matière n’est pas précisée mais doit être de la laine”. the
interpretation of the term lÚ-aSlaG used to define the workers varies from ‘cleaner’, ‘fuller’, ‘finisher’ or, more broadly,
‘clothier’. (laCkEnBaChEr 1982, 137, note 4; Gadd 1963, 181 and note 11).

150. laCkEnBaChEr 1982, 140: e.g. for the same type of cloth of the same weight, sometimes 232 and sometimes 134 days
are recorded.

151. aVErBECk et al. 2003, 26.
152. aVErBECk et al. 2003, 57; for the disputation mentioned see the famous ‘debates’ in VanStiphoUt 1997.
153. all the information here related to amarna is taken from kEMp 1997, 7-9 and from the most valuable publication fol-

lowing kEMp 1997, namely kEMp & VoGElSanG-EaStwood 2001.
154. E.g. as a substitute for rope, for bandages, for cloth wicks, some coated with resin but without evidence of burning, for

bags etc. see kEMp & VoGElSanG-EaStwood 2001, 222-232.

although the French translation of the whole text by its editor148 is rather different, the main
point is that for all types of cloth, which are all considered to be of wool, first the weight is given,
after which follows the time needed for the various operations involved in any further treatment149.
Qualities such as ‘fine’, ‘of second quality, ordinary’, ‘royal, of the first quality’ are mentioned. a
quality involving a special finish with a border of some type may also possibly be included. Six
minas are mentioned for a type of cloth (TÚG BAR.DIB), whether of fine or ordinary quality. an-
other type of ‘royal’ quality weighs eight minas, etc. in lackenbacher’s view, the time of the whole
work, varying from 130 to 466 days, is related not to the weight, but to how fine the cloth is150.
why, then, is the weight recorded?

as for the importance and value of textiles, a suitable starting place is Sumerian literature,
where in the myth Enki and the World Order “the analogical nature of certain portions of the text
is readily apparent to anyone, and the analogies reflect directly on issues of quotidian life”151. in
particular, in this composition, Enki, the god of Eridu, undertakes a journey through Sumer and
from Ur to the surrounding areas of Magan, Meluhha and dilmun. he assigns to the care of spe-
cific deities the functions of various elements of the Sumerian world, divided into 12 cycles, in the
hope of maintaining world order in Sumer. in this myth, the last cycle, Cycle 12, refers to the tex-
tile industry, while the previous one, Cycle 11, refers to urban organization. Enki places the god-
dess “Uttu, the dependable woman, the silent one” in charge of the twelfth cycle. according to
averbeck, “this description of Uttu corresponds to the fact that female dependents of various kinds
were especially important in the fabrication of textiles in the temple workshops, as well as in the
palace industrial offices. textiles were, in fact, one of the most important trade commodities for
ancient Sumer, so the mention of this industry after the establishment and management of cities
in cycle 11 is logical.” and although in the Disputation between the Ewe and the Wheat, wheat
wins, the sheepfolds of the lowland plains in Cycle 10 anticipate the textile industry as much as the
cities of the eleventh cycle do152.

in regard to the subject of textiles in Egypt, many well-known collections of pharaonic tex-
tiles have survived in tombs, as the dry climate of Egypt has preserved “six thousand years of tex-
tile history”. here, however, we employ the evidence coming from a settlement and, in fact, a rather
humble one, from the workmen’s Village at amarna153. in this place, around 5,000 fragments of
textiles were found in the rubbish deposits at the workmen’s Village, some even being reused154,
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155. For more details on woollen textiles in amarna see kEMp & VoGElSanG-EaStwood 2001, 35-55 and 218-220.
156. kEMp 1997, 7; kEMp & VoGElSanG-EaStwood 2001, 218-219.
157. kEMp & VoGElSanG-EaStwood 2001, 219 and Fig. 6.53c (with the depiction of a decorated horse –cloth).
158. it was found by pendlebury in 1932 and is now housed in the doqqi agricultural Museum in Cairo (kEMp 1997, 7).

For more details, see kEMp & VoGElSanG-EaStwood 2001, 38 ff., with the balance of evidence in favor of a date in the
amarna period.

159. kEMp & VoGElSanG-EaStwood 2001, 38-39, Fig. 2.6, and 220. For covers of animals see also 219 and Fig. 6.53.
160. kEMp & VoGElSanG-EaStwood 2001, 52-53, 145, 218-219.
161. kEMp 1997, 8.
162. and already mentioned in introduction, 28-29.

and they provide us with an idea of ordinary people’s possessions in clothing. only one per cent
of the fragments of cloth in amarna were of wool155 and so the excavator asks the question of
what was done with the wool from the sheep owned by private individuals and institutions in the
new kingdom, including the aten temples. the largest piece of woollen cloth from the work-
men’s Village comes from what is interpreted as being a two-tone blanket or cover156. in a coun-
try, then, where people preferred linen for their clothes, wool would be necessary for making
blankets that could offer a degree of comfort. horse blankets, assumed to be of wool, are among
gifts sent to the pharaoh from provincial workshops, as evidenced in an hieroglyphic legend ac-
companying these activities in the tomb of kenamun at thebes157. an interesting find reported
from amarna, is a woollen cloth found in a sack along with raw wool and balls of woollen yarn.
it may represent a whole set of material from a textile-maker’s workshop158. in particular, even the
sack is made of sheep’s wool (and not of goat’s hair, as previously thought) in natural colour, but
with purplish brown stripes added after weaving. the sack contained five balls of yarn consisting
of several hundred meters of spun wool, plus a “firmly woven” piece of wool with dimensions of
1.70 x 1.40 m with strings for attachment at each corner, perhaps to be used as a cover for an an-
imal, “a suitable companion to the sack”159. a small number of textiles made of goat hair are also
reported from the workmen’s Village at amarna, some of them displaying mixed areas of goat hair
and sheep wool together, like the blanket mentioned above160.

it is notable that in the case of amarna the textiles come not from institutional workshops,
but from a place where people were actually living. For this reason the distribution of weaving
tools was studied and the following results were obtained:

“spinning certainly and weaving probably were widespread domestic industries throughout the
city. By contrast, finds of such material from palaces and environs of temples have been very rare,
although one modest cluster occurs amidst the service buildings in the Central City. this is some-
what contrary to expectations derived from written evidence from the new kingdom, which sug-
gests that palaces and temples also played an important role in textile manufacture. Either things
were done differently in amarna, or we are seeing the results of a general policy of ‘farming out’
such work to individual households. a further assessment of the finds from the workshop dug in
1987 (Q48.4) also points to textiles having been made here in addition to pottery and small glazed
objects”161.
as is currently accepted162, the textiles are trade goods par excellence. we gain an overall pic-

ture of their circulation in long-distance trade from the tablets found in kültepe at asia Minor,
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163. literary meaning the ‘kanish harbour’ (larSEn 1976, 51), it represents a residential area of houses and contents of a
local anatolian tradition; but in these private houses more than 20,000 tablets have been found written in old assyr-
ian dialect (MiChEl 2003).

164. VEEnhoF 1988, 244, adapted from larSEn 1967, 172; also in introduction, 28, Fig 5.
165. VEEnhoF 1972, 116 and 113.
166. VEEnhoF 1972, 103-104, 88, 98.
167. VEEnhoF 1972, 116.
168. See VEEnhoF 1972, 91-95.
169. Cf. VEEnhoF 1972, 89, 91.
170. VEEnhoF 1972, 90.
171. VEEnhoF 1972, 91.
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where the emporion Kaniš (kārum Kaniš163) of the old assyrian traders was located at the foot of
the mound on which was located the anatolian ruler’s palace. For the patterns of this particular
trade, the model given by Veenhof is very enlightening164. tin is the transit good. part of the tex-
tiles exported to asia Minor were produced in aššur. Gold and silver were brought from asia
Minor to aššur in return and, furthermore, the assyrians were involved in an intra-anatolian
commerce in wool and copper.

in particular, the archives of old assyrian traders, buried in the ruins of their houses, preserve,
among other items, correspondence with their wives who, back in aššur, along with other female
members of the household, perhaps daughters and slave girls165, were responsible for a home in-
dustry that manufactured textiles. apart from textiles produced in aššur, there were others im-
ported from Babylon, for dispatch to anatolia by the same caravans166. From the correspondence
of one of the wives, named lamassī, we gain an idea of her rate of production: 53 textiles of a va-
riety of types were sent, albeit over an unknown period, among which four are defined as ‘heavy
textiles’, 15 are kutānu-textiles, which were the most frequently attested, while 25 are simply
recorded as subātu, meaning only ‘textiles’167. was cloth traded in the form of textiles or gar-
ments? Veenhof maintains that the term subātum is to be taken as meaning a piece of cloth168.
thus the question arises of their dimensions and weight.

as for their weight, since the texts provide no clear information, 6 or 5 minas are suggested169.
Veenhof prefers a weight of 5 minas, because 25 pieces were the greatest load that a donkey reg-
ularly transported, that is, two talents. he adds that 5 minas would have been the weight of the cur-
rent types of cloth, the subātum or the kutānum, while some fine products and the native products
were probably not as heavy and he stresses the reference to a ‘heavy textile’ in some texts170. Since
many different names of cloth are reported, a variety of weights is to be expected. the average
weight for each type of cloth (tÚG) in Ur-iii texts, as quoted by Veenhof, actually refers not to
the calculated average, but to the weight in fact most frequently attested171:

túg. ú - average weight ca 4 minas (between 3.3, and 5 minas)
túg. mug - average weight ca 3.5 minas (between 3 and 3.8 minas)
túg. uš. bar - average weight ca 4 minas (between 3 and 5.5 minas)
túg. huz. za - average weight ca 5 minas (between 3.5 and 6.3 minas)
túg. da. ba. tum - average weight ca 5 minas (between 4.3 and 5.3 minas)
túg. ge - average weight ca 5 minas (few occurences)
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172. VEEnhoF 1972, 92.
173. VEEnhoF 1972, 95.
174. VEEnhoF 1972, 95.
175. VEEnhoF 1972, 93 and note 151, where the weight of modern woollen cloth is mentioned (50-60 gr. per metre) with

the comment that linen cloth was always the heaviest.
176. VEEnhoF 1972, 144 ff.
177. VEEnhoF 1972, 124-125.
178. ZaCCaGnini 1981, 349-361.
179. ZaCCaGnini 1981, 353.
180. See ZaCCaGnini 1981, 360; VEEnhoF 1972, 89-91; larSEn 1967, 148.

we thus come to the question of whether the standardization in production or circulation
was in terms of size or on weight. in Veenhof ’s view, the only source on this matter is the text tC
3/1, 17, lines 33-37:

A ‘finished textile’ which you make, should be nine cubits long and eight cubits wide.
this results in a cloth of 4 ½ m x 4 m, comparable to a single report in a text of Ur iii (cloth

of 8 x 7 cubits ), while at nuzi there were textiles of 5 x 15 and once even of 10 x 15 cubits. these
latter dimensions lead to the question of the width of the loom, or to the possibility that two nar-
row pieces of cloth were sewn together172. there is also the opposite case, regarding fractions of
cloth. these may not always refer to actual the cutting of the cloth, but to units of value in terms
of bureaucratic activities (since taxes, for instance, were calculated also in fractions of cloth). how-
ever, there are still indications of real pieces of cloth173. in any case, Veenhof concludes that the
merchandise carried by old assyrian traders were large pieces of cloth of a standard size, rather
than garments174, commonly 18 square metres in size and 5 minas in weight. he further com-
ments that a weight of 130-140 gr. per square metre is acceptable for woollen hand-made tex-
tiles175. we may summarize that of the types reported176 pirikannum was a native product, a rough
woollen textile, perhaps not uniform in size or weight, sometimes red, also cheaper (2-3 3/4 shekels
of silver) and reported in great numbers (e.g. text CCt 5 mentions that upon the death of a mer-
chant, 70 pirikannū. were found in his house177) and kutānum was the most common woollen
textile, regularly shipped to anatolia in great quantities, like 350, 236, 299.

wool cloths manufactured at nuzi are described in texts simply as TÚG and they are listed
as being of standard dimensions and weight. there are three categories of texts in regard to their
measurement: texts that state both dimension and weight of TÚG, texts that state only the weight
of TÚG and texts that state only the dimensions of TÚG178. as quoted by Zaccagnini, the evi-
dence available supports the hypothesis that “the nuzi wool cloths were of standard sizes (i.e. 15
x 5 ammatu) and weight (i.e. 6 minas). interestingly enough, at least one document shows that
TÚG of exactly half weight (i.e. 3 minas) were woven occasionally and presumably joined later in
pairs”179. it seems that in nuzi, TÚG represented a commodity of standard dimensions and weight.
it was sometimes employed as a means of payment, and there is one reference to its value. there
are interesting similarities in regard to weight between this class of nuzi textiles and others in
other near Eastern documents, for instance, the average weight of 6 minas (or a bit less) for old
assyrian textiles and ca 5 minas for textiles at Ur iii180. Zaccagnini notes recorded instances of a
difference in dimensions, such as the old assyrian reference, mentioned above, to the dimension
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181. waEtZoldt 1972, 144-148.
182. ZaCCaGnini 1981, 361.
183. Cf. EyrE 1998, 179, note 30, with references.
184. poSEnEr-kriéGEr 1977.
185. poSEnEr-kriéGEr 1977, 92, notes 23, 25.
186. VoGElSanG-EaStwood 1995, 39, Fig. 63.
187. Cf. cloths and garments depicted in the tomb of rekhmire above the chests where they were kept (kEMp 1991, 237, Fig.

80b).
188. VoGElSanG-EaStwood 1993, 181-182
189. See reconstructions in VoGElSanG-EaStwood 1995, 73-75.
190. See janSSEn 1975, 249 ff.
191. janSSEn 1975, 250.

of a ‘finished textile’ of 9 ammatu (=cubit) in length and 8 ammatu in width. however, he con-
cludes that, in terms of the result, about 6 minas, both types (nuzi and oa) “would have very
close, if not identical, weight and almost identical surface area. only the shape would be differ-
ent”. after considering the fairly wide-ranging dimensions of Ur-iii textiles181, Zaccagnini con-
cludes that in all the cases above, the result is a weight of 4.8 shekels per square ammatu182.

in regard to the evidence from Egypt, there is the view183 that in the horizontal loom the
width of the cloth did not surpass 1 cubit (0.50 m), whilst on the ‘industrial’ vertical loom it might
reach 3 cubits (1.50 m). Standard cloth was possibly produced to a length of 10 cubits, while its
width could be augmented by sewing together two pieces of cloth, thus resulting in sizes of 2-4 cu-
bits x 10 cubits. in old kingdom lists of cloths, the 1-4 lines in the pictogram of cloth are believed
to indicate the width in cubits184. it should be noted here that textiles of far larger sizes have been
found in Egypt185.

in what size did textiles circulate? it is reasonable to assume a preference for large sizes. Cloth
was certainly carried in bales, as, for instance, depicted in twelfth dynasty tombs at aswan186, and
stored as such or folded in piles. More elaborate textiles were kept inside chests187. in a ramesside
tomb measuring of cloths by weight is depicted (Fig. IV.2) as part of the procedure for storing the
textiles.

it is useful to know how many metres of cloth the various garments needed. From a cata-
logue by Vogelsang-Eastwood, based on finds or on experimental reconstructions of garments188

it seems that a width of 60 to 120 cm was needed for the various types of garments, while the
length also varies. For instance a length of one metre is required for a loincloth and three to four
metres for a cloth to wrap the body189.

at the settlement of deir el-Medina, the material evidence for cloth “is scanty, since textiles
were seldom preserved in houses and only a few tombs have been found intact”190. janssen draws
attention to the nature of any conclusions drawn on the basis of paintings from these tombs, since
they belonged to the builders of the tombs of the pharaohs. it is therefore possible they may have
copied the royal garments they themselves painted. of course, there are cases in which reality is
depicted: “in many instances, particularly where dirty work has to be done, a loincloth is worn in-
stead of the skirt... (by) washer men, fishermen, brick-makers, men pressing wine”191. however,
in one of the tombs, that belonging to the architect kha, many examples of cloth, now exhibited
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192. janSSEn 1975, 253.
193. janSSEn 1975, 253, note 21.
194. janSSEn 1975, 254 ff., table xxxViii for pap. harris i, table xxxix for ostraca, table xl for laundy list of o.dem.

258a.
195. janSSEn 1975, 256, and note 35, where another translation as ‘Upper Egyptian cloth’ is given.

in the Egyptian Museum torino, were found. this find is most informative regarding clothing
possessed by a presumably non-elite person. Furthermore, it gives rise to some thoughts on the
subject of standardization. the examples of cloth found in the tomb consisted of loincloths, of
which 50 examples were found, consisting of a triangular piece of cloth, of skirts, of which 26 were
found, all of the same width of 1.60 m and length of 0.50 m, seven of them forming a set with the
respective loincloth, of shawls, of which four, of 4.30 x 0.60 m, were found (and which are rarely
depicted), and of sleeveless tunics, of which 16 of thin linen, all of the same weight, and one of
heavy cloth for the winter, were found 192. all these items do not agree much with the depictions
in wall paintings and they could certainly have been mass produced193.

More information on the types, names and level of distribution is supplied by the lists of cloths
in papyri or on ostraca (Fig. IV.3), in particular these with the ‘laundry lists’194. Many of the names
agree in both sources, although their values only partly do. potentially most informative, in our
view, is their listing in pap. harris i in four categories of quality: “the different types of the cloth,
arranged from the best to the least good, being ‘royal linen’, ‘fine thin cloth’, ‘thin cloth’, ‘smooth
cloth’, the latter being clearly the most common type of cloth...”195. thus the type and/or quality

Fig. IV.2. Detail of the weighing
scene in a wall painting from a
Tomb of the Ramesside period
(aer Hoffmann 1995, Pl. XIa-b).
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196. Moran 1987, 127: Ea 77, iii. 36-42.
197. Moran 1987, 98: ΕΑ 14, iii, 11 ff.
198. E.g. hall 1986, EyrE 1998, kEMp & VoGElSanG-EaStwood 2001.
199. loFtUS 2000, 173 and note 1, where loftus mentions that pompei, alexandria, pergamum and earlier cities, such as

Babylon, Sardis, Miletos, Sidon, tyre, Carthage and tarentum, were well-known textile production centres.

of the fabric is perhaps more important for the
value of the garment than style or level of fin-
ish. Still, in the amarna letters, e.g. in the
text referring to the dowry of the wife to be of
amenophis iii, the king of Mittani gives to his
daughter precious garments listed along with
the silver and golden vessels, albeit placed be-
fore the vessels of copper, some of the gar-
ments being also defined by the provenance
of their style. thus, along with sandals made
of leather or purple-blue wool, and coloured
linen decorated with gold, garments are men-
tioned as the following:

1 vêtement en laine bleu-pourpre. 1 paire
de chemises, type hurrite, [pour ] la ville. 1
chemise de ville, type Tukris. 1 paire d’
é[char]pes, en laine rouge, ornementée. 1
vêtement en lin type-assianni. ...1 vêtement
type Hazor196.

also, in some of the amarna letters a ‘double’ dimension is mentioned:
1 (pièce de) [belle] étoffe en lin de double dimension pour un habit de fête, (qualité) byssos
20 (pièces de) [be]lle étoffe en lin; (qualité) byssos.
.................................................................
35 ch[emis]es légères, (qualité) bys[sos]
3 (pièces de) belle étoffe en lin de double dimension, (qualité) idru... 197

as regards the weaving industry of pharaonic times, there is ample discussion on the mode
of production of linen cloth198. however, as we did in the previous section on wool, here, too, we
may also turn to later periods for further information on the weaving industry (of wool):

“production of woolen textiles in hellenistic Egypt, as elsewhere in the ancient Mediterranean,
often took place in cities. however, in Egypt wool production still remained fundamentally a part
of an agricultural economy dominated by large landholders, like apollonius, the dioiketes, chief fi-
nancial officer of Egypt under ptolemy philadelphus…apollonius appointed a manager…Zenon
of Caunus, and due to the survival of his papers, we can describe in detail the process of textile pro-
duction in mid-third century BC Egypt from sheep to finished garment...Scholars have agreed that
woolen goods in this period were produced from two sources, both in a factory system and in
family settings”199.
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Fig. IV.3. Sketches of cloths on Egyptian ostraca from
Deir el-Medina, possibly representing pictorial laun-
dry lists (aer Bruyère 1937, Fig. 32).
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200. all the information is from loFtUS 2000, 174-176. in note 16, loftus notes that selling dirty fleeces was a way of cheat-
ing on weight, while some evidence suggests that a buyer could negotiate directly with the shepherd before shearing
on the price to be paid per mina and put down a deposit.

201. loFtUS 2000, 180.
202. MEijEr & Van nijF 1992, 105, 107, 109.

our interest here mainly lies in the kind of texts related to this industry, in comparison to
Bronze age textual information and types of documents preserved. we learn that apollonius’
manager, Zenon of Caunos, closely supervised the day-to-day operations of the textile factory lo-
cated in the city of Memphis. texts from his archive dealing with the weaving of wool fall into
several broad categories: orders for specific garments or coverings, entries in account books doc-
umenting payments made for either raw materials (wool or dye-stuffs) or for finished goods or for
labor (fulling, for example), inventories, either of delivered goods or sheep and goats and miscel-
laneous reports, such as complaints from workers about working conditions, about the quality of
raw materials, about their fellow workmen, and reports on progress in producing specific gar-
ments. the overall impression made by these texts is one of centralized management. Zenon, by
means of agents, oversees the entire process. he manages all aspects of the treatment of raw ma-
terials, raising the sheep and treating the wool, including dyeing, weaving and fulling. in a long
account, Zenon lists payments made from the estate to the dyer imouthes for large amounts of var-
ious dyes and alum (pap.Cair.Zen. iii 59326bis v. 20-26). perhaps Zenon is stocking imouthes’
shop with dyestuffs. thus in this system the dyer, instead of being a fully independent artisan, may
have been more like a paid labourer. wool requires several stages of preparation. these were di-
vided and performed by different people. the shepherds who delivered the shorn fleeces to Zenon
may have done the washing. at any rate Zenon sends fleeces back to the shepherd isingos because
they were dirty (pap.Cair.Zen. ii 59287). the spinning of the wool sometimes also took place in
the villages in the Fayum. in pap.Cair.Zen.ii 59295, a total of 784 women from several different
villages are listed as involved in treating the wool as a home industry. the finished skeins could
be transported to the city of Memphis and, of Milesian and arabian fleeces, the former was
shipped to the factory in boxes (pap.Cair.Zen. V 59430), the arabian rolled up in mats. ordinary
wool has a value of one drachma and two obols per mina, arabian wool of two drachmas per
mina, Syrian three drachmas including import duty. parallel to larger establishments, there were
also small family weaving businesses 200.

not all of the transactions in Zenon’s archives would have been carried out in money. Evidence
suggests that apollonius’ estate may have used clothing, too, as a form of payment for services.
Several letters refer to a himatismos, a clothing allowance to particular members of his household,
including Zenon’s favourite entertainers and horse trainer, to agents, scribes and other middle-level
employees. in one letter, himatismos is mentioned in addition to opsonion, that is, spending money,
and to sitometria, that is, the payment of wages in the form of grain (pap.Cair.Zen. iii 59507)”201.
during the roman period, “although textile production for local use took place in all parts of the
Empire, there were some cities which seem to have specialized in production of clothing for ex-
port markets. ancient textile trade, in contrast to medieval practice, was in woven garments, not
in bales of cloth”202.
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203. although two types of purple-dyed wools occur in Ugaritic texts, designated by local names (phm and iqnu), no ref-
erences to the process are attested by Van Soldt (1990, 346).

204. according to Van Soldt (1990, 346-347) only in texts from nuzi is there clear reference to kermes, in two cases con-
nected to tabarru-wool. For the hurrian origin of the term tabarru meaning a ‘dark shade of purple’, see oppEnhEiM

1967, 242 note 20 with bibliography.
205. in Early Babylonian times copper was used to colour leather and in Mari it was used to colour wool. Τhus according

to Van Soldt and others, copper (that is, copper acetate) in three Ugaritic texts is used as a colouring agent: Van Soldt

1990, 349 and note 194-199 with bibliography.
206. Van Soldt 1990, 347-349.
207. oppEnhEiM 1967, 242. it is not identified in linear B tablets, either (e.g. Sarpaki 2001a, 230).
208. For this plant see also Sarpaki 2001a, 223.
209. Van Soldt 1990, 347.
210. oppEnhEiM 1967, 242 ff., cf. here the text at the end of part i.3.
211. Van Soldt 1990, 349.
212. Van Soldt 1990, 349.
213. it is identified as stone, because it occurs in the form of white crystals (Van Soldt 1990, 352). See also Cad s.v, gabû
214. Van Soldt 1990, 325
215. which were the most difficult to dye. however, see also its presence in texts with wool references, e.g.: “Let My Lady

please send me hašmānu-wool, handaltu-wool and dupašši-wool and alum” (Van Soldt 1990, 350).
216. “ four thousand plus two hundred (shekels of) copper; four talents plus eight hundred (shekels of) madder, eight hundred

(shekels of) flax/linen, two talents plus five hundred (shekels of) alum” (Van Soldt 1990. 325). Cf. note 59, above.

1.5. The hidden side of dyes. the dyes mentioned by Van Soldt in the article on fabrics and dyes
at Ugarit are animal dyes (purple203 and kermes204), mineral dyes (copper205) and plant dyes (puwatu,
meaning madder, and tiyatu)206.

regarding plant dyes, oppenheim remarks that many of the plants mentioned in medical
texts, in administrative texts and in scholarly word lists may have been plants used for dyeing such
materials as textiles, leather and wood and that many plants native in Mesopotamia could produce
yellow, brown and especially red shades, woad (Isatis tinctoria) not being among them207. in
Ugaritic texts, puwatu (that is Rubia tinctorum208) is securely attested, its akkadian equivalent
being hūratu209, and it is recorded by weight, in quantities of shekels or a talent. the same item
(hūratu), recorded as an item of merchandise in first millennium texts from Uruk, is both weighed
(120 minas) and handled in jars (three jars)210. the other plant dye in Ugaritic texts, the tiyatu, is
measured by weight. For instance, ten linen garments, and quantities of other specially defined gar-
ments, are listed in the same record with a talent of tiyatu, two hundred (shekels of) flax/linen and
one thousand (shekels of) alum211, while five talents of tiyatu are mentioned in another text along
with two thousand shekels of alum and three linen cloths and a thousand (shekels of) tin212.

alum is a mordant, which is sometimes also used as a medicine. it is clearly attested in texts
from Ugarit, the term used being abn srp, literally ‘stone for coloring’213, equivalent to the akka-
dian aban gabê214. it was used to make the dye more durable, especially for the linen fabrics215. an
informative text216 has already been quoted in the previous section on wool. in Ugarit, alum is
found recorded among other items, such as copper, dyes, wools and linen, and measured by weight.
it is a commodity very much in demand and appears in lists of precious materials or associated
with madder and in quantities like three hundred shekels, one talent, or even larger up to ten tal-
ents. its association with madder is attested in texts from Mesopotamia since the old Babylonian
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217. all this information is derived from Van Soldt 1990, 350-352. For possible aegean sources of alum see part V, below.
218. ARMT 23, 142 ff. & 153 ff.
219. lEiChty 1979, 13-19 and Van Soldt 1990, 351 note 207 (with new interpretations).
220. Cad s.v. gabû; e.g: “x minas of alum (given) to the leather worker PN for work on the chariot”.
221. lEE & QUirkE 2000, 119; for dyestuffs divided in the basic types of ochreous earths and plant dyes, see VoGElSanG-EaSt-

wood 2000, 278-9 and GErMEr 1992.
222. VoGElSanG-EaStwood 2000, 279.
223. kEMp & VoGElSanG-EaStwood 2001, 152.
224. kEMp & VoGElSanG-EaStwood 2001, 153-154.
225. kEMp & VoGElSanG-EaStwood 2001, 153-154, where in addition the disadvantage of the absence of mordant is explained:

“prior to dyeing the chemically neutral cellulose fibers, the flax must first be treated with a mordant so that the dyestuff
can form with the metal of the mordant a fixing lake. without a mordant, madder does not fix very well to linen, and it
is not resistant to boiling water. in later periods the most common mordant for madder was the metallic salt, alum”.

226. kEMp & VoGElSanG-EaStwood 2001, 155.
227. daViES 1943, 47.
228. kEMp & VoGElSanG-EaStwood 2001, 158-159.

period and its sources are Egypt and anatolia217. we find alum in Mari texts218, but more impor-
tantly we also find it in a neo-Babylonian tablet containing formulae for the dyeing of wool219.
alum is also used for tanning and in glass making220.

in Egypt, surviving textiles suggest that dyeing techniques were introduced into Egypt from
western asia during the new kingdom221. the Egyptians usually dyed either spun threads or woven
cloth222. however, the evidence from the workmen’s Village at amarna reflects the general Egypt-
ian preference for un-dyed textiles, as is also shown by the white garments of the tomb paintings, pos-
sibly “due to the relative infrequency of the use of wool, which takes a dye and mordant easily, and
to the difficulties involved in dyeing flax”, although in this case only linen cloth (to a percentage of
2.6 %), rather than wool, display evidence of dyeing223. the majority of the dyed fabrics are red in
colour, and “it is striking that larger pieces of cloth were also found which were completely dyed red
rather than having threads woven into a piece as decoration”224. the sources of red colour were iron
oxide and madder (Rubia tinctotum L.), but, strangely, mordant alum, which occurs in the oases,
was not used: “no high concentrations of a metallic salt have been found on any madder-dyed linen
from the Eighteenth dynasty, as would be expected if a mordant had been used”225. in the new
kingdom, the principal alternative to white was red. there was also a special term for ‘red cloth’,
which defined a red band or a red sash, a ‘dyer of red cloth’ is listed among the occupations in a tem-
ple and ships in the new kingdom sometimes have red or chequered red and white sails226.

Bleaching is another process that requires discussion, as textual and iconographic evidence
show us the preference on the part of the Egyptians for white cloth. in the tomb of rekhmire (in
the part of the wall paintings concerning the manufacture of linen for the temple of amun) white
linen is one of the categories given in the hieroglyphic legends accompanying the scenes depicted
(among king’s linen, fine linen, thick linen, etc.227). Bleaching was achieved naturally, by expo-
sure to the sun, and with the help of bleaching agents, such as natron, plant ashes with a high
sodium content and soapwort (Saponaria officinalis). according to kemp and Vogelsang-East-
wood, this process is “barely documented in Egypt, as is the case, too, with fulling, although else-
where in the ancient near East both were subject to close administrative control from which records
have survived”228.
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229. aristotle Politics i, iii, 11.
230. Cf. intoduction, 24-26, Fig. 1.
231. jaMES 1984, 259.
232. laUEr 1976, 50.
233. hodjaSh & BErlEV 1980; MoUSSa & altEnMüllEr 1977, 81-85, taf. 24, abb. 10; altEnMüllEr 1998, 205-207, taf. 102:5.
234. in contrast with the view in hodjaSh & BErlEV 1980, 46.
235. hodjaSh & BErlEV 1980, 49.
236. the exact nature of Shat (or Shaty) in this early period is not known, but it must have been a unit of absolute value sim-

ilar to units of copper, grain, oil, etc. (kEMp 1991, 255). it may have been a forerunner of the new kingdom ‘piece of
silver’ equivalent to 1/12 of a deben of silver, see below page 214, notes 304-305.

237. EyrE 1998, 179; jaMES 1984, 258; introduction, 27.
238. ČErný 1954. the first attempt was by Spiegelberg in 1896 in an appendix entitled ‘Vorstudien zu einem tarif des neuen

reiches’: janSSEn 1975, 4
239. janSSEn 1975. Since then, scholars have been working and commenting on this subject. For example, a whole volume

of AoF (1988) is devoted to the subject of prices from Egypt to Mesopotamia.
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2 . DEMAND FOR GOODS : FROM USE VALUE
TO EXCHANGE VALUE AND THE MEANS OF PAYMENT

aristotle illustrates his very clear definition of the two value levels possessed by every object with
the following example: “take for example a shoe – there is its wear as a shoe and there is its use as
an article of exchange; for both are ways of using a shoe”229. notably, a pair of sandals is one of the
few craft items depicted among the subsistence products offered in the so-called ‘market scenes’
on the Egyptian old kingdom tomb paintings230. as james pointed out, although the Egyptian
sandal maker might think of its value in terms of many specific commodities, such as grain, oil or
cloth, he would take what was offered when at the point of actually negotiating its value231. in
these market scenes, various persons are depicted, along with mainly staple produce, and accom-
panied by texts either defining their professions, such as “seal cutter”, or more often comprising
the conversation between them. lauer describes the market scene in the tomb of ti, where a man
expresses his interest in a walking stick which is offered by a seller in the following terms: “Here
is a very beautiful cane, my friend! A measure of wheat for it!”, and the customer replies: “How I like
its head”232. at least nine old kingdom ‘market scenes’ so far have been discovered233. women are
also depicted234 among sellers who, however, are never defined as such. as for the goods offered
in return, in general food is exchanged for food or is given to artisans for their products. however,
to the cases in which a measure of barley is offered for a pair of sandals or a measure of wheat is
given for a pair of dancing sticks235, we should add one exception. here, the exchange value is ex-
pressed in an abstract unit of value and it occurs in the scene in the tomb of the two Brothers at
Saqqara (Fig. IV.4), where the payment for x cubits of cloth is defined as six shat236. here, cloth
of good quality, as is verbally guaranteed by one of the participants in this scene, is offered in what
Eyre calls a depiction of a ‘private’ cloth business and what james views as a bargain to be com-
pleted by handing over in exchange a commodity of the value of six shat237.

Černý was the first to publish, in 1954, an article, which dealt with prices and wages in rames-
side Egypt238. janssen was the first to publish a book which remains the classic work on prices in
Egypt239. they both drew on the material from deir el-Medina, where the greatest degree of de-
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240. Černý was the first to point out the existence of systems of price notation, that is, in deben ( of copper), in snỉw (of sil-
ver) and hin (of oil), and in khar and oipĕ (of grain), see janSSEn 1975, 1-2 and 4-5.

tail on the subject of equivalences among goods exchanged in barter is to be found on the famous
‘ostraca’. these belong mostly to the 19th and 20th dynasties of Egypt and record daily transactions
within the community of the tomb-builders of the pharaohs. this community of artisans is often
considered to be unusual in some way, but, as janssen comments in his introduction, the 1,250
prices analyzed come from one single settlement and from within a period of about 150 years and
“moreover, they are not ‘idealized’ prices from literary or historical sources, nor are they artificially
fixed as in government ordinances: they are true prices paid for real objects in transactions which
actually took place”, the values of commodities being expressed in various units, either of weight
(of copper or silver) or of capacity (of grain or sesame oil)240.

as regards the manner in which prices are recorded, janssen gives examples in which the verb
‘makes’ has the sense of ‘is equal to’. For example, in one of the typical transactions, a ‘policeman’,
who is named, acquires an ox from a workman, who is also named. the items given in return are
estimated on the ostracon in deben units of copper. one jar of fat that ‘makes’ 30 deben, 2 tunics
that ‘makes’ 10 deben, pieces of copper (weighing) 5 deben and 10 hin of vegetable oil that ‘makes’
5 deben. the total, recorded as the ‘silver’ which the ‘policeman’ has given for the ox, is 50 deben

Fig. IV.4. e busy open-air market depicted in the Old Kingdom Tomb of the Two Brothers, at Saqqara (aer
Moussa & Altenmüller 1977, Fig. 10). All market vignettes are enlivened with dialogues between the participants.
“Hand over what you have brought for very sweet sycamore figs” says the salesman to the woman with a child who
is offering the contents of a bowl, in the first row. Below her, a seated man in the second row, carves a seal in exchange
for fish and below him, in the third row, two salesmen unroll the length of a cloth described as ‘a god’s cloth’ by the
perspective purchaser (James 1984, 256-257).
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241. that is, ca 41/2 kg. of copper or bronze: janSSEn 1975, 9; kEMp 1991, 248. the same verb ‘makes’ is currently used in mod-
ern Greek oral transactions. it is significant that the total of ‘money’ is referred to as ‘silver’, although it is recorded in
deben of copper (kEMp 1991, 250).

242. janSSEn 1975, 9-11. as for the formula used in the writing of the transaction itself, there are various formulae divided
by janssen into seven groups. Since each of even the more or less fixed formulae display a number of variants, janssen
takes this as a proof that the scribes of the Village did not follow a legally prescribed text and that the wording of the
records of transaction was obviously free (janSSEn 1975, 495 ff.).

243. kEMp 1991, 250, Fig 85; more on this subject in the brilliant chapter “the birth of economic man” (kEMp 1991, 232-
260); also see janSSEn 1988.

244. janSSEn 1975, 10.
245. janSSEn 1975, 545.
246. jaMES 1984, 256 ff.
247. the latter are more or less involved in the tomb robberies, but the officials seem also to employ intermediaries – ‘traders’

named shuty – in private enterprises (kEMp 1991, 255, 258-259).
248. powEll 1996, 228.
249. 2500-2350 B.C.: iSMail et al. 1996.
250. Van lErBErGhE 1996, 112, citing waEtZoldt 1972, 18-19.

(of copper)241. the basic concept that informs most price texts is that, whilst a commodity is ex-
changed for other commodities, the values involved are reckoned in deben of copper242. another
example cited by janssen, the o. deM. 73, verso (Fig. IV.5), is metaphorically illustrated by kemp
(Fig. IV.6)243. here, two quantities of copper, of 8.5 and 5 deben in weight, contribute to the pay-
ment for a total of 25.5 deben value of a coffin, as is given in the text244:

Given to him in exchange for the coffin
8 ½ deben of copper; further, 5 deben of copper
1 pig, makes 5 deben; 1 goat makes 3 deben;1 goat makes [2 deben]
2 (logs of) sycamore wood, makes 2 deben. Total, 25 ½ deben
Because of the manner in which the abstract value of goods is often expressed in weight units

of copper or bronze, janssen states that the trade recorded at deir el-Medina was either barter or
money-barter, and further regards money-barter as

“the system in which an object or an abstract unit serves as unit of account. although the unit it-
self may be regarded as ‘money’, the system cannot be considered to be a monetary system. Money-
barter logically constitutes an intermediate stage in the progress from a barter economy to a money
economy”245.

however, james remarks that in Egypt ‘value’ came in time to mean ‘metal value’, which is an almost
monetary concept246. kemp draws our attention also away from the atypical community of deir el-
Medina’s artisans to a significant official class who were the ‘scribes’, with a way of life well above sub-
sistence level. this enables him to maintain that “a substantial amount of gold and silver was always
in circulation”, particularly so when people of modest status are reported as having used gold and
silver for buying things247. Moreover, in regard to Mesopotamia, powell emphasizes that it is the
monetary economy that we see in the documentary record, at least as regards the literate elite248.

So, turning now to Mesopotamia and the levant, we may start with an example of barter from
the Early Syrian period249, from tell Beydar, where wine, salt, pig’s fat and figs are exclusively
quoted in the tablets as counter-value for wool fleece, hides or barley. the average weight (two)
of a fleece of wool is expressed in minas. two minas fall within the range of weight of fleeces in
the Ur-iii period, varying from 1.50 to 2.24 minas250.
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Fig. IV.5.e ostracon Deir el-Medina
73, verso, of the 20th Dynasty, which
records the exchange of a painted coffin
with other commodities listed together
with their values in copper (Aer Černý
1935, Pl. 50a).

Fig. IV.6. e transaction in the text of O. DeM. 73 verso as illustrated by Barry Kemp: on one side we have the
coffin and on the other the commodities offered as its counter value (aer Kemp 1991, Fig. 85).
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251. See e.g. Gordon 1960,122-152; laMBErt 1960, 150-212; VanStiphoUt 1992, 10, note 8.
252. VanStiphoUt 1992, 20; 1997, 575-578. For an alternative view on the monetary value of grain, see below and in part

i.3, above.
253. See, for example, SnEll 1995, 1491-1493.
254. VanStiphoUt 1992, 20, note 106; 1997, 578, note 15. the emphasis, therefore, is now placed on the exchange value of

grain.
255. arist. Politics i. 9.2-3, cf. SChapS 2004, 27.
256. SnEll 1995, 1492.
257. warBUrton 2005, 170.
258. hallo 1992, 352; doğan & MiChailidoU 2008, 42-44.
259. powEll 1999, 5; 1996, 229.
260. powEll 1999, 14-15; 1996, 227-228.

a game centred on the value of goods may lie behind the famous Sumerian ‘debate poems’251.
For instance, in the debate between wheat and the Ewe, the utility value (?) of grain emerges in
the following lines:

Whoever possesses gold, or silver, or cattle, or sheep,
Shall wait at the gate of him who possesses grain,
and thus spend his day252.
in particular, in complex societies, such as, for instance, that of Ebla of the middle of the third

millennium, Ur - iii of the end of the third millennium or old Babylonian Ur of the first half of
the second millennium, various goods (and services) had, generally speaking, a current exchange
value. this was frequently measured in quantities of silver, although it was occasionally also meas-
ured in grain253. in the ‘debate poems’, one speaker says to the other “Fill the measure with grain
for my sheep”, which may refer to the price of lamb’s portions for a meal. thus Vanstiphout, in
commenting on the proverb that concludes the debate between wheat and the Ewe, suggests that
“the proverb is probably to be taken in the way that grain (‘money’ or in any case the most tradi-
tionally general means of exchange?) in a way pays the piper, and therefore is entitled to call the
tune”254. it is equally probable, however, that the emphasis here is placed on the use-value of grain,
thereby paralleling the views of aristotle, who considers the use-value, rather than the exchange
value, to be the ‘true’ value on an item255. as for monetary value, “the advantage of using grain as
money was that, like precious metals, it had a universally recognized, if much lower, value, and if
it was kept dry, it could be stored for several years. it was also like metal in that one handful of it
was exactly replaceable with another”256. Grain itself was valued in silver, so, while its use-value
lay in its nutritional value, its monetary value depended upon the supply of grain and silver257. Sil-
ver enjoyed the obvious advantage of taking up a smaller volume when carried during long-dis-
tance trade and so the association of silver with merchants becomes almost a cliché in Sumerian
proverbs, as hallo remarks258. Silver was the predominant form of money in Mesopotamia from
early on, from some point, that is, in the third millennium, until the gradual disappearance of
cuneiform sources towards the end of the first millennium, except for an isolated period at the end
of the Bronze age, the kassite period of the 14th-13th centuries, when gold seems to have func-
tioned as money fairly commonly259. powell defines barley, lead and copper/bronze as cheaper
forms of money, tin as a mid-range money and silver and gold, which was much rarer, as high-
range types of money260.
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261. harriS 2008, 178 citing SaMUElSon & nordhaUS 1998, 158.
262. aS SnEll 1995, 1492.
263. aS BloCh & parry 1989, 1, 19.
264. polanyi 1957.
265. SnEll 1991, 131 citing polanyi 1977, lii. as regards terminology, rEnGEr (1984, 90-91) mentions a number of expres-

sions used in Mesopotamia to describe “a value relation between different objects”.
266. Cf. rEnGEr 2005, 56-57.
267. dErCkSEn 1996, 151 citing VEEnhoF 1972, 348-357, 257-261. For more on the question of market forces, see papers on

The circulation of goods in non-palatial context, edited by arChi (1984), in particular renger’s contribution on
Mesopotamia at the beginning of the second millennium and the review by VarGyaS 1987; see powEll 1999 with an-
swers to renger’s views; for a summary of theories on ancient economies offered by various scholars, see the appen-
dix in SnEll 1997, 145-157; for more recent papers Autour de Polanyi, see papers in ClanCiEr et al. 2005, in particular
rEnGEr 2005; SilVEr 2006.

268. Van dEr SpEk & MandEMakErS 2003, 533.
269. Van dEr SpEk & MandEMakErS 2003, 535.
270. SlotSky 1997, 9 and note 17: the formula in the astronomical diaries (of a period from sixth to the first cent. B.C.) is:

“that month, the equivalent was” , cf. pages 10-11. See also rEnGEr 1984, 77-78 for the meaning of mahīrum as ‘equiv-
alent, price, tariff ’, which starts with the meaning of ‘that, which is received’ thus ‘the equivalent in exchange’ thus

in regard to the nature of ‘money’, it has been defined in general terms as “anything that serves
as a commonly accepted medium of exchange or means of payment”261. the term ‘money’ re-
flects a vaguer concept than ‘currency’ – which refers to codified forms of money – or coinage –
which refers to metal bullion whose weight is guaranteed by the state. what determines which
form of money is to be used is the cultural context262. one needs to understand the cultural ma-
trix into which the use of money is incorporated, if we accept that it is the “existing world view”
that gives rise to particular ways of representing money263, rather than the opposite.

the terminology of ‘prices’ and their role within the economic system is a further step. polanyi,
in his theory of ‘marketless trade’264, argued that prices in Mesopotamia were set by tradition or
authority, rather than by market forces265 and preferred the term ‘equivalency’266. Veenhof ’s study
of old assyrian texts, however, suggested that market mechanisms did indeed exist, since the
trade recorded in these texts was clearly profit-oriented, being based on the principle of supply and
demand. he argued that the term mahīru was employed to describe the market in both concrete
and abstract senses and that prices were further influenced by the factors of transport, time and
information267. More recently, it has been commented that

“the study of prices is an important tool for understanding the character of an economic system. it
gives clues in the discussion about the measure in which the market was a basic feature of the ancient
economy…that market mechanisms played their part in the Babylonian economy seems now to be
unquestionable…great organizations like temple and palace with their ration systems determined
the economic systems to a large extent and affected prices in a way which is not always clear to us”268.

the authors of these remarks, in their review of Vargyas’s work on the subject, emphasize that
“what Vargyas calls ‘prices’ is actually the quantity of goods purchased for one shekel. the akka-
dian word is mahīru (ki. laM), which hunger translates as ‘equivalent’. we suggest using the term
‘exchange value’,which is close to the original meaning of the akkadian word and which prevents
any confusion of concepts”269.

thus, valuing goods in terms of how much a certain quantity of silver would buy, rather than what
a certain amount of goods would cost, results in ‘prices’ expressed by the term, ki.laM (mahīru),
meaning ‘equivalent’270.
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‘merchandise received in exchange for other merchandise’ and probably results in the meaning of bīt mahīrim as ‘house
of the merchandise’ which renger distinguishes from the meaning that has been suggested, ‘market stall’. See, however,
powEll 1999, 13 for the meaning of é ganba/bīt mahīri as ‘market warehouse’.

271. SnEll 1982, 181-207.
272. SnEll 1982, 182, note 2.
273. SnEll 1982, 184.
274. rEnGEr 1984, 92-93.
275. SnEll 1982, 204 ff.
276. VarGyaS 1987, 379. the seasonal change in the price of barley is even reflected in loan transactions by the inclusion

of the term “at the existing price”; renger thinks that the idiom “at the current rate” simply points to a reality of eco-
nomic life, barley being cheap immediately after the harvest but expensive later in the year (rEnGEr 1984, 91).

277. SnEll 1997, 129; 1982, 201-203.
278. powEll 1990, 76-99; VarGyaS 2001.

Snell, in his book Ledgers and Prices, has a chapter bearing the title ‘analysis of prices’271

where he points out that the silver accounts of the early Mesopotamian merchants, rather than em-
ploying the Sumerian word for price ganba (=mahīru), normally use the expression kù-bi, “its sil-
ver value”, which refers to the total price of a specific amount of a commodity272. he also comments
on Ur-iii textual material, dating to around 2030 B.C. and therefore the world’s earliest series of
prices. here both grain and silver occur as units of account, as a standard value and as a means of
payment, thereby fulfilling all the three functions of modern money273. in Snell’s view, shared by
the majority of scholars, tariffs in royal edicts, which define the value of goods in terms of the
quantity to be purchased by one shekel of silver, merely reflect the desire on the part of kings to
depict their reigns as periods of prosperity. in contrast to such theories stressing the possible pro-
pagandistic side of tariffs, polanyi attempted to explain the tariffs as an instrument in a redistrib-
utive system. the view has also been expressed that the extensive lists of equivalences found in the
‘laws of Ešnunna’ served as a standard of comparison for facilitating the exchange of commodi-
ties in general and even more so in private transactions274. Snell admits that Ur-iii silver equiv-
alents for grain, copper, sesame oil, lard and salt show an exact, or at least a close correspondence,
to prices from the Ešnunna laws. this may be because the Ešnunna laws are not part of a royal
inscription, the existing texts being instead private copies from royal pronouncements, which may
mean that prices recorded there may reflect current reality more precisely than other tariffs do275.

it is vital to examine the role of prices in any attempt to ascertain the existence or not, of mar-
ket forces as a significant factor. Vargyas remarks that the key to understanding how an economy
operates is an appreciation of seasonally changing prices, rather than reliance on the fixed prices
given by the tarrifs276. Some prices display considerable stability. the prices of dates and wool,
for instance, remain almost the same from the Ur-iii period (2112-2004 B.C.) to the neo-Baby-
lonian (626-539 B.C.), thereby giving support to the view that tradition, or authority, laid down
prices in a marketless economy. other prices, however, did change, such as those of sesame oil,
copper and barley277, the latter apparently falling in price during the Ur-iii and succeeding old
Babylonian periods, to rise again in the neo-Babylonian period278.

to give an example from an urban environment of the first half of the second millennium: in
the city of Ur during the old Babylonian period, a great number of products are listed in texts to-
gether with their equivalents in silver indicating their values. these products include items of
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279. Van dE MiEroop 1992, 199.
280. From Van dE MiEroop 1992, 199-201.
281. Van dE MiEroop 1992, 203-204.
282. roMEr 1984, 120; for the importance of animal fat, cf. an ostracon referring to a court case that lasted 18 years because

the ‘policeman’ Mentmose took one jar with this product from the worker Menna and never gave in exchange the com-
modity promised (roMEr 1984, 61, 100); for the animal fat in general, see trantalidoU 2001a, 294.

283. FoStEr 2005, 248.
284. as already discussed in introduction, 26-29, with references.
285. MEnU 1998, 254. the price of the house is defined as 10 shat in the first part of the inscription (cf. the 6 shat for the

linen cloth in the tomb of the two Brothers: here page 205, above.

food such as barley, sesame, flour, oil, lard, ghee, dates, several types of fish, sheep, and cuts of
beef. they also include non-comestibles, such as wool, garments, vessels, wood, beds, doors, mills,
boats, slaves and even real estate279. Van de Mieroop emphasizes the variety of prices that occur
for the same product. For example, the price of a sheep varies from 2.66 gr. to 16 gr., that of a fe-
male slave from 52 gr. to 192 gr., whilst that of a litre of flour varies from 0.26 gr. to 0.53 gr. the
trading of bulky agricultural products, such as grain and dates, took place in the harbour. the sale
of dwellings was very common, with distinctions being carefully made among roofed areas, open
areas and any buildings in a state of disrepair, and prices varied enormously from 1.3 gr. to 22 gr.
silver per square metre280. there follows what is considered as the most convincing argument for
the material circulation of silver as money. this is the old Babylonian textual documentation on
loans, usually given in silver and in widely varying amounts, from 2.6 gr. to 500 gr. on the other
hand, loans of barley, which vary from 100 litres to 14,100 litres, of sesame oil and various mixed
loans of silver and barley were less common281.

From among the various goods that were in demand and that were obtained by offering in re-
turn silver, grain or whatever else was acceptable as ‘money’, we choose here two goods of signif-
icant use and exchange value, copper and cloth. Cloth is one of a range of subsistence goods of
which man is always in need. it is mentioned, for instance, by the members of the community of
deir el- Medina, when they explain the reasons for their ‘strike’:

It was because of hunger and thirst that we came here. There is no clothing, no fat, no fish, no
vegetables 282.

need for cloth forms part of a complaint of a literate but unemployed, Mesopotamian man:
I cannot afford a pair of sandals or the cost of a tailor. I have no change of clothes and carry a
debt of six minas of silver plus interest283.
Even more, cloth, like metal, is an item of trade par excellence and becomes one of the luxu-

ries in long distance or intra-community circulation. there is considerable textual information on
prices of various types of cloth and garments, whether in long distance trade, as, for example, that
recorded on the old assyrian tablets from kültepe/kaniš, or in intra-community transactions,
as, for instance, noted on the deir el-Medina ostraca. Cloth ends up in functioning also as means
of payment284. an old kingdom inscription on Stele 42 787 in Cairo Museum, which is the ear-
liest known Egyptian contract for the sale of a house, defines its value as 10 shat/shaty, but states
the payment in the following terms:

une pièce d’ étoffe de 4 X 10 coudées: 3 shâtis
un lit: 4 shâtis
une pièce d’ étoffe de 2 X 10 coudées: 3 shâtis285.
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286. the translation of this text from the first letter, is by jaMES 1962, 13. Further instructions on the same subject are cited
in the second letter, where it is stated that as rent for the land in question payment can be made in copper, clothes, bar-
ley or anything else (jaMES 1962, 15). i apologize for having been unable to consult the more recent presentation of these
texts by jaMES allEn (2004) before the publication of the present work.

287. EyrE 1998, 180; introduction, 26-29.
288. EyrE 1998, 183; it is the well known pap.Cairo 65739, discussed in introduction, 39-40.
289. part i.3, above.
290. powEll 1999, 14, citing GElB et al. 1991, chapter 8 and wilCkE 1996 with literature.
291. powEll 1999, 14; 1996, 229.
292. in parallel with direct exchange, where the item obtained is the only goal of the operation. See dErCkSEn 1996, 149 ff.
293. dErCkSEn 1996, 105-106.

to give another example, this time from Middle kingdom texts: the well-known Hekanakhte
Papers, comprising two accounts and three letters, two of them addressed by hekanakhte, a lan-
downer (and ka-servant of a Vizier’s tomb) to his household, give instructions such as the follo-
wing:

Get Hekanakhte’s son Nakhte to go down with Sinebnut to Perha’a (4) to cultivate [for us] 5 arouras
of land on rent; and they shall take its rent from the mn-cloth woven where you are. Now if they have
collected (5) the value in exchange for the emmer that is in Perha’a, they shall use it there also. You
will have no more concern then with the (6) mn-cloth about which I said: ‘Weave it, they shall take
it when it has been valued in Nebes? yet and rent land against its value’286.
it was the great usefulness of cloth as a means of payment that made it an important form of

capital. according to Eyre, an Egyptian household of substantial means could exploit its lands and
household labour to manufacture cloth which played a role which was at least as important as
that of metal in high value transactions287. local records of transactions often include cloth as
‘commodity money’, without, however, always specifying whether it was woven at home. Eyre
suggests that in the case of a certain papyrus of the ramesside period, we should envisage “a
woman working at home and producing for sale, as a means of personal capital accumulation,
converting her cloth into cash-bullion in the form of metal objects – as the opportunity arose”288.
in this particular text, the metal objects offered in exchange are made of copper/bronze.

we turn now to copper. we have already noted that at the workmen’s village at deir el-Medi-
na in ramesside times, copper was the most commonly recorded metal standard of value289. this
metal was also used many centuries previously in Babylonia, from the Fara to the akkad period290.
it was later replaced by barley in the Ur-iii period and appears again in the kassite period as a stan-
dard of value, although powell suspects that it was used more widely than the textual evidence sug-
gests291. Copper played a prominent role in trade carried out through indirect exchange in
anatolia292, as is shown by old assyrian tablets from kültepe. tin and textiles could be first sold
in exchange for copper. For example, one kutānum-textile is sold for 11 minas of fine copper, while
in another case copper is sold for silver, but the donkeys which carried it are sold for copper293.
in any indirect exchange, the ultimate goal was always the acquisition of silver, to be shipped back
to aššur. For this reason, limited use was made of silver as a means of payment and travel ex-
penses were paid in copper or tin. in several cases debts are expressed also in copper, recorded ei-
ther in talents or minas. thus Αssur-bel-awatim son of Su-anim owes 3 minas of silver and he will
furthermore add (as interest) in accord with the rule of kārum, 1 talent of fine copper. in another
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294. dErCkSEn 1996,112, notes 357-358.
295. VEEnhoF 1999, 62, 68.
296. as is evident in modern languages too, such as French (argent) or Greek (αργύριον), which, in fact, is the same as the

usage of akkadic kaspu (meaning ‘broken silver’).
297. E.g. ring ingots, axes, vessels, see, for example, powEll 1978 and powEll 1996, 236-238.
298. ZaCCaGnini 1984, 153.
299. GatES 1997, 257.
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304. Cf. note 236, above.
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has been found. For more see CaStlE 1992, 263-270.

example, iddi(n)-kubum’s father-in-law owes 130 minas of copper294. however, frequent refer-
ences occur to a trader who “obtains silver at interest”, usually “at a merchant’s house”, whether in
aššur or in kaniš. the quantities are considerable295, thereby indicating that silver, the acquisition
of which formed the goal of the expedition to anatolia, was indeed available to old assyrian
traders for private transactions. although copper and cloth often function as a means of payment,
the use of silver remains nearest to our modern concept of money296. Silver starts its career func-
tioning as an abstract index of value and ends up in possible codified and standardized form cir-
culating as currency297.

in regard to the first notion, that of silver as an abstract index of value, the way it functions is
very clear in a text from nuzi (hSS V 79) in which, in Zaccagnini’s words:

“we find three levels of formalization concerning the payment that must be done: the ‘value’ =
purchase price of the woman – the text employs the term ‘silver’ (kaspu) – is established at 40
shekels of silver; after this, it is specified that this silver will be conveyed in form of 1 ox, 1 ass, 10
sheep and 10 shekels of silver…finally it is stated that 36 minas of tin are handed over “instead of
1 ox”, 24 minas of tin “instead of 1 ass”298.
as regards the second notion, that of silver used as currency, there is a reported find from kül-

tepe, whose existence suggests something close even to the concept of coinage: “one level ii met-
alsmiths’s workshop from this season produced a 2 kg. cache of silver, still stored inside a pot
beside the hearth or furnace where it would have been worked, as well as spouted crucibles, and
molds to make small disks in graded sizes (rather resembling coins!)”299. products from such
moulds300 would have closely resembled aegean lead discoid balance weights. as already noted,
the only parallels for such lead weights so far found have appeared in central anatolia301. andreas
Müller-karpe suggests that the discs produced from the kültepe moulds were of silver and cal-
culates their masses accordingly302. these discs do not represent coined money, the best defini-
tion of a coin have been given by aristotle303, but they may represent a codified and standardized
quantity of silver in a widely accepted form. they are, therefore, a candidate for identification as
currency. they also recall suggestions made regarding the Egyptian silver index of value, the
shat/shaty (š‘ty)304 or the new kingdom seniu (snỉw), the latter being, in Černý’s view, a flat round
piece of metal of 1/12 deben weight, that is, about 7.6 gr.305.
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306. part i, end of Chapter 2, above.
307. kEMp 1991, 251.
308. poStGatE 1992, 204.
309. kEynES 1930, 7; introduction, 307.
310. Cf. MiChailidoU 2003.
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it is true that a great part of the information analyzed in this chapter derives from eras and
cultures which are distant, chronologically and topographically, from the aegean. however, as we
already mentioned306, nowhere else can be found references to items bought or sold, to hiring con-
tracts or to loans. these eras and cultures form a wonderful world for the aegean archaeologist,
despite the many pitfalls naturally lying in wait. the study of such societies offers acquaintance
with the problems arising when studying ancient economies, such as problems of terminology, of
the definition of money and of factors underlying the formation of prices. on the other hand, we
can evaluate the results of applying various economic models to the ample near Eastern textual
evidence. although such evidence is missing in the case of aegean texts, the situation may not have
been so different from that obtaining in the near East. points common to the situation in the near
East may have been the nature of items in demand in pre-coinage societies of the aegean era, “the
personal concept of value” that kemp reminds us of307 and desire on the part of the consumer that
led to the transformation of certain subsistence goods into commodities and a few of them into
commodity-money, representative money or into currency. For example, postgate has pointed out
in regard to ancient Mesopotamia that “determining the precise function of metal pieces is always
delicate since they had a practical value as the raw material of finished artifacts as well as any value
assigned to them by society as currency”308. in keynes’s definition, ‘representative (or token) money’
is an object of which the intrinsic value of the material substance of which it is made is separate
and different from its monetary face value, in contrast to so-called commodity money309. For Mi-
noan Crete, a monetary system based on metals is equally likely, functioning in parallel with sim-
pler barter exchange. we have also attempted to show that small non-functional precious metal
axes, besides being portable objects of symbolic significance, may have been used as a form of cur-
rency, that is, as ‘special purpose money’, as ‘concrete or treasure money’ or as ‘sacred money’. axe-
heads cut from copper plate may have functioned as cheaper forms of currency. they have a lower
use value, but higher nominal value assigned them by their society and also display a distinctive
form. this idea is in accord with what is implied by similar aspects occasionally displayed by axes
in the near East and Egypt310.

what may have varied is the level of the consumer preference for, and access to, certain goods
and the resulting degree to which they made up the property of individuals. tin, for instance, ob-
viously enjoyed different levels of exchange in aegean and in old assyrian or nuzi societies311.
omitting any discussion on the factors that contribute to price determination, such as utility, need,
scarcity, marginal utility in regard to luxuries or labour, we now return to one of the personal pos-
sessions generally in demand at any time or place, that is, the craft item which functioned as the
point of departure for the discussion in this chapter, the shoe. we have no way of knowing what the
value of Minoan or Mycenaean shoes was. however, the price in deir el-Medina of 1-3 deben of cop-
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312. See, for example, introduction, 25-26.
313. an example of a Minoan sandal is supplied by part of a foot of an ivory figurine found in disturbed earth on the south-

ern limits of the knossos palace and probably originating from one of the treasuries. By way of comparison, we have ref-
erence to a sandal worn on the foot of a tributary from keftiou in the rekhmire scenes (EVanS 1928, 728, Fig. 455a-d,
and note 1).

314. MCdowEll 1999, 66.
315. SChapS 2004, 13-15.
316. SChapS 2004, 16.
317. xenophon, Oikonomikos 1.9.

per (91gr. to 270 gr.), which remained steady for over 150 years312, does give us an idea of its use
and social value and therefore of its potential exchange value in small-scale economic transactions
between non-elite individuals, although the same type of shoe is not always referred to313. if we
turn to something more exquisite, such as the painted wooden coffins, since in Egypt they are re-
lated to particular concepts of social and ideological values, they are not likely to have been an item
much desired by the inhabitants of the aegean settlement of akrotiri. however, decorated boxes
and other luxurious wooden items, were certainly in demand there too, for whatever reason.
Futhermore, the text cited above regarding the Egyptian coffin (Figs IV.5-6), does give us infor-
mation on an instance of individual property in copper. it seems that the ‘cash’ given for the coffin
consisted of two masses of copper/bronze 774 and 455 gr. in weight each. Moreover, in describing
a house inventory from deir el-Medina that lists, among many other things, beds, foot-stools, var-
ious types of boxes, one mortar, two griddle-stones, 12 bricks of natron, 26 bundles of onions and
one door, Mcdowell emphasizes that “the large amount of grain that heads the list may have been
kept in the house as a form of ready cash”314. this comment leads to further thoughts regarding
cases of large grain storerooms in simple (?) houses of aegean settlements, as, for example, in the
house alpha East at akrotiri, already mentioned in part ii. Money is also a way of storing value,
as Schaps points out315, who notes that any ‘invention’ of money has little to do with the invention
of coinage, for many different items may serve the purpose of money. he therefore chooses to speak
of the development, rather than the invention, of money. he notes that the ancient Greek word for
money, χρήματα (chremata), means ‘useful things’ and suggests that it originally referred to all the
goods that a person might possess316. indeed, the word χρῆμα (the singular of chremata) derives
from the verb χράομαι (= i need) and means πράγμα οὗ ἔχει τις χρεία (‘what one is in need of ’). thus
the word in the plural comes to denote all possessions, that is, wealth owned317. For this reason, in
the following chapter V, where we will return to the aegean, which is where we started from at the
beginning of this work, we will focus on archaeological material deriving from an urban environ-
ment that has preserved ample evidence of household equipment, that is, material from akrotiri
on thera. the aim is to consider the finds from houses as probable commodities from the prop-
erty of individuals. these possessions and property may have been involved in private transactions
and was measured and valued by means of the measuring tools also found in the houses of the
inhabitants of akrotiri.
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M I C R O E C O N OM I C S I N A K R O T I R I , T H E R A :

I N S I G H T S F R O M T H E O R I E N T

1. Harbours and local markets. the archaeological site of akrotiri is located on thera, in the
southern cyclades, towards crete. In the words of the director of the excavations, “the develop-
ment of an extensive urban centre on thera, an island with limited resources, can only be un-
derstood in its context as a trading station and shipping centre. this is also mirrored in the
luxurious architecture and art associated with it: only an economically independent community
could achieve this standard of living”1. In this chapter, we will focus precisely on the wealth of in-
dividuals and on the economy at a private level.

another island economy is that of the late minoan I B town on the island of Pseira, located
near the northeast coast of crete. In Betancourt’s words2, this “must have had a mixed economy.
agriculture, fishing, trade, and small-scale manufacturing would have made the island fairly self-
sufficient. that it was successful is shown by the quality of the imported products. although
Pseirans never lived in the luxury of a palatial site, they could at least afford fine pottery made at
Knossos, an occasional gold ornament, and fine relief frescoes painted in elaborate detail by some
of the best artists that crete could produce at the time”. among the finds that suggest trade, he
mentions a lead weight found on the road at the northwest edge of the Plateia, the empty area that
may have also served for commercial activities3. cups produced from triton shells, beads and
pendants manufactured from quartz crystals, woven goods, and obsidian tools, all produced lo-
cally, have been found on Pseira. since the importation of commodities into such a small island
is evidently to be regarded as routine, the excavator wonders what the Pseirans had to offer in ex-
change and suggests that it was access to the island’s port and its facilities.

access to the port/s of thera and the facilities provided there would certainly have been an
important item to be offered in exchange for imports. the site where Doumas has suggested that
the western harbour of akrotiri lay (Fig. V.1) 4 and the various representations of people, boats

1. Doumas 1986, 236-237.
2. Betancourt 1995, 165-166.
3. see also mcenroe 2001, 63.
4. Doumas 1983, 55-56 and Fig. 2; Palyvou 2005, Fig. 17. other harbours may also have existed. For instance, a proba-

ble continuation to the east of the well defined broad street, where the entrance of the imposing building Xesté 4 is lo-
cated, may turn out to lead to an eastern harbour (cf. Palyvou 2005, 96).
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Fig. V.1. The site of the west
harbour in the region of Akro-
tiri (after Doumas 1983, Fig. 2).

Fig. V.2a-b. The fifth town illustrated in the miniature frieze from the upper storey room 5 of the West House is
the arrival town (Akrotiri?) of the flotilla depicted on the south wall. Detail of the area of the massive gateway,
with two men leading a calf or a bull, while other men on the left move towards the harbour (after Televantou
1994, folded drawing 3 and Pl. 68).

Harbour

Site
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and ships in the narrative miniature frieze
(Figs V. 2-3, 36)5, and depictions of what may
be ship-sheds or great storerooms6 on the
shore of one of the towns (Fig. V. 3)7 help
give us a picture of harbour activities on this
island. as for our theme of personal eco-
nomics and therefore our search for markets
in a concrete sense, the harbour at akrotiri
was evidently a suitable locality, at least as in
terms of local, immediate markets, particu-
larly during loading or unloading cargoes
and supplying ships in transit. since aegean
painters did not, as a rule, employ daily life
as a source of inspiration 8, a small fragment
from ayia Irini on the island of Kea, which
depicts men on the shore who busy them-
selves with two cauldrons standing before
them (Fig. V.4), does not at first sight seem to
present a scene of ordinary activity9. If, how-
ever, we recall some of the egyptian new

5. For the pictorial program adorning the upper floor rooms 4 and 5 of West house, see the detailed presentation and dis-
cussion by televantou 1990 and 1994; also morgan 1988; Doumas 1992; shaW 2000.

6. as suggested by shaW 1990, 430, Figs 16-18 and televantou 1994, 273. For a previous view on a pastoral building, per-
haps even a rural shrine, see morgan 1988, 78, Pls 97-98 with reference to a similar depiction on a sealing from za-
kros. the figure-of-eight shields also depicted in this sealing recall a recent presentation on rural shrines by martharI

forthcoming.
7. although this town, located in a higher level, is not identified as akrotiri, ship-sheds or storerooms at the harbour

may have been taken from the painter’s real environment, as is commonly presumed regarding the pastoral scene in
the wall painting. Five towns are depicted in the miniature wall paintings in the West house (televantou 1990; 1994),
consisting, in Doumas’ words, “the earliest map of europe” (Doumas 1992, 49).

8. although, in contrast to cretan paintings, the cycladic miniatures do relate to island life and the sea (morgan 1990, 264).
9. morgan (2005, 31) describes the scene in the following terms: “men stand by the seashore cooking in large cauldrons;

in the sea are large boats. only a few women are present”.
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Fig. V.3. Detail of the second town illustrated in the
miniature frieze from the upper storey room 5 of the
West House. A pastoral scene, the disembarkation of
warriors and probably a shipwreck are depicted on the
north wall (after Doumas 1992, Pl. 26). The large build-
ing with the unusual façade displaying four door open-
ings is located on the shore and may represent ship-sheds
or large storerooms.

Fig. V.4. Ships, men and cauldrons. Detail of the recon-
struction of a town scene in the miniature frieze from
Ayia Irini, Kea (after Morgan 1990, Fig. 2).
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Kingdom scenes of riverbank markets (Figs V.5-6), we can envisage similar private transactions
taking place in the harbour at thera, with sailors ashore from cargo boats engaged in personal
trading with men and women attending stalls on the quayside or maritime traders negotiating
with theran producers and merchants or perhaps with their agents.

van de mieroop has noted that some of the old Babylonian texts from ur mention the re-
payment of barley loans at the quay, thus proving that trading of bulky agricultural products, such
as grain and dates, took place in harbours, which was the point of exchange between farmers and
urban financiers10. For retail sales, Woolley, the excavator of ur, designated some buildings within
the city as ‘shops’. van de mieroop agrees that in view of their layout they can be nothing else, for,
in contrast to other plans, theirs comprises a front room for business and a storage space at the
rear11. a commercial function has also been suggested for a large building in the same area with
such ‘shops’, which consists of more than 19 rooms and with upper storeys, too12.

of course, the very word kārum denoting a community of merchants and a trading centre13,
is in fact a sumerian loan into akkadian retaining the original sumerian sense of embankment

10. van De mIerooP 1992, 189, 200.
11. a good example is the building with two rooms at street level and at least ten sunken chambers containing remains of

carbonized grains and date pits. another building with a window in its façade whose sill is only one metre above street
level (Woolley & malloWan 1976, 32-33; van De mIerooP 1992, 189-190 and 200) recalls similar cases at akrotiri:
house Delta south and house alpha east, see below Figs v.8-9.

12. this is a building of 254 sq.m. named “the Khan” by Wooley and located in the same area where the ‘shops’ and other
buildings mentioned above are of an average of 57 sq. m. only: van De mIerooP 1992, 190. thus, a commercial func-
tion, perhaps for the benefit of the community or the priesthood, cannot be excluded on grounds of size alone, for the
Building Xesté 3 at akrotiri, situated in close proximity to the harbour.

13. as in the case of Kārum Kanish, the main emporion in anatolia of the old assyrian traders (veenhoF 1972).
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Fig V.5. A ‘market scene’ in the wall painting from the New Kingdom tomb of Ipuy. Sailors unload sacks of grain
and are engaged in personal trading with women on the quayside, who offer fish and cakes or even beer, in exchange
for the grain (after Davies 1927, pl. 30).
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or harbour. likewise, the egyptian term mryt
(riverbank) is used to denote a market and trading
in general14. other topographical terms, such as
the ‘market gate’15 or the ‘city Quarter’ or the
akkadian word sūqu meaning ‘street’ (like the
arabic word sūq) are the subject of discussion by
assyriologists16. It seems that the commercial
terms are “collectively connected to ‘gates’, ‘em-
barkments’ and ‘streets’, i.e., precisely where we
would suspect market activity to have taken place
and where the relatively sparse evidence indeed
indicates that it did”17. In aegean texts, there is no
indication of markets as physical features in an
urban setting18. archaeologists may also wonder
what type of sparse material evidence is to be ex-
pected from localities, such as open air spaces, if
such areas did not possess archaeologically in-
formative permanent structures. In the town plan
of akrotiri19, open public spaces cover a large por-
tion of the town: the main streets accommodate
traffic passing through the settlement as well cir-
culating within it. all entrances to buildings so far
revealed open on main streets or on public
squares, the latter being fairly common at akro-
tiri20 (Fig. V. 7). For instance, the so called ‘square
of the Benches’ bordering the south side of the
building Xesté 3, is “a broad area partly paved with
large stones that form a beautiful cobbled sur-

14. eyre 1998, 177.
15. cf. an old Babylonian letter where there is an instruction to buy “two good sacks” at the market gate at the cost of two-

thirds of shekel of silver: PoWell 1999, 9-10.
16. cf. terms defining a market place, a market street, a gate of merchandise, in renger 1984, 76-79
17. PoWell 1999, 10.
18. unless the linear B words a-ko-ra and a-ko-ra-jo used only in relation to animals (bulls included) imply that these an-

imals were collected in the market place (cf. Knossos tablet co 903: CoMIK I). according to such an hypothesis, the
two men depicted with the “domestic” animal (morgan 1988, 56, 58 and Fig. 81) in the area of the massive gateway
of the arrival town in the miniature frieze from thera (here Fig. v.2) might well have been involved in bargaining or
simply leading the (a-ko-ra-jo) calf under the ‘market gate’, either towards the town or towards the market at the har-
bour. the current view is that the two (?) men may be sailors and that the scene marks the association between the sea
and a bovine offering (as morgan 1988, 58). however, it should be noted that these men are not depicted in the same
line as the supposed ‘procession’ of men on the left.

19. Palyvou 1986.
20. as Palyvou 2005, 29-33, 35-39; georma & soPhIanou forthcoming (see AΛΣ 5, 37, Fig. 34d).
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Fig. V.6. Two details of a scene depicting the unloading
cargoes in the wall painting from the New Kingdom
tomb of Kenamun. Two men sitting beneath shelters
make deals with Syrian merchants. They offer them a
range of goods, which include sandals and cloth, and
weigh out amounts of metal with their own pairs of
scales (cf. Introduction, Fig. 10).
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Delta 16

Delta 15

Fig. V.7. Akrotiri town plan. The street plan and main public squares (after Palyvou 2005, Fig. 29).

alpha 1

square
of the
Benches
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face”21. such open public spaces facil-
itated the circulation and gathering of
people, the transfer and exchange of
goods and news and the passage of ped-
dlers, such as the bagmen depicted in
egyptian ‘market scenes’22 or the retail-
ers of salt, alkali, or firewood mentioned
in near eastern texts23. local markets
presumably also functioned in places
outside the settlement, if they were
linked to provincial industries or local
manufacturers. as for more permanent
trade installations within the settlement,
Doumas thought that one room, Delta
16, of house Delta south (Fig. V.8a),
was a ‘shop’, in view of the low, broad
window of its façade24. similar low win-
dows also exist in house alpha east, on
the east exterior wall of the first two
ground floor rooms25, room alpha 1
and room alpha 2 (Fig. V.9a-c). Both
Delta 16 and alpha 1 are large rooms
with a central column, not a common
architectural form for ground floor
rooms at akrotiri. Palyvou notes that
room Delta 16 in particular is the
largest covered space at akrotiri and it is
a single storey room, too large to carry
an upper storey26. It has produced a wealth of movable finds, some of them stored by kind27, which
suggests that it may have functioned as a bīt mahīri, meaning ‘market warehouse’28. the same term

21. Palyvou 2005, 38; vlachoPoulos in press.
22. these bagmen may be identified as itinerant peddlers “the more so because they do not always appear in the context

of a formal market” (eyre 1987a, 32).
23. renger 1984, 82-83.
24. Doumas 1983, 51; Doumas 2008B, 349, where also the possibility of a “skiadion” in front of the window is mentioned.

see the plan of the house in Fig. II.73 above.
25. see the plan of the house in Fig. II. 43 above and Thera I, Figs 20-21 and II, Fig. 13; PolychronaKou-sgourItsa (2000,

72 and note 52) also emphasises the broad windows in both instances and gives their dimensions. the building sec-
tor alpha is currently being studied by D. Kriga.

26. Palyvou 2005, 72-73.
27. a considerable collection of treasure, including stone and metal vessels, two rhyta made of ostrich eggs and six tri-

ton shells, was found in Delta 16 (Thera v, 20-22, 30-36, Pls 66-79, 81-90).
28. cf. Part Iv. 2, note 270 (PoWell 1999, 13).
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Fig. V.8a-b. The west façade of House Delta South, displaying the
broad and low window of room Delta 16, which looks on to one of
the main streets (after Doumas 2008B, Fig. 6). The exterior wall
forms an angle, which takes in room Delta 15 (a). This possesses
an entrance to the south communicating with a square and houses
a milling bench immediately accessible from the square (b).

a

b
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can be applied to the magazines of house alpha east, where food storage on a considerable scale
is indicated by the presence of large pithoi29. of course, since repair activities are attested all over
the settlement for the period between the earthquakes and the final eruption, some or many of
the items found in one room may have been transported from another, albeit one in the same
house. other activities are also attested in these two houses, as indicated by the presence of the
mill installation in the entrance of the first house (Fig. V.8b)30 and by the weaving tools found
fallen from the upper storey of the second house (Fig. V.9b)31. Whatever trade activities may have
been practiced in the ground floor rooms with the broad windows, they were clearly directly re-
lated to the occupants of the houses32 and both buildings would seem to be nearer to the concept
of a merchant’s house than anything else, that is, to the bēt tamkārim mentioned in old assyrian
texts, where we find reference to the borrowing of silver (and occasionally also copper) “at a mer-
chant’s house”33.

29. some of them containing grain flour (Thera I-II).
30. Thera vI, Pl. 25.
31. Thera II, Pl. 39; tzachIlI 1990, 385; mIchaIlIDou 1990, 418; 2001c, 273.
32. For the size and the description of these houses, both being of the usual theran house type, see Palyvou 2005, 86-89

(alpha east) and 71-75 (Delta south). also mIchaIlIDou 2001c, 435-438, 467-470, for the concept of residence.
33. veenhoF 1999, 66; see above Part Iv. 2.
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Fig. V.9a-c. The magazine room 1 of House Alpha East with a central column in situ (and another fallen from the
upper floor), a built hearth and a stone basin embedded in the floor. The room contained a great number of jars
(a) and many loom weights were found fallen from the upper floor (b). The exterior east wall of both rooms 1 and
2 of this house display broad, low windows (c) (drawing from Palyvou 2005, Fig. 118).

a b

c
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2. Materials and products. the houses of the last occupational period at Akrotiri belong to an
urban settlement which flourished during the new palace period34, at the time when late Minoan
iA pottery and linear A script were expanding in the Aegean. the linear A signs inscribed on
tablets, pots and sherds, including post-fire inscriptions, apparently testify to a certain level of
literacy, with merchants possibly using this script as a convenient aid for bookkeeping3�. As for
the question of what the commodities were for which the accounts were kept, the surviving
records of the period, in linear A script, offer a start36. on the tablets from hagia triada on crete,
where the greatest group of tablets of linear A script was found, the products recorded are grain,
figs, oil, olives, wool and cloth and also mass-produced pottery37. linear B deciphered texts, which
are of a later date, are more helpful in regard to what commodities were measured by weight.
these were metals, wool, flax, which was also counted in bundles, ivory, wax and some condi-
ments, dyes and perfumes, as po-ni-ki-jo, safflower, saffron and celery38. in neither of the two
scripts are values specified, apart from few debatable instances in linear B39. silver is not men-
tioned, apart from one case involving technical description40. despite the fact that people of
Akrotiri had enough time to choose what to take with them when they left their houses, even
managing to close the entrance door behind them before the main eruption started41, part of their
property was left behind, inside or outside the houses4�, and remained there sealed by the layers of
pumice and ash that covered the area. the archaeobotanical43, zooarchaeological44 and pictorial ev-
idence4� give information on the agricultural and animal economy46, while the quantity or quality
of craft items locally produced or imported indicate the level of demand for certain products. yet
defining without textual help the value of the commodities attested is obviously not possible, which

34. regarding absolute chronology, however, there are two distinct views at present. A high dating of about 1630 B.c. has
been recently suggested for the destruction, whilst the low dating still supported by other scholars is around 1�30 B.c.
For a thorough discussion on the whole debate, see Wiener �007; cf. WArren �006; MAnning 1999; papers in BietAk

& czerny �007; Friedrich et al �006.
3�. MichAilidou �000-�001; MichAilidou �004.
36. nine ideograms connected with commodities have been securely identified in linear A script, on the basis of their re-

semblance to their linear B counterparts: humans, sheep, goats, cattle, pigs, barley, figs, olives and wine (pAlMer 199�, 144).
37. pAlAiMA 1994. For wool, cloth and olive oil, see also below. conical cups recorded in a linear A tablet in thousands

(e.g. pernA �003) recall the great numbers of conical cups found inside every house of Akrotiri (MichAildou �001c,
417-418; see more on this type of pottery in gillis 1990 and Wiener 1990). For the introduction of the wheel for mass
production of pots in Akrotiri in Middle cycladic period, see pApAgiAnnopoulou 1990.

38. sAcconi 1971; MichAilidou 1999, 9�-94.
39. chAdWick 1976, 1�7-1�8; killen 1988, 181; 199�, �19; MichAilidou 1999, 99 with references; sAcconi �00�.
40. in the description of chariot wheels as ‘bound with silver’: chAdWick 1976, 143.
41. As is proved by the print left of the wooden door on the fill of pumice in house delta east (pAlyVou �00�, 9� Fig. 1�8).
4�. some of the possessions were found outside the buildings, probably having been transported thither during the re-

construction activities in the interval beween the earthquakes and the eruption, e.g. douMAs 1983, 134-13�; also niko-
lAkopoulou �003, with whom we do not entirely agree as to the extent of the re-arrangements inside the houses, as
for instance in the case of room � of the ‘house of the ladies’, which we take to be a normal upper storey storeroom of
a type found in other houses too: MichAilidou �001c, 416-417, 433, english summary: 467-468.

43. e.g. sArpAki 1990; 199�A-B; �000; �008; forthcoming.
44. e.g. trAntAlidou 1990; �000; �008A-B; pAnAgiotAkopulu �000, �008; MylonA �000; �008.
4�. e.g. MArthAri �008.
46. For a most recent discussion, see appendices by A. sArpAki & e. Assouti (organic remains), k. trAntAlidou (mam-

mal remains), d. MylonA (fish remains) and A. devetzi (lithic material) in BirtAchA �008.

V. An ApproAch to Bronze Age AegeAn MicroeconoMics in Akrotiri, therA ���
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is why, of course, we have resorted to examining related
egyptian and near-eastern textual evidence in the at-
tempt to understand the concepts of use and exchange
value for particular commodities, manpower in-
cluded47, and the ratios of equivalence among them.

to take wine and oil, for example: these are com-
modities that can be stored for a period of time and
thereby increase the owner’s wealth. Both oil and wine
were present at Akrotiri, where grapes48 and olives49

are evidenced, and sarpaki’s studies have added pulses
(Fig. V.10), a very common find in the household store-
rooms of Akrotiri, to the famous ‘Mediterranean
triad’�0. A similar way of handling wine both in crete
and thera is indicated by the particular ligature of the
wine ideogram attested at Akrotiri�1. Wine stored in
pithoi had a storage life of about two years��. in texts
from Mari, wine represents, in Finet’s view, a ‘produit de
luxe’, since it was imported from the north and the west,
mainly via river routes, to the palace which both con-
sumed and further redistributed the wine. it was meas-
ured as transported, that is, in jars, and its value was
tenfold that of barley, yet two times less than that of sesame oil�3. As for the Aegean transport con-
tainers, that is, the stirrup jars, Birgitta and erik hallager, in their study on the sealed stoppers of the
stirrup jars from the house of the oil Merchant at Mycenae, note that so far none can be linked to
any stirrup jar containing wine and that “it is tempting to suggest that wine was not as highly val-
ued as oil”�4. At the settlement of Akrotiri, stirrup jars are fewer in number and of limited distri-
bution in comparison to the usual type of oval-mouthed amphora, which is found in great quantities
and in every house (Figs V.11-12)��. According to litsa katsa, who is currently studying their

47. see, for example, introduction, 33-4�; MichAilidou & VoutsA �00�.
48. Viticulture at thera is indicated both by archaeobotanical and pottery evidence. Besides the grape seeds, which have

been identified (sArpAki 199�A, �19-�30) and the depictions of grapes on pottery (MArthAri �008, Fig. 4 and 9), a lo-
cally made clay wine press has been found (as douMAs 1999, 171, pls 104b, 106, 107; also douMAs �003, Fig. �9; �006A,
1-11).

49. the small number of whole olive stones and the fragmented stones yield exactly the pattern to be expected from the
presence of olive pressing (sArpAki & Assouti �008, 371); also sArpAki forthcoming; Assouti (�003, 481) suggests that
olive trees, at least for their fuel and fruit, were exploited from early on.

�0. sArpAki 199�B. As MArthAri notes (�008, 369), among the numerous plant depictions on pottery the first place is
taken by the vetches, the second by the barley and the third by the grapes.

�1. this ideogram is part of an inscription on the rim of a local pithos (kArnAVA & nikolAkopoulou �00�).
��. pAlMer 199�, 187.
�3. Finet 1974/77, 1�9-131. olive oil is not absent from texts of Mari, it being considered as “un produit rare et assez coû-

teux, qu’il fallait importer de l’ouest” (rougeMont �008, 670, note 7).
�4. hAllAger & hAllAger �007, 146.
��. MichAilidou �001c, 406; ΚAtsA-toMArA �008.
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Fig. V.10. Bridge-spouted pithoid amphora
decorated with bunches of grapes, vetches
and reeds (after Marthari 2008, Fig. 4).
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capacity measures, which so far are of four sizes, all stirrup jars found to date are apparently im-
ported from crete�6. in the linear A tablets from hagia triada, various quantities and different
types of oil are recorded on 31 tablets and, in palaima’s view, the fact that 30% of these entries
contain quantities denoted in fractions “suggests that oil was carefully measured, perhaps because
of the value of the specially manufactured varieties”�7. the archaeobotanical evidence for oil pro-
duction at thera�8 does not, of course, imply that various qualities of perfumed (?) oil from crete
were not also imported. it is significant that oil, whether local or imported, was recorded in situ
at Akrotiri, on tablets the 11-1��9. the great nutritional value and the industrial use of oil, in par-
ticular in the perfume industry, may have resulted in the use of oil as a type of ‘commodity money’
in the Aegean as well, in the same manner as textual evidence shows that sesame oil was employed
in egypt60. of course, how much values may have varied from one culture to another clearly de-
pends on many parameters. As already commented61, whilst weight and volume can determine
the degree of standardization of the quantity of a commodity, value represents the degree of the
importance attached to the commodity in the exchange network. in renfrew’s words: “the value
of goods, and hence wealth, is indeed largely a matter of convention whereby a society covets one
commodity rather than another”6�.

�6. ΚAtsA-toMArA 1990; ΚAtsA-toMArA �008; ΚAtsA-toMArA forthcoming.
�7. pAlAiMA 1994, 3�0-3�1, note 63; also pAlMer 199�, 144-14�.
�8. see note 49, above.
�9. Boulotis 1998; Boulotis �008B. the sign A 30� has been assigned to olive oil by pAlAiMA (1994). pAlMer (199�, 14�)

does not disagree, but points out that such an identification results in a different pattern of olive oil management from
the linear B pattern.

60 . see, for instance, part iV. �, above. the capacity measure of one hin (0.48 lt.) of sesame oil is used as a unit of value equal
to 1/6 of one snỉw, e.g. to one deben (91 gr.) of copper (JAnssen 197�, 108); plutach (i.�.4) informs us that plato paid
for some of the debts he incurred while traveling in egypt with olive oil.

61. part i. �, above.
6�. renFreW 197�, 370.
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Fig. V.11. One of the imported stirrup jars
found in the settlement at Akrotiri.

Fig. V.12. Typical oval mouthed amphora
of local manufacture from Akrotiri.
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��8 Weight And VAlue in pre-coinAge societies - VoluMe ii

63. VeenhoF 197�, 13�-134, also here part iV.1.
64. part ii.1.�, table ii.4: no. 1300, Fig. ii.66.
6�. “un unità corrispondente al peso del vello di una pecora” (pArise 1986A, 84, 87).
66. “since we know (or think we know) the approximate weight of the lAnA (wool) unit (ca 3 kg.), we can calculate that

the target per animal was ca 0.7� kg, a figure comparable with wool yields known both in ancient Mesopotamia and
in Medieval england” (killen �007, �1). We may note here, that there is generally a certain confusion in the bibliog-
raphy as to what is meant by a woollen fleece, that is, whether the sheep skin with the hair or the quota of wool re-
ceived from the plucking of the sheep is meant. We follow the second meaning here.

67. perhaps referring to the net weight after cleaning of the woollen fleece. cf. the point that the loss of 1�% after clean-
ing of a yield of ca 840 gr. from the Alalakh sheeps (part iV.1.1 above, note ��) gives 740 gr. net weight.

68. As the theoretical value of 787.40� gr. by parise and of 786 gr. by MichAilidou 1990, table 1 (Mq); 1999, table �. un-
less this marked balance weight of 708 gr. present weight, was meant to be the standard for the net weight of the fleece.

69. here, table V.1, A/A 13, 1� and 1�, respectively.
70. see part ii.1.�, above, table ii.1: no. 4171 (West house) and table ii.�: no. 369,1 (house Alpha east).

Wool is another example of storable wealth and subject to
a standardization of the quantity in circulation. the sheep’s
fleece was, in Veenhof ’s view, one form in which wool was
traded in the ‘intra-Anatolian wool trade’, with an exchange
value of around two shekels of silver63. in Akrotiri, the lead disc
displaying four dots (Fig. V.13) from house delta north64 is
regarded by parise as denoting a weight unit (z) corresponding
to one sheep’s fleece6� and he assigns the same nominal value
to other balance weights from thera and kea (of weight val-
ues from 69� gr. to 744 gr. ). in his view, therefore, the balance
weights of values from 1408 gr. to 1�06 gr. given in petruso’s
catalogue represent double the weight of this unit (�z). since
in linear A script, quantities were recorded as fractions of a
greater unit, the four dots may indicate that the lead weight
from thera in question corresponds to one fourth of a greater
unit of the period, which thus amounted to a value equivalent
to that of the later linear B lAnA (wool) unit. this balance
weight was probably intended to be equivalent to the target of

7�0 gr. wool quota per animal66. lead discs of similar weight, which were perhaps initially of
about 740 gr.67 or 786 gr.68 in weight, are also present at Akrotiri in other sets. in the set from the
West house, it is one species of a whole scale adaptable to subdivisions and multiples of lAnA
(Table V.1), with also the values �z and ½ z of parise’s scale present69. in house Alpha east, it
represents the heaviest lead disc of the set70. the owner of such a balance weight, if he happened
to be a wool producer, would have been in a position to check in terms of weight the quota de-
rived from the plucking of each sheep. if he was a textile producer, he would have been able in-
stantly to calculate the cost of the raw material in numbers of sheep. As already petruso noted “it
is sensible to suppose that, before the evolution and spread of precise systems of measurement,
wool was regularly bartered in terms of its most natural unit, namely the clip of one sheep at

Fig. V. 13. Lead balance weight no.
1300 from House Delta North, bear-
ing four dots(?). It may indicate that
the natural unit of wool, the yield of
one sheep, was already codified as one
fourth fraction of a greater wool unit
(drawing by A. Kontonis).
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71. petruso 1986, �9 and table �.
7�. VeenhoF 197�, 130-13�: part iV.1.1, above.
73. see also part iV.1.1, above.
74. rouAult 1977, 148-149.
7�. postgAte 199�, 193, text 10:�; for the ešnunna prices see also part iV.�, above.
76. in a sumerian merchant’s account: part iV.1.1, note 3�, above.

shearing time”71. if the owner of the balance weights was employing human labour, he could have
used this weight to estimate standard rations or the size of the payment to be made in wool.

in Anatolia wool was recorded in minas, for small quantities usually sent to Aššur in cases of
occasional shortage of wool, but transportation requirements meant that it was also recorded in
talents. there is record of 71 talents of wool being shipped on 1� donkeys7�. As already noted73,
besides talents, minas and shekels, special units were used in various places for measuring and/or
recording wool. these units included the nariu in nuzi texts and the equivalent lAnA in linear
B texts, both of six minas (=3 kg.) weight.

An example of the value of wool bought by the palace of Mari, with prices varying between
0.6 to 1.1� gr. silver for one kilogram (= two minas) of wool shows the variety in patterns of wool’s
acquisition74. Wool was commonly used both as part of the rations given to dependent person-
nel and as a transit good and as a means of payment. the units of measurement used in record-
ing were perhaps related to the process of estimating value. it is not without significance that six
minas, the weight value equivalent to the lAnA unit, is also the quantity of wool defined as being
equivalent to the price of one shekel of silver in the ešnunna law code price lists7�.

obviously, it was not an easy process actually to weigh in talents. the talent was useful for
recording totals. the use of smaller units, however, means that both weighing and evaluating be-
come easier. For example, we have record of 300 minas of wool ‘by the standard weight’76 ex-
changed for copper from dilmun at a rate of one mina of wool for one and a half minas of copper

TABLE V.1

Table V.1. The heaviest lead balance weights from the working set from the West House (after
Michailidou 1999, Table 2).
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77. part iV.1.1, note 48, above.
78. cf. petruso 1986, 31, where it is emphasized that, according to the data in table �, “only at the 4-sheep period appear

integral values in both wool units and double minas”.
79. pAlAiMA 1994, 317.
80. tablets ht �4 and 1�; ph 3.3; kh 43.1.
81. however, only if the ideogram of the balance on ht 1�.� has the same function as a metrogram as is the case in lin-

ear B; pAlAiMA 1994, 318; see also a suggestion by hAllAger (�00�) about a possibly quantity of 13� kg. of wool on
ht �4, discussed by Militello �007, 39.

8�. younger �00�, 408-409.
83. By MoulhérAt & spAntidAki �008 with technical observations and photographs.
84. MoulhérAt & spAntidAki �008, 41.

for the first 1�0 minas and at a rate of one mina of wool per mina of copper for the remaining 1�0
minas. in the latter case the balance may have operated without employing balance weights. Wool
was also measured in two-mina units (ca 1 kg.). this was the weight of a standard bale of wool for
sale in egypt in later times77. thus there emerge various parameters involved in the formation of the
weight standards which are to be considered in any definition of the exchange value of the com-
modity. such parameters are the quantity as produced (e.g. the yield from one sheep), the quantity
as transported (e.g. the ass-load), the quantity as required for weaving (a standard piece of cloth, or
a particular garment) and the quantity as allocated (in subsistence rations or in payments).

A point that underlines these reflections is the fact that
in linear B wool accounts the wool unit is divided not into
four but into three sub-units of a double mina weight (the
metrogram M)78. in linear A script, which is contemporary
with activities at Akrotiri, few records of wool are preserved.
As palaima noted79, wool occurs on tablets from hagia tri-
ada, phaistos and khania80, albeit in quantities not firmly de-
termined, except for one entry which is possibly connected
with an amount of five talents, that is, 1�0 kg.81. in younger’s
view, both in cretan hieroglyphic and in linear A scripts,
wool is recorded in wool units equivalent to lAnA and in
amounts equivalent to the double mina8�.

Wool has not so far been textually attested at Akrotiri, al-
though sheep are recorded and will be discussed later in this
chapter. Fortunately, material evidence of wool has been iden-
tified and recently published83. it consists of about fifty minute
pieces of woollen threads, some of them found isolated, whilst
others were grouped in a cloth structure (Figs V.14-15). sig-
nificantly, they are described as either corresponding to the
category of a fleece of average quality, as defined by M.l.
ryder, or as being the result of a very careful selection of the
finest fibres of a denser category of fleece84.

Figs V.14-15. Woollen threads from the
settlement at Akrotiri, some of them
found individually (14), whilst others
were found grouped in a cloth struc-
ture (15) (after Moulhérat & Spanti-
daki 2008, Figs 1-2).

14

15
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Another animal product in demand was goat hair8�, for the various purposes already mentioned86

and above all for the manufacture of ropes87. since goat hair, and ropes made of it, were measured
by weight, a load of heavy ropes of 1� kg. weight, such as those recorded in the isin archive88,
would have been measured at Akrotiri with the help of the half talent lead weight found in house
delta north89. thirty minas of goat hair is the amount recorded on an ur iii tablet as equivalent
to the value of one shekel (8.4 gr.) of silver90, which may mean that in this case the half-talent was
the standard weight unit employed in bureaucratic accounts involving goat hair. Any ropes smaller
in size or diameter may not have been measured when locally exchanged. on two ostraca from
deir el-Medina, the ropes are described merely as a “piece of rope” and “a handful of rope”91.
pieces of ropes made of goat hair are reported from Akrotiri9�, whilst many more are made of a
plant fibre as yet unidentified and are of various diameters93. the value of egyptian ropes, made
of palm or papyrus fibres, depended mainly on their quality and, to a lesser degree, on their length.
the price for cables for ships “of excellent quality” is estimated by Janssen to have been 6/� deben
of copper per metre, which is ca 109 gr. of copper,
while for others recorded in the same text, but of un-
defined destination or quality, the price is one tenth
of the preceding prices94. plant fibres were used in
basketry, which is widely attested in Akrotiri9�. A
basket was in itself an exchangeable commodity, its
value in deir el-Medina being estimated more on the
grounds of its capacity then its quality of manufac-
ture96. plant fibres were also used in the cords of bal-
ances97 or in the manufacture of threads of fishing
nets, as shown by the nets preserved in Akrotiri (Fig.
V.16)98. examination of the plaited material around
the handles of the hydria that we have already men-
tioned99, shows that it consists of smooth strips of
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8�. For bones of sheep and goats and depictions in wall-painting see trAntAlidou �000; �001B; �008A-B; forthcoming.
86. chapter iV.1.�.
87. ropes of goat hair are still in use for animals on santorini.
88. cf. chapter iV.1.�.
89. part ii.1.�, Fig ii.70.
90. UET iii: 1198 (legrAin 1947, �46).
91. JAnssen 197�, 439.
9�. MichAilidis & Angelidis �006, Fig. 17. i thank Ms spantidaki for the information on the material of this rope found

in connection with leather.
93. MoulhérAt & spAntidAki �004 with first preliminary report on threads, cords and ropes, see Fig. �. in one case it was

possible to calculate the diameter at 1.3 cm.
94. JAnssen 197�, 439.
9�. BelogiAnni �000; �001; �007; �008.
96. see part iV.� above.
97. see relics of cord on the interior surface of scale pan, part ii.1.1, Fig. ii.�.
98. For the preservation conditions at Akrotiri in regard to organic materials, see MichAilidis & Angelidis �006.
99. part ii.�, Figs ii.94-9�.

Fig. V.16. Fishing net made from plant fibres and
preserved in the layer of pumice at Akroriri (after
Moulhérat & Spantidaki 2004, Fig. page 15).
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100. spAntidAki & MoulherAt �006, �89.
101. tzAchili 1999.
10�. considered as a particular theran quality cf. tzAchili 1997, �33. For the whole process of flax exploitation and linen

cloth production, see tzAchili 1997, 64-77. For linen cloth at Akrotiri, see MoulhérAt & spAntidAki �007.
103. tzAchili 1997, 34-36; pAnAgiotAkopulu et al. 1997.
104. cf. douMAs �006c, Fig. 8.
10�. sArpAki 199�A; MoulherAt & spAntidAki �004.
106. spAntidAki & MoulherAt, forthcoming.
107. BrogAn �006, �8�.
108. this is a preliminary suggestion by spAntidAki & MoulherAt (forthcoming) for the cloth of a sack containing barley

found at Akrotriri (MichAilidis & Angelidis 2006, Fig. 14). sacks made of decorated cloth are also reported from
egypt (e.g. the woollen sack from Amarna, see part iV.1. 4, above).

109. e.g. a passage from an ostracon in which orders for alteration to a piece of cloth are given by a father to his son (keMp

& VogelsAng-eAstWood �001, 449; JAnssen 197�, �89).

vegetable material. the fibres are parallel to each other and they have not been twisted. leaves of
reeds are also incorporated in the strips100. reeds were accounted in bundles, as is apparent from
near eastern texts.

of plant fibres, flax fibres are the perfect material
for the manufacture of sails101 and luxurious linen
garments, such as the transparent clothes depicted
in the wall paintings (Fig. V.17)10�, if such clothes
were not made of silk103 or of very thin nets of plant
fibres104, or even of thin nets of woollen threads.
some remains of cloth preserved on the metal sur-
faces of an early cycladic chisel (Fig. V.18) and a
pin (Figs V.19-20) are evidence of cloth made of
plant fibres and dated to the early periods of the set-
tlement. Flax seeds were found at the site10� and
two pieces of cloth from the settlement have been
identified as linen, one of them preserving traces of
sewing106. in Brogan’s view, the farmstead of chali-
nomouri at Mochlos on crete may provide a case
for connecting balance weights and flax processing.
linen cloth, perhaps the form of the remains of a
bag, was found there encrusted in the corrosion of
bronze items hoarded in the basement of one of the
houses107. of course, pieces of cloth as found may
occasionally have been reused108. the presence of
second-hand pieces of cloth of reduced value is to
be inferred from written evidence in egypt109.

�3� Weight And VAlue in pre-coinAge societies - VoluMe ii

Fig. V.17. One of the so-called ‘Adorants’ depicted
on the north wall of the ‘Adyton’ in building Xesté
3 (cf. Fig. V.48), wearing a garment made of trans-
parent cloth (after Doumas 1992, Pl. 101).
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110. cf. part iV.1.�.
111. part i.3 and part iV.1.1, above.
11�. keMp & VogelsAng-eAstWood �001, 1�3 ff.
113. part iV.1.3, note 130.
114. cf. various texts in part iV.1.�.
11�. see, for example, sArpAki �001A, ��1-��6 for textual and archaeobotanical evidence on red dyes and the process with

alum; also nosch �004 for red coloured Mycenaean cloth.

in regard to dyes and alum110, we have already noted that wool was more in demand when it was
dyed, in particular purple wool111. linen in egypt was commonly only bleached, due to techni-
cal and ideological considerations, although linen, either in the form of spun threads or woven
cloth, was occasionally also dyed. red was the colour of preference and madder or iron oxide was
employed11�. linen garments may occasionally contain coloured wool, as reported of one ugaritic
linen ktn cloth113. Alum was necessary as a mordant for woollen cloth and even more so for linen
cloth. in ugaritic texts, alum is recorded by weight in considerable quantities, next to the weight
of dyes and the weight of linen114. in linear B texts there is evidence of the use of dyes as well as
of alum11�. since it is usually thought that alum in the Bronze Age Aegean came from egypt or
cyprus, one linear B tablet, in which a person named Kuprios (ku-pi-ri-jo) is mentioned in the
course of possibly ‘commercial’ exchanges of alum for other goods, has attracted scholarly atten-
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Fig. V.18. Early Cycladic chisel found at Akrotiti, with remains of cloth preserved through metal corrosion.

Fig. V.19. Early Cycladic pin, found at
Akrotiri with remains of cloth preserved
through metal corrosion.

Fig. V.20. Detail of the cloth structure preserved on the
Early Cycladic pin of Fig. V.19 (after Moulhérat & Span-
tidaki 2004, Fig. 4).
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116. cf. MichAilidou 1999, 99, 106 (��) with previous references on ku-pi-ri-jo.
117. keMp & VogelsAng-eAstWood �001, ��0.
118. Ku-pi-ri-jo in tablet An 3� and a-ta-ro in un 443; Firth (�007, 133-13�) suggests that the two men are blacksmiths who

had obtained alum-stone by trading and that they have roasted the alum-stone to produce alum.
119. this recalls the ugaritic name ‘stone for colouring’ equivalent to Akkadian aban gabê: part iV.1.�, above.
1�0. nikolAou �00�, 40; the Great Hellenic Encyclopaedia mentions that alunite is found in the region of Akrotiri.
1�1. this is the meaning for the term o-no given by killen 199�, �19.
1��. see, in particular, chryssikopoulou & sotiropoulou �003 with references to the evidence on crushed murex shells

from Akrotiri, and to recent bibliography on dyes and purple industry. see also kArAli-yiAnnAkopoulou 199�, 16�-
166; kArAli & MegAloudi �008; Burke 1999; Veropoulidou, Andreou & kotsAkis �008.

1�3. see pAlyVou �00�, Fig. 17�.
1�4. chryssikopoulou �00�, Fig. �.
1��. cf. relative chapters in nicholson & shAW �000.
1�6. see above notes 1��, 1�4.
1�7. For dyeing with crocus in thera, see tzAchili-douskos 1980, where the ritual scene of women gathering saffron is dis-

cussed for the first time in terms of mode of production. she notes that in general, it was women who dyed yarn in
greece until very recent industrialization. crocus-coloured cloth enjoyed a special semeiotic significance in classical
antiquity (ibid 141). see also rehAk �004. For women collecting saffron in prehistoric and present day Akrotiri, see
tzAchili 1994 and sArpAki �001B. For the plant of saffron and its records in linear B, see sArpAki �001A, �03-�0�.

tion. the same adjective (?) may in another table denote wool of cypriot type116, recalling a sim-
ilar case in a text from egypt117. the subject of alum in Mycenaean texts has been now thoroughly
re-considered by r. Firth, giving rise to other suggestions regarding the identity of the two per-
sons named in the tablets in connection with the exchange of this commodity118. Firth’s idea that
what is recorded is in fact the alum-stone119 is particularly interesting, for this opens up the pos-
sibility that alum in Mycenaean times may have come from the volcanic island of Melos. Alunite,
i.e., alum-stone, occurs also on the volcanic island of thera1�0. the matter certainly needs further
analytical work, for a local exploitation of alunite, if it is proved to have occurred on Bronze Age
thera, will have been yet another factor that promoted the development of a textile industry on
the island, while also providing merchants with an item of trade of significant value in itself. the
‘benefit’1�1 of the transaction recorded on the two Mycenaean tablets are six kilograms (lAnA �)
of wool, four she-goats, three garments, �88 litres of wine and 384 litres of figs in one case and 30
kilograms (lAnA 10) of wool and ten garments in the other. unfortunately, in neither of the
tablets is the quantity of the alum specified.

As for purple dying at Akrotiri, some evidence is provided by the presence of crushed murex
shells1�� incorporated in the lime plaster of floor construction, as is the case with the ground floor
room Alpha �1�3. A lump of murex purple from Building complex delta is further evidence1�4.
since a distinction between pigments and dyestuffs is commonly applied in research1��, it should
be emphasized here that, for the first time in the Aegean, murex purple dye, the most precious
dyestuff used for prestige textiles, is attested at Akrotiri as a pigment on the wall-paintings. it was
applied selectively for embellishing details, as, for instance, on the wall paintings of the building
Xesté 31�6. the wall paintings from this building depict the women collecting saffron (Fig. V.48).
this precious commodity, among its other uses, was also a textile dye1�7. thus, although we know
less about dyes and more about pigments used at Akrotiri, we should expect that local dyeing of
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1�8. see sArpAki �001A, ��3-���.
1�9. sArpAki �001A, ��� with reference to MurrAy & WArren 1976 (where the discussion on po-ni-ki-jo and the dye plants

of Minoan crete). it should be noted that in regard to this insect living on the kermes oak, only in texts from nuzi is
there an explicit reference (VAn soldt 1990, 346).

130. For sources of red dyes, cf. sArpAki �001A, ��1-��� in the discussion of po-ni-ki-jo, a substance recorded in linear B
tablets by weight. For a full discussion of red-coloured textiles recorded in linear B texts, see nosch �004 where Me-
lena’s interpretation of po-ni-ki-jo as madder is upheld. For linear B colour terms, see BlAkolMer �004, table 1.

131. VogelsAng-eAstWood �000, �78.
13�. sArpAki �001A, �06-�08, with references.
133. VogelsAng-eAstWood �000, �79.
134. this is the ka-na-ko e-ru-ta-ra recorded in entries of one to three kilograms: sArpAki �001A, table �; nosch (�004, 34)

calculates the number of plants needed for the total contribution recorded.
13�. douMAs �006d; douMAs �008c; Assouti �003.
136. WArBurton 1997, 188 (in line �1 of the decree of horemheb).
137. tzAchili �00�A, 114-11�.
138. MichAilidou �001A, 70-73. godArt & tzedAkis 199�, �86 ff. refer to the series np of linear B tablets in which quan-

tities of saffron at various localities in crete are recorded. they emphasize that the destination of these quantities was
knossos and that certain named persons were in charge of the cultivation of saffron in these localities. “la presence,
au verso de np 74�3, du mot ri-no suivi de quantités pesées, nous invite à voir un rapport entre le lin et le safran” (go-
dArt & tzedAkis 199�, �88).

139. FilippAkis 1978; perdikAtsis et al. �000; chryssikopoulou �004. For the Minoan concept of colour, see BlAkolMer �004.
140. BirtAchA et al. forthcoming; deVetzi forthcoming. For the use of colour in early cycladic period, see BirtAchA �003.
141. BirtAchA et al. forthcoming; standardization of the pigments in the early cycladic period is also represented by the

miniature aryballoi containing azurite, some of them with their mouth found sealed (BirtAchA �003, Fig. �b).
14�. some derive from the excavations by spyridon Marinatos, while others were found more recently.
143. BirtAchA et al. forthcoming.
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textiles took place here, too. plant and animal dyes, such as madder1�8 and kermes1�9 for red130,
are best for dyeing textiles, murex dye being the most important, although in egypt ochreous
earths were also used, since textiles coloured with iron oxide have been identified among the finds
from the Workmen’s Village at Amarna131. safflower13�, the so-called ‘false saffron’, and pome-
granate were also sources of dyes for egyptian textiles133. safflower is mentioned in linear B
tablets, where the red florets, in particular, are recorded by weight units134. Archaeobotanical and
pictorial evidence on pomegranates at thera has been recently presented13�. safflower in egypt
is recorded as a product of corvée labour assigned to various villages136. saffron on thera may also
have been gathered in this way, since tzachili has emphasized the point that the baskets held by
the women at the saffron gatherers fresco are of the same size in all the scenes137. Besides its po-
tential application to local textile industry, saffron would have been a very precious trade item in
itself. so precious was saffron, that on linear B tablets it is recorded in small quantities, some-
times measured in special, extremely light units138.

Besides analytical studies on pigments and wall paintings already published139, important
research on actual lumps or traces of coloured materials from the site of Akrotiri is currently in
progress, as is work on the mortars and grinders used in their preparation process140. recently pre-
sented preliminary results are of particular interest here, because they have shown that there was
a standardization in form and possibly in mass of the lumps of colour that were discovered kept
inside the buildings141. some lumps of red ochre are manually shaped into a discoid form, lens-
shaped in section, similar to the form of the clay loom weights14�. the fact that in Akrotiri red
ochre was found both in solid form and in a loose condition inside jars143 helps us to understand
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144. see part iV.1.�, above.
14�. possibly a public (communal) building where also ritual activities took place (douMAs �008B, 3�8).
146. perdikAtsis et al. �000, 113-114.
147. e.g. eyre 1987B, 17�; there are also references to their absence from work for this purpose, and the issuing of leather

for the baskets for carrying rubble.
148. McdoWell 1999, 69. see also a reference to a private (?) letter which ends with the sentence: “please send me the plan

you will carry out for the painting work” (McdoWell 1999, 81).
149. köpcke 1999, 449.
1�0. cf. douMAs 1983, 76. it is even more important that the rooms they decorated are regularly those thought to have

been ‘private apartments’ (by MichAilidou �001c, 470); pAlyVou (�00�, 170) notes that the pictorial program assigned
to each building may have been known in advance.

1�1. this passage, by BAXAndAll (197�), in regard to painting and experience in 1�th cent. italy, is cited in cooney �007, 1.
1��. For a general view on imported items from the orient: douMAs 1986; BichtA �003.
1�3. teleVAntou 198�; 1984.
1�4. As douMAs 1983, �36-�37; 1986; 1991; �001, 89.
1��. the latter words form the subtitle of the book by pAlyVou �00�.

better the duality in measuring similar merchandise in near eastern texts, that is, measurement ei-
ther in terms of weight units or in terms of capacity units, in the latter case being counted in jars144.

the use of purple dye for pigments is an element of luxury that certainly adds detail to the
picture we have of the tenants of building Xesté 3. it also adds to what we suspect of its special
function14�. paintings were found in even smaller buildings, the so-called “lilies Fresco” excep-
tionally decorating a ground floor room which belonged to the smallest house so far found. the
use of purple and even egyptian blue146 point to significant raw material costs. detailed accounts
on deir el-Medina ostraca refer to the valuable pigments measured by weight and issued to
draughtsmen to grind and make into paints147. What, then, of the painters? Manpower, in par-
ticular when of specialized ability, is a whole subject in itself. leaving aside ration-based palatial
systems, we may get some idea of the mode of compensation employed in private transactions
from one deir el-Medina text, where a named workman pays a named draughtsman for paintings
done in his own tomb. it is interesting that the tomb owner also supplies the necessary painting
materials. in the list of items given as payment, such as loincloths, bundles of vegetables, a mat, bas-
kets, two pairs of sandals and wood, pigment is included, with its value stated at � ½ silver units148.

3. Houses and properties. the social and economic status of occupants of houses can be consid-
ered in the context of their individual dwellings. At Akrotiri we are certainly impressed by “the
education in taste that the wall paintings exhibit”149. it is commonly accepted that proof of a high
standard of living at Akrotiri is provided by the fact that they could afford to have the upper floor
of their houses decorated with exquisite wall paintings1�0. regarding the value of the art of paint-
ing within social and economic systems, Baxandall has noted:

“the relationship of which the painting is the deposit was among other things a commercial
relationship (my emphasis), and some of the economic practices of the period are quite con-
cretely embodied in the paintings. Money is very important in the history of art”1�1.
they could also afford beautiful furniture and exquisite utensils locally produced or im-

ported1�� and some or many of them wore garments and jewelry as depicted in the wall paint-
ings1�3. their prosperity clearly derived from seafaring and trade1�4 and they lived in an
environment displaying an architecture of affluence1��.
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1�6. Although also employing well dressed blocks as corner stones, frames and steps (pAlyVou �00�, 11�). the main stone
used for building ordinary rubble walls was red-brown/black scoria, which was easy to extract (pAlyVou �00�, 113),
whilst walls of ashlar masonry are confined to the buildings termed by Marinatos ‘Xestae’.

1�7. stones of ignimbrite and dacitic tuff: einFAlt 1978; pAlyVou �00�, 113-11�, 180-181; �004, 74. see pAlyVou �00�, Fig.
1�3, for traces of ignimbrite quarrying in the potamos region, on the east of the site of Akrrotiri, a place where the first
digging by r.zahn in the 19th cent. revealed buildings similar to Akrotiri (see more recently in tzAchili �00�B; �006).

1�8. And also promoting the exchange value of carrying animals or small boats, although the site of potamos is not very
distant.

1�9. eyre 1987A, 17.
160. twelve masons (literally ‘wall builders’, to-ko-do-mo) will build in four different sites: pylos tablet An 3� (chAdWick

1976, 138). one group of tablets in the palace of pylos deals with allocating work to such workers as builders, carpenters
(te-ko-to-ne), wood cutters (du-ro-to-mo), sword makers, cowherds, shepherds, and records when they were absent
from work. it also records provision of materials for their work and their rations (Firth �007, 133).

161. About 80 instances are reported, so far: pAlyVou �00�, 1�0, 181 and pAlyVou 1999, 161-163, with references also to Mi-
noan masons marks. For a very lively description of all stages of building activity at Akrotiri, as inspired by the thor-
ough study of the architectural evidence, see pAlyVou �004, where the tale begins with the unloading of gypsum
knossian slabs and timber from crete, continues with the extraction of ignimbrite blocks at the near by site of pota-
mos and then relates all the stages of the building.

16�. the views are by eyre 1987A, 16.
163. eyre 1987A, �4-��.
164. eyre 1987A, ��.

to start with the subject of real es-
tate and its processes: how were these
houses obtained? the owner of a house
might also be the builder, most of the
houses with rubble walls being cheaper
than others1�6. large buildings, however,
such as Xesté 3 or Xesté 4, employed
well-dressed blocks of impressive ashlar
masonry from quarries on the island
(Fig. V.21)1�7, thus adding costs of quar-
rying and transportation to the overall
expenditure1�8. A division of labour
among workers employed in the quarries
and those at work on the building site, as
was the case in egypt1�9, is also to be expected. Masons are textually attested at Mycenaean pylos160.
inscribing ‘masons marks’ on some of the well dressed stones at Akrotiri was also a part of the
planning of work161, whether this was concerned with the delivery of the blocks, as has been sug-
gested in the case of the Middle kingdom in egypt, or with their final working and positioning
in the building, as has been suggested in the case of the old kingdom period16�. payment to
labourers might consist of foodstuffs or clothing. in old kingdom egypt, the owner of a tomb usu-
ally “satisfied” the men who built it with bread, beer, clothing, oil and grain163. A good example
is a false door in one tomb bearing the inscription: “I have (had) this made for bread and beer”164.
the new kingdom records from deir el-Medina are useful for shedding light on every area of
small-scale economics, since they are involved with local bartering, with only few instances of
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Fig. V.21. Neatly dressed blocks of local Theran stones, that is,
brown and red scoria, white tuff and spotted ignimbrite.
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16�. JAnssen 1988, 16.
166. JAnssen 1988, 19.
167. this recompense was equivalent to 3 deben, that is �73 gr., of copper, the highest price for a pair of sandals in the same

context. the egyptian capacity measure khar of 76.88 litres was divided to 4 oipě of 19.�� litres.
168. As for instance recorded in an account of one day’s allowances of loaves or cakes to various craftsmen working on a

certain tomb in Middle kingdom egypt, where the highly skilled draughtsman receives six loaves in contrast to the
average two loaves given to most of the others (JAMes 196�, 86).

169. e.g. about �00 people are recorded in two of the hagia triada tablets (pAlMer 199�, 147). For the subject of ‘subsis-
tence rations’ in linear B tablets, see pAlMer 1989, 89-1�4.

170. the ration system may occasionally function as a source of income, if any of the quantities given were surplus to re-
quirement.

171. part iV. 1.1, above.
17�. that is, one shekel wool for 10 bricks: zAccAgnini 1981, 3�8.
173. VAn de Mieroop 199�, 18.
174. since both products are attested at Akrotiri (sArpAki 199�A, ��3). Figs are an important commodity and barley and

figs are frequently listed together both in linear A and B tablets (pAlMer 199�,147-148). they were part of the rations
given to dependent personnel in linear B tablets, see pAlMer 1989 with comments on their nutritional values. of
course payments in mixed commodities may also be possible, depending on the availability to the pulses, wool, oil, cloth.

17�. on the subject of literacy at Akrotiri, see MichAilidou �000-�001; for a theran ‘ostracon’ with accounts in linear A,
see MichAilidou 199�-1993; For a ‘private’ deposit of tablets found in a house at Akrotiri, see Boulotis 1998; Boulo-
tis �008B.

176. As calculated by pAlMer 1989, 10�. For the nutritional value of grain and figs, see in particular pages 106-107, where
there is also a comment on legumes and milk.

people outside this village involved16�. even from this settlement, where the highly skilled crafts-
men probably lived in houses provided by government institutions166, comes a text that mentions
construction of house wall/s for a cost of 1½ khar of barley167. here payment is made immedi-
ately and so is to be distinguished from various instances of allocations of grain, or even loaves
and cakes, to dependent labourers168. in records from the Aegean, manpower is mentioned in
linear A and linear B tablets169. the same lack of clarity between a system involving payment by
rations170 and one involving immediate payment arises in the case of wool. this is a product
recorded as a yearly allowance to dependent labourers or courtiers in the near east171, but which
is also mentioned as part of compensation for building activities. For example, payment in wool
is recorded at nuzi for the moulding of bricks at a ratio of one mina (=60 shekels) of wool per 600
bricks17�. in old Babylonian ur, the employment of masons in the construction of houses is ev-
ident in a few texts. More interesting, however, are some agreements between neighbours on the
repair of a separation wall between two houses. they either come to an agreement about the ex-
penses, or one of the owners undertakes the work himself173. As the town plan reveals, at Akrotiri,
such economic negotiations between neighbours may not have been common, since, as a rule,
houses of the same complex neighbouring on each other are separated by double walls. every
house had its own exterior wall incorporated in the complex. if building expenses at Akrotiri were
paid in grain or figs174, the quantities will presumably have been measured out in baskets or jars
and, if needed, they could have been recorded in terms of the appropriate linear A dry capacity
unit and its fractions, perhaps in the form of a temporary note on a sherd or with more care on
a tablet17�. the weight to volume ratios of the two commodities were 0.777 kg. for 1 litre of wheat
and 0.91 kg. for 1 litre of dried figs176.
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177. pAlyVou 1999, �1-��, 4��-4�6 and passim; tsAkAnikA in press; pAlyVou �00�, 11�; 181-18�. see also various types of
wooden beams enumerated on the pylos tablet Vn 46: chAdWick 1976, 138-139; pAlAiMA 1991, �96.

178. eyre 1980, 113.
179. For example, in the timber accounts of the period of sethos i, in egypt, the usual type of account is as follows: “conifer-

wood, support-beams of 17 cubits, 1 item; of 1� cubits, 1 item; total �” or “conifer-wood, planking of 16 ½ cubits, �
items, width, 3 palms” (kitchen 1993, ��1). Also counted in numbers are the a-ko-so-ne in linear B tablets e.g. the
tablet Vn 10 from pylos.

180. leeMAns 1960, 19.
181. hoFFner 1997, 100-101, law 10�.
18�. hoFFner 1997, 4, 100 note 3�0.
183. nimrud letter 1�, dated to the 8th cent. B.c. (WAtson-treuMAnn �000/�001, 77).
184. papyrus Moscow 1�0: lichtheiM 1976, ���-�30.

Besides stone-built walls, wood, too, was an essential el-
ement in Minoan and late cycladic architecture (Fig.
V.22)177, which was a material that certainly added to
the final cost of a new building. in regard to measuring
wood, large numbers of unspecified units of wood are
recorded in egyptian texts, which also refer to deliver-
ies by wood-cutters178. products, such as beams and
planks, are enumerated together with their dimen-
sions179. Wood measured in talents (e.g. 60 talents) is
recorded in an ur-iii text among the articles exported
in order to obtain copper from Magan180. the talents
may here refer to the heaviest load a man could carry to
the ship or to the load a man could take away, as in the
following text from the hittite laws:

[If ] anyone steals timber from a [...] pond, [if] (he
steals ) [one talent (=30.78 kg) of wood], he shall pay
3 shekels of silver; if (he steals) 2 talents (=61.56 kg)
of wood, [he shall pay] 6 shekels of silver; if (he steals)
[3] talents (=92.34 kg) of wood, it becomes a case for the king’s court181.
this text makes clear the great value of timber, for here fines for stealing one or two talents

of wood are three and six shekels of silver respectively, whilst in cases where greater amounts are
involved, the thief is sent to the king’s court, where serious matters, such as malicious magical
acts or adultery, were judged18�.

the high value of wood, especially in ship construction, is also revealed by some texts indi-
cating the use of restrictive measures and even something resembling an embargo in order to
protect and ensure access to this prime commodity183. of interest here is Wenamun’s trip from
egypt to syria, described in the famous 11th cent. B.c. text184, whose aim was the purchase of
lebanese timber for the ‘great noble barque’ of Amen-re. As for the availability of timber on
thera, recent analysis of wood charcoal remains from the settlement at Akrotiri suggests that
there was variable vegetation cover over the island prior to the volcanic eruption, but also that
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Fig. V.22. Horizontal timber frames embed-
ded in the construction of the walls at Akro-
tiri (after Palyvou 2005, Fig. 171).
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18�. in the charcoal assemblage studied, olive was by far the best represented, followed by pine. Also present were cypress,
oak, pomegranate, tamarisk, cedar and others. see in Assouti �003 a detailed description followed by a discussion on
the question of local availability or importation of the various specimen of wood attested. see also douMAs �006d;
�008c.

186. palyvou �00�, 11� citing a remark by p. touliAtos (�000, �7-36).
187. cedar, yew and beech are high quality carpentry material (Assouti �003, 481).
188. pine and olive were apparently the main fire-wood resources for the inhabitants of Akrotiri, according to Assouti

(�003, 480). see also sArpAki & Assouti �008.
189. As in deir el-Medina: JAnssen 197�, 16�. the amount of wood delivered to the nuzi palace was measured in wagon-

loads: Fincke �000, 169.
190. see gerontAs �004, 39-��.
191. part iV. �, above: the value of the bed on the particular stele from giza is defined as four shat, the rest of the total price of

the house, consisting of 10 shat, been paid by two pieces of cloth of a given size estimated on 3 shat each (Menu 1998, �77).
19�. JAnssen 197�, 184. For example, we may compare these prices to 1-3 deben of copper (91 to �73 gr.) needed to obtain

a pair of sandals in the same cultural context (JAnssen 197�, �9�-�98, table l; introduction, ��).
193. As pAlyVou �00�, �4, who further remarks that other buildings may in future prove to belong to the latter category too.

For the size and architectural details of the two buildings, see pAlyVou �00�, �4-6� (Xesté 3) and 96-98 (Xesté 4) and
cf. above part i.1, Fig. i.1 and part ii.1.�, Fig. ii.�8.

high-quality timber and/or finished wooden ob-
jects of cedar, yew and beech were imported18�. pa-
lyvou points out the effect shipbuilding had on
house building186. A variety of woods were needed
for both simple and luxurious carpentry prod-
ucts187, nor should we forget demands made on
sources of firewood188, a material commonly meas-
ured in bundles or in ‘ass-loads’189. some carpentry
products may have been imports, but items of every-
day life, such as beds, for instance, were probably
local products. indeed, a uniformity in the mode of
manufacture is obvious in most of the beds so far
revealed in the settlement (Fig. V.23)190. Beds
seemed to have been prized items of private prop-
erty, if their substantial exchange value in egypt is
of relevance here. in the old kingdom house sale
inscription already discussed, a bed is included in
the list of pieces of cloth given in exchange for the house191. prices for beds in new kingdom every-
day transactions, as recorded in deir el-Medina, fluctuated between 1� and �� deben of copper
(1,091 gr. to �,�7� gr.), with the possibility that in one case, 7 deben (637 gr.) might be either the pay-
ment for its construction or the price of the wood19�. Furthermore, beds are recorded among mov-
able property in inheritance lists of the near east, which we look at below.

Most excavated buildings at Akrotiri display a typical form, modest in size. there are others, how-
ever, such as the buildings Xesté 3 and Xesté 4, that are termed ‘atypical theran houses’, due to
their great size, elegant facades, and elaborate interiors193. doumas refers to Xesté 3 as a public
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Fig. V.23. Plaster casts of three beds, the shape of
their wooden frame preserved within the pumice.
One of the beds was found placed in inverted posi-
tion and all of them display parts of their webbing
made from strings of plant fibre (cf. Spantidaki &
Mouhlérat 2006, 286).
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�9�. DoUMAs �987, �5�-�59; �008B, 358.
�95. As pointed out in MArinAtos �98�. these activities may be related to rites of passage, on the basis of the themes of the

wall paintings adorning particular interior spaces, the ‘lustral basin’ or ‘adyton’ included (DoUMAs �987; pApAgeor-
gioU �000; BoUlotis �005; VlAchopoUlos �003; �007; in press).

�96. Xesté � is only partly excavated (the more recent presentation is by AkriVAki forthcoming). in Xesté 3 the circulatory
pattern as completely revealed points to a bipartite division of spatial function, one area offering the possibility of ac-
cess to the public, the other being of a private character (MichAiliDoU �00�c, 39�-�98). of course, tzachili is right in
questioning our modern concepts of public and private elements (tzAchili �99�, 9 note 6).

�97. pAlyVoU �005, �85.
�98. keMp �99�, ���: papyrus B.M. �0�0�.
�99. JAMes �98�, �7�-�75.
�00. keMp �99�, ���.
�0�. e.g. MenU �998.
�0�. e.g. eDzArD �968; steinkeller �989; gelB et al. �99�.
�03. steinkeller �989, ���-��6.
�0�. VAn De Mieroop �99�, ��5.

building�9� and certain ceremonies obviously took place in certain parts of this building, which
on occasion may have been accessible to people other than the tenants�95. however, both Xesté 3
and Xesté � also contain private apartments�96. When comparing habitation sites of the period,
palyvou remarks of Akrotiri that “the size of the houses is comparable to the cretan distinction
between mansions and ordinary houses”�97. Xesté 3 would seem to be one such mansion owned
by persons of high official status.

An elaborate building is, in kemp’s view, evidence of economic pressures in the sphere of pri-
vate demand. A prosperous official in egypt might seek to build a new house for himself, as shown
by a letter of the �8th dynasty sent by a named ‘mayor’ to a named scribe acting as a ‘chief of
works’�98 with instructions on the early stages of building a new house:

…You should have installed the matting and beams of the store-room together with the back part
of the house, the wall being six cubits in height. And allow for the doors of the store-rooms to be
five cubits in height, and allow for the doors of the sitting room to be six cubits in height. And
you should instruct the builder, Amenmose, so that he does it just so, and hastens the building
of the house. See to it!�99.

the ending of the letter is also informative in regard to the ownership of the house-plot:
Have the price of the land for the house given to its owner, and make sure he is happy with it.
See to it that when I come he doesn’t have words with me�00.
houses and house-lots in Akrotiri may also have been acquired through sale transactions, a

practice attested in a variety of real estate sale documents originating from egypt�0� or Meso-
potamia�0�. the whole process of defining the immobile property and of recording and witness-
ing the payment indicates that there were cases of private ownership of ‘houses’, ‘built-up
house-lots, ‘empty house lots’, ‘ruined house-lots’. steinkeller notes that in old Babylonian sale
documents house descriptions regularly state the size and the location in relation to the neigh-
bouring properties and/or natural boundaries of the house sold�03. Van de Mieroop states that in
old Babylonian Ur texts, the price per square metre for the roofed floor space, varies from 0.6�
grams to �� grams of silver�0�.

���V. An ApproAch to Bronze Age AegeAn MicroeconoMics in Akrotiri, therA
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�05. keMp �99�, ���; this is the only indication of the value of a house, in this case low, that is, as much as that of a painted
coffin, which may mean that it was no more than a hovel somewhere in the valley (JAnssen �975, 396).

�06. this should be taken into account by archaeologists when applying demographic models on the basis of the size of the
excavated houses.

�07. VAn De Mieroop �99�, ��3-��6.
�08. For example, in the workshop of isin, doors were produced in large quantities and most texts record the use of leather

and glue. According to BIN �0: �86, six logs of fir (?) tree were used for two doors (VAn De Mieroop �987, ��).
�09. JAnssen �975, 389-393. the doors of the settlement houses were painted red, but those of tombs may have been deco-

rated. in a letter on o.DeM. ��9, the sender asks to have the door, which is made by a scribe and therefore decorated,
sent to him (JAnssen �975, 389 and note 6).

��0. As chADWick �976, �38-�39.
���. As VAn eFFentere �970, �3-53; see discussion by pAlAiMA �99�, �96-30.
���. see pAlyVoU �005, ���.
��3. these are the observations by pAlyVoU �005, �38.
���. in one case, one of the leaves detached from the door left an imprint �6 cm in width on the fill of pumice and is thought

to have consisted of a well-dressed plank (pAlyVoU �005, ��5). one wonders if the fragments of thin red plaster also
found in the fill may be connected with the decoration of the door as well and not just with the painting of the wall be-
tween the door posts.

Another means of acquiring real estate was by in-
heritance. A woman from Deir el-Medina in egypt, for
instance, pays for the coffin she has ordered for her de-
ceased husband, with a promise of a house she is to in-
herit from him�05. houses and orchards play a prominent
role in old Babylonian inheritance divisions. interestingly,
in these texts the size of the houses depends more on
wealth and less on size of family�06 and some architectural
elements, such as doors, are listed separately�07. these
were independent craft items normally constructed by
specialized artisans from various materials, such as wood,
reed or leather�08 and so were items of value in themselves.
indeed, individual parts of buildings, such as doors or
columns, were the object of private transactions at Deir el-
Medina, in egypt. For example, here a column costs three
deben (�73 gr. of copper), whilst prices for doors fluctuate
between half a deben (�6 gr. of copper) and �0 deben (9�0
gr. of copper)�09. A list of wooden items consisting of
beams, door-posts, a pillar, a column, which have been in-
terpreted as building parts��0, is recorded on a linear B
tablet from pylos, although it is possible that the list enu-
merates ship-building materials���. such difficulties of in-
terpretation are not surprising, given the influence
experience in shipbuilding may have had on house construction techniques���. At Akrotiri, im-
pressions on the volcanic ash show that entrance doors (Fig. V.24) were made of wood. the doors
consisted of one leaf constructed of two planks held together by means of transverse horizontal
beams located at the bottom and the top of the leaf ��3. of course, for the openings in the pier-and-
door partitions, interior doors with two leaves were the rule for this Minoan innovation���. Wooden
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Fig. V.24. Entrance to House Delta East dis-
playing impressions on the volcanic ash of
the two planks of the leaf of the door. The
horns of consecration were not found where
they are today, but in the square in front of
the house.
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��5. A possibility suggested by pAlyVoU �005, ��� and Fig. �05.
��6. strUDWick & strUDWick �997, �0 commenting on the depiction of the house of Amenmose in Fig. �.
��7. VAn De Mieroop �99�, ���.
��8. the tablet UET V: ��� from house no. �, church lane (VAn De Mieroop �99�, ��5).
��9. VAn De Mieroop �99�, ��6.

��3V. An ApproAch to Bronze Age AegeAn MicroeconoMics in Akrotiri, therA

shutters are to be expected in some of the windows (Fig. V.25)��5 and wooden shutters may be por-
trayed in a particular depiction in egyptian iconography (Fig. V.26)��6.

Both inheritance and dowry lists from the old Babylonian city of Ur are good indicators of the
existence of private mobile property consisting mainly of human capital, quantities of metal and
household utensils. For example, a text containing the dowry of a named wife, lists �½ kg. of sil-
ver, five slaves and numerous pieces of furniture and household utensils��7, whilst from the same
house came an inheritance document with contents which Van de Mieroop describes��8:

“Five brothers divided among each other, in addition to a roofed area of ��3 sq.m., a building in
ruin of 60 sq. m., two slaves, �76.�7 gr. of silver and a large number of objects in various materials.
the property included twelve doors, five beds, ten chairs, two buckets, and a vessel holder, all ob-
jects made of wood or of date palm fibers. the metal objects listed were six bronze knives, five
bronze vessels, one copper container, one half-kilogram of copper, seven scales, and two measuring
containers. stone objects included one vessel, five tablets of lapis lazuli, three millstones, and three
mills for cress. in addition the brothers divided among each other three spoons, three balances, one
reed object and four baskets”��9.

such documents are of value to us, since they indicate what the future owners regarded as wealth.
in addition, they include items of perishable material which naturally hardly appear in the ar-
chaeological record. A ground area of ��7 sq. m. is reported for the West house at Akrotiri, while
in general, the ground areas of houses at Akrotiri fluctuate between 96 sq.m. (house Delta east)

Fig. V.25. Suggested reconstruction of wooden shutters in
windows at Akrotiri (after Palyvou 2005, Fig. 205 with the
entrance of Building Xesté 3).

Fig. V.26. Detail of the depiction of the
Egyptian town house of Amenmose in The-
ban Tomb 254, with wooden shutters in the
windows (after Davies 1929, 242, Fig. 6).
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��0. pAlyVoU �005, �85.
���. According to nosch (�003, �8-�9, ��), the linear B term do-e-ro/do-e-ra is used in the Mycenaean tablets only for pri-

vately owned personnel. For the subject of ‘slaves’ and human capital in general, see introduction, 3�-�5 (with refer-
ences), in particular page �5 for comments on the so-called ‘priestess’ depicted in the wall paintings of the West house
at Akrotiri.

���. see VAn De Mieroop �99�, ��6 note 85.
��3. its weight is �,950 gr., see part ii.�.�, above.
���. see below section 7.
��5. For furniture at Akrotiri see polychronAkoU-sgoUritsA �00�.
��6. cf. the old Babylonian dialogue “At the cleaner’s”: introduction, 3�-3�.
��7. McDoWell �999, 36, text ��. the total value recorded for the payment to the doctor is ca �� deben (of copper) and

for the nurse is 30 ½ deben (of copper).
��8. part iV. �, above.
��9. Mortars are found at Akrotiri in every house. DeVetzi (�007, �38 note 75, 30�) draws attention to the fact that even

stone mortars that were hollowed by their long and frequent use are been kept as part of the household’s equipment.
�30. onion was planted and consumed in the near east too and varieties of it are known from texts from Fara, ebla, pre-

sargonic lagash, Ur iii dynasty and hittite sources, as well as garlic. how necessary onions were for ancient people is
evidenced by the terminology of containers by which they were measured or distributed (DonBAz �999, ��9; WAet-
zolD �987A, �3-56).

and 367 sq.m. (Xesté �). to these numbers, the floor surface areas of the storeys above the ground
floor should be added��0. two slaves are listed in the document described by Van de Mieroop
above as part of the household property, which may mean that some kind of serfdom (an enor-
mous subject in itself, of course���), was involved in weaving or other activities. it is not likely
that the owner of an amount of silver of the order of �76.�7 gr. would have left it behind, when
the time came to flee Akrotiri. it is also possible that silver mentioned in connection with the
household at Ur was not actually kept in the house���. A quantity of copper in ingot fragments,
however, was found inside a house at Akrotiri��3, whilst more than five bronze vessels were left
behind in another house���. As for furniture��5, casts formed by pouring plaster in the negatives
left in the volcanic materials by the now decayed wood have revealed tables, stools, chairs and
beds. the sorts of items mentioned in our inheritance list are commonly found at Akrotiri in or
outside houses, whither they had apparently been temporarily moved.

such pieces of property were not obtained every day through inheritance or marriage con-
tracts. necessities or demands for luxuries may be satisfied through provisions or gifts given by
a central authority or through exchange mechanisms. services rendered at a private level may
have proved profitable. A cloth cleaner was promised by his customer as much grain as would fill
his lap��6. A bronze ewer, three baskets, two pairs of sandals, a wooden box, castor oil and a fine
mat make up the reward given at Deir el-Medina to a doctor. the same man gave a wet-nurse, pos-
sibly in return for undertaking the care of his children, three necklaces, one piece of log, one bas-
ket, one ivory comb, one pair of sandal thongs and a quantity of fat��7.

4. House inventories and merchandise. house inventories form another type of text that pro-
vides an idea of what sort of moveable property was considered worth listing. in a text from Deir
el-Medina already mentioned��8, the owner himself gives the list in which, besides the household
equipment consisting of beds, foot-stools, boxes, two tree trunks, one door, two griddle-stones and
one mortar��9, he includes foodstuffs consisting of sacks of barley and emmer and �6 bundles of
onions�30.
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�3�. heiMpel �997, 63-8�.
�3�. For the close relation of merchants to silver, see more recently DoğAn & MichAiliDoU �008, �� with references.
�33. chADWick �976, ��7, the series py ta.
�3�. see the attempt to correlate them to archaeological finds in VAnDenABeele & oliVier �979; also VAriAs gArcíA �008,

with previous references to the series ta tablets.
�35. VAn De Mieroop �99�, ��6.
�36. see, for example, MichAiliDis & AngeliDis �006.
�37. Whether it was abandoned as it was stored or in the form of secondary deposits. see, for instance, polychronAkoU-

sgoUritsA �000, 66-67.
�38. As enumerated by polychronAkoU-sgoUritsA �000.
�39. polychronAkoU-sgoUritsA �000, 80-8�.

At the other end of the scale, an idea of what the houses of the prosperous contained is given
by household inventories referring to public officials at Mari�3�. these list the property of pow-
erful individuals which was transferred to the palace of Mari upon the death of its owner. thus
the scribe dealing with the property of sammetar, the governor of terqa, records grain, goats,
small cattle, jewelry, copper, wine, silver cup, wool, personnel and roof beams. in heimpel’s view,
a reference to the empty house of a merchant implies that even properties of minor officials were
transferred after their death to the palace. in our view, however, the expectation was that a de-
ceased merchant’s property would be sizeable and perhaps include some of his merchandise and
even capital in silver�3�. Among the Aegean texts, a series of linear B tablets from the palace at
pylos contain an “exciting list of valuable objects”, possibly recorded by a palace inspector, al-
though there is no indication of the place where these goods may have been kept (or came
from)�33. Bronze vessels and utensils and pieces of furniture are here recorded with their specific
ornamentation�3�.

how can we relate the textual evidence offered by these household inventories to material
evidence from excavated sites? As Van de Mieroop remarks in regard to the inheritance divisions,
which he considers as the best source of information on private properties, almost no object of
value was excavated in the houses of old Babylonian Ur�35. At the site of Akrotiri, the layers of
pumice and ash that filled the buildings functioned as packing material, thus excluding any pos-
sibility of looting or other human intervention. the preservation conditions were also very
favourable towards organic materials�36. nevertheless, the inhabitants had the time to remove
their valuables when they abandoned the town. one way of dealing with the subject of individ-
ual wealth might be to look closely at what material was left in storage areas�37 in the hope that
even when items have been moved, they probably do not derive from other houses but were part
of the original equipment of the particular house, thus representing the minimum of the movable
property belonging to the household.

in regard to storage activities at Akrotiri, there is evidence that the following goods were spe-
cially kept or stored: a) foodstuffs, such as grain, flour of wheat and barley, pulses, dried fruit, al-
monds, snails, fish, sea urchins and other seafood, wine, oil, b) clay pots of various forms and
functions, c) stone tools and utensils, d) stone luxury vessels, e) metal items, f) furniture and
g) various objects such as baskets, ropes, loom weights�38. notably, storage of luxury stone ves-
sels and metal items is evidenced only in Building complex Delta�39. polychronakou-sgouritsa
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Fig. V.27. Imported Cretan askoi found
inside a jar in room Delta 16 of House
Delta South (after Boulotis 2008B, Fig.
19).

Fig. V.28. Stone barrel-shaped balance weight,
made of agate, which may have been found in
room Delta 16 of House Delta South.

Fig. V.29a-b. Bronze tongs found in room Delta 18a of House
Delta East and manufactured with care from a high tin cop-
per alloy that gives them a gold colour. They are of the so-
called ‘Aegean type’ and are decorated with parallel grooves
along the edges.

Fig. V.30. Gypsum cast of a table stored in room Delta 18a of
House Delta East.
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��0. polychronAkoU-sgoUritsA has excavated this particular area (�000, 8�-9�).
���. they were identified by the excavator polychronAkoU-sgoUritsA.
���. MichAiliDoU �008B, Fig. �0.
��3. Made of ‘egyptian alabaster’: DeVetzi �000,�3�, Fig. 6.
���. MichAiliDoU �008B, Fig. �0.
��5. BoUlotis �008B, 7�-7�, Fig. ��; kArnAVA �008A.
��6. BoUlotis �998; BoUlotis �008B, 8�-88.
��7. BoUlotis �008B, 68, 75, Figs �-6. the possibility of one or more scribes working for the people of Akrotiri, as is the

case with the workmen’s village at Deir el-Medina, cannot be excluded, since the tablets are professionally inscribed
on local clay, as Boulotis remarks. however, merchants, whether official agents or freelance tradesmen, are presum-
ably literate (MichAiliDoU �000-�00�; cf. Michel �998; �008). pAlMer (�995, �88) comments on the spread of the signs
for commodities through the medium of trade. pAlAiMA (�98�) suggests that linear A was used in the Aegean islands
for commercial and perhaps administrative purposes. in kArnAVA’s view (�008B) the scribe/s in the cyclades, whether
cretans or members of the local population, were trained in this script in the same “school” as the cretans.

��8. As BoUlotis �008B, 86-88.
��9. Thera V, 36, pl. 86a. Four out of the total of six were placed together in this room.
�50. part ii, �.�, above.
�5�. MichAiliDoU �00�; BoUlotis �008B, 88; MichAiliDoU in press.
�5�. For a detailed catalogue of the objects, see polychronAkoU-sgoUritsA �000, 8�-9�. there is also the view that the ob-

jects were forced into this area by water penetrating after the eruption. see BoUlotis �008B, 88 for the possibility of a
merchandise in storage.

�53. comparable to one deposited in the tomb of a metalworker (?) in enkomi: AlBerti �006, Fig. 6. see also MichAiliDoU

�008B, Fig. �; the excavator reports that the small metal vessels were kept in a wooden box, whose two bronze han-
dles have survived (cf. part iii, Fig. iii.�9), while the tongs were found inside a basket (polychronAkoU-sgoUritsA

�008, �59-�60 and notes 7�, 73).
�5�. For particular details on how the objects were found, see polychronAkoU-sgoUritsA �000, 8�-9�. For the wooden

objects, see specifically polychronAkoU-sgoUritsA �00�.

enumerates the contents of a close cluster of finds from the house Delta east, found stocked in a
narrow ground floor room��0, room Delta �8a. this is the room where the only fragments of lin-
ear A tablets so far located were found���, among the sherds of a small clay bathtub placed on the
ground, together with a bronze dagger with silver-capped-rivets (Fig. V.31)���, a stone imported
amphora ��3, a bell-shaped lead weight���, a copper bowl and a clay sealing��5. in Boulotis’s view��6,
the tablets formed part of some type of private archive or rather a deposit, as it were, that be-
longed to the tenant of the house. he was a producer and/or a merchant involved in, among other
activities, the circulation of textiles, as is indicated by one of the tablets to be discussed below.
the fragments belong to from three to six tablets and were very probably written by the same
hand, perhaps that of the merchant himself��7. Another merchant may have lived in the next
house Delta south, where the ‘shop’ of room Delta �6 was located that contained imported stone
vessels, ostrich eggs, metal vases, the ‘cretan load’ of clay askoi (Fig. V.27)��8, the half dozen tri-
ton shells��9, two pairs of balances and the stone syrian-mina weight (Fig. V.28)�50. indeed, the
tenants of all four houses of Building complex Delta (Fig. V.57) may have been merchants�5�.

thus the question arises of how one is to define the material found stocked under the still pre-
served floor of the upper storey at Delta �8a�5�. Did such items, such as stone vessels, miniature
clay and metal vessels, a bronze pair of tongs (Fig. V.29a-b)�53, two tables (Fig. V.30) and three
stools�5�, all belong to the equipment and fittings of the house or do some of them at least repre-
sent part of abandoned merchandise? the excavator’s comment in regard to the tenants of the
Delta houses gives rise to a persuasive argument in favour of considering some of these items to
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�55. polychronAkoU-sgoUritsA �000, 9� note �9�.
�56. in catling’s classification of metal items (cAtling �98�, �08-��0) weapons are a separate category.
�57. polychronAkoU-sgoUritsA �000, 83.
�58. polychronAkoU-sgoUritsA �000, 87
�59. published by BelogiAnni (�00�) and also mentioned more recently (BelogiAnni �007).
�60. see indicatively BelogiAnni �003; tzAchili �005A.
�6�. perhaps their most precious content being the saffron, as depicted in the wall painting of the saffron gatherers (Belo-

giAnni �000; tzAchili �005A). Baskets of various names relating to their function or mode of manufacture are recorded
on Deir el-Medina ostraca with their exchange values; e.g. two grain baskets (kbs) at one khar of grain (that is equiva-
lent to their total capacity in grain) or at two deben of copper. the value is higher when it includes their content: “two
grain baskets filled with barley as barley, makes � deben” (JAnssen �975, �33, �3� table ii, ��0).

�6�. part ii. �.�. Fig. ii.63 and 75.
�63. the idea that room Delta � had a ritual character, as suggested by n. Marinatos (MArinAtos �98�, 9�; �985, ���-���),

is supported by the fact that the ‘lilies fresco’ exceptionally adorns a ground floor room and that horns of consecration
were found fallen in the square before the house entrance. For the function of horns of consecration at Akrotiri, see
AleXopoUlos �008.

have been part of a quantity of merchandise. she notes that the activities of the occupants were
obviously very profitable, since they left behind such a quantity of luxuries which they obviously
could not carry away�55. in our view, it is highly unlikely that the two daggers (Fig. V.31), of the
best quality so far found in situ, were willingly left behind, if they were personal belongings�56.
More significant is the great number – 380 – of clay pots found in this narrow area, some of them
being reported as definitely unused�57. Many items were found carefully stored in wooden boxes
or baskets. the list of finds also includes two oars (?), a barrel-shaped wooden container�58 and
a considerable number of baskets (Fig. V.32) of various shapes and sizes�59. Baskets are men-
tioned in both linear A and linear B script�60 and were very much in demand for a variety of uses,
the measuring of commodities involved in transactions being one of them�6�. Balances or stone
weights are not reported, unless the lead disc marked with two triangles (Fig. V.33) indeed comes
from the same house�6�. it is of two minas weight and the manner in which it is marked points
to its having been a standard weight, possibly privately owned. if it was, it may have functioned
as ‘the merchant’s’ or ‘the priest’s’ balance weight, depending on whether house Delta east was
a merchant’s or a priest’s house�63. the decisive factor in favour of regarding it as a merchant’s
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Fig. V.31. Two bronze daggers with silver-
capped rivets both found in room Delta
18a of House Delta East. One of them
was found inside the small clay bathtub
where fragments of tablets were also re-
vealed.
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�6�. As BoUlotis �008B, 85-86; MichAiliDoU �008B, �9.
�65. pAlyVoU �005, 9�: the area covered is 96 sq.m. Van de Mieroop is of the view that a ‘businessman’ living in an ex-

tremely small house in old Babylonian Ur was a financier involved in different types of transactions, as is indicated
by his archive of texts dealing with wool and sheep, cereals and bread and silver (VAn De Mieroop �99�, �3�).

�66. As identified by BoUlotis �998; also BoUlotis �008B, 78-80.
�67. pAlMer �995; Militello �007.
�68. pAlMer �995, ���, ���, tables �, 3; Militello �007, 38.
�69. cf. in ht 38 the preserved record of 3 sheep, � pig, one vase, one telA+KU and one telA+ZO cloth.
�70. Militello �007, 38.

house�6� may be its modest dimensions, in contrast to the wealth of its contents. it is described
by palyvou as the smallest house known in the town�65.

5. Animal capital and means of transport. some indication of the existence of private property
in the form of livestock may be given by one of the tablets (Fig. V.34) from the deposit found in
house Delta east, the tablet the 7, recording �6 sheep�66. notably, only seven out of the about
three hundred linear A tablets so far found deal with sheep�67. Furthermore, the �6 sheep in the
one entry on our tablet represent a considerable number, for the largest amounts recorded in a sin-
gle linear A tablet are the 30 sheep on a tablet from hagia triada and �00+ sheep on a tablet
from zakros�68. At hagia triada, the livestock ideogram for sheep appears on the tablets record-
ing mixed commodities alongside other animals, wine, grain, figs and cloth�69. For this reason
Militello is of the opinion that they were intended to be consumed, on the grounds that some
linear B tablets also record animals and foodstuffs destined for public banquets �70. on the other
hand, at zakros, where the sheep ideogram is the only one concerning livestock to have been

Fig. V.32. Imprints of baskets on the volcanic ash from that
filled the area Delta 18a of House Delta East indicate their
shape, size and mode of manufacture.

Fig. V.33. This lead balance weight, no. 1301,
inscribed with two triangles may represent a
two-mina standard equivalent to one M-unit
(drawing by A. Kontonis).
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�7�. pAlMer �995, ���, table 3: entries of ��, �0� and �0 sheep. At khania, sheep appear only on roundels, not on tablets, as yet.
�7�. BoUlotis �008B, 79-80. he also emphasizes that on the verso of the tablet (Fig. �b) four horizontal lines denoting the

number �0 may represent the provisional note for the first stage of counting the sheep indicating that the �6 sheep be-
longed to one flock.

�73. BoUlotis’s hypothesis (�008B, 78).
�7�. While about half of the number of sheep and goats attested have been butchered before the age of two years, the re-

maining percentage was retained for the purposes of wool production and reproduction (trAntAliDoU �00�B, �00).
For recently presented percentages on samples of animal bones studied so far, see trAntAlliDoU �008A, trAntAliDoU

forthcoming.
�75. trantalidou, personal communication. Most of the butchered pigs were of an age less than one year, since pig is the

meat-producing animal par excellence (trAntAliDoU �00�B, �00; �008B, ��8).
�76. pAlMer �995, ���.
�77. part iV.�. Fig. iV.6. the price of five deben (�55 gr. of copper) for the pig on the o.Dem. 73 verso of the �0th Dynasty

is the cheapest recorded on the ostraca, the highest being one snỉw of silver: JAnssen �975, �77. prices for the small cat-
tle (sheep and goats) may fluctuate between one to three deben, as indicated by four prices on one and the same os-
tracon, while a higher price of four deben is estimated for an entry on the pap. Berlin 978�,8 of the �8th dynasty (JAnssen

�975, �65-�67).
�78. e.g. trAntAliDoU �00�A, �9� and table �.
�79. part iV.�, above. the animal producing the fat is usually not specified on the ostraca, except for two cases of goose-

fat. the price for a jar of fat was 30 deben (�,730 gr. of copper) and since the price of one hin (the liquid unit) of fat was
at the level of one deben, a capacity of 30 hin has been suggested for this type of jar used for storing animal fat (JAnssen

�975, 3�0).

found, the sheep ideogram occurs in three varieties on three single
commodity tablets�7�. it is very unfortunate that, in Boulotis
view�7�, at least three ideograms are missing on tablet the 7, whilst
it is indeed fortunate to find an entry of �6 sheep (perhaps preceded
by seven rams�73) on a tablet that derives from a private deposit. A
look at the zooarchaeological evidence from Akrotiri reveals that
the greater part of the bones found belong to sheep and goats. in
trantalidou’s view, the exploitation of wool was certainly part of the
settlement’s economy�7�. even if the tablet the 7 were to be proved
a mixed commodity tablet, the �6 sheep need not have been des-
tined for banqueting purposes.

A pig is the only animal found in situ. its skeleton was found
lacking a skull, inside the basement room Delta 9, � of house Delta
West, which may mean that the animal had already been butchered
and was in temporary storage at the time of the onset of the erup-
tion�75. the economic importance of pigs is evident in one of the

hagia triada tablets that “seems to specialize in pigs”, in that it records 30 pigs in four entries�76.
We may recall that one pig, whose value is greater than that of a goat, is listed among the goods
given as payment for an egyptian coffin on a Deir el-Medina ostracon�77. in addition to the value
of pig as a source of meat, its fat also offered nutrition and was also useful for industrial purposes,
as animal fat in general was�78. in Deir el-Medina, animal fat was measured in liquid capacity
units and in jars. its high value is proved by a case presented at court, in which the defendant is
accused of failing to pay for his purchase of animal fat�79.

Fig. V.34. One of the tablets
from room Delta 18a of House
Delta East, THE 7, bears the
Linear A ideogram of sheep fol-
lowed by the number forty six
(after Boulotis 2008B, Fig. 1).
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�80. trAntAliDoU �00�B.
�8�. pAlMer �995, ���.
�8�. see the discussion under the title hide in trAntAliDoU �00�A, �77-�87, including references to linear B evidence. Al-

though pieces of leather have always been counted in units, their weight is occasionally also recorded (trAntAliDoU

�00�A, tables �-�).
�83. trAntAliDoU �00�A, �80, Figs �-� and note 7�.
�8�. For example, leather sacks are part of the equipment of the old Assyrian caravans travelling to Anatolia and, besides

the hire of the donkey, the average cost of half a shekel of silver for such a sack is recorded next to a quarter of a shekel
for the harness (VeenhoF �97�, 38).

�85. MichAiliDis & AngeliDis �006, Fig. �7; see page �3� above, in the section on goat hair ropes.
�86. see, for example, VoUtsA �00�, �50-�5�.
�87. For example, three ox hides on a Deir el-Medina ostracon are recorded with weight values of �.7, 6.5 and �.9 kilograms,

respectively (JAnssen �975, 399).
�88. While the values recorded for ox hides range from five to twenty deben (�,8�0 gr. copper), depending on size (JAnssen

�975, 399).
�89. JAnssen �975, �0�.

cattle are indeed attested at Akrotiri�80. there are
records of cattle in linear A tablets, with eight bulls
listed at hagia triada�8�. leather was another animal
product in demand for the manufacture of a variety of
items�8�, ranging from elaborate artifacts, such as, for
example, ships’ cabins (Fig. V.35) and shields made of
bull hide (Fig. V.3), to parts of furniture or foot
wear�83 and especially in demand for the humble, but
extremely useful, sack. this was employed for carry-
ing various items, such as grain, water, wool, cloth,
metals, various trade goods and balance weights, for
the purposes of intra-regional or long distance trans-
portation�8�. pieces of leather have been identified in
the excavations at Akrotiri �85. there are terminology
problems in regard to naming hides, skins or leather in
various scripts, but we ignore these here�86. hides are normally recorded by numbers that refer
to whole pieces or fractions of hides, but their weights may also have been recorded, particularly
the weights of ox hides�87. At a more private level of transactions, at Deir el-Medina, for example,
the value of individual sacks manufactured from sheep or goat skin was estimated at between two
and three deben of copper, which was not far from the price of the sheep itself�88. payment for the
sack may take the form of the amount of grain that the sack can hold. this amount was recorded
on one ostracon as one and a half khar of grain, indicating that the capacity of the grain sack
(�05.3� litres) was up to three times more than the capacity of half a khar (38.�� litres) of the
‘grain basket’�89.

Fig. V.35. Two of the Stern Cabin panels (ikria)
decorating the walls of room 4 of the West
House (after Doumas 1992, Pl. 50).
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�90. A sack made of cloth of plant fibres and containing barley, was found inside a net at Akrotiri (MichAiliDis & AngeliDis

�006, Fig. ��, and spAntiDAki & MoUhlerAt forthcoming). similar sacks may be carried in nets by two men in the area
of the fifth town of the miniature frieze from West house, although the current view is that the nets here represent fish-
ing equipment. sacks were frequently made of goat hair or wool (cf. evidence from Amarna, part iV.�.�, above).

�9�. MorgAn �988; DoUMAs �99�; teleVAntoU �99�; shAW �000.
�9�. As MArinAtos suggested in Thera Vi, pl. �08.
�93. e.g. DoUMAs �98�; �986; �99�; �00�.
�9�. see, for example, Monroe �005, ��; Bickel �998.
�95. For the linear B evidence on maritime maters, see pAlAiMA �99�.
�96. DoUMAs �008A, where the most recent discussion on the contribution of the Aegean islands to international maritime

affairs.
�97. For the imported timber, see AssoUti �003. of course such an argument greatly depends on the quantity and the type

of the imported material (was it in the form of raw material or finished product?).
�98. For the first matter see Wiener �987; �999. For the second see more recently lin �003.
�99. poWell �990, �99-500.
300. Because it was in connection with the transport cost. this load was ca �30 minas of tin or �0-30 pieces of textile as mer-

chandise, plus a quantity for other expenses. in the so-called ‘caravan Accounts’ , the value of one ass-load of tin was
equal to some four to six ass-loads of textiles (VeenhoF �97�, 8�). it is very telling that in tablet cct 6.��, a trader cal-
culates that no profit is to be gained by transporting the cheap cloth named pirikannum, since he values 30 ass-loads
of this item at 30 minas of silver only (VeenhoF �988, �58). see also leWy �96�.

sacks of leather or cloth, sometimes car-
ried in nets�90, were often the containers for the
merchandise transported as a load borne by a
man or an animal or carried by ship. the trans-
port of merchandise by ships is mainly related
to long distance trade. the ships depicted on
the miniature wall paintings adorning the West
house�9�, the owner of which may have been a
naval commander (Fig. V.36)�9�, have naturally
given rise to discussion of the matter of ship
ownership on thera�93. ship ownership is still
very much an open matter in regard to mar-
itime traders and merchants. there are refer-
ences in texts from egypt, Mesopotamia and
Ugarit, both to state, temple and private own-
ership of boats and to rental contracts�9�. the
trade of na-u-do-mo in linear B tablets at pylos
may refer to a shipwright or a shipbuilder. the

mention of the e-re-ta in the pylos tablets�95 raises the subject of the manpower required by the
ships depicted on the theran miniature frescoes. transit trade may well have been “in the hands
of the islanders” as Doumas believes�96. the evidence of imported timber supports the suggestion
that ship-building took place locally�97. We will not deal here with ship-building expenses and the
measuring of ships loads�98, since we are more concerned with the inland transportation across
the island of thera, for which donkeys may have been used. the imēru, that is, the ‘donkey load’,
was the most common large capacity measure in northern Mesopotamia�99 and, as already men-
tioned, merchandise was calculated in ‘ass-loads’ by old Assyrian traders300. the purchase value

Fig. V.36. Detail of the miniature frieze decorating the
south wall of room 5 of the West House. The stern
cabin of Ship 2 with the ‘portrait’ of the “admiral of the
fleet and owner of the West House”, in Sp. Marinatos’
words (after Televantou 1994, folded drawing 6).
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30�. VeenhoF �988, �5�, note �8, �57-�58.
30�. “considerable numbers of ostraca were used to record disputes over donkeys which workmen hired from each other,

either to carry water from the river or from some well in the neighbourhood or to cart wood for cooking. sometimes
a donkey died during the work and the hirer had then to replace it” (JAnssen �975, �67).

303. JAnssen �975, �7�.
30�. McDoWel �999, 85-86; there are other views also, cf. MenU �988, ���-��3. in the near east, the domesticated animal

is present from the time of Uruk and the average price for the donkey at the end of the third millennium was four to
seven shekels of silver (lAFFont �000, �08, ���).

305. perhaps with the exception of an equide mentioned by gABle �978.
306. tzAchili �997, �93.
307. tzAchili �990. Any suggestion that vertical two-beam looms may have existed in other houses again argues for the ex-

istence of specialization on the basis of differences in the products of the two types of loom (tzAchili �007A, �9�).
For weaving working areas situated on upper storeys, see MichAiliDoU �00�c,���-��5, �73, �77-�78, 3�7, �30. A sim-
ilar picture of specialization emerges from crete during the new palace period, in the view of Militello. he notes that

of the caravan donkeys was part of the capital
invested in the transportation business of tin
and textiles to Anatolia. on the return journey,
fewer donkeys were needed and were thus kept
for the transport of gold and silver, the remain-
der being sold in Anatolia for the same price
for which they were bought in Aššur30�. even in
small scale everyday transactions, however,
such as those which will have occurred at
Akrotiri, donkeys may have been in demand
for every aspect of transport, including agri-
cultural work, of the sort depicted in egyptian
iconography (Fig. V.37).

the Deir el-Medina ostraca yield examples
referring to what scholars have termed as “the

donkey business”, since trading, renting and even borrowing donkeys is recorded on these os-
traca, which sometimes even mention various disputes over donkeys30�. their prices fluctuated
between �5 to �0 deben (�,�75 - 3,6�0 gr. of copper)303 and even a standard hire price of a don-
key represented about two thirds of a workman’s salary at Deir el-Medina30�. Among the zooar-
chaeological material from Akrotiri, which consists mainly of food relics, bones of donkeys were
not found, as one might expect305, although clay figurines from Minoan crete make it clear that
the donkey functioned as a means of transport.

6. Cloth producers and textile dealers. in Akrotiri on thera, the preservation of ample archae-
ological material ranging from loom weights to depictions of exquisite garments on the wall paint-
ings offers, in tzachili’s words, a picture of the real needs of the city, along with the range of the
desired luxury and the effort and time this may have demanded of its inhabitants306. textiles in
Akrotiri were presumambly produced in specialized household workshops, since loom weights
were not found in every house307. thus cloth was produced to meet the needs of a clientele, it

Fig. V.37. An Old Kingdom relief displaying part of a
harvest scene with a donkey loaded with corn (Cour-
tesy of the Ny Karlsberg Glyptotek).
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in the towns, loom weights can be detected in only a few houses and it therefore seems that only some households
owned a loom (Militello �007, ��). this need not have been the same everywhere in crete, however. in the town of
Mochlos, for example, loom weights were noted in all the houses (BrogAn �006, �8�).

308. cf. part iV. �.�, above. For a recent discussion on the specialization in cloth-making and its position in the social re-
lations of production at Akrotiri, see tzAchili �007A.

309. part ii.�.�, above.
3�0. As MichAiliDoU �990.
3��. As commented in part iV.�.� above.
3��. the weighing of finished cloth is recorded in Ur-iii texts, where cloth is weighed at the stack, brought by the master

weavers (UET iii: �58�). one tailor is recorded as a worker at the ‘cloth-weighing shop’ (UET iii: ��70). clothiers
weighing the cloth are mentioned among weavers, fullers, etc. (UET iii: ���3).

3�3. part iV. �. �, above.
3��. see the plan of the house in part i, Fig. � and part ii.�.�. Figs ii.30-3�. For this particular architectural form see pA-

lyVoU �005,�6�-�63 and MichAiliDoU �987.
3�5. tzAchili �007B, �70.
3�6. in contrast to rations for the large number of weavers recorded by palace bureaucracies both in near eastern documents

(e.g. VAn De Mieroop �997 �86; WAetzolD �987B) and in Mycenaean archives (e.g. VoUtsA �00�, ��6-��8), one lin-
ear B text (pylos Un �3��) refers to o-no (= benefit) in wheat and figs for the trades of net-maker and weaver: chAD-
Wick �976, �57; killen �995; MichAiliDoU �999, 9�; gregersen �997; sAcconi �005.

3�7. eyre �987A, 38. even more so in regard to the weaving activities of the harem in the new kingdom period (eyre �998,
�80; hAll �986, �6-�7).

3�8. in the correspondence between the husband trading in Anatolia and his wife back in Aššur, many interesting details
of this home business are revealed, e.g. particular instructions given by the husband to his wife who is in charge of the
workshop regarding what to do with the cloth, such as the following: “process one mina of wool extra (in) each piece,
but keep them thin” (VeenhoF �97�, �0�). it is tempting to imagine that this happened in Akrotiri, too, between a mar-
itime merchant and his family back home.

3�9. tzAchili �007A, �9�-�95.
3�0. eyre �998, �80.

circulated as a trade item for which there was demand and it may have functioned as a ‘com-
modity money’ too308. the lead balance weights found in the same localities as loom weights309

may have been used for weighing the amount of wool needed for each piece of cloth3�0, which al-
lowed the weaving time to be predicted, at least roughly3��, and for checking the quality of the tex-
tile produced3��. in an old Babylonian list, both quality and weight define each type of cloth when
reference is made to the time needed for all the steps involved in further treatment3�3.

in the workshop located in the room with the central column on the upper storey of the West
house3��, over �00 loom-weights were found. some of them may have been used in alternation,
since there is room only for four to at most six looms, with two persons working on each one of
them3�5. if the tenants of the house were the owners of the looms, they themselves may have been
the weavers. the weavers might equally have been skilled artisans paid with subsistence rations
or payments3�6. An old kingdom tomb painting depicts the rewarding of female weavers with
jewellery, implying, in eyre’s view, that women of some status may have been involved3�7. in Aššur,
family members were involved in producing the woollen textiles that were transported by cara-
van to old Assyrian emporia in Anatolia3�8. tzachili suggests that some kind of women’s coop-
erative may have existed at Akrotiri, “based on different kinds of relations, involving kingship or
age – a way of life that would have extended beyond work”3�9. in the absence of textual evidence,
we must make do with eyre’s remark that cloth is an important form of capital that a substantial
household could itself manufacture on the basis of its lands and household labour3�0, to which we
must add animal resources in the case of woollen cloth.
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3��. For example, three units of wool (lAnA) for the cloth telA tu-na-no or seven units of wool for the cloth telA+TE.
For a comparison of the cloth and sheep figures at knossos, killen (�00�, �7�, note �8) cites oliVier �967, 89-93.

3��. MelenA �975, �07-��0.
3�3. BoUlotis �998; BoUlotis �008B.
3��. BoUlotis (�008B, 8�) refers to the possibility that they were of linen, but thinks that they were of wool.
3�5. MichAiliDoU �99�-�993.
3�6. BoUlotis �008B, 8�.
3�7. killen �96�; killen �007, 5�.

the West house cloth producer and
owner of a whole set of weights was evi-
dently able to check by himself /herself the
quantity of wool received at the workshop
and the weight of the wool required by the
cloth to be woven. linear B tablets give us
an idea of the weight range of the amount
of wool needed for each variety of cloth
(Fig. V.38)3��. two of the linear B varieties
of cloth, the so-called telA+KU and
telA+ZO, are considered to be Minoan
varieties, since they also appear in the lin-
ear A script3��, whilst a third, unknown va-
riety (telA + SE) was identified for the
first time by christos Boulotis on one of the
linear A tablets, tablet the 8, from house
Delta east3�3 (Fig. V.40). We do not know
the amount of wool needed for this newly
attested quality, which has appeared in ac-
counts so far only at Akrotiri, or whether
indeed it was made of wool3��. other vari-
eties of cloth to date known only from the
linear B tablets may also prove to be prod-
ucts of a longer tradition, if they were in-
deed the subject of a makeshift note on an
ostracon at Akrotiri (Fig. V.39), a unique
find for the Aegean3�5.

Boulotis notes that if, for the sake of discussion, we imagine that the tenant of the West house
was either wholly or partially dependent for his wool supply on the tenant of the house Delta
east, who is also the keeper of sheep accounts (on tablet the 7), then only the account of wool
is missing from the chain of production, as we know it from the linear B tablets3�6. here, ac-
cording to killen, the target was to produce unit of wool of three kg. (lAnA unit) for every four
sheep3�7. since there are values of balance weights from Akrotiri corresponding to the lAnA unit

Fig. V.38. Designations of types of cloth and related ideo-
grams in Linear B script (after Tzachili 2001B, Table 2).

Fig. V.39. A unique ‘ostracon’ bearing Linear A signs of com-
modities followed by numerals, found on Thera.
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and its one fourth fraction3�8, the target for wool production will have
been the same at Akrotiri, too3�9. the wool unit of three kg. is equivalent
to the quantity with which the couple was to be provided annually in the
old Babylonian adoption text already mentioned330. one wool unit (3
kg.) per piece is presumably required for the varieties of telA+PU and
telA+KU33�. thus the �6 sheep on this tablet from house Delta east
may have yielded �6 : � = ��.5 units of wool, enough for a year’s provi-
sion for �� persons, if we are to apply this old Babylonian evidence.
Mycenaean evidence suggests that the quantity is enough to produce
eleven and a half pieces of cloth of the ‘Minoan’ type telA+KU332. this
then raises the question of what the dimensions of this cloth were and for
how many garments it sufficed. For example, one wool unit of 3 kg.,
equivalent to 6 Babylonian minas, was sufficient for six old Babylonian
nawrum type of garments of one mina weight each333.

Among the few occurrences of cloth in linear A texts, there are cases
where obviously smaller sizes of cloth are meant33�. in two hagia triada

tablets, the cloth ideogram AB 5� is followed by linear A signs for fractions335. one of these frac-
tions is superimposed on one of the three impressions made by the same seal along the rim of a
roundel from hagia triada, which bears the cloth ideogram on one of its two sides336. since, as
hallager suggests337, each roundel represents a single transaction and the seal impression indicates
the person or office responsible for the transaction of the commodity inscribed on the roundel,
this means that in this case the transaction refers to three textiles of a standard size, plus a piece
of a smaller size338, or two textiles and a correction for a smaller third one. As we have already
noted, fractions of cloths were also recorded and depicted in the orient339.

Another question arises here: What was the material the owner of the looms received and
weighed in the West house workshop? it may have been raw wool, woollen thread or linen yarn3�0.

3�8. petrUso �986, 35; pArise �986A; MichAiliDoU �999, table � and here table V.�.
3�9. see petrUso �986, 3�, on “the natural unit of reckoning wool” that is, the yield of the individual animal. he is of the

opinion that it was the bureaucracy that occasioned a shift away from this natural unit to the yield of four animals, be-
cause only at this level can both the lAnA and two-mina unit present integer values (table �).

330. cf above, chapter iV, �.�. since the provision is for two persons, it was possibly � ½ kg. for each, that is one half of the
linear B lAnA.

33�. killen �00�, �7�, note �8. We have no way of knowing whether the same size of cloth was recorded in linear A script.
33�. or �7 pieces of the linear B variety (which perhaps also existed previously) of pa-we-a ko-u-ra, a cloth probably weigh-

ing less than � kg. per piece.
333. cf old Babylonian texts mentioned in part iV�.�.
33�. cf also chapter iV, �.� above.
335. the tablets ht �6.� and ht �0.�: gorilA 5, ���; goDArt & tzeDAkis �99�.
336. it is the roundel ht Wc 30�9: hAllAger �996, ii, 3�.
337. hAllAger �996, passim.
338. yoUnger �005, for instance, suggests the total number of 3 ¼ textiles.
339. chapter iV.�.�, above.
3�0. the warp-weighed loom may also have been used for linen cloth (see experiments by cheVAl �008, �3, Fig. �0; ciszUk

& hAMMArlUnD �008, ��9-�3�) but it may not be by chance that the two-beam loom was used in egypt for linen cloth
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Fig. V.40. One of the frag-
ments of the tablets from
room Delta 18a of House
Delta East, THE 8, bears
a Linear A ligatured ideo-
gram for ‘cloth’, followed
by the number 200+ (after
Boulotis 2008B, Fig. 2).
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the five balls of woollen yarn found at Amarna341, together with a quantity of raw wool and a
piece of woollen cloth inside a woollen sack, would accord with the traditional practice of weigh-
ing in balances by means of two wooden pans34�. however, the fact that the heaviest weights so
far found come from the West house tends to suggest that it was raw wool that was received here,
since the values of the weights (Table V.1) accord with the lAnA wool unit and its multiples and
fractions343. petruso has suggested that a particular type of wooden device for weighing the large
masses of wool was used344. on the other hand, a spinner’s output was certainly measured by
weight34�, but there remains the problem of locating the place where wool was spun and yarn
prepared for the loom346, since only two spindle whorls are reported from the interior of the West
house, both being of unsecured date34�. Made-up thread may have been collected from various
locations on the island, perhaps even from other islands nearby348, to be delivered to workshops
ready for the loom. For example, an egyptian text of the nineteenth dynasty containing a ship’s
log, deals largely with the collection – possibly in exchange for foodstuffs – of spun linen fibre and
honey and, to a lesser extent, cloth from women at each quayside. the yarn is specifically men-
tioned as the ‘work’, a term occasionally meaning ‘tribute’ or ‘work-quota’, of the women who are
described by eyre as likely “producers, or the local agents for outworkers: women spinning and
weaving in the home, and perhaps bee-keeping”349.

Whatever the case, the number of spindle whorls from the whole settlement is very small in
comparison to the great number of loom weights found in groups in particular houses3�0, whilst
many spindle whorls come from layers of debris. spinning was, of course, a time-consuming task.
spindle whorls followed their users/owners to the various localities where everyday activities took
place and some whorls were personal belongings that may have been removed. one lucky find
consists of three integer spindle whorls with a secure context connecting them to a single, albeit
not yet fully excavated, building3�1. experiments in spinning have attempted to define the time
needed for the preparation of the yarn from the amount of wool recorded as necessary for a spe-

manufacture. in tzachili’s view, linen cloth, in particular for sails, would have been produced more easily and more
quickly on the two-beam loom and so such a loom may have been employed in other houses, albeit leaving no traces
in the archaeological record (tzAchili 1990; 1999; also personal communication).

341. part iV. 1. 4, above.
34�. cf. part ii.1.�, Fig. ii.4�a.
343. MichAilidou 1990, table 3.
344. petruso (1986, 3�-36) points out that wool, a bulky material that needs bagging and baling, can be weighed in an ap-

paratus whose wooden beam pivots on a horizontal post or hangs from a rope at its midpoint. the beam was possibly
equipped at its ends with hooks for hanging sacks containing the wool (and the balance weights). he envisages simi-
lar weighing devices for ingots and bulk foodstuffs.

34�. e.g. the homeric simile mentioned in part i.1, above, refers to the spinner’s scales.
346. For the whole process see tzAchili 199�, 1��-133. on page 13� there is a mention of a Mycenaean thebes tablet (of

34) where one unit of ‘old’ wool is mentioned in connection with the woman spinner. in pap.Brooklyn 3�.14�3B, there
is a list of women with deficits in yarn that are described as ‘of last year’ (eyre 1998, 181).

34�. tzAchili �00�B, ��9-�61.
348. Amorgos, for instance, as tzAchili 1990, 386.
349. eyre 1998, 181-18� (pap.Brooklyn 3�.14�3A and B).
3�0. cf. tzAchili 199�, 1�6-1�� for a similar picture in crete and a different one in Ayia irini on kea.
3�1. As presented in a recent paper by s. VAkirtzi (forthcoming) who has undertaken the study of spindle whorls from

Akrotiri.
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cific Mycenaean textile. the experiments yielded
interesting results in regard to the length of the
yarn produced. Measuring the weight of the
yarn will be equally helpful, in order to compare
it with near eastern texts in which the spinning
time is linked to the weight of the yarn. the
weights of the yarn reported in these texts3�� are
not small and lend themselves to measurement
with some of the lead weights from the West
house collection. thus the answer to the ques-
tion of whether raw wool or woollen yarn was
received in this workshop depends on the pre-
vailing mode of production. it rests on issues of
whether all the wool needed was locally pro-
duced, whether dyed yarn was also imported
and whether spinners and weavers worked in dif-
ferent places, to name some of the points in-
volved here. it might also be that perhaps both
raw wool and yarn were on occasion weighed
with the West house collection of balance
weights.

to return to the linen yarn, both textual and
pictorial evidence from egypt indicates that this
product, which was in itself a commodity evalu-
ated by weight, e.g. 910 gr. of yarn for 4�0 gr. of
copper3�3, was weighed3�4. in regard to the
Mycenaean flax industry, in the linear B texts,
apart from the sign SA, denoting flax and

counted in bundles (or measured by weight)3��, there is also the commodity denoted by the syl-
labogram RI, the abbreviation for the word ri-no (= the greek word linon) which is measured by
weight3�6. the smallest unit used in recording ri-no on a knossos tablet (Fig. V.42b) is the metro-
gram p (= �1 gr.), so rougemont suggests that RI may refer to linen thread and draws attention to
the record of saffron3�� on the same tablet (Fig. V.42a), which may refer to the material used to dye
the thread or some textiles3�8. linen thread was measured by weight in ugarit, too. Finally, a spe-
cial kind of fibre, perhaps made of silk, is recorded by weight in two first millennium texts from

3��. see above, part iV. 1.1.
3�3. in a reference dated to rameses’s ii time: part iV. 1.�, note 1�1, above.
3�4. see part iV.1.3, above.
3��. For Mycenaean linen textile industry, see recently rougeMont �00�.
3�6. e.g. seven kilograms ( M �) make up part of the commodities on the pylos taxation Ma tablet 393: killen �008, 431.
3��. For a clear picture of this ideogram, cf. here Fig. V.41.
3�8. rougeMont �00�, 46. see already godArt & tzedAkis, supra note 138.
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Fig. V.41. Linear B tablet Np (1) 270 from Knossos. The
ideogram for saffron, which resembles a flower, is fol-
lowed by two P-units (of 20 gr.) and four QI-units. The
latter were specially used for saffron (after coMik I).

Fig. V.42a-b. On the Linear B tablet Np 7423, saffron is
recorded on the recto (a) in N-units (of 250 gr.). On the
verso of the same tablet (b), the quantity of ri-no (linen)
is recorded in M-units (of one kg.) and P-units (of 20
gr.) (after coMik III).

a

b
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uruk3�9. the identification by panagiotakopulu of a silk-moth co-
coon at Akrotiri (Fig. V.43) suggests an early date, sometime in the
second millennium, for the manufacture of silk cloth360. this dis-
covery “makes it likely that some of its products would have reached
egypt among prestige gifts sent to the egyptian court”361.

Although the West house owner of the looms produced a trade
item in his/her workshop, it is the tenant of the house delta-east
who is chiefly thought to have been a textile merchant, since, al-
though no loom weights were found in his house of a very modest
size, he kept accounts of textiles36� (Fig. V.40). As Boulotis empha-
sizes, the record in one entry of �00(+) textiles of the newly attested
quality is of special importance. no great quantities of cloth are been
attested in linear A inscriptions363, which may mean that we have
here the first instance of a linear A totalling tablet, paralleling a
Mycenaean tablet with an entry of �40 textiles364. however, in this case the accounting tablet was kept
in a private deposit. in other textual evidence, given by old Assyrian texts, �30 textiles, carried on
eight donkeys, made up the second largest shipment by the caravans36�, whilst an old Assyrian mer-
chant left the far from negligible quantity of �0 textiles, which were found after his death366. thus
Boulotis quite reasonably wonders if the owner of the deposit of the tablets was a merchant, who per-
haps acquired textiles from local specialized workshops36�. the products of these workshops may
have included the newly attested variety (telA+SE), which was perhaps collected and stored in the
house delta east368, as a future batch of ‘theran’ textiles to be sent by sea to crete, or other regions.
on the other hand, the record of �00 pieces may mean that a ship’s cargo of textiles, of a foreign
quality, had been received, as is the case with the so-called ‘Akkadian’ textiles imported to Aššur
mainly with the aim of being sent to Anatolia in the same caravans as the locally produced cloth.
likewise, Akrotiri may also have functioned as a port of entry and transit depôt for a load of mer-
chandise consisting of e.g. ‘Minoan’ textiles. Whatever the case, the tenant of house delta east was

3�9. the two texts at the end of part i.3. above.
360. pAnAgiotAkopulu et al. 199�. the recent investigation of wood charcoal material from the site has led Assouti (�003,

48�) to comment: “activities such as the feeding of silkworms and the production of silk, previously indicated in Akrotri
by the occurrence of a lepidopterous cocoon but otherwise questioned in the absence of evidence for the existence lo-
cally of suitable tree species (cypress, juniper, deciduous oak) could be now re-addressed in the light of the charcoal
data”.

361. keMp & VogelsAng-eAstWood �001, �3.
36�. Boulotis (�008B, �6, 84-86) emphasises that, although carefully excavated, the West house revealed no written doc-

uments and thinks that this was a “small private archive” such as those reported from crete (Boulotis �008B, note 68);
For private bookkeeping practises see also references in MichAilidou �000-�001.

363. Boulotis �008B; cf. Militello �00�; hAllAger �00�.
364. e.g. knossos tablet lc(1) �39�+�398 alluding to �40 pa-ve-a ko-u-ra textiles for the collector We-we-si-jo (tzAchili

�001B, 189.)
36�. VeenhoF 1988, ��4.
366. VeenhoF 19��, 93.
36�. Boulotis �008B, 86.
368. For instance, in one tall basket, in room delta 18a, the traces of a thin net cloth is reported (douMAs �006c, 14, Fig.

8; MichAilidis & Angelidis �006, Figs 39-40; cf. BelogiAnni �00�, Fig. ��).
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Fig. V.43. Calcified silk-moth co-
coon found at Akrotiri (Pana-
giotakopulu et al. 1997).
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in correspondence with crete, as indicated by the cluster
of the flat-based nodules of cretan clay. they were kept
in the same house, stored inside a box on the upper
floor369. of course, it is possible that the inhabitant of
delta house east was a scribe, with an administrative
role3�0, in which case, rather than being a dependent or a
semi-dependent merchant, he may have been merely the
agent who collected and recorded textile products from
various local workshops3�1. however, the fact that he
records sheep and oil in a deposit kept in his house tends
to suggest that he was entrepreneur dealing in various
commodities3��.

We do not know the standard sizes in which Aegean
textiles may have been recorded. there is no textual ev-
idence similar to the information surviving on nuzi or
old Assyrian textiles3�3. the conjectural size of the looms
perhaps give only the potential width of the cloth pro-
duced. pieces of cloth as parts of garments would vary in
size. We have attempted to measure the only depiction of
a seperate piece of cloth in the wall painting from the
Building Xesté 3 (Fig. V.44), using as a point of departure
televantou’s remark that the boy holding this particular
shawl with the luxurious decoration is depicted in life
size3�4. the length of the piece is 1�0 cm. the width is es-
timated to have been at least �4 cm, for the cloth is held

folded in one hand and is being opened up with the other, in order to exhibit its fabric, which is
whitish with two coloured bands along its edges. Boulotis takes it to be a loincloth that the elder
youth is carrying, perhaps for his ritual robing during the process of some rite of passage. he is to
wear it in the manner in which the elderly seated man wears his3��. if, of course, the width is cor-
rectly estimated, the size is about ca 0.88 sq. m., perhaps not so far from the small rectangle of un-
tailored cloth of 0.96 sq.m. (1.60 x 0.60) coming from kha’s wardrobe, which was found in the mid
eighteenth dynasty tomb of the egyptian architect. this length of 1.60 m is “not only suited to

369. polychronAkou-sgouritsA �000. For this type of sealings connected with correspondence practices, see hAllAger

1996. in particular for sealings found at Akrotiri, see douMAs �000; kArnAVA �008A; Boulotis �008B.
3�0. kArnAVA believes that the linear A documents and the sealings suggest the existence of a civic administrative system

at Akrotiri (kArnAVA �008A).
3�1. however, Militello (�00�) deserves serious consideration, who explains why the Mycenaean model cannot be ap-

plied to the Minoan palaces. All the process of textile produce (from sheep breeding and flax cultivation to spinning
and weaving) took place “at a household level, outside direct palatial control”, the Minoan palaces being more textile
consumers than textile producers. see already tzAchili �001A.

3��. like the ‘businessmen’ in the city of old Babylonian ur (see note �6� above; VAn de Mieroop 199�).
3�3. Already discussed in part iV, chapter 1.4, above.
3�4. teleVAntou 1988, 1�0.
3��. Boulotis �00�, ��, Fig. 4; the seated elder man wears a similar cloth of a light yellow colour around his waist and hips.
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Fig. V.44. Piece of cloth held by a young boy
depicted in a wall painting from building
Xesté 3 (after Doumas 1992, Pl.113).
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wearing across the shoulders. it is just about
right for passing one and a half times around an
average waist, leaving just enough to tuck in, and
the width is appropriate, too”3�6. it has recently
been suggested that this plain piece of cloth was
the egyptian mss-garment3��. Whatever the case,
this name refers to a standard product that had
a fixed price in the ramesside period, of � deben
(that is 4�� gr. copper)3�8, and for this reason
also functioned as the small change, as it were, of
textile currency3�9. the great range in prices for
various types of cloth in the egyptian texts de-
pended more on the quality of the cloth than the
size of the woven piece.

A final point to be made is that at Akrotiri
textile production was not the only economic
activity housed in the buildings with weaving
workshops situated on the upper floor380. this

is indicated by the presence of milling benches near the entrance of two houses (Figs V.8b, V.45)381

and by the large scale dry and liquid agricultural storage facilities (Fig. V.9) in the third house38�.
thus, the ‘merchant’ living in the house delta south apparently both managed the activities as-
sociated with the loom weights in the upper floor and with the luxury items found in the front
basement room and ran the milling facilities for more than just the members of his household383.

3�6. keMp & VogelsAng-eAstWood �001, 44�-446.
3�� the name mss has always been thought to refer to the tunic, see JAnssen 19��, ��9-�60. the alternative suggestion that it

refers to a rectangular untailored piece of cloth was made by keMp & VogelsAng-eAstWood �001, 44�.
3�8. Janssen 19��, �61; also 31 mss garments recorded in a ship’s log in papturin �008+�016, ii, 1�93 are equated with 93 hin

of oil, that is, 3 hin for every tunic or loincloth under the title mss. (JAnssen 19��, �64).
3�9. keMp & VogelsAng-eAstWood �001, 44�.
380. located in the largest room with a direct access from the main staircase of the house (MichAilidou �001c, 4�3-4�4, 468;

tzAchili �00�A, 116).
381. in the West house (with more than 400 loom weights: tzAchili �00�B), three mill stones (here Fig. V.4�) embedded in

a construction in the ground floor room immediately beyond the entrance lobby, indicate the presence of milling activ-
ity on a large scale (MoundreA-AgrAFioti �00�, 8�-90 and Figs �-8; sArpAki �008, 101-103). in house delta south (where
many loom weights are still in situ in the not yet fully excavated upper floor room), a milling bench was installed in the
entrance lobby itself (here Fig. V.8b). since milling areas are not found in every house, the question arises of whether they
offered facilities for other than the occupants of the house or they indicate households with a high need for milled prod-
ucts (see sArpAki �001c, 36-3�, Figs 4-�). the houses are of a medium size. of the West house, it is stated that the volu-
metric potential of pottery represents the storage needs of a nuclear household (sArpAki �001c, 38). it would be tempting
to ascribe the ‘high need for milled products’ to the need to recompense the weavers employed in the workshop. in house
delta east, the picture is somewhat different, with one- mill stone installed in the area of room delta 18b (polychro-
nAkou-sgouritsA �008, 1�6, thinks it was previously at use).

38�. in house Alpha east (from which over �00 loom weights originate, as noted by tzAchili 1990; 199�, 184), the two ground
floor rooms with broad windows providing visibility for the ‘customers’ at street level may have functioned as “a shop for
selling flour” (sArpAki �001c, 36).

383. Thera V, pl. 39b. see also pl. 8� for a lentoid gem of brown jasper from room delta 16, here Fig. V.�6.
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Fig. V.45. Milling bench, with three mill stones embed-
ded in the construction, located in the first room of the
West House beyond the entrance. The millstones imply
milling activity on a large scale (cf. Fig. V.8b, above).
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�. Private property inmetal.the first question to ask here is to what ex-
tent metals circulated within Akrotiri. Very few items of gold were left
behind, as is to be expected. the only finds to date are some tiny beads
and the unique gold ibex figurine stored in a wooden box inside a clay
chest. it is doubtful whether the clay chest and its contents indeed were
that of an average citizen. Furthermore, the chest was found as a second-
ary deposition, belonging to the period when various objects were re-
arranged, in a very particular context384. We thus have to rely on
depictions of jewellery for information regarding private ownership of
gold38�. in one old Babylonian marriage contract cited by postgate, the
first place among the items recorded is held by jewellery, listed before the
dresses and starting with gold earrings:

6 shekels gold as ear-rings; 1 shekel gold as her throat ornament;
2 armlets, silver, weight 4 shekels; 4 bracelets, silver, weight 4 shekels386.
As tzachili remarks38�, who strengthens her point with reference to

the painted earrings adorning some of the nippled jugs from the settle-
ment (Fig. V.46)388, the wearing of earrings is of particular semeiotic im-
portance. Furthermore, the earrings worn by one of the women in the
saffron gatherers Fresco (Fig. V.47a) are almost identical to the pair of actual gold earrings found
in Mycenae shaft grave iii (Fig. V.47b)389, that is, the grave of the three women of exceptional sta-
tus that we have already discussed390. Quite similar are the earrings worn by the ‘goddess’ who ac-
cepts the offer of saffron from the hands of a monkey. the women in the saffron gatherers Fresco
and the ‘adorants’ depicted in the ‘adyton’ of the Building Xesté 3 (Fig. V.48) have been interpreted
in various ways391. these women may be participating in a ritual of rites of passage. they may rep-
resent community members taking part in corvée labour as part of an institutionalized religious
obligation or they may be celebrating and honouring the goddess during a festival opening the har-
vesting season of this plant39�. Whatever the case, they are richly dressed and adorned with a cer-

384. Boulotis �00�, Figs �4-�6. For more on the context of this find discovered in the vicinity of a cluster of animal horns
(trAntAlidou, forthcoming) that were possibly wrapped in a thin decorated linen cloth (MoulhérAt & spAntidAki �00�)
and its ideological implications, see AleXopoulos forthcoming and Boulotis �00�, 44-46, �3-�4.

38�. teleVAntou 1984.
386. postgAte 199�, 19�: text 10.1. it should be emphasized that �0 minas of wool, one full container of spindles and two

loom-woods are also recorded among the listed goods.
38�. tzAchili 1986.
388. For the role of the nippled jug in rural religion, see MArthAri �008, 3�1-3��.
389. in fact the only depiction on wall paintings to date of this particular type of earring, comes from thera (teleVAntou

1984, 43, note � and �0-�1, Fig. 4; kAro 1930-33, pl. XXXii: 61).
390. this is the grave where the three gold balances were found: part iii.1, above.
391. starting with MArinAtos 1984; 1988; 1993, �0�-�09.
39�. every year in autumn the women of the village of Akrotiri collect this plant on the neighbouring taxiarches cliff, where

the chapel of the taxiarches saints also stands (see kAtsipis �001 for the crocus collected in santorini, Anaphe, Fole-
gandros and ios). For various interpretations of the ancient saffron gatherers, see douskos (tzAchili) 1980; douMAs

198�; tzAchili 1994; pApAgeorgiou �000; sArpAki �000; �001A; �001B; VlAchopoulos �003; �00�; �008; in press;
Boulotis �00�, passim; AleXopoulos �008. sarpaki suggests that in Akrotiri some central authority exercised control
over this product, which was sanctified by the presence of the goddess. she reminds us of the evidence for control by
the palace over the saffron gathered from various places named in linear B tablets from knossos, whilst the palace at
Mycenae handles the records of the safflower collection (sArpAki �001A, �36, table �).

Weight And VAlue in pre-coinAge societies - VoluMe ii�6�

Fig. V.46. A nippled jug
from Akrotiri decorated
with depictions of cereals.
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Fig. V.47a-b. One of the women depicted wearing their jewellery in the Saffron Gatherers wall painting of the building
Xesté 3 (a) (after Doumas 1992, Pl. 119). She wears earrings very similar to a pair of gold earrings found in a Myce-
nae shaft grave (b) (after Vassilikou 1995, Fig. 61).

Fig. V.48. The ‘Adyton’ on the ground floor of the building Xesté 3, adorned with the so-called ‘Adorants’, and the
‘shrine’ or ‘altar’, and the room above, adorned with the saffron gathering girls and the monkey offering saffron to
the seated ‘goddess’ (perspective sketch from Palyvou 2005, Fig. 19).

a
b
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tain variety. All of them are wearing gold earrings, as, however, do all women depicted approxi-
mately life-size in theran wall paintings393, with the exception of the ladies with covered hair adorn-
ing the short upper floor corridor leading to room 3a of Xesté 3394. these earrings reflect a reality,
no matter whether they depict personal property derived from dowries to be given as mother’s gift
to daughters in marriage or whether they have been painted merely to function as a semeiotic
marker. they reflect the reality of the desire for gold earrings on the part of goddesses and women
alike39�. thus this particular piece of jewellery may be a luxury good in greater demand than oth-
ers and therefore may have a value above its material weight. the six shekels of gold in earrings
recorded in the marriage contract cited would theoretically result in each piece weighing three
shekels (�� gr.), if the amount of gold mentioned refers to one pair only396. schliemann thought that
the elaborate earrings belonging to one of the ‘princesses’ buried in Mycenae shaft grave iii were
breast ornaments, since he regarded them as too large and heavy to be anything else39�. the earrings
depicted in theran wall paintings may have been lighter. however this may be, the weight of gold
Mycenaean earrings normally fluctuates between 9.� gr. (earrings coming from the same shaft
grave)398 to �0 gr. (earrings from dendra, of a later date)399. earrings of �0 gr. weight at Akrotiri
would have been measured by means of stone weights, such as the half-barrel hematite weight from
house delta north (Fig. V.49) or the serpentine discoid weight from house Alpha east400 (Fig.

393. And one of the fighting twins, too. on the subject of size and other details of the depicted figures, see teleVAntou 1988.
For theran wall paintings in general, see douMAs 199�. For various aspects involved in the study of wall paintings, see
conference papers in sherrAtt �000.

394. see VlAchopoulos �003, Figs ��-�3; �00�, pl. XXX and douMAs 199�, pls 131-134.
39�. While gold earrings do not appear in cretan wall paintings, “the social practice of wearing earrings appears to be im-

portant within the local theran context” (politis �001, 1��).
396. three shekels is evidently a considerable amount of gold, given that tiny quantities of gold, measured in fractions of

the shekel, are mentioned in near eastern texts and very small amounts of copper may be incorporated in the alloy of
their manufacture (MichAilidou �001B, 100 with references).

39�. schlieMAnn 1880 (18�9), 194. their diameter is �.� cm, and so such earrings could have been weighed in four out of
the seven pairs of scale pans from Akrotiri (9.8 to 8 cm in diam.).

398. deMAkopoulou 1990, Fig. ��4.
399. deMAkopoulou 1988, no. 196.
400. see part ii.1.�, Figs ii.46, 6�.
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Fig. V.49. Half-barrel hematite balance weight (21.9 gr.)
from House Delta North, here tested for size on the small-
est scale pan no. 6874 from room Delta 16 of House Delta
South.

Fig. V.50. Serpentine discoid balance weight (20.2
gr.) from House Alpha East, here tested for size on
the smallest scale pan no. 6874 from room Delta 16.
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V.50), stone weights being more accurate than lead ones. For such an operation, one of the small bal-
ances, even the smallest so far found, may have been used401. the quantities of gold recorded in the
palace archive of pylos40� range from p 3 (equivalent to the Minoan unit of 6� gr.) to M 1 (the Myce-
naean double mina of ca 1 kg. weight), the most common quantity recorded being n 1 (��0 gr.).
these weight values correspond respectively to various balance weights from Akrotiri403. these are
the stone ‘Minoan’ standard weight from Xesté 3 (Fig. V.51), perhaps used by the tenant of Xesté 3
as a gold standard404, the lead weight marked with two triangles and possibly found in room delta
� of house delta east40� (Fig. V.33) (in which case it may be the personal two-minas balance weight
of the ‘scribe’ living in this house, to be used either in his commercial or priestly tasks) and the lead
weights marked with one large circle or with four small circles406. one of these came from the ‘shop’
of delta 16 of delta house south, whilst the other two derive from delta house north.

Any silver jewellery will have also been taken away, especially if silver had the prime mone-
tary function in the Aegean that it had in the orient40�. the absence of silver as a commodity in
circulation from the Mycenaean bureaucracy records tends to support such an hypothesis, in con-
trast to the situation with gold, which is recorded as a contribution in unspecified form or in the
shape of vessels408. in spite of the fragile nature of silver when corroded, some silver objects were
found abandoned in room delta 16. these were one small, thin ring, now 1.1 gr. in weight (Fig.
V.53) and a cluster of four others (Fig. V.54)409, three of them of a total of 8.4 gr. in weight (Fig.

401. the smallest one no. 68�4 has pans of �.8 cm in diameter (see part ii.1, above).
40�. chAdWick 1998-1999; MichAilidou 1999, 93.
403. cf. part ii.1.�, above.
404. As evans remarked, the Minoan unit was the �th multiple of the egyptian unit of gold, which was a special unit equiv-

alent to 1�-14 gr.; see for this subject eVAns 1906; MichAilidou �004 with references.
40�. As in Thera iV, in the caption of pl. 88b.
406. part ii.1.�, Figs ii.6�-69.
40�. part iV.�, above.
408. For quantities of gold, see MichAilidou �001B with references.
409. thera V, 33: “some silver rings (pl. ��) have been found along the room and especially in the bottom of a jar. From the

V. An ApproAch to Bronze Age AegeAn MicroeconoMics in Akrotiri, therA �6�

Figs V.51-52. Marble discoid balance weight (62.2 gr.) and small black pebble (1.4 gr.) both from Xesté 3 and here
tested for size on the smallest scale pan no. 6874 from room Delta 16 of House Delta South.
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V.55). the cluster consists of either two pairs of very small earrings
or four tiny interlocking ring ingots (?) each of a standardized weight.
the smallest balance so far found at Akrotiri, which was uncovered
in this very room, would have been adequate for weighing them (Fig.
V.55).410 traces on one of the two pans of the largest balance found
at Akrotiri were noted in the diary as “a great blotch of molten metal
white and shining like silver”, which indeed sounds too good to be
true411. in any case, both balances come from the room delta 16 of
house delta south, which may have been the house of a merchant
and owner of a seal (Fig. V.56), as we have previously noted. of what
was left of balance weights in this particular room, the stone barrel
shaped one-mina balance weight (Fig. V.28) or the lead weight of
half a mina (or n 1) weight and even the small white pebble of 3.� gr. weight (Fig. V.73a)41� are
within the limits of silver quantities as recorded, for example, in the archive of a named ‘business-
man’ in old Babylonian ur: �00 gr. is the highest sum offered as a loan and 10.� gr. is the lowest,
while the merchant also ‘pays’ a sum of �.3 gr. of silver413. even smaller quantities of 4.� gr. and
�.8 gr. of silver are recorded in loan contracts from sippar, which have been recently discussed,
whilst the debt of 4.� gr. silver is to be repaid in an unspecified quantity of fish414. such textual ev-

well preserved specimens one sees that the rings are open at a point of their circumference and the two extremities end
in little knobs. they may be hair rings. Many fragments of pins have also been found as well as several examples of
bronze hooks (pl. �8a)”.

410. each one of the rings, of a present weight of �.8 gr., could have been weighed by means of the appropriate stone weight.
For example, for a possible original weight of �.8 gr., a stone weight of 60 grains or ⅓ shekel is textually attested at Mari
(JoAnnés 1989, 140 and Annexe 4.1). this is the so-called ‘little mina’ (mana tur): see poWell 19�1, �08 ff. for the de-
velopment of the Mesopotamian weight system.

411. As in Thera V, 34, but see note 1 and the scale pans in pl. �6a-b; see also here part ii.1.1. Fig. ii.�, the relics of threads
on the left pan and this silvery material on the right pan.

41�. see Fig. ii.69, above and MichAilidou �006.
413. VAn de Mieroop 199�, ��6-���.
414. “Prêt par T. d’ ½ sicle d’argent à Ipiq-Idiglat, à rendre en poisons au cours qui prévaudra” (chArpin �00�, 1��-1�6). cf.
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Fig. V.53. Silver ring, of 1.1 gr.
present weight, found in room
Delta 16.

Figs V.54-55. Silver rings from room Delta 16, tested for size here on the smallest scale pan no. 6874 from the same
room.
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idence gives us an idea of the demand for silver even in such small quan-
tities as the weight value of the three rings. Furthermore, their total
– present – value of 8.4 gr. is equivalent to one Mesopotamian shekel of
silver, against which the ‘price equivalents’ of commodities are always
given in near eastern edicts41�. And so, if the possessor of these rings
travelled to regions in which commodity values in accordance with
prices laid down in the ešnunna law code prevailed416, he would have
been able to exchange the silver rings for quantities of various goods,
such as 300 litres barley, three litres best-quality oil, 1.� litres vegetable
oil, six minas wool, three minas copper, 1.� litres of pig fat or 40 minas
bitumen41�. on the other hand, the rings may have been given as pay-
ment for various services priced at this one shekel quantity of silver,
such as the hire of a porter to carry merchandise a certain distance418.

silver was the merchant’s capital in long distance expenditures, mainly because it was the most con-
venient medium for compressing value in physical form419. We should also not forget the trader
who “obtains silver at interest”, usually “at a merchant’s house” as mentioned in old Assyrian texts
where loans in copper are also recorded4�0.

that metal items represent “a convertible reserve of value which could be mobilized for ex-
change” has already been discussed4�1. copper at Akrotiri circulated in the form of craft items and
scrap metal more or less evenly distributed, as has already been noted elsewhere4��. thus excep-
tions in the quantity of vessels, such as the case of seven vessels that come from one house alone, the
delta house north (Figs V.57-58), are of interest, especially since in this case five of the vessels
were found ‘hoarded’ in the cellar4�3. such vessels were too heavy for a single person to carry
them all away at once, as is confirmed by the presence of an elaborate vessel abandoned outside
another building (Fig. V.59)4�4. the question that arises regarding our five vessels4�� is whether

textual evidence for existing stone weights of 90 grains, that is, ½ shekel (JoAnnès 1989, 140, Annexe 4.1). As little as
half a shekel of silver is also the share of one of the four brothers in an inheritance text from old Babylonian nippur
(postgAte 199�, 9�, text �:�).

41�. part iV.�, above.
416. We take this theoretical example of silver equivalencies from the sole law code that is thought to be closest to real ex-

change values in private transactions, in contrast to other propagandistic royal edicts (part iV.�, above).
41�. see the opening section of the ešnunna law code: postgAte 199�, 193, text 10.�.
418. see for example the hiring cost of a porter in old Assyrian texts (dercksen 1996, 63).
419. cf. hAllo 199�, particularly 3�1-3��, for the association of merchant with silver in sumerian proverbs; doğAn &

MichAilidou �008, 39 for manpower obtained through payment of silver by merchants.
4�0. part iV.�., above.
4�1. sherrAtt & sherrAtt 1991, 360; see the discussion on finished products of copper in part ii.�.�, above
4��. MichAilidou 1993-1994 and in particular MichAilidou �008B. We use the word ‘copper’ here with the same meaning

that the word chalkos possesses in Ancient greek, that is, to mean the general term for this metal, whether in pure or
in an alloyed form, while ‘bronze’ is used here only for tin-copper alloy (cf. MichAilidou �008A with references to this
subject).

4�3. Thera iV, 39, Figs 91b-9�; part ii.�.�, above, Figs ii.96, 10�, 106, 10�.
4�4. this type of vessel is comparable to such vessels left behind in ‘hoards’ at Mochlos (soles �008, 1�1, hoard �, 1�4,

hoard 8). it was found in new pillar Well 64, where the box with the scale pans was also found.
4��. the other two found separately were in actual use, in particular the hydria being repaired with lead lumps, see part

ii.�.�. Figs ii.9� (no. 3�8�) and ii.100.

V. An ApproAch to Bronze Age AegeAn MicroeconoMics in Akrotiri, therA �6�

Fig. V.56. Lentoid sealstone,
bearing a representation of
griffin and dolphin, found
in room Delta 16.
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Entrance 4 (North House)

Entrance 2 (Sourth House)

Entrance 1
(West House)

Entrance 3
(East House)

Fig. V.57. Building Complex Delta, plan at first storey level.
The limits of each of the four houses are here marked indi-
vidually (after Michailidou 2001C, Fig. 209).

Fig. V.58. Reconstruction of one of the jugs from the
hoard found in House Delta North (after Thera IV,
Pl. 95).

Figs V.59-60. Single-handled basin with loop handle attached to the rim, found at Akrotiri. Its ritual use is depicted in
one of the wall paintings of Xesté 3 (after Doumas 1992, Pl.115).
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they were part of a set of merchandise or a hoard of household treasure4�6. in our view, they rep-
resent the metal equipment and utensils of a fairly wealthy household4��, possibly the property of
an entrepreneur who dealt in metals, since it was in his house that the half-talent lead weight was
found4�8. We gain some idea of such objects from texts retailing inventories in which one may ex-
pect every metal item to be listed, as for example, from two old Assyrian documents listing the
possessions of bronze utensils owned by two wealthy Assyrian merchants in kanish4�9. there are
�6 and 93 bronze items respectively, making a total amount of property in bronze of one talent
and 1� minas (38 kg.) for the first merchant and over 100 minas (�0 kg.) for the second430. der-
cksen thinks that these Assyrian texts were inventories of mainly kitchen utensils, rather than
records of merchandise. Furthermore, metal household objects also functioned as ‘money’ and so
were acceptable to creditors as a pledge. A good example is given by the following text, in which
a person selling straw holds copper items and a quantity of refined copper for the bundles of straw
he gave:

10 bundles: I am holding as pledge refined (copper)
5 bundles: I am holding as pledge 2 su’um (discs of metal)431.

this recalls the ramesside papyrus that refers to a woman who, in exchange for a slave, offers
cloth, possibly woven by herself, and a number of bronze utensils she has gathered from neigh-
bours43�. thus, whatever the case, the possession of metal also signifies the possession of “a liq-
uid asset that could be stored, counted and exchanged like any currency for other goods and
services”433. so, what, then, are we to make of the ingot fragments already referred to434 that were
kept on the upper floor of one house at Akrotiti?

the use of the metal ingot as item of personal property is illuminated in the following old
Babylonian letter, where we read:

About the bronze hatchet and the bronze ingot which were left for you as pledge, I had forgot-
ten about them until the boy who brought the corn mentioned them. I did not have any corn
available and did not send any, but at the sheep-shearing I will send you 2 shekels’ worth of
wool. Don’t give the bronze hatchet or the bronze ingot to anyone – they are entrusted to you.
On the day I send the wool, send me the bronze hatchet and the bronze ingot43�.

in the opening section of the ešnunna law code, the price equivalents for one shekel of silver are
six minas of wool to three minas of copper or two minas of worked copper436. in any case, the total

4�6. cf. part ii.�.�, above, for the classifications of hoards by soles (�008).
4��. Five copper vessels are listed in the inheritance division text from old Babylonian ur (see above in the section under

the title: house inventories).
4�8. part ii.�.1. Fig ii.�0.
4�9. dercksen 1996, �6-��.
430. the total weight of the metal items found in delta house north, consisting of seven vessels, one chisel, one dagger, one

knife and one saw, is estimated to be roughly 30 kg. of course, tools may have been brought for occasional work from
elsewhere. however, this still looks like an exceptional concentration of metal in comparison with other houses in the
settlement (see MichAilidou �008B).

431. dercksen 1996, �8-�9.
43�. pap.cairo 6��39, eyre 1998, 1�8-1�9; MichAilidou �001B, 98-99 with references.
433. soles �008, 14�.
434. part ii.�.1, above.
43�. postgAte 199�, 193, text 10.3.
436. postgAte 199�, 193, text 10. �.
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value of the ingot and the hatchet together should be equal
on, perhaps even more than, the value of the amount of wool
to be sent. in the basis of this price edict, the 1� minas wool
to be sent indicate that the total weight value of copper to
be given as pledge may have been at least from four to six
minas in weight. this weight of six minas is equivalent to
that of the ingot fragment from Akrotiri (�,9�6 gr.), which
means that this particular liquid asset, as it were, which was
kept in the upper floor of the house, would be enough to buy
1� minas of wool (equivalent to � lAnA units of wool) in an
old Babylonian environment. in an old Assyrian text,
where 30 minas of wool (ca 1� kg. = half a talent) are to be
sold to Anatolians, in order to obtain copper, the first offer
was at a ratio of 3:1 for copper in ingots, although the sale
was carried out on the basis of the better ratio of �:1 for
small-sized copper. the second offer was even better, since
fragments were now offered and the quality of copper could

therefore be checked43�, as is the case with our samples at Akrotiri (cf. Fig. V.61)438. if the owner
of the large fragment of ingot, of six minas weight, had happened to fly through time and space
to land at deir el-Medina (in year �0 of the reign of ramses iii), he would have been able to pay
in cash, as it were, for the egyptian coffin recorded on the particular ostracon already discussed439.

At Akrotiri, the owner of two masses of raw copper, the second being 341 gr. in weight, was
in the privileged position of being able to chose whether he would offer it in exchange for craft
items, such as textiles, furniture, stone vessels, or order vessels made of copper, such as, for in-
stance, the very elaborate vessel (Fig. V.59), ca 1,�68 gr. in weight. in such a case he could offer
an excess of metal for the tin required to make the handle, for the craftsmanship involved440 or
for transport costs. A vessel which is of exactly the same size and which may be made of gold is
depicted in the wall painting from Xesté 3 (Fig. V.60) in use in some ritual activity. the great use
value and the amount of metal required for heavy bronze tools likewise made them important to
their owners. A named man in deir el-Medina takes a woman to court, accusing her of stealing
the chisel he had buried under his house. thus it is completely obvious why the ingot at Akrotiri
was hidden inside the build wall of the upper storey room441.

43�. on the contrary, an intact ingot might contain non-visible impurities: dercksen 1996, �8-�9.
438. For the large fragment of ingot, cf. part ii.�.1. Figs ii. 83-90.
439. part iV.�. Fig iV.6; cooney �00�, 3�3.
440. however, the matter of the cost of labour embedded in the craft item is a subject of considerable discussion, see, for

example, the comment on the ‘cost’ of textile production by WArBurton �003, 19� and the more clear picture in re-
gard to decoration prices for egyptian coffins (cooney �00�, 1�3).

441. McdoWell 1999, 18�. A Minoan chisel was found hidden in a gap between stones of the interior wall of a modern
house in the area of Archanes (sAkellArAkis & sAkellArAki 199�, 60�).
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Fig. V.61. The smaller of the two ingot
fragments hidden in the upper floor of
a house at Akrotiri (cf. Figs II.91-92).
When investigated in the laboratory, it
revealed an interior face of pure copper.
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8. The ownership of weight measuring tools. private ownership of balances is textually con-
firmed by their presence in old Babylonian inheritance divisions. private ownership is attested in
more than one sample, thus indicating a possible variety in the size and/or function of balances.
A pre-sargonic text from Mesopotamia mentions one large balance for (weighing) wool, two
small balances for wool and one balance for copper44�. We have already canvassed the possibility
that large balances were made of wood or that baskets may have been used as balance pans at
Akrotiri, particularly for bulky materials, such as wool443. Balance weights made of lead were ca-
pable of measuring the commodities which the linear B texts indicate were measured by
weight444. since such weights were manufactured from heavy materials, they were naturally aban-
doned and, since the weights were found in almost every building, clearly, in Brogan’s words,
“weight measurement was a common activity practiced and understood at all levels”44�. For ex-
ample, the owner of the West house may have used his lead disc of one-lAnA unit not only for
weighing 3 kg. of wool received in his/her workshop, but also the same quantity in metal, per-
haps to be received as the exchange value for textiles ordered. if the ratio of wool to copper was
�:1, then he may have employed the half-lAnA weight in his collection (Table V.1), to pay the
wool producer the exchange value in copper. if the ratio was 3:1, then he may have used the one-
third lAnA weight. likewise, he could have employed the one-lAnA weight to offer copper in
exchange for a double quantity of wool weighed by means of the two-lAnA weight in his collec-
tion and so on446. of course, we do not know if such ratios had anything to do with the reality of
private transactions in the Aegean era. however, the fact that in linear B bureaucratic accounts,
the wool unit, representing four times the wool target from a sheep, is divided not into four, but
three sub-units may imply that a 3:1 ratio of wool to copper was generally accepted, since this
one third sub-unit (M-unit), of two minas weight, is the main unit for the recording of quantities
of copper44�. Wool prices are thought to have remained stable in the near east448. the ratio in the
ešnunna law code was exactly 3:1, in the form of six minas of wool to two minas of worked cop-
per. perhaps the value equivalence of wool to copper was the starting point for the adaptation of
wool units to M-units in the linear B metric system of weight. in fact, this may have occurred even
earlier, if one considers how easily the West house heavy weights can be adapted to both M and
lAnA units (Table V.1)449. lead is recorded three times in quantities of three kilograms (M 3) on
a single tablet at knossos 4�0, this weight value perhaps referring to some ingot form of lead. pow-

44�. steinkeller 1989, 9�.
443. Bronze scale pans of larger diameters may be found in future as already may be the case at Mochlos (BrogAn �008, 163).

From gournia (crete) come three pairs, the largest 14 cm in diameter (VAndenABeele & oliVier 19�9, 1��; hAWes 1908,
34).

444. sAcconi 19�1; MichAilidou 1999. Another commodity measured by weight was wax, which was a primary source of
fuel for lighting, as chemical analysis of burned areas in Mochlos lamps has revealed (BrogAn �006, �8�).

44�. BrogAn �006, �86; MichAilidou 1999.
446. the examples of wool to copper equivalences are taken from the old Assyrian text mentioned at the end of the previ-

ous section. For the lead discs with these values, see part ii.1.� above: Balance weights nos 41�4, 41��, 41�3, 41�6 in
table ii.1 and Figs ii.34-3�, 39-41.

44�. see for instance the Jn series of pylos with the allotment of copper to the smiths (sMith 199�-1993). petruso thought
(1986, 31) that the equivalence of one lAnA-unit to three M-units was introduced by the scribes of the linear B texts
but the existence of a triple division of the wool unit is supported also for the earlier linear A and cretan hieroglyphic
texts (younger �00�).

448. part iV.�, above.
449. MichAilidou 1999, table �; �00�, ��6-�30 and tables 4-6.
4�0. in all three of the four entries, perhaps also in the fourth entry, which is not fully preserved. CoMIK i: kn og 1���.
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ell notes that lead was one of the cheap monies in use in Mesopotamia4�1 and so perhaps lead
weights are a closer step towards the invention of coinage than stone weights, which have already
been regarded as forming such a step4��. thus, although these discs of lead have always been re-
garded as weights4�3, they might even be taken as a codified standard quantity of this metal in cir-
culation, had not lead balance weights been mentioned in texts from the palace archive at Mari,
in particular in connection with weighing quantities heavier than ten minas (ca � kg.). lead bal-
ance weights are mentioned for values of ten, five, and three minas4�4. the obvious advantage of
using lead weights was that fewer weighing operations were needed for large quantities, which is
the reason why the heavy weights from the West house would have been very suitable for weigh-
ing metals, too. the two-mina weight (1 linear B M-unit) and its multiples up to weights of 1�
minas (6 linear B M-units) would have been particularly useful (Table V.1).

We will not discuss information in near eastern texts on weighing deficiencies and how these
were corrected4��. We only mention that there are several cases in which the ownership of balance
weights used in the weighing operation in question is specifically stated. there is the statement
that a particular weighing was performed “with our balance weights”4�6, which accords well with
the picture revealed by the presence of balance sets in the houses at Akrotiri. there are also au-
thorized weights, for instance the one-mina weight belonging to the kārum-office4��, or weights
stated to be the property of individuals, for instance, the one-mina weight of Aššur-nimri4�8. of
great importance are designations of local standards, such as the “weight stone of the land”4�9

used for the local Anatolian standard against the Assyrian/ Mesopotamian standard, both stan-
dards being used by the old Assyrian traders. zaccagnini makes the important point that this
local standard appears only in texts concerning copper trade activities within the Anatolian con-
text, that is, that it represents the local standard for copper460. the marble disc from the building
of Xesté 3 (Fig. V.51), of non-local material and marked with the circle denoting a unit function,
may be an authorized balance weight which in Minoan crete would be the “weight stone of the

4�1. part iV.�, above.
4��. “the nearest step on the road to money is to be found in the stone weights which, when used in the pans of scale bal-

ances, checked the weights and thus the values of metals, precious and otherwise.” (keMp 1991, �48).
4�3. in all the bibliography from the time of tsountAs (1893) until the present they are stated to be balance weights and only

once have been regarded as possible ingots of lead (samples from Melos: renFreW 196�, 4, pl. �a, but see petruso 199�,
��). the only instances of lead discs outside the Aegean, that is from Anatolia at the period of the old Assyrian traders,
are published among a majority of stone weights and some of them are pierced (e.g. .Özgüç 1986, ��-81, dercksen 1996,
80 ff.; cAstle �000, ���-�6�).

4�4. JoAnnès 1989, 140, Annexe 4.1.
4��. cf., for example, dercksen 1996, 8� ff.
4�6. “He transfered to me 14 talents 30 minas of (copper or wool), weighed with our weight –stones” (dercksen 1996, 84: Vs

�6, 134).
4��. “…16 minas of silver, weighed out with the 1-mina weight of the kārum, we gave to A.” (VeenhoF 19��, �8).
4�8. “The silver has been received, weighed with Aššur-nimri’s (=one of the witnesses) 1 mina weight; ½ shekel has been brought

back to (each) mina” (indicating a correction of the deficiency of the particular stone weight): dercksen 1996, 86.
4�9. “Aššur-iddi(n) owes 2 shekels of silver and 40 minas of copper; 3 talents of copper (weighed) by means of aban mātim”

(=‘weight stone of the land’): dercksen 1996, 86.
460. zAccAgnini �000, 1�09.
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land”461 and in Akrotiri the “weight stone of the city of knossos”46� or the “weight stone of the
land” to be used against other non-Aegean standards. it may have been the community’s official
balance weight or the stone weight sanctioned by the goddess and kept by the priest or priest-
ess46�, perhaps defined as the weight stone of the “house of saffron”464. Finally, it may have been
the “weight of the market” that was used as the commercial standard for exchanging products
with crete465. such designations of the type of the weight that was used in a particular weighing
operation helped to define the level of exactness in weighing, but Aegean – that is, linear B –
texts, do not give any details of weighing operations and merely list the results for each product.

the lead weights at Akrotiri were found as a working set or in smaller groups. the set of
weights from the house Alpha east does not include such heavy weights as those found in the
West house. the group starts with the weight value of the wool quota of one sheep, but may pos-
sibly also incorporate the two-minas value (or linear B M-unit) in the form of the marble spher-
ical weight466. thus the weight of the raw material for the textile production in the upper floor
workshop was estimated here in smaller quantities, perhaps because it was delivered in lighter
standard forms. the set from house delta north, comprising the greatest number of lead balance
weights, which start from the weight value of over half a wool-unit, also incorporates the heavi-
est balance weight of the Aegean, of one half-talent value. this means that the tenant of the house
would be in a position, for example, to weigh in one operation46� a quantity of 15 kilograms in
metal, five wool-units in wool or a standard load of heavy ropes. Finally, one pair of scales and a
set of weights, all compatible with the scale pans and all below �00 gr. in weight, were found to-
gether in the same room in house delta West468.

the point that the balance was employed for multiple operations and that more than one
weight was used in the pan of the balance (Fig. V.62) is important469. the possibility that one or

461. similar to the balance weight from Akrotiri are stone weights found at knossos (petruso 199�, �8, nos 6�-68). this
weight value was already thought by Arthur evans to be the 5th multiple of the egyptian gold standard: eVAns 1906.
For the flexibility of the ‘Minoan standard’, see MichAilidou �004.

46�. in texts from the palace of Mari, there are such designations as “the weight of the city of Mari” versus the “weight of
the city of karkemiš”, also the “weight of the king’s office” , the “weights of pn’s office”, the “weights of pn” etc. (chAM-
Bon �006, passim). For more on the weighing operation at Mari, see JoAnnès 1989.

46�. cf. weight stones found in temples, as in the temple of Šamaš (AscAlone & peyronel �001; BigA �006).
464. in linear B texts, the heaviest unit used for recording saffron was the n = ½ of mina (�50 gr.). the largest quantity

recorded is n� (a mina), the unit p is widely used (the above marble disc is equivalent to p �), while there are also spe-
cial minute units (ro and Qi) for measuring saffron (MichAilidou �001A, �1).

465. the “weights of the market” are mentioned in Mari texts: “en dehors de poids du palais peuvent être utilisés les poids
du marché” (JoAnnès 1989, 1��). they are used, for example, in the purchase, by the palace, of trees from a merchant
of karkemiš and “the weights used during trade were based on the same standard recognized by the two cities-a com-
mercial standard” (chAMBon �006, 198).

466. part ii.1.�. Fig. ii.45. linen is heavier than wool, but for ri-no or RI in linear B tablets the M-unit is the upper limit
and the p-unit (�0 gr. cf. here the serpentine disc) is the lowest unit used (see Fig. V.4�, above).

46�. By means of a large balance, such as the one depicted in the Assyrian obelisk (renger 199�, �09), or the balances de-
picted in egyptian tombs, see part i.1, above and Fig. i.9; cour-MArty (1985, 190) points out that �/� of the egyptian stone
balance weights at the cairo Museum collection are under 100 gr. weight, but there are also balance weights � kg. and over
10 kg. in weight, in connection with which she refers to the new kingdom depictions of large balances that confirm that
a balance described in pap.harris was indeed 1.86 m in height. see also petruso 1986, �6; lAssen �000, �40.

468. see part ii.1.�, above, tables ii.1-4 and further comments in this chapter, below.
469. in texts from the palace of Mari, a 10-mina balance weight served as the upper limit used in the weighing of precious

metals and the specialist balance operator preferred to put on the pan more weights of lesser values. For example, if the
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two weights, perhaps only used to witness a particular mass during the course of a transaction, be-
longed to an individual does not mean that the balance itself also did4�0. on the other hand, the
find from new pillar Well 64 (Fig. 63a-b) of two scale pans, two weights (of 101.� gr. and �9.5 gr.
present weights), one possible touchstone and one sealing4�1, along with remains of the wooden
box suggests that individuals did indeed own sets of weighing tools, whilst coincidentally showing
that balance weights of both materials could function together. scale pans kept in boxes or small bas-
kets were also left behind in two of the three houses of Building complex delta4��. the scale pans
so far found at Akrotiri are not compatible with all balance weights found, even when they are from

quantity to be weighed was �0 minas and ½ shekel, instead of using two weights of 10 minas, the operator placed on
the pan one 10-mina weight, one 5-mina weight, one �-mina weight, one �-mina weight and one ½ shekel weight
(JoAnnés 1989, 1�9). on the other hand, in one old Assyrian text, it was the official one-mina weight that was used
for weighing the debt of 16 minas of silver, obviously in successive operations (VeenhoF 19��, 58).

4�0. As, for example, did some of the special weights from deir el-Medina. one stone ‘ostracon’ specifies that it represents
the weight of a specific quantity of yarn weighed by means of two stone weights: MichAilidou in press.

4�1. For the sealing see coments by kArnAVA �008A.
4��. part ii.1.1, above. Boxes for weights decorated with bone inlays are reported from ebla and from Mochlos (AscAlone

& peyronel �000; Brogan, personal communication).
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Fig. V.62. Two lead weights (74.1 gr. and 79.5 gr.) of
the set from House Delta North, here tested for size on
the smallest scale pan no. 6874 from room Delta 16.

Fig. V.63a-b. Two balance weights, one of lead and one of stone, here placed on the scale pans (no. 8589) found in
the same context (a). A black whetstone was found nearby (b) (cf. Figs II.17-20 and 22).

a b
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the same house4��, with the exception of the finds from house delta West. it is obvious that such
scale pans could be used for evaluating copper items of small volume and weight, such as various
personal belongings (Fig. V.64a-c). the small size of the pans aided the precise measuring of quan-
tities and could therefore have been used for weighing various valuable objects and materials, such
as a precious stone4�4, a piece of ivory4�5, a small quantity of precious metal and items produced
from it4�6, a small quantity of saffron4�� and other precious dyestuffs, spices or aromatic and me-

4��. see, for example, house Alpha east in part ii.1.�, above. in regard to the diameter, the balance weight of one mina seems
to be the upper limit for all pans, except the largest. petruso thinks that the upper limit for the Aegean balances was
the two-mina weight (petruso 1986, �5).

4�4. see, for instance, douMAs et al. �000, Fig. 69.
4�5. ivory working is evidenced by the presence of waste material (cf. deVetzi �008A, Fig. 14; BichtA �00�, 54�-549). that

ivory was measured by weight is shown by a linear B tablet from knossos (CoMIK iii: kn og �504).
4�6. such as the gold and silver items already discussed in the above section on personal property in metal.
4��. kAtsipis (�001, 80-81) informs us that until even recent times saffron from the islands of ios, Folegandros and Anaphe

was sold in thera by retailers who employed their own special sets of small scales for weighing saffron, consisting of
a beam and two hanging pans and employing a weight of one or one half-drami (=�.� or 1.6 gr. ). the best quality came
from Anaphe, where the balance weight, termed an axai, was equivalent to a small othonian coin, which was used in-
stead of a balance weight. this recalls the minute special weights used only for measuring saffron in linear B tablets
(MichAilidou �001A, �0-�1). katsipis also notes that the axani, a measure unit mentioned in recipes involving saffron,
was equivalent to the amount of saffron that could be held in three fingers (cf. the gesture of the goddess in the saf-
fron gatherers fresco: pApAgeorgiou & BirtAchA �008, �0�).

V. An ApproAch to Bronze Age AegeAn MicroeconoMics in Akrotiri, therA ��5

Fig. V.64a-c. Pin of 4.3 gr. weight, experimentally
placed on scale pan no. 6874 from room Delta 16
(a). A small saw of 9.4 gr. in weight (b) and a
small dagger of 9.5 gr. in weight (c) could have
been weighed on a scale pan of the size of no. 7352
from room Delta 1a.

a

c

b
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dicinal herbs. A carefully made lead disc (Fig. V.65a-b)4�8 or, even better, light and accurate stone
weights, such as the serpentine disc from house Apha east (Fig. V.50) or the hematite half-barrel
from delta 8 (Fig. V.49), already mentioned above in the discussion on the weighing of silver, could
have been used for weighing such materials. sets of small stone weights, particularly those made of
imported materials, would have followed their owners, craftsmen or merchants, in their flight from
Akrotiri. other stone weights made of local material in the form of lids or game tokens (Fig. V.66a-
b) await identification by scholars4�9. to date, no balance pans have been found in connection with
any in situ working of metal, ivory or faience, although they certainly were a necessary measuring
tool for the craftsmen involved in such delicate operations (Fig. V.68). the balance pans found in
the settlement seem to be more connected with measurement in exchange operations.

4�8. cf. .part ii.1.�, Figs ii. �8-80.
4�9. For problems of definition see MichAilidou �006.
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Fig. V.65a-b. Well-preserved lead balance weights of 15.4 gr. (a) and 31.3 gr. (b), that is ca one fourth and one half of
the ‘Minoan’ unit respectively, may easily have functioned on a balance pan as small as no. 6874 from room Delta 16.

Fig. V.66a-b. Small disc made of tuff, a volcanic material (b), may be a lid, a game token or a balance weight of 8.1
gr. capable of use on a small scale pan, such as no. 6874 from room Delta 16 (a).

a b

a b
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9. Personal property transactions. in principle, the two participants in a barter transaction have
interchangeable roles, as is the case, for instance, in the ‘market scenes’ in old kingdom egypt-
ian iconography. here there is no functional distinction between the purchaser and the seller,
since both are interested in offering what they have got. in the market scene from the causeway
of king unas, for example, the so-called ‘bagmen’, carrying empty or full bags on their backs, are
both sellers and buyers in equal measure, all persons in the scene being engaged in mutual bar-
gaining around baskets full of fruits, herbs and fish. sacks with folded textiles placed behind some
of the participants480 await their turn and a baboon is also present. Fish, in particular (Fig. V.67),
are depicted both in dried and in fresh condition, in the latter case offered in exchange for a pot
of beer and a loaf of bread 481. At Akrotiri, in addition to the evidence afforded by the depiction
of the two fishermen, a recent study of the organic remains provided evidence for various ways
of preparing and consuming fish48�. this recalls our depictions from egypt of dried and fresh
fish and of other river market scenes (Fig. V.5) and perhaps also suggests, in the case of the kea
harbour scene (Fig. V.4), that ‘a market scene’ is being depicted, where fish-based food, prepared in
cauldrons, is to be offered to embarking sailors or maritime traders. in local markets craft items, too,
were offered by their manufacturer during bargaining48�. on one of the slabs from the causeway of

480. As lABrousse & MoussA �00�, ��.
481. All these elements, which are dealt with by lABrousse & MoussA (�00�, ��, Fig. �6), form the norm for the old king-

dom market scenes (see part iV. �, above). some of these baboons were obviously also part of merchandise and were
carried as far as Akrotiri (see cline 1991; pApAgeorgiou & BirtAchA �008).

48�. By d. MylonA (forthcoming). For the fishermen, see Thera Vi; teleVAntou 1994; MylonA �000. For quantities of fish
measured by weight, see, for example, MichAilidou �001A, 61-65 with references.

48�. cf. part iV. �, above; introduction, �6-��; see also doğAn & MichAilidou �008, �4 for the ancient greek word
αὐτοπώλης meaning the seller of his own products.

V. An ApproAch to Bronze Age AegeAn MicroeconoMics in Akrotiri, therA ���

Fig. V.67. Part of the ‘Market Scene’ from
the Causeway of King Unas at Saqqara,
where both dried and fresh fish are on
offer (after Labrousse & Moussa 2002,
Fig. 36).

Fig. V.68. Part of the metalworking scene
from the Causeway of King Unas at
Saqqara, where the hand-handled bal-
ance (cf. Fig. I.8) here hangs from a free-
standing support (after Labrousse &
Moussa 2002, Fig. 41).
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Κing unas, a series of sandals is depicted on sale behind their maker484. however, the depiction in
one new kingdom scene (Fig. V.6) of sandals hanging in three separate market stalls among arti-
cles such as pieces of cloth, indicates, in Warburton’s view485, that such items may have been obtained
via retailers and not necessarily from the craftsmen themselves. in our view, the main argument in
favour of the view that retailers appear in this scene lies in the appearance of “the holders of the bal-
ance” 486, who stand within the market stalls, whilst in depictions dating to the old kingdom the bal-
ance is a tool employed in metal working industry activities (Fig. V.68).

Vessels, too, were offered for sale in the egyptian local markets, possibly together with their
contents. An examination of the value of vessels in the deir el-Medina ostraca recording private
transactions reveals that the prices on pots mainly refer to their contents48�, whilst metal vessels fig-
ure prominently in themselves, their exchange value being identical with the weight value of their
material. thus it is difficult to define the cost of labour embedded in these artefacts. the same goes
for a so-called “carpenter’s bill”, where it is evident that the high prices recorded on the ostracon in-
clude the value of the raw material used. in kemp’s view, the people of deir el-Medina calculated ma-
terial and labour costs, whilst wood, at least, was in circulation for the purposes of making
purchases488. in regard to various types of cloths, the prices on the ostraca of deir el-Medina are ex-
pressed in terms of copper, silver, grain and oil489. there are rare references to the cost of weaving,
such as the seven deben (6�� gr.) of copper that was the combined price for weaving two types of
cloth for a particular client490. A look at near eastern bureaucracy accounts in search for items made
of precious metal shows that such items are normally recorded together with their weight values
and their prices in silver, although evidence for the cost of labour is not clear in most cases. it can
sometimes be inferred, however, as is the case, for example, when the value in silver of gold items
of recorded weight is above the current ratio of silver to gold for the period491.

the great advantage of near eastern textual sources is the number of records of private trans-
actions they display. in egypt, under the pharaoh’s universal sway, transactions in personal prop-
erty were recorded as far back as the old kingdom, with ancient egyptians making a distinction
between rations given for their sustenance and those given as payment49�. the terminology of
commercial transactions evolved through the ages, with some formulas becoming more common
in the new kingdom, such as “to bring against payment” (=to buy) and “to give against payment”
(=to sell)49�. the words or formulas used in the various languages for denoting activities such as

484. lABrousse & MoussA �00�, �4, Fig. 40.
485. WArBurton �00�, 1�4.
486. For this definition in Akkadian and sumerian texts and “the intimate association of the merchant with the balance”,

see poWell 19�9, 86 note 50.
48�. since pottery was delivered to the workmen by central authorities (JAnssen 19�5, 485).
488. McdoWell 1999, 80; keMp 19�9, 186.
489. JAnssen 19�5, �85, table XlVi.
490. JAnssen 19�5, ��0, ��8.
491. on such grounds, it has been noted that “le prix en argent des bijoux des deux princesses de Mari comprend un par-

tie brute correspondent à la valeur marchande de l’or, plus un ajout provenant de la valeur artistique ajoutée par la
mise en form. cet ajout represente entre �5% et 50% du poids original” (JoAnnès 1989, 115).

49�. Menu �001, 4�0-4�1.
49�. Menu �001, 4�1. see also JAnssen 19�5, 495ff; WArBurton 199�; AllAM 1998.
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buying, selling and rewarding is an extensive subject in itself494. there are some terms dealing with
payment and delivery in linear B tablets, such as o-no and a-pu-do-si, which we will not discuss
in this work495. What is of interest to us there is the extent to which the act of measuring was ver-
bally connected in Mesopotamia with the act of handing over quantifiable means of payment,
such as barley and silver. As Veenhof notes, the items sold in the earliest sumerian deeds are land,
houses and slaves, all distinguished from money, in that they are not easily quantifiable and do not
function as a standard value or means of payment. he notes that the original meaning of a par-
ticular term used for “to buy” was “to measure out quantities of barley” (my emphasis), while
sumerian texts from the Fara-period already distinguished between “he who consumes the pur-
chase price”, who is the seller, and “he who measures out the purchase price for item x” or “he who
makes the purchase price”, who is the buyer496.

in the absence of textual evidence on private transactions49�, we cannot be sure that in the
Aegean era barley and silver served as standards of value in the way that they did in the near
east, where “money was substance-orientated and every staple or commodity could be used as
money, but barley in general served as the cheap, local money, whereas silver served as the high-
range money, e.g. for long-distance overland trade”498. We can only infer that potentially the pur-
chase price for a majority of goods and services at Akrotiri might be paid in barley and figs, which
are the staple goods for rations in linear B sources, and in pulses, wool, oil, cloth and copper,
while wine or gold are to be regarded as luxuries that did not serve as ‘commodity monies’499.

of agricultural commodity monies, lentils were much appreciated in the east Mediterranean500,
as is clear, for example, from the fact that twenty sacks of lentils were among the goods sent from
egypt to Wenamun501, in order to obtain cedar from Byblos. Barley flour is attested at Akrotiri in
greater quantities than wheat flour50�. in general, flour has the advantage of being ready for con-
sumption and of possessing double the food value per unit of whole grains50�, and, although it has
a shorter shelf life than that of grain, it needs less space for storage. Agricultural produce offered in
exchange would have indeed been very bulky and a merchant dealing in such commodities and re-
ceiving them as means of payment would have required extensive storage facilities. such may have

494. For indo-european terms, for instance, cf. BenVeniste 1969; also doğAn & MichAilidou �008, with references.
495. For about a dozen linear B transactional terms, see pAlAiMA 1994, ��6; see also duhouX 19�6; killen 1995; oliVier

1996-9�; MichAilidou 1999, 99 and 105 (�4); sAcconi �005; doğAn & MichAilidou �008, passim.
496. VeenhoF 19��, �59-�60.
49�. two sherds with post-firing incised isolated linear A signs and one ostracon bearing an accounting record found at

Akrotiri may, or may not, be related to transactions (MichAilidou �000-�001, 10-1�, Figs 1-�, pls iii-iV, and here Fig.
V.�9). As for the two sherds, the suggestion was that they may have been ‘counters’ or tokens for intra-community ex-
changes, in functional terms close to the ‘noduli’ of the Minoan bureaucratic system, but belonging to a different level
of socio-economic behaviour (MichAilidou �000-�001, ��-��).

498. BongenAAr 1999, 16�.
499. For commodities serving as means of payment, see part iV.�, above.
500. cf. sArpAki 199�B.
501. Among goods such as vessels of gold and silver, garments and cloth, ox-hides, ropes and – not least - thirty baskets of

fish (lichtheiM 19�6, ���).
50�. Forty five samples were of barley flour against only three made of wheat, and barley flour is to date attested in Build-

ing complex Alpha (where the big jars in house Alpha east and a mill installation in the house next to it), and in all
four houses of Building complex delta: sArpAki �001c, �4-�6, table 1; �008.

50�. pAlMer �008, 6��.
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been the case with the tenant of house Alpha east. house delta West also revealed jars of barley flour
in the storeroom of delta 1a and in the upper storey504, but the question of whether this flour was
kept there for subsistence purposes only or/and for exchange purposes requires further study. per-
haps of relevance here is the point that this is the house where elaborated and imported pottery was
found stored in a basement room, room delta 9505. of course, any attempt to map the economic ac-
tivities pursued in various Akrotiri households rests above all upon variations in floor space on the
ground floor and in particular upon variations in storage planning (Fig. V.69a-c)506.

to turn now to a house that has been thoroughly investigated: the archaeobotanical investiga-
tion of the organic material from the storerooms of the West house, revealed the presence in the
ground-floor stores of pulses, in the form of fava, lentils and bean, and of grain, barley in particu-

504. sArpAki �001c, ��, table 1; see pApAdiMιtriou-grAMMenou �008, 1�8, for a detailed description of room delta 1a,
and 146, for the discovery of flour inside jars located in both storeys. Balances and balance weights were found in both
houses and another common feature is the existence, in both Alpha 1 and delta 1a rooms, of a hearth and other equip-
ment, which suggests that food may have been prepared here on a small scale (see in particular deVetzi �008B, �6�
who compares this evidence to the large scale cooking facilities evidenced in two recently revealed kitchens at the site:
see BirtAchA �008).

505. Thera V, �5, pls 6�-65. this is also the house where large pithoi were found on the upper floor, where they had been
temporarily placed in the openings of the pier-and-door partition wall (Thera iV, pls �4-�5; MichAilidou �001c, ��4).

506. MichAilidou �001c, 4�0-4�1, 4��.
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Fig. V.69a-c. The differentiation in ground
floor elements of Complex Beta, whose
upper floor displays the common layout
including the room with a central column
(a). The differentiation consists of (b) par-
ticular fixed elements in one room, that is,
the benches with pithoi and (c) a concen-
tration of large numbers of used tripod
clay pots in the other room and may indi-
cate that perfume manufacture was car-
ried out in this building (Michailidou
2001C, 430-431).

a

c

b
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lar. Wheat flour and barley flour were separately stored in the upper room cellar of the house50�. thus
the inhabitant of this house, where a weaving workshop and a large-scale milling area were located,
would have been in a position “to measure out” quantities of agricultural produce508 or “to weigh out”
textiles of a particular quality, in order to meet various household needs or even to provide it with
luxuries509. some luxuries arrived by means of overseas trade510, such as the imported Minoan stone
vessels. others may have been local products, sometimes of a non-definable artistic and ideologi-
cal value, such as the painted tripod offering tables. such pieces of private property were found left
on the sills of the windows of the upper floor “private apartments” of this house511.

in regard to luxuries, it has been noted that in the Aegean era, “the urban economy was a
contagious process, in which the desire for luxuries preceded the production of commodities”51�.
even if we accept the possibility that room delta 16 was not a ‘shop’, but a room filled with pieces
of property placed in secondary emergency storage, and irrespective of whether the items found
in room delta 18a were items of merchandise or belonged to some individual’s store of wealth or
were the contents of a sanctuary treasury, the clusters of luxuries in the two houses of complex
delta (Fig. V.57), are indicators of a particular level and type of wealth in circulation that, to a great
extent, corresponded to the demands of the local market. stone vessels make up the most promi-
nent surviving example of items desired by the local market51�.
these were found in groups stored in two houses (in rooms delta
16 and delta 18a) and in minor quantities in use in various houses
of the settlement514. their attraction as merchandise was due to
their elegant appearance combined with the precious substances
they could contain515. the inhabitants of Akrotiri could order
them from the local craftsmen, who, in addition to copying for-
eign shapes, also created “completely novel vessels in both local
and imported stones” 516 (Fig. V.70). these the inhabitants paid in
the same way as they did other artisans, such as carpenters or
painters. however, stone vases were also imported into the island
and it is no coincidence that the largest quantity and the largest
variety of types of Minoan vases outside crete has been found at

50�. sArpAki 199�A, �19-��0. sarpaki points out that “the crops at Akrotiri had arrived after being submitted to the vari-
ous stages of processing. As it is a consumer site, crops arrived after their coarse sifting and were in the ready to store
stage” (sArpAki �001c, �1).

508. in general at Akrotiri, processed plant materials have been found consisting of bulgur, fava, pulse flour, wheat flour,
barley floor and a mixture of wheat and barley (sArpAki �001c, ��).

509. in the sense of high-value, low-bulk manufactured goods (sherrAtt & sherrAtt 1991, �58).
510. douMAs 198�; 1986; 1991; BichtA �00�; deVetzi �008A.
511. For stone vessels found on the upper floor see deVetzi �00�. For the tripod tables see teleVAntou �00�. For the idea

of ‘private appartments’ see MichAilidou �001c, 16�-164, Fig. 86.
51�. sherrAtt & sherrAtt 1991, �56.
51�. WArren 1969; 1989; deVetzi �000; �001; �008A.
514. As in the West house, mentioned above in note 511.
515. deVetzi �008A, 68 and personal communication.
516. deVetzi �000, 1�9.
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Fig. V.70. One of the stone ves-
sels found in room Delta 16.
This novel stone form may have
been created locally in imported
(?) red marble or rosso antico
(after Devetzi 2000, Pl. 34d).
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Akrotiri51�. the picture we have of stone workers and their products is sim-
ilar to the image we have of weavers and textiles on thera and Minoan crete
that we have already discussed above. in the words of Andrew and sue sher-
ratt once more, “what was spreading was consumer demand. As the catch-
ment area for raw materials spread, so – some distance behind – did the
lifestyle and the technical capacity to support it”518.

since bore cores or wasted pieces prove that white marble was among
the imported stones519, it is likely that some of the marble weights may also
have been made by the same artisans who produced the vases5�0, while oth-
ers may be imported (Fig. V.72a-e). the possibility of local source of pro-
duction cannot be totally excluded in the case of the stone barrel-shaped
mina (Fig. V.71), while stone weights made of gypsum5�1 (Fig. V.72d-e) or

51�. WArren 19�9, 106; deVetzi �000, 1�8.
518. sherrAtt & sherrAtt 1991, �55-�56.
519. deVetzi �000, 1�4-1�5, 1�8 note 8�.
5�0. cf. MichAilidou 1990, 41�, Fig. 18 for two bore cores of veined marble from delta 16, possibly representing trade

items in themselves. For stone weights, some of them of marble, see also part ii.1.�, Fig. ii.�5c.
5�1. For gypsum vases at Akrtoriri see in particular WArren 19�9; deVetzi �000,1��-1��; �008A. gypsum slabs were used

for the upper floor in one of the rooms of the house of the ladies (pAlyVou �005, 111).
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Fig. V.71. Agate bar-
rel-shaped balance
weight and agate
fragment found as
waste at Akrotiri.

Fig. V.72a-e. Stone weights,
which may have been import-
ed. The marble, loaf-shaped
weight of 26 gr. bearing a circle
on both faces is here placed on
the smallest scale pan no. 6874
from room Delta 16 (a-b). A
limestone, dome-shaped weight
of reconstructed weight 129 gr.
(c) and a gypsum weight from
House Alpha East, of recon-
structed weight 272 gr. (d), are
here tested for size on scale pan
no. 7352 from room Delta 1a.
(c-d). Two gypsum weights now
weighing 20 and 3.3 gr. (e) were
found together with a lead
weight inside a basket contain-
ing personal belongings (after
Michailidou 2006, Fig. 28).

ba

c d

e
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serpentine5�� (Fig. V.50) were probably brought to the island by their owners. the fact that both
locally produced and imported stone vases were found stored in the same context5�� strengthens
the suggestion that trade items were oriented towards the tastes of the local clientele or that car-
gos passed through Akrotiri and were enriched there before travelling to more distant destina-
tions. similar reasons may have led to the storage in room delta 18a of two identical daggers (Fig.
V.31), whose style lies only one step behind the sophisticated peinture en métal technique of the
inlaid dagger from potamos5�4. even if all these artifacts were no more than the property of cer-
tain wealthy citizens of Akrotiri, they were carefully collected by the tenant of the house and they
certainly “embody concepts of value and purity which have a power which is more than just a
consequence of their relative scarcity” 5�5. how, however, were they collected? While for locally
available products small-scale transactions were most probably carried out by simple bargaining,
for goods or services which lay outside the common inventory of items traded, James emphasizes
the need for the intervention of a third party5�6. this is how the ‘trader’ appears, that is, initially
as the person who arranges the traffic of commodities of which he is not the producer. in this in-
termediary role, the main abilities that gradually develop are his capacity for travelling and ex-
perience in handling the silver and the balance. the question of the particular status or name of
his ‘profession’ over ages and cultures will not be discussed here5��, but he is the person who
“weighs out the silver”5�8. the tenant of house delta south, in which the room delta 16 stands,
did indeed forget some silver rings behind him. he also had two balances, at least, at his dis-
posal, which are the largest and the smallest of the scales to date found. he could measure quan-
tities from at least one syrian-mina weight in the large balance to �.� gr. weight in the small
balance (Fig. V.73a).

even if nearby sources of silver in lavrion and the cyclades are taken into account, the avail-
ability of silver at Akrotiri mainly depends on whether we are to consider the lumps of litharge
found at the site as by-products of in situ cupellation of silver-rich lead5�9 or only as the objects
of trade in themselves, serving as the raw material for, e.g., producing dyestuffs5�0. Whatever the
case, silver in the near east and egypt served mainly as unit of account and reserve. As a rule, it
was the commodities themselves that changed hands among ordinary people, one of the reasons
being the opportunity for fraud that the existing measuring tools offered when weighing tiny

5��. serpentine was a typical cretan material for stone vases: WArren 1969, 1�8-140; deVetzi �000, 1�4. see also MichAili-
dou �006, passim.

5��. For instance, the vase of Fig. V.�0 here, was found in delta 16, where the gypsum vases were also found ( Thera V, pls
6�-��).

5�4. XenAki-sAkellAriou & chAtziliou 1989, �8, pl. iX,1. see also teleVAntou �008, ��1-���.
5�5. sherrAtt & sherrAtt 1991, �54.
5�6. JAMes 1984, �4�.
5��. see, for instance doğAn & MichAilidou �008 with references.
5�8. sometimes even as the intermediary person, as is the case, for instance, with ur-iii sale slave contracts, see introduc-

tion, 41, Fig. 4.
5�9. As stos-gAle & gAle (1990, 85-88) believe in regard to the lumps of litharge found at thera, kea and Melos. how-

ever, see MichAilidou �00�, ��5 for the results of more recent investigations of various materials coming from the
West house that do not support this view.

5�0. MichAilidou �00�, ��6; BirtAchA et al. forthcoming.
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Fig. V.73a-b. White pebble 3.2 gr. in weight from room Delta 16 (a), suitable for use on the smallest scale pan no.
6874 found in the same room, as was the other pebble 27.2 gr. in weight (b).

Fig. V.74a-b. Copper strips from room Delta 1a, House Delta West, of a total weight value of 9.5 gr. (a), suitable for
use with scale pan no. 7352 found in the same room (b).

Fig. V.75. Copper rings, each currently weighing ca
1 gr. and bound strips, currently weighing ca 5.5
gr., found in room Delta 1a of House Delta West.

a b

a b
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quantities of silver5�1. As we have already mentioned, silver changed hands mainly among pro-
fessional merchants, the carriers of the ‘money bag’5��. copper, however, when measured in
greater quantities, may have been a perfect means of payment for intra-community transactions,
used both by merchants and ‘ordinary’ people, since it was easy to store and could be converted
to items of both use and exchange value. it was the preferred means of payment in intra-regional
transactions of individual property at deir el-Medina, where the smallest quantity referred to
is ½ deben (45 gr.), although this may have been only the smallest amount worth of recording. the
circulation of this metal in the settlement at Akrotiri, in raw form, in the shape of finished prod-
ucts and as scrap metal, has already been discussed5��. in a form suitable for making payments,
copper also circulated in codified forms of very low weight values, such as rings, strips and bided
strips, the latter type also being attested at the site of Mochlos in more than one sample, which sug-
gests that this may have been one of various forms of ‘liquid asset’ in circulation5�4. it is a con-
venient coincidence that such samples to date all come from delta house West (Figs V.74-75)
and from the same room, delta 1a, where one balance and a set of lead balance weights, all under
�00 gr. in weight, were found5�5. the tenant of the house thus was in a position to “weigh out” cop-
per in payment or hand out copper in codified forms of a very low weight value5�6. if we are to
take literally the depiction of traders in the egyptian market scene of kenamun’s tomb (Fig. V.6),
the holder of the balance is “he who makes the purchase price” and “he who measures out the pur-
chase price for item x”5��, which may mean that in fact it is the holder of the balance who is con-
ceived of as the buyer5�8.

the households at Akrotiri, from the elite tenants of the imposing building of Xesté �5�9 to
the ‘textile dealer’ or ‘scribe’ living in the smallest house of the town (delta east), seem to have
been involved in a variety of commercial activities. religion embraces all these activities and the
town lives in the milieu of the Minoan way of life. We may suggest that the ultimate goal of the
entrepreneurs based in this part of the town, was evidently to convert agricultural or animal prod-
ucts into cloth and copper, just as was the case with some egyptian women weavers discussed by
eyre540 or with those old Asssyrians who were engaged in indirect intra-Anatolia trade of cop-
per and wool, as discussed by Veenhof541. copper would have been very useful for intra-regional

5�1. As poWell 19�9, 8�, 86: “the high value of silver or gold, the inaccuracies inherent in the weighing system, and the
inability of the ordinary citizen to check the validity of weights and balances militated against the use of these substances
as a medium of exchange”.

5��. cf. , for example, dogAn & MichAildou �008, 4�, with references; VeenhoF 1988, �48.
5��. see part ii.�, above and MichAilidou �008B.
5�4. cf. BrogAn �006; soles �008.
5�5. part ii.1 and �, Figs ii.11-1�, 5�-56. see the discussion in the above section 8.
5�6. however, even the low weight of 9.5 gr. (which incidentally is equal to a syrian shekel) was enough for the recipient of

the payment to order items such as hooks and pins (see MichAilidou �001B, table 1).
5��. cf. above the egyptian terms used for the buyer.
5�8. this may be the answer to the question posed at the end of part ii.1.�, in regard to the level of the acceptable inaccu-

racy in weighing.
5�9. see, for example, the discussion by VlAchopoulos in press.
540. From pap.cairo 65��9: gArdiner 19�5; eyre 1998, 1�8-1�9; WArBurton �00�, 1�4; MichAilidou �001B, 98-99.
541. VeenhoF 1988, �44-�45; Also dercken 1996, 149 ff.
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transactions, whilst cloth would have also been carried overseas and converted to silver. What of
prices, however? the value of copper was estimated in the same way everywhere, in the sense
that it represented its weight value. this was the advantage of copper in long distance trade, too.
however, we cannot transfer absolute values from other cultures, for instance the prices of such
items as houses and beds, to Akrotiri, because we do not know the ratio assigned to copper at
Akrotiri in regard to grain or wool. For instance, the copper value of a sheep in old Assyrian
texts ranges from 15/6 minas to 5½ minas. let us choose, for the sake of discussion, that an aver-
age price for a sheep was � minas (=M 1). the price on deir el-Medina ostraca is �-� deben of cop-
per, and so, if we take the highest price, the cost is only ��9 gr. copper. dercksen gives for Anatolia
a ratio of 100: 1 for copper to silver, which also holds for ramesside period. only in such a case
may we say that small cattle were cheaper in deir el-Medina and then look for the reasons for this
difference. it may be that in deir el-Medina sheep were kept only for dairy products and meat,
whilst in the second case wool production was perhaps the decisive factor. however, we cannot
know whether sheep were an expensive item within Anatolia, if we do not know the ratio of grain
to copper or of grain to wool.

however, although neighbours may have had different prices, they did have similar standards
of form, volume and weight for various types of circulating commodities, as we have already seen,
especially in regard to wool (e.g. the weight values of �40 gr., 6 minas, � minas) and, of course,
as we already knew for the copper ingots circulating in long distance trade. the use of the same
discoid form as a standard for colouring agents both at Akrotiri and in egypt is an illuminating
example. Baskets functioning as capacity measures for a variety of products and quantities, vari-
ous standard shapes of clay containers for particular contents (Fig. V.76)54� and sacks of a par-
ticular capacity all facilitated the estimation of the quantity offered in transactions. regional
metric systems of weight were also interconnected in terms of particular weight values, as already
noted by many scholars54�.

We end this chapter with a remark on the possible evidence regarding value estimation af-
forded by two linear B tablets, one from knossos and one from pylos544. it is no coincidence that
the only instances of a possible price for cloth refer to linen garments, since it seems that linen tex-
tile industry was organized on a different basis from that on which the wool textile industry
rested545. significantly, both references concern thin, that is, fine linen fabric (ri-no re-po-to), but
the garments made of it are not designated by identical terms in the two tablets (ki-to, that is
khitôn, in the knossos tablet and the garment *146 of the wehanos type546 in the pylos tablet). had
they been so, we might have been in a position to estimate the Mycenaean ratio of copper to grain,
although, of course, the tablets are not exactly of the same date. in the knossos tablet l 69�, one

54�. kAtsA-toMArA �008, 40, Fig. 6; kAtsA-toMArA forthcoming. see also douMAs & konstAntinidis 1990 for special
shapes and sizes of storage oriented jars.

54�. pArise 1984; zAccAgnini 1999-�001; MichAilidou �004.
544. killen 1988, 181-18�; sAcconi �005, ��-�4.
545. killen 1984, 61-6�; �00�, 5�; sAcconi �005, ��; rougeMont �00�.
546. rougeMont �00�, 4�, note 9. For this particular ideogram see nosch & pernA �001, 4�1-4��. For a recent discussion

on textile terminology, see nosch & Michel forthcoming.
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ki-to (tunic) is followed by the record of one M-unit (1 kg.) of copper54� and in the pylos tablet
un 1��� perhaps one unit of *146 in the first entry is estimated in five grA-units (presumably
of 96 litres), which gives a figure of 480 litres of grain. if we suggest, only as a working hypothe-
sis, that the value of 1 kg. of copper/bronze was equivalent to 480 litres of grain, this gives rather
a high value for copper, since in the ešnunna law code one kg. of worked copper is equivalent
to �00 litres of grain, whilst on the deir el-Medina ostraca one kg. of copper/bronze is equivalent
to 4�� litres of grain548. Whatever the truth, Janssen may be right in pointing out that in evaluat-
ing amounts of commodities no distinction was made between copper and bronze or between
wheat and barley. in his view, valuation of objects was always in essence a means towards trans-
acting an exchange, and therefore more closely connected with the commodity in question than
we should perhaps expect. in other words, the process of valuation was much less abstract than
in the modern world549.

54�. the estimation of the value of the garment in copper is one of the interpretations given to this account (see the text of
kn l69� in CoMIK i and cf. killen 1988, 181-18�).

548. For the ešnunna law code, where 1 gur (�00 litres) barley is equivalent to 1 shekel silver, which is equivalent to �
minas of worked copper, see postgAte 199�, 19�. For the deir el-Medina equivalence of 4 deben (of 91gr.) of cop-
per/bronze to � khar (of �6.88 litres) of grain cf. JAnssen 19�5, 108.

549. JAnssen 19�5, 10�-108.
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Fig. V.76. Oval-mouthed amphoras from Akrotiri of the same size and decoration (after Katsa-Tomara 2008, Fig.
6).
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B I B L I O G R A P H Y

The abbreviations used in this book follow standard Assyriological practice and can be found in Akkadisches
Handwörterbuch (AHw) or in The Assyrian Dictionary (CAD), cf. also D. Charpin, D.O. Edzard & M. Stol,
Mesopotamien. Die altbabylonische Zeit, Academic Press Friburg 2004. Abbreviations used generally in Aegean
Archaeology are given in the American Journal of Archaeology (AJA). Abbreviations frequently appearing are
as follows:

ΑΛΣ: Periodical Publication of the Society for the Promotion of Studies on Prehistoric Thera, Athens.
ABSA: Annual of the British School at Athens.
ARM: Archives royales de Mari, Paris.
ARMT: Archives royales de Mari (transcription et traduction).
ARMT 23: BArDET, G., F. JOAnnèS, B. LAFOnT, D. SOuBEyrAn & P. ViLLArD (eds), Archives administratives de
Mari I, publiés pour le cinquantenaire de Mari, Paris 1984.
ARM 26: ChArPin, D, F. JOAnnèS, S. LACkEnBAChEr & B. LAFOnT, Archives épistolaires de Mari i, Paris 1988.
BIN: Babylonian Inscriptions in the Collection of James B. Nies, yale university.
BIN 2: niES, J.B. & CL. E. kEiSEr, Historical, Religious and Economic Texts and Antiquities, vol.ii, new haven
1954.
BIN 10: VAn DE MiErOOP, M., Sumerian Administrative Documents from the Reigns of Isbi-Erra and Su-Ilisu,
yale university Press, 1987.
BSA: Bulletin on Sumerian Agriculture, Cambridge.
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